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The essential guide for the collector of mechanical wristwatches, with complete information on
over 1,400 models from some 130 international brands.

With Wristwatch Annual, collectors have at hand a wealth of information on the latest offerings
from today's most important watch producers, from Swiss mainstays like Rolex and Patek
Philippe to the maverick independent brands springing up across Europe and the U.S. The book is
arranged alphabetically by producer, and the movement, functions, case, band, price, and
variations of each pictured watch are fully described.

This year's edition, like its predecessors, will feature a variety of additional articles on
independent watchmaking, key personalities in the watch world, and the technical aspects of
horology. An illustrated glossary and a primer on watch care help acclimate the reader to the
world of fine timepieces.

AUTHORS:
Peter Braun is editor-in-chief of the renowned German wristwatch magazine Armbanduhren.

Marton Radkai, an independent journalist, has edited the English-language edition of Wristwatch
Annual since 2011.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The leading collector's guide to fine mechanical watches for over twenty years
•  Full specifications (and prices) for more than 1,400 watches from 130 international brands,
curated by two of the top experts
•  Also includes editorial coverage of the latest watch trends
•  No other print or online publication brings together all this information in one place.
•  Watches are the number-one men's accessory, and collectors are passionately interested in
the kind of details that Wristwatch Annual provides.

1400 colour illustrations
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The Mary Rose carried a crew of naval officers and sailors, a fighting force of gunners and
soldiers, a Barber-surgeon, several ship's carpenters and skilled navigators. Of nearly 500 men,
fewer than 40 survived the sinking on 19th July 1545. Trapped by netting, or below deck, they
stood little chance, and their bodies and belongings went to the bottom of the sea. Excavation of
the hull and contents produced a huge collection of objects that together make up a detailed
picture of what life was like on board. Before the Mast explores how the men of the Mary Rose
lived, through their surviving possessions; how they were fed; their music and recreation,
medicine and provision for illness and injury, as well as working practices: carpentry and
maintenance, stowage, navigation and ship's communications. The personal possessions of the
crew included religious items, books, fishing lines and weights, sewing kits, money, hair combs,
jewellery, knives, musical instruments and many items of clothing. The Barber-surgeon, who had
his own cabin, brought on board a fine chest filled with canisters, bottles and pots of ointment
and medicines, a variety of surgical instruments and a fine set of razors. Another cabin nearby
was clearly occupied by the ship's carpenters whose toolkit included planes, adzes, axes,
hammers and drills, as well as pitch pots and special mallets for patching up leaks in the ship's
hull. The ship's navigators had the best in sixteenth century compasses. The ship's galley was in
the hold and this area in particular produced many examples of wooden and pewter plates,
bowls, pots, bread troughs, and tankards, as well as barrels and baskets still containing beef,
pork, fish and fruit. The volume also includes an analysis of the human remains providing
evidence for the stature and age range of the men most were under 30 their health, and injuries
sustained. Before the Mast is now available again in a two volume edition published by Oxbow
Books.
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This volume is the proceedings of an international symposium on the subject of Disease in the
Ancient World, is based on a collaboration between the Universities of Oxford and Salzburg,
aimed at understanding the role of disease and epidemics in the ancient world and brings
together ancient historians, classicists, archaeologists, archaeological scientists and many others
who are interested in the subject. It also explores the creation of interdisciplinary methodologies
that will help us In the future to understand the complexities of disease transmission and explain
the long-term effects on health and social change. Papers range from earliest prehistory to the
late antique and include the latest work from early pandemics to occupational health.
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The human body represents the perfect element for relating communities of the living with the
divine. This is clearly evident in the mythological stories that recount the creation of humans by
deities among ancient and contemporaneous societies across a very broad geographical
environment. Thus, parts of selected human body parts or skeletal elements can then become an
ideal proxy for connecting with the supernatural as demonstrated by the cult of the human skulls
among Neolithic communities in the Near East as well as the cult of the relics of Christian saints.
The aim of this volume is to undertake a cross-cultural investigation of the role played in antiquity
by humans and human remains in creating forms of relationality with the divine. Such an
approach will highlight how the human body can be envisioned as part of a broader
materialization of religious beliefs that is based on connecting different realms of materiality in
perceiving the supernatural by the community of the livings. Case studies on ritual aspects of
funerary practices is presented, emphasising the varied roles of body parts in mortuary rituals
and as relics. Other papers take a wider look at regional practices in various time periods and
cultural contexts to explore the central role of the corpse in the negotiation of death in human
culture.

AUTHOR:
Nicola Laneri is the Director of the School of Religious Studies at CAMNES/Lorenzo de' Medici
(Florence). He taught Archaeology of the Ancient Near East at the University of Catania, the
University of Chicago, the Middle Eastern Technical University of Ankara and the Oriental Institute
of Naples and was director of the Hirbemerdon Tepe Archaeological Project (SE Turkey). He
published more than 80 scientific articles and books.
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Weapons and tools are frequently found depicted in rock art in many parts of the globe and
different periods and in varying social contexts. This collection of papers by leading rock art
specialists examines the subjective and metaphorical value of weapons and tools in art, the
actions that created them, and their contexts. It also takes into account that such representations
incorporate and transmit some kind of understanding about the world and the relationship
between objects and humans. Contributors analyse objects and weapons as status symbols, as
evidences of cultural contacts, as ideological devices, etc. Divided into regional sections which, for
once, do not focus on Scandinavia, chapters deal with the representations of weapons and
certain kinds of tools (such as axes and sickles) in different prehistoric, protohistoric and
traditional community contexts all over the world. Attention focuses on rock art, but also looks at
stelae and statue-menhirs, as well as other kinds of ‘container’ or vehicle for this kind of
depiction. The major concern is to discuss the possible meanings of these embodied signs in
different areas and periods, since meanings are permeable both to time and space. Papers
either centre their attention in broader approaches based on a specific area, region or people, or
focus on particular case studies.
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Following his studies at the Accademia di Architettura in Mendrisio and various internships,
Andreas Heierle founded his Atelier fur Architektur in Lucerne in 2012. Since then, he has
produced a number of architectural gems, including a small, elegant residential building with
three courtyards in Romania and a school in the community of Crissier, Canton of Vaud, which is
naturally integrated into the landscape.

Text in English and German.

50 colour, 30 b/w images
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Blackburn Architects leads the world in the design of equestrian facilities that are beautiful and
innovative. The firm's common-sense approach delivers impressive facilities for horses, while at
the same time designing a structure that fits into the regional vernacular architecture with
pleasing results. This is an exciting journey through a body of work spanning nearly four decades,
with reviews of a plethora of designs that highlight discoveries and innovations made along the
way. The firm also looks forward to a more sustainable future, as it continues to push for the
inclusion of ever-more innovative systems and environmental protections. This lavishly illustrated
monograph is a celebration of the history of this specialist architecture firm, a beautiful showcase
of some of the most jaw-dropping designs of horse stables and barns. 

Blackburn Architects, P.C. was established in 1983 as Smith Blackburn Stauffer Architects to
provide full-service architectural design and planning services for equestrian and residential
clients. The firm's horse barns are known throughout the world for their healthy focus: designed
for maximum light and ventilation so all occupants (human and equine) enjoy the space and
thrive. For more than three decades, Blackburn Architects has distinguished itself with a
health-first ethos and as a design-oriented firm who deeply believes that clients' needs, budget
limitations, and site concerns must be balanced with the practitioners' experience and intrinsic
knowledge of the building. The firm's design philosophy is to produce architecture that is both
aesthetically pleasing and respectful to its environment by selecting construction materials
responsibly, and sensitively preserving scarce or endangered materials.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A beautifully photographed monograph showcasing the exquisite work of renowned equestrian
architecture specialists, Blackburn Architects
•  Covering completed works across the United States, including incorporating the regional
traditional architecture into stunning stable designs
•  Featuring accessible descriptions of each project by the designers, detailing innovations,
including the concept of aerodynamic ventilation, the importance of strategic natural light, and
how to incorporate passive solar heating and cooling 
•  An inspiring read for the experienced rider, trainer, or aspiring equestrian with a love of
horses
•  A must-have for every horse aficionado
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This book deconstructs two widespread prejudices: one, that architects nowadays are no longer
important for the overall construction process, and the other, that design is a linear process that
comprises a fully-formed architectonic vision right from the outset. The renowned architect and
Harvard professor Farshid Moussavi shows how the specific character of contemporary
architecture involves enriching the pragmatic everyday task of creating architecture with random
elements and subjective factors, in order to achieve our potential for changing our circumstances
and the architecture that surrounds us. Thus, the micro-politics of our everyday lives becomes
the basis for our built architecture.

Farshid Moussavi illustrates this process with the help of four of her buildings from the last
decade. They are presented through hundreds of photos, drawings, and sketches, and discussed
in an essay, in which Moussavi develops her thesis. New photos of the four buildings have been
taken by the celebrated British photographer Stephen Gill, whose creative work combines
documentary, experimental and conceptual approaches. An astonishing book for all those who
are interested in the interaction between architecture and society.

AUTHOR:
Farshid Moussavi, born 1965 in Shiraz (Iran), studied architecture at the University of Dundee,
Bartlett School of Architecture in London and Harvard Graduate School of Design, and founded
Foreign Office Architects (FOA) in 1993. In 2011, she established her new firm Farshid Moussavi
Architecture (FMA) in London. Since 2005, she has been a Professor in Practice of Architecture at
Harvard Graduate School of Design, where she published her influential books The Function of
Ornament (2008), The Function of Form (2009) and The Function of Style (2015). 

SELLING POINTS:
•  First monograph on the work of London-based firm Farshid Moussavi Architects (FMA),
developing Moussavi's claim that good architecture is based on the micro-politics of our everyday
lives
•  Richly illustrated with drawings, sketches and photos, including newly taken images of four
buildings by FMA, shot by the well-known British photographer Stephen Gill
•  Features a preface by renowned French philosopher Jacques Ranciere
•  Farshid Moussavie is one of the world's most highly regarded architects and teachers of
architecture

850 colour, 150 b/w illustrations
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The A22 motorway and the history of its project and construction constitute a unique case within
the implementation of the Italian motorway network after WWII, mainly due to the exceptional
contribution of landscape architect Pietro Porcinai. Complementary narratives have unfolded
around the A22, concerning the policies and practices that affected its implementation, the
architectural debate surrounding its design and construction and its structural transformations
over time. Starting from this peculiar history, and from the study of the current and expected
evolution of the motorway, this research investigates the obsolescence of modern infrastructure
and the possible strategies of maintenance and preservation.

AUTHOR:
Claudia Zanda (1981), architect, studied at the IUAV University in Venice and at the Ecole
Nationale Superieure d'Architecture de Marseille; she holds a Ph.D. cum laude received at the
program of "Architectural, Urban and Interior Design" (auid.polimi.it) of Politecnico di Milano,
where she works as postdoctoral researcher and adjunct professor. Her theoretical research
focuses on the relationship between architecture, infrastructures and landscape. 
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What is the role of architecture when enhancing tourism in a region? How can the architect's
vision help reactivate under-performing regions, considering the relationship between design,
heritage, tourism and landscape? How can design's architectural and landscape processes
contribute to the reinvention of marginal areas, reflect upon the sense of place and the needs
expressed by the visitors, while prioritising the region's aims and its inhabitants? This book
attempts to answer these questions, by proposing interpretations and methodologies for
architectural intervention.

57 colour, 40 b/w illustrations
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Idea (sketch), concept (presentation drawing), execution (photograph): structured by these three
aspects, Axel Müller-Scholl presents in his book House building and the Like a variety of different
projects that have to do with an interior or structural architect's classical portfolio in varying
degrees. They are, however, all developed on the basis of the classical toolkit that is part of
every architect's training and then of their professional work. It is still the idea that makes all the
difference and that serves as a basis for a draft in the following step.

Text in English and German. 

AUTHOR:
Axel Muller-Scholl, architect and interior architect, since 1994 professor for Interior Architecture
and Interior Fittings at Burg Giebichenstein University of Art and Design Halle. He founded the
idea ...Institute (Institute of Interior Design, Environment and Architecture), which serves as a
basis for research, projects, supporting graduates and issuing subject-specific publications.

600 colour illustrations
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Today, Italian architect and designer Carlo Mollino (1905-73) is known chiefly for his furniture
designs. He is famous also for his erotic polaroid photography of the 1960s, which has been
subject of many exhibitions and has lost nothing of its great appeal to the fashion world today.
Much less attention has so far been given to Mollino's architecture, and a comprehensive critical
study of his work in this field has been lacking. Yet his built work, although relatively small,
constitutes a seminal contribution to modernism that is uniquely marked by a strong relationship
with Surrealism. Based on years of research and drawing on rich archival material as well as on
Mollino's own writings, this new book is the overdue tribute to an extraordinary personality in
20th-century architecture. It features an exemplary selection of his key designs, both built and
unrealised, lavishly illustrated with images and reproductions of previously unpublished plans,
drawings, and documents. Rounded out with scholarly essays by expert authors, this is a
long-awaited addition to the library of architecture lovers, professionals, and scholars. 

AUTHORS:
Michelangelo Sabatino is a Chicago-based architect and historian. In 2017-18 he served as
Interim Dean of IIT's College of Architecture. Napoleone Ferrari is an architect and editor and
director of Museo Casa Mollino in Torino. 

220 colour, 250 b/w illustrations
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European cultural heritage is inherently complex and layered. In the past, conflicting or
controversial perspectives on different historical memories and experiences have been colliding in
the rich cultural landscape of European and continue to do so in the present. Contemporary
projects of reactivation of contentious spaces seem to challenge both the traditional design
parameters and the role of spatial practitioners.They require new strategies that effectively mix
top-down and bottom-up impulses, through a new design approach that is still in search of a
clear definition. Contested Spaces, Concerted Projects collects the stories of some selected cases
of difficult built heritage, in order to highlight the most innovative methodologies of reactivation,
by which architects, artists, designers and collectors have developed new participatory public
interfaces.

59 colour illustrations
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Told in the form of a cine-novel, this document compiles 20 years of Karim Nader architectural
practice and research. Thirty-two projects from Karim Nader current studio and collaborations
with Blankpage, Roula, Assaf, Danny Khoury and others are here presented in an order of
thematic correspondences resembling more a screenplay than a classic architectural monograph.
Re-written for this edition, the text reconnects all projects in one continuous narrative flow
supporting the sequence of photographic moments, a medium here used exclusively in the
absence of all other traditional modes of architectural representation. Some half of the projects
actualise the successes of buildings completed and happily inhabited, the other remains future
potential or aborted attempts now lost forever: the eternal story of the architectural adventure,
the challenge of its uncertain path, its temporary pleasures and recurring wonders, its unfulfilled
promises and unexpected successes. The use of the word 'novel', it is not to equate the art of
architecture to the art of literature, but rather to insist on the importance of continuously looking
at the lived experience of architecture in space and time as its core value (like in a novel), and
the requirement for any art to always be new beyond the romantic nostalgia of a lost past or the
fetishistic (quite often technological) celebration of the unknown future (the novel as in the new).
All in all, it is once again the necessity to live poetically, humanely and naturally that this
document attempts to manifest through Karim Nader's relentless passion for the architectural
practice and the sentimental relationship with every site, every client, in every situation.

150 colour, 38 b/w illustrations
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What is the actual difference between architectural and interior design? To answer this question,
this book looks into the actions of interior disciplines, to understand why they do, not only who
they are. In doing so, it studies them through intersection, to identify the essential principles that
characterise this kind of design. From typology to topology, from context to palimpsest, from
space to place, the result is a story - particularly focused on the Italian tradition - of the ideas
and projects that defined a particular design sensibility that knows no limits of context or scale.

21 illustrations
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A fascinating insight into the cities of the future with an Asian perspective.

This third and final volume in the Indicia book series presents the results of the Future Cities
Laboratory research program in the form of actions for sustainable city-making. It complements
the first and second volumes of the series that respec- tively documented the research
challenges and approaches that prefigured these results. Read together, the three volumes chart
the full arc and many productive eddies of the five-year programme and its mission to shape
sustainable future cities. Research results are presented as condensed actions that take the form
of general principles, recommendations, practical guidelines, and rules of thumb. The actions are
neither technical standards nor prescriptive check-lists but invitations to explore, test and refine
research insights within the context in which the reader lives, works and acts. The credibility,
salience and legitimacy of each action is underpinned by scientific publications (journal articles,
books and exhibitions) presented in extensive footnotes and suggestions for further reading.

AUTHOR:
The Future Cities Laboratory was established by ETH-Zürich and Singapore s National Research
Foundation (NRF), and operates under the auspices of the Singapore-ETH Centre (SEC). 

Stephen Cairns is Director of Future Cities Laboratory (FCL) in Singapore, Professor in
Architecture at ETH Zurich and Principal Investigator of the Urban-Rural Systems project at FCL.
Devisari Tunas is Research Scenario Leader for Archipelago Cities at Future Cities Laboratory
(FCL).

SELLING POINTS:
•  Over a period of five years, the FCL worked on new knowledge, technologies and approaches
for a sustainable urban future
•  This volume presents their results in the form of general principles, recommendations and
guidelines

100 illustrations
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A remarkable understanding of architectural form and its interplay with nature underscores the
creations of Bangkok-based IDIN Architects. This first monograph for the architects illustrates this
unique design acumen through constructions that are at once bold and striking, yet one with their
surroundings. The firm's raison d'etre is evident in its tagline: "Integrating Design Into Nature."
These pages present 10 very beautiful and prominent projects spanning residential, commercial,
and retail programs, including IDIN's very own office; each account is highly illustrated in
full-colour throughout, accompanied by incisive descriptions, and detailed diagrams and plans.
The reader learns how IDIN employs creative reasoning to reveal its inspirations and
architectural aesthetics for each project, at times steering away from convention. This
methodology in and of itself drives many of the firm's solutions to site challenges, to arrive at
award-winning creations that successfully blend design aspiration with practical function. 

AUTHOR:
Bangkok-based IDIN Architects was founded in 2004 by principal Jeravej Hongsakul. "IDIN"
stands as the acronym for the firm's design philosophy and concentration: "Integrating Design
Into Nature," a notion close to the heart of all projects undertaken. Perceiving "nature" in two
ways: first, as the ecology around, and second, as character and personality, the firm's aspiration
is to blend the "nature" in the surrounding with the "nature" of the architectural aesthetic. This is
done through a careful process of analysing and prioritising the various needs and requirements
of each project.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Showcases 10 significant projects spanning residential, commercial, retail, and hospitality
programs, including Choui Fong Tea Cafe 1 and 2, a prominent tea plantation venue that is one
of the top tourist destinations in Thailand's Chiang Rai province
•  Each project is presented with full-colour photo spreads accompanied by an informative
description, and detailed plans, and diagrams
•  Provides insight into IDIN's unconventional design philosophy that focuses on harmonious
co-existence with site ecology, while emphasising aesthetics paired with functionality
•  Offers a host of inspiring takeaway points on creative, unconventional solutions to negotiate
build challenges for peers in the field and students pursuing the vocation
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Residences occupy a pivotal position in Japanese architecture. As an extension of the residential
space, the Japanese courtyard design is unique. This beautifully illustrated book is a collection of
stunning residential courtyard designs, providing an inspiring insight into the importance of a
courtyard in Japanese culture. Containing more than 30 cases studies and including technical
drawings, the book reveals the creativity and beauty of Japanese courtyard design and shines a
light on the acclaimed designers who produce these visually stunning works.

Meticulously planned and rigorously designed, the courtyards in this book will serve to inspire
both residential and landscape designers. By taking the Japanese courtyard as a concept into
their own designs, designers will be able to create more personal and comfortable residential
spaces.

SELLING POINTS:
•  This lavishly illustrated volume contains more than 30 case studies of recent Japanese
residential courtyard designs
•  Provides a glimpse into the importance of the courtyard as a space in Japan
•  An inspirational guide to recent design and perfect for residential and landscape designers
•  Includes technical drawings that provide additional detail into the rigorous planning and design
•  Provides an important overview of acclaimed Japanese designers

400 colour images
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This book, case study of the research project Spontaneous Living Spaces, documents the culture
of living in self-built houses of Sao Paolo's (Brazil) changing environment. These houses are
considered expressions of part of the city's cultural identity and are documented through an
integrated typo-morphological survey and analysis offering design hypothesis and guidelines.
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One of Sweden's most renowned contemporary architects, Johan Celsing has created a diverse
body of work that spans from housing to public institutions such as museums, libraries, and
churches - all of it united by an intense and realistic engagement with the craft of making
buildings.

Johan Celsing: Buildings, Texts is the first book to comprehensively collect Celsing's designs. It
features both built and unrealised projects are featured through working drawings and sketches,
watercolours, and images of models, as well as new photographs by London-based photographer
Ioana Marinescu. In addition to more than seven hundred illustrations, the buildings are
discussed in essays by architects, educators, and critics including Wilfried Wang, Claes Caldenby,
Katarina Rundgren, and Elizabeth Hatz. The book also offers a selection of Johan Celsing's own
writings.

AUTHORS:
Pamela Johnston is a London-based editor who works with architects and architectural schools
and institutions around the world. Johan Celsing, born 1955, runs his own studio in Stockholm
with a branch office in Malmo. He graduated as an architect from Stockholm's KTH Royal Institute
of Technology, where he has been appointed a professor of architecture in 2008.

SELLING POINTS:
•  First-ever monograph on Johan Celsing, one of Sweden's most renowned contemporary
architects
•  Lavishly illustrated photographs, sketches, watercolours, and working drawings, most of which
have never been published before
•  A uniquely intimate portrait of the architect and his work

600 colour, 170 b/w illustrations
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Our contemporary condition, governed by the abstract apparatus of the capitalist market,
demands a critical reading of the distribution, ownership, and use of common resources such as
land. This is especially true in Britain with its long history of privatisation stemming from land
enclosure. The latest research campaign of Laboratory Basel (laba), a satellite studio of the Ecole
Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne, investigated the English manor house and how it can serve
as a testing ground to reassess Britain's complex and ongoing relationship with the countryside.

The south-west of England, the most rural region of one of the more densely populated countries
in Europe, reflects all the absurdities of a globalised country under pressure to develop
economically, physically and environmentally. Highly protected landscapes, both natural and
composed, form the backdrop to historic seats of political power and wealth, whilst sites of
intense modern productivity are neatly concealed behind natural veils.
Manor Lessons: Commons Revisited, the concluding volume of laba's Teaching and Research in
Architecture series, explores the lessons that can be learned from the compound history of the
Manorial System, whose forgotten feudalistic origins were once rooted in the idea of the land, not
as private property but as common ground. 

AUTHORS:
Harry Gugger is professor of architecture and director of Laba, a Basel-based satellite studio of
the EPFL's School of Architecture, where Sarah Barth and Amy Perkins are working as research
assistants, and Augustin Clement and Alexandros Fotakis as teaching assistants.

SELLING POINTS:
•  An urbanistic investigation of the English manor house and how the Manorial System can serve
as testing ground for a modern understanding of landownership in the capitalist age
•  Visualises recent research findings of EPFL's Laboratory Basel (laba) in striking informative
graphics, maps, and photographs
•  Features proposals for architectural interventions by laba's students

317 colour, 45 b/w illustrations
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The architecture of Hiroshi Sugimoto and Tomoyuki Sakakida’s New Material Research Laboratory
revives ancient construction materials for the present.

The oldest things are the newest this paradoxical idea is present throughout the oeuvre of
contemporary Japanese artist and photographer Hiroshi Sugimoto. In 2008, Sugimoto and the
architect Tomoyuki Sakakida founded the New Material Research Laboratory, an architectural
firm that researches and develops new materials from known materials and techniques by
applying a different approach and interpretation. The Laboratory's aim is to rethink the use of old
materials passed on to us from ancient times, the Middle Ages and the modern period. It
advocates for a reconnection of the present with a bygone era, and to extend that connection to
the future through architecture. 

Old Is New delves into the art and architecture, as well as the archaeological philosophy and
contemporary practice of the New Material Research Laboratory. Richly illustrated, the book
shows the choice of materials for each project. The photographs in itself are compositions,
presenting scenes that show a balance of the present and past. Sugimoto and Sakakida,
discussing their practice and approach, wrote the principal texts of this volume. Additional text
contributions delve into the origin of the laboratory's design ethos rooted in Japanese tradition
and aesthetics and their historical context. The book also includes an annotated index of
materials and classic Japanese techniques with information drawn from the laboratory s research.

AUTHORS:
Hiroshi Sugimoto was born in Tokyo in 1948. He has received international recognition as a
photographic artist through his solid technique and clear concept seen in series such as
Seascapes and Theaters, and his works are collected by major art museums throughout the
world.
Tomoyuki Sakakida was born in Shiga in 1976. He studied architecture at the Kyoto Institute of
Technology and established his own practice, Tomoyuki Sakakida Architect and Associates, in
2003. He is currently teaching at the Kyoto University of Art and Design.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Acclaimed artist Hiroshi Sugimoto and architect Tomoyuki Sakakida founded the NMRL in 2008
•  Their aim is to reinterpret the use of materials and construction methods from ancient times
and to apply them in a modern setting
•  This richly illustrated book discusses their practice and approach using examples of selected
projects

400 illustrations
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This timely book celebrates the inspirational achievements of women architects in every corner of
the world.

Historically, women architects were disappointingly absent in the news and at awards
ceremonies, but now they are spearheading some of the most exciting and important projects in
every corner of the globe. These profiles of fifty female architects bring to light some of those
projects and highlight pioneering women architects. Each architect is introduced in double-page
spreads that include a brief biography, an overview of her philosophy and vision, and stunning
photographs of her most significant works. Interviews with several of the architects provide a
global perspective on how women are changing the face of the world--including feminist icon,
philanthropist, and Nigerian "starchitect" Olajumoke Adenowo; Tatiana Bilbao, who is leading the
way in sustainable Mexican architecture; Rossana Hu, who is fighting to preserve Chinese village
culture in her rapidly urbanising country; and Elizabeth Diller, who created the High Line, one of
New York City's most beloved public spaces, and helped redesign the city's Museum of Modern
Art. This volume offers indisputable and inspiring evidence that the architectural profession is no
longer just a man's game.

AUTHOR:
Agata Toromanoff is an art and design historian. She is the author of several books on
contemporary art, design, and architecture. She lives in Berlin. 

250 colour illustrations
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'When a work reaches its maximum intensity,' wrote Le Corbusier, 'a phenomenon of ineffable
space occurs.' The ultimate quality of architecture would reside, therefore, in the resistance to its
description. However, to tell us this, and much more, the Swiss master has published more than
seventy books and his so compelling formula in supporting the ineffable also shows how words
are able to grasp it. This brief essay investigates multiple intersections between discourse and
design: the ways buildings try to 'talk' with their own specific means; how architects are trying to
remain relevant without building; the paradoxes of architecture description after its completion;
the modes of communication during the project processes; the capacity of narrative to act before
the project operations start and infiltrate the collective perception, making possible innovative
approaches...
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Travel the world to get inspired by 40 small houses with unique character and style.

At the forefront of modern architecture, tiny houses exemplify today's ideals of minimalism,
personal freedom, and low-impact construction - not to mention impeccable style and comfort.
This book takes readers around the world to showcase today's most exciting small living spaces.
Multi-page spreads feature highly detailed, full-colour interior and exterior shots, along with
informative texts that explore the inspiration and context of each home. From off-the-grid
woodland dwellings that take you away from it all to high-density solutions to the urban housing
crisis, these homes pack a lot of design ingenuity into their space. While some of these structures
feature state-of-the-art architectural flourishes and luxurious amenities, others are modest and
environmentally sustainable retreats designed specifically for travel, creative pursuits, or
multi-generational living. Each of these homes offers endlessly innovative inspiration for building
and living in your home, in spaces that fit your needs.

AUTHOR:
Sandra Leitte is an architect and author of numerous publications on architecture, design, and
art. She divides her time between North Dakota and Munich, Germany.

230 illustrations
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The Louvre Abu Dhabi's exciting exhibition programme explores the enduring dialogue between
Eastern and Western artistic expression. Abstraction and Calligraphy brings together a rich array
of works, from 10th-century ceramics from Samarkand to paintings and drawings by Kandinsky,
Matisse, Miro, Twombly and other modern masters. The ways in which these artists respond to
Eastern calligraphic traditions enriches our understanding of the dynamic between modern art in
the West and long-established forms from Asia and the Near East. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Ground-breaking analysis of the dynamic between developments in modern Western art and
calligraphic traditions in the Near East and Asia going back over 1,000 years
•  Includes contributions from a distinguished range of experts from the Louvre Abu Dhabi and
the Centre Pompidou  
•  Features works by many of the greatest names in modern Western art, including Kandinsky,
Klee, Matisse, Miro, Pollock and Twombly
•  Published to accompany an important collaboration between Louvre Abu Dhabi and the Centre
Georges Pompidou, Paris

100 colour illustrations
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The series of Collection of Ancient Calligraphy and Painting Handscrolls: Paintings has a large
time span, rich themes and diverse styles. It selects 10 paintings from the last five dynasties of
ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties), including vivid portraits, exquisite
landscape paintings, and meticulous paintings of flowers and birds.

The artworks are presented in the traditional format of a handscroll which can be extended
indefinitely, so that the postscripts and observations of later generations can be directly followed
by the end of the works. 

Huang Gongwang, Liu Songnian, Ni Zan & Wang Yi, Zhao Ji, Emperor Huizong of Song Dynasty,
Tang Yin, Wang Ximeng, Xu Daoning, Yun Shouping, Zhao Chang, Zhou Fang: These ten painters
from the five Dynasties of Ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing) are all well-known
historical figures in China. Their works are also an epitome of the history of Chinese painting and
are of great significance.
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An uplifting celebration of spring and the power of art against lockdown: Hockney's new iPad
drawings, in an intimate sketchbook format.

At the beginning of 2020, just as global Covid-19 restrictions were coming into force, the artist
David Hockney was at his new house, studio and garden in Normandy. From there, he witnessed
the arrival of spring, and recorded the blossoming of the surrounding landscape on his iPad, a
method of drawing he has been using for over a decade. Drawing outdoors was an antidote to
the anxiety of the moment for Hockney – 'We need art, and I do think it can relieve stress,' he
says. This uplifting publication – produced to accompany a major exhibition at the Royal Academy
of Arts – includes 116 of the new iPad drawings and shows to full effect Hockney's singular skill in
capturing the exuberance of nature. The book begins with an interview with the show's curator,
Edith Devaney, in which Hockney discusses his heralding of the spring. 

AUTHOR:
Edith Devaney is Contemporary Curator at the Royal Academy of Arts, London.

SELLING POINTS:
•  During the 2020 Covid-19 lockdown, David Hockney was in Normandy, France, and recorded
the arrival of spring in exuberant iPad drawings
•  Over a hundred new iPad drawings on display at the Royal Academy of Arts in 2021
•  Published to accompany an exhibition at the Royal Academy of Arts, 27 March – 20 June 2021

140 colour illustrations
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The series of Collection of Ancient Calligraphy and Painting Handscrolls: Paintings has a large
time span, rich themes and diverse styles. It selects 10 paintings from the last five dynasties of
ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties), including vivid portraits, exquisite
landscape paintings, and meticulous paintings of flowers and birds.

The artworks are presented in the traditional format of a handscroll which can be extended
indefinitely, so that the postscripts and observations of later generations can be directly followed
by the end of the works. 

Huang Gongwang, Liu Songnian, Ni Zan & Wang Yi, Zhao Ji, Emperor Huizong of Song Dynasty,
Tang Yin, Wang Ximeng, Xu Daoning, Yun Shouping, Zhao Chang, Zhou Fang: These ten painters
from the five Dynasties of Ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing) are all well-known
historical figures in China. Their works are also an epitome of the history of Chinese painting and
are of great significance.
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This publication accompanies the Figuration Never Died: New York Painterly Painting, 1950-1970
exhibition at the Brattleboro Museum & Art Center. By about 1950, forward-looking New York
painting was seen as synonymous with abstraction- especially charged, gestural Abstract
Expressionism. But there was also a strong group of dissenters; artists, all born in the 1920s and
many of them students of Hans Hofmann, who never lost their enthusiasm for the seductive
qualities of thick, malleable oil paint. They remained, for the most part, 'painterly' painters.
These rebellious artists include Lois Dodd, Jane Freilicher, Paul Georges, Grace Hartigan, Wolf
Kahn, Alex Katz, Albert Kresch, Robert de Niro Sr., Paul Resika, and Anne Tabachnick. The
compelling figurative work they made between about 1950 and 1970, in contrast to the prevailing
Abstract Expressionism of the time, constitutes a significant chapter in the history of recent
American Modernism. 

AUTHORS:
Karen Wilkin is an independent curator and art critic specialising in 20th-century Modernism. She
has organised numerous exhibitions internationally and is the author of monographs on Stuart
Davis, David Smith, Anthony Caro, Kenneth Noland, Helen Frankenthaler, and Hans Hofmann.
Bruce Weber was senior curator at the National Academy Museum and School of Fine Arts. His
specialty is in American painting, sculpture, and drawings from the late-18th century to the
mid-20th century, and he has also frequently curated and written on contemporary American art.
Danny Lichtenfeld is the director of the Brattleboro Museum & Art Center in Brattleboro,
Vermont. 
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The series of Collection of Ancient Calligraphy and Painting Handscrolls: Paintings has a large
time span, rich themes and diverse styles. It selects 10 paintings from the last five dynasties of
ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties), including vivid portraits, exquisite
landscape paintings, and meticulous paintings of flowers and birds.

The artworks are presented in the traditional format of a handscroll which can be extended
indefinitely, so that the postscripts and observations of later generations can be directly followed
by the end of the works. 

Huang Gongwang, Liu Songnian, Ni Zan & Wang Yi, Zhao Ji, Emperor Huizong of Song Dynasty,
Tang Yin, Wang Ximeng, Xu Daoning, Yun Shouping, Zhao Chang, Zhou Fang: These ten painters
from the five Dynasties of Ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing) are all well-known
historical figures in China. Their works are also an epitome of the history of Chinese painting and
are of great significance.
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Scented flowers and perfumes, foul-smelling canals and unpleasant body odours, smell and
well-being, new aromas from far-away lands (spices, tobacco, coffee and tea), the disappearing
smells of the bleaching fields, old crafts and more. Can life in the 17th century be captured in
smell? How are smell (and scent) portrayed? What significance did people attach to smell? And
what aromatic connotations do artworks have? In this book the authors undertake smell-historical
research. In the vicinity of the art, various historic scents will be prepared to bring the paintings
in the exhibition to life. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  An investigation into the portrayal of smell in 17th-century art

100 colour illustrations
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The series of Collection of Ancient Calligraphy and Painting Handscrolls: Paintings has a large
time span, rich themes and diverse styles. It selects 10 paintings from the last five dynasties of
ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties), including vivid portraits, exquisite
landscape paintings, and meticulous paintings of flowers and birds.

The artworks are presented in the traditional format of a handscroll which can be extended
indefinitely, so that the postscripts and observations of later generations can be directly followed
by the end of the works. 

Huang Gongwang, Liu Songnian, Ni Zan & Wang Yi, Zhao Ji, Emperor Huizong of Song Dynasty,
Tang Yin, Wang Ximeng, Xu Daoning, Yun Shouping, Zhao Chang, Zhou Fang: These ten painters
from the five Dynasties of Ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing) are all well-known
historical figures in China. Their works are also an epitome of the history of Chinese painting and
are of great significance.
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This elegant volume showcases Hiroshige's exquisite scenes of 19th-century Japan in a format
that honours the Japanese bookmaking tradition.

The last great master of the ukiyo-e tradition, Hiroshige produced works of subtle yet intense
colour. This collection of prints, first published in the 1850s, contains images of each of Japan's
provinces. Created during Hiroshige's highly productive later years, this series was an ambitious
project that captured a crucial moment in the Japan's history, a decade before the Meiji
Restoration would open the doors to industrialisation and Western influence. One of its most
striking characteristics is the vertical presentation, which allowed Hiroshige to experiment with
perspective. His sweeping panoramas of the beautiful countryside combine the illusion of distance
with a depth of detail that draws the viewer in. In addition to these glorious landscapes,
Hiroshige's depictions of busy urban centers provide a rare insight into daily life in the Edo era.
This beautiful slip-cased edition includes two volumes: a complete set of seventy prints and a
separate booklet that provides an introduction to Hiroshige's life and art as well as descriptive
captions of the prints. From thundering waterfalls and towering cliffs to wide beaches and
bustling harbours, Hiroshige's native land emerges in serene and exquisite detail - the perfect
keepsake for fans of ukiyo-e, Japanese culture, and printmaking.

AUTHOR:
Anne Sefrioui is the author of numerous books on art and art history.

70 colour, 70 b/w illustrations
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In this wide-ranging monograph, the achievements of Irma Stern, one of South Africa's most
celebrated painters, are introduced to a contemporary audience.

The vivid and powerful expressionist paintings of Irma Stern were a key factor in the
modernisation of early 20th-century South African art. Although she was widely recognised during
her lifetime, Stern's posthumous fame has dwindled outside her home country, and this
beautifully produced monograph serves to correct that injustice. A master of colour and
composition, Stern is best known for her portraits and still lifes that reflected her passion for
travel and devotion to home. Drawing from letters, journals, the artist's own illustrated
travelogues as well as the latest scholarship, this volume traces Stern's childhood in South Africa
and her family's flight to Germany in the wake of the South African War (1899-1902). Readers
will learn of her artistic development at the center of Weimar, Germany's expressionist
avant-garde, her return to her homeland and the derisive reaction to her early work, and finally
her productive travels throughout the African continent and the acclaim she achieved. The book
also focuses on the political and cultural forces that shaped Stern's work, including the unification
of South Africa, the rise of expressionism in Germany, the interplay between indigenous and
colonial art in the African continent, and Stern's continued influence on contemporary South
African artists.

AUTHOR:
Sean O'Toole is a Cape Town-based art critic, journalist, and former editor of the magazine Art
South Africa. His writings have been widely published, most regularly in Aperture, Artforum,
Contemporary &, Mail & Guardian, and Sunday Times. A contributing editor to Frieze, his essays
have appeared in recent books by Michael Armitage, David Goldblatt, William Kentridge, Jo
Ractliffe, and Mikhael Subotzky. He has edited three volumes of cultural essays, most recently
The Journey: New Positions on African Photography, as well as published one book of fiction, The
Marquis of Mooikloof and Other Stories, which included a story awarded the 2006 HSBC/SA Pen
Literary Award.
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This publication accompanies the exhibition of an exciting body of work by John Blackburn titled
The Fire Paintings at Osborne Samuel Gallery,
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The series of Collection of Ancient Calligraphy and Painting Handscrolls: Paintings has a large
time span, rich themes and diverse styles. It selects 10 paintings from the last five dynasties of
ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties), including vivid portraits, exquisite
landscape paintings, and meticulous paintings of flowers and birds.

The artworks are presented in the traditional format of a handscroll which can be extended
indefinitely, so that the postscripts and observations of later generations can be directly followed
by the end of the works. 

Huang Gongwang, Liu Songnian, Ni Zan & Wang Yi, Zhao Ji, Emperor Huizong of Song Dynasty,
Tang Yin, Wang Ximeng, Xu Daoning, Yun Shouping, Zhao Chang, Zhou Fang: These ten painters
from the five Dynasties of Ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing) are all well-known
historical figures in China. Their works are also an epitome of the history of Chinese painting and
are of great significance.
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Max Bill (1908–1994), a key figure of modernism in his native Switzerland and internationally,
was a true renaissance man. Equally accomplished as a painter, sculptor, graphic and product
designer, and architect, he was also an eminent theorist and educator, curator, and prolific
publicist. Moreover, he engaged in Swiss politics and was an activist both in Switzerland and
abroad. Throughout his career he connected with fellow artists and other leading figures of
modernism, maintaining a lifelong and worldwide artistic and political dialogue.

This book, published in conjunction with a major exhibition at Zentrum Paul Klee in Bern,
Switzerland, takes a fresh look both at Bill’s remarkable achievements across his diverse fields of
creative activity and at his international network, highlighting his contribution to art and society as
a whole. Max Bill Global features some 120 of Bill's own works in all disciplines and a selection of
his designed products that went into industrial production, as well as work by some of his artist
friends. Published alongside are topical essays investigating Bill's interaction and networking with
fellow artists in Dessau, Paris, Zurich, Sao Paulo, Buenos Aires, and New York. 

AUTHORS:
Nina Zimmer is a scholar of art history and Director of Kunstmuseum Bern and Zentrum Paul
Klee.

Fabienne Eggelhofer is an art historian and chief curator and head of collection exhibitions
research at Zentrum Paul Klee in Bern.
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Zygotes and Confessions is a publication devoted to the work of London-based artist Nick Hornby,
and has been produced to accompany his first solo exhibition in a public gallery. The exhibition,
which shares its title with the publication, is presented at MOSTYN, Wales, UK, from November
2020 to April 2021.
 
Hornby is known for his monumental site-specific works that combine digital software with
traditional materials such as bronze, steel, granite and marble. In this publication he presents a
substantial new body of smaller, more intimate work comprising three discrete yet interrelated
series of works inspired by the history of sculptural busts, modernist abstractions and
mantelpiece ceramic dogs. United by glossy photographic surfaces created by means of an
industrial process in which his marble and resin composite sculptures are dipped into liquid
photographs, these new works explore themes of portraiture, the body, identity, sexuality and
intimacy in the digital era. A number of the works have been made in collaboration with fashion
photographer Louie Banks.

Nick Hornby (b.1980) is a British artist living and working in London. Hornby studied at the Slade
School of Art and Chelsea College of Art. His work has been exhibited at Tate Britain, Southbank
Centre London, Leighton House London, CASS Sculpture Foundation, Glyndebourne, Fitzwilliam
Museum Cambridge, Museum of Arts and Design New York, and Poznan Biennale, Poland.
Residencies include Outset (Israel) and Eyebeam (USA), and awards include the UAL Sculpture
Prize. His work has been reviewed in the New York Times, frieze, Artforum, The Art Newspaper,
The FT, and featured in Architectural Digest and Sculpture Magazine.
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The series of Collection of Ancient Calligraphy and Painting Handscrolls: Paintings has a large
time span, rich themes and diverse styles. It selects 10 paintings from the last five dynasties of
ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties), including vivid portraits, exquisite
landscape paintings, and meticulous paintings of flowers and birds.

The artworks are presented in the traditional format of a handscroll which can be extended
indefinitely, so that the postscripts and observations of later generations can be directly followed
by the end of the works. 

Huang Gongwang, Liu Songnian, Ni Zan & Wang Yi, Zhao Ji, Emperor Huizong of Song Dynasty,
Tang Yin, Wang Ximeng, Xu Daoning, Yun Shouping, Zhao Chang, Zhou Fang: These ten painters
from the five Dynasties of Ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing) are all well-known
historical figures in China. Their works are also an epitome of the history of Chinese painting and
are of great significance.
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American art underwent a transformation during the period 1940–55, and nowhere is that
change better exemplified than in the work of Ralston Crawford (1906–1978). Crawford worked
in a variety of media throughout his career, and his wartime and early postwar art ranged from
designing camouflage and creating weather infographics for the US Army to documenting the
detonation of the atomic bomb for Fortune magazine. This exciting new book explores Crawford's
influences and the ideas and experiences he had during World War II and its aftermath, and
chronicles a period of change, during which Crawford gradually moved away from celebrating
feats of engineering and industrial development to creating imagery that was more abstract and
far more personal, expressing the grief and anxiety of the postwar world. Crawford's painting
during the 1930s had largely been a dazzling series of Precisionist works that reflected American
advances in industry, engineering and technology. After the United States entered World War II,
Crawford served in the Weather Division of the Army Air Forces. He created pictorial
representations of weather patterns for airplane pilots, and was exposed to countless
photographs of air crashes. He continued working as an artist throughout the conflict, receiving a
commission to paint the Curtiss-Wright aircraft plant in Buffalo, New York, and, in 1946, an
assignment to observe and record one of the atomic bomb tests at Bikini Atoll. These
experiences had a profound impact on Crawford, and marked a major turning point in his life
and art. Published to coincide with an exhibition opening at the Dayton Art Institute, Ralston
Crawford: Air & Space & War presents a remarkable selection of Crawford's paintings, drawings,
photographs and prints from this time. These vary from powerful images of chaos and
devastation to ordered and precise paintings of airplane assembly at the Curtiss-Wright plant and
cover illustrations and charts related to weather, flight and radar for Fortune magazine. The
evolution of many of the works can be traced from photograph and drawing to the finished
painting, revealing Crawford's decisions about form and space, which were informed by his
experiences with airplanes and flight. Accompanying the artworks is a series of perceptive essays.
Rick Kinsel considers Crawford's war years in the context of developments in both aviation and
American art. Emily Schuchardt Navratil reflects on aerial views by Crawford and on his
Curtiss-Wright commission. Amanda Burdan looks at Crawford’s work for Fortune, while Jerry
Smith surveys various American and European abstract renditions of airplanes and flight as a
means by which to place Crawford's interest in aviation during World War II into a broader
historical context. In the final essay, John Crawford examines the importance of photography in
his father's work, and explores collage as both a compositional technique and as a term that may
be used to describe the series of intense experiences that contributed to Crawford's development
as an artist in the 1940s and early 1950s.
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The series of Collection of Ancient Calligraphy and Painting Handscrolls: Paintings has a large
time span, rich themes and diverse styles. It selects 10 paintings from the last five dynasties of
ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties), including vivid portraits, exquisite
landscape paintings, and meticulous paintings of flowers and birds.

The artworks are presented in the traditional format of a handscroll which can be extended
indefinitely, so that the postscripts and observations of later generations can be directly followed
by the end of the works. 

Huang Gongwang, Liu Songnian, Ni Zan & Wang Yi, Zhao Ji, Emperor Huizong of Song Dynasty,
Tang Yin, Wang Ximeng, Xu Daoning, Yun Shouping, Zhao Chang, Zhou Fang: These ten painters
from the five Dynasties of Ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing) are all well-known
historical figures in China. Their works are also an epitome of the history of Chinese painting and
are of great significance.
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The series of Collection of Ancient Calligraphy and Painting Handscrolls: Paintings has a large
time span, rich themes and diverse styles. It selects 10 paintings from the last five dynasties of
ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties), including vivid portraits, exquisite
landscape paintings, and meticulous paintings of flowers and birds.

The artworks are presented in the traditional format of a handscroll which can be extended
indefinitely, so that the postscripts and observations of later generations can be directly followed
by the end of the works. 

Huang Gongwang, Liu Songnian, Ni Zan & Wang Yi, Zhao Ji, Emperor Huizong of Song Dynasty,
Tang Yin, Wang Ximeng, Xu Daoning, Yun Shouping, Zhao Chang, Zhou Fang: These ten painters
from the five Dynasties of Ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing) are all well-known
historical figures in China. Their works are also an epitome of the history of Chinese painting and
are of great significance.
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The series of Collection of Ancient Calligraphy and Painting Handscrolls: Paintings has a large
time span, rich themes and diverse styles. It selects 10 paintings from the last five dynasties of
ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties), including vivid portraits, exquisite
landscape paintings, and meticulous paintings of flowers and birds.

The artworks are presented in the traditional format of a handscroll which can be extended
indefinitely, so that the postscripts and observations of later generations can be directly followed
by the end of the works. 

Huang Gongwang, Liu Songnian, Ni Zan & Wang Yi, Zhao Ji, Emperor Huizong of Song Dynasty,
Tang Yin, Wang Ximeng, Xu Daoning, Yun Shouping, Zhao Chang, Zhou Fang: These ten painters
from the five Dynasties of Ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing) are all well-known
historical figures in China. Their works are also an epitome of the history of Chinese painting and
are of great significance.
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The main theme of the 2020 Paper Biennial is the topical subject of 'Home'. In our globalised
world it has become less common to live in the same place where we were born. More than
ever, and for many different reasons, people emigrate. But the one thing everyone has in
common is that they long for a safe home. Home is a universal understanding with many
meanings and interpretations. For everyone it is essential to call a place home; absence of a
home is disruptive and will blow away the ground under every existence. Recent figures speak of
68 million refugees in the world and 5 million stateless people; they are not recognised by their
government and do not have a passport.

The Paper Biennial 2020 shows the many interpretations and meanings of the term 'Home' that
artists give to it in their work. They are personal views that deal with domestic circumstances that
can be easily felt by everyone. The artists participating in this book are socially committed and/or
provide insight into their work as a world citizen. The sum of the visions on the 'Home' theme are
testimonies of the universality that everyone clings to love and security.

Text in English and Dutch. 

80 colour illustrations
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Designed to foster critical engagement and interest the specialist and non-specialist alike, each
book in the Frick Diptych series illuminates a single work in the Frick's rich collection with an essay
by a Frick curator paired with a contribution from a contemporary artist or writer. 

An essay by Xavier F. Salomon, Frick Curator, paired with a contribution by author Francine Prose
bring to life one of Titian's most personal and revealing portraits. Author of lives of saints,
scurrilous verses, comedies, tragedies, and innumerable letters, Pietro Aretino (1492–1556)
attained considerable wealth and influence, in part through literary flattery and blackmail. Little is
known of his early years, but by 1527 he had settled permanently in Venice. Among Aretino's
friends and patrons were some of the most prominent figures of his time, several of whom gave
him gold chains such as the one he wears in this portrait. He was on intimate terms with Titian,
who painted at least three portraits of him. Here the artist conveys his friend's intellectual power
through the keen, forceful head and his worldliness through the solid, weighty mass of the richly
robed figure.

AUTHORS:
Francine Prose is an award-winning author and a member of the American Academy of Arts and
Letters and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Xavier F. Salomon is Peter Jay Sharp Chief Curator at The Frick Collection, NY.
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An immersive visual experience and an inspiring travelogue of personal stories and practical
information from artists who are leaving their mark on the world.

True Colors is about artists who create color from natural materials and about the historical
importance and environmental sustainability of this practice. All new content in this revised
edition features Heartwear, a collaborative of artists and fashion designers who have created and
supported indigo-dyeing projects from Benin to Morocco to India and beyond. True Colors
features deep conversations with twenty-eight artisans from every part of the globe who reveal
their wisdom, traditions, and know-how - and suggest that we ignore what they know at our
peril. Traditional approaches to making colour offer sustainable options to a fashion system badly
in need of them and memorable cultural narratives to a world hungry for beauty and spirituality.

AUTHOR:
Writer, colourist, and artisan activist Keith Recker has worked with makers from more than sixty
countries to refine their products, tell their stories, find new customers, and gain the recognition
they so deeply deserve. He was an executive at Saks Fifth Avenue, Gump's San Francisco, and
Bloomingdale's; founded HAND/EYE Magazine; led Aid to Artisans; served on several arts and
culture boards, wrote three books, worked with the world's foremost providers of colour
intelligence. He serves as Creative Director of the International Folk Art Market, Contributing
Editor to TABLE Magazine, and Senior Consultant at the Pantone Color Institute. He lives in
Pittsburgh with his partner and daughter.

300 colour photographs
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The series of Collection of Ancient Calligraphy and Painting Handscrolls: Paintings has a large
time span, rich themes and diverse styles. It selects 10 paintings from the last five dynasties of
ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing Dynasties), including vivid portraits, exquisite
landscape paintings, and meticulous paintings of flowers and birds.

The artworks are presented in the traditional format of a handscroll which can be extended
indefinitely, so that the postscripts and observations of later generations can be directly followed
by the end of the works. 

Huang Gongwang, Liu Songnian, Ni Zan & Wang Yi, Zhao Ji, Emperor Huizong of Song Dynasty,
Tang Yin, Wang Ximeng, Xu Daoning, Yun Shouping, Zhao Chang, Zhou Fang: These ten painters
from the five Dynasties of Ancient China (Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing) are all well-known
historical figures in China. Their works are also an epitome of the history of Chinese painting and
are of great significance.
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Lettering is a new trend which, in just few months, has collected a wide number of fans around
the globe. It is the art of creating wonderful and elegant handmade writings to personalize cards,
placeholders, agendas or notes. This manual will guide enthusiasts in the discovery of the ideal
techniques, tools and alphabets for creative lettering, and will teach them, step by step, to create
their own creative lettering. After the first volume published by White Star, "The art of hand
lettering", a new complete volume to develop a personal alphabet as well as mastering a range
of fonts perfect for different occasions. Lot of pages to exercise and useful tips for the perfect
tools.

AUTHOR:
Laura Toffaletti has worked as an illustrator for many publishers, creating books for children,
handwritten, illustrated recipe books, calendars and much more. She has always been interested
in traces, signs, characters, and in 1994 she encountered the Associazione Calligrafica Italiana.
Since then she has cultivated her interest in calligraphy, together with the activity of illustrator,
and she has perfected her skills thanks to the teachings of Italian and foreign master
calligraphers. She uses calligraphy with illustration to create her works on paper and canvas,
presented in personal and collective exhibitions, in which ink and watercolour mingle, illuminated
by touches of gold leaf.
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Learn how to create manga art from pencil sketch to finished painting, with this comprehensive
guide. Start by exploring a wide range of techniques including how to draw manga faces, poses,
hair and eyes, then learn about background textures, colours and more. Finally, complete 12
step-by-step painting projects to perfect your manga art skills.

Simply magical manga in watercolor! Learn how to create beautiful manga art from pencil sketch
to finished painting, with this comprehensive guide.

As the popularity of Manga art continues to soar, manga and comic book artist Lisa Santrau
shows beginners how to create subtle and beautiful manga pictures using pencil and watercolours
- the simplest of art materials. Lisa explains the materials and tools needed and then explores
the fundamentals of how to draw manga – from colour theory and breaking down drawings into
basic shapes, to body proportions and faces for both classic manga and chibi manga figures.

You will learn how to sketch, how to create depth in your work with shading, and a range of
watercolour techniques including washes, wet-on-wet and layering, as well as special techniques
involving masking fluid and an innovative 'film' technique for creating texture and patterns.

The exercises that follow the basics explore a wide range of techniques including manga poses,
hair and eyes, then learn about backgrounds, textures, gradients and more.

Finally, there are 12 step-by-step painting projects to perfect your manga art skills, with
downloadable templates if you want to skip the drawing and get straight to the painting. 

This easy-to-follow book by the creator of the popular Mechanical Princess comics, contains all
you need to successfully paint your own watercolour manga art.

AUTHOR:
Lisa Santrau is a graphic designer with a focus on illustration and has worked for over 15 years in
the German manga and anime scene. She has published her successful manga series Mechanical
Princess since 2012.
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Welcome to the wonderful world of painting with gouache, with the creative guidance of popular
artist and illustrator Zoe Ingram. 

In this comprehensive beginner's guide, Zoe shares everything she possibly can about getting
started with gouache painting. Why gouache? Because this exciting paint medium creates opaque
effects making it more vibrant and graphic than traditional watercolours, meaning you can layer
it, paint on dark backgrounds and much more. 

Gouache is one of the easiest of paint mediums to use. It's very forgiving and fun to use and is
also versatile. Gouache paint can mimic watercolour and can give the opacity of oil paint if used
with less water. You can use it to paint large, smooth, flat blocks of background colour and the
finest lines and details. Gouache paint also dries quickly too, which is a big bonus!

Starting at the very start, Zoe takes you through the basics and explains what tools and
materials you'll need, then explores a wide range of techniques and finally, there are a host of
fun and vibrant step-by-step projects that you can follow along with or use as a springboard for
your own ideas.

Zoe Ingram's distinctive art makes this book a visual treat, as she shows you how she paints a
variety of subjects, from birds and bugs, to flowers and foliage, to abstract collages, hand
lettering and patterns. Along the way you'll learn about colour theory, colour mixing, sketching,
washes, mark making, line work, overlaying, working on dark backgrounds, how to get crisp
edges, how to add details, different approaches to collage and even how to digitise your work so
that you can create repeat patterns and custom prints.

Beautifully illustrated, expertly explained and a riot of colour, this book will kickstart your love
affair with gouache, so all that's left is deciding how to pronounce it...
"gooash"..."gwash"..."goo-uhsh"?! 

AUTHOR:
Zoe Ingram is an artist and illustrator based in Edinburgh. You'll find her work on fabric,
stationery, greetings cards, magazines and books and home decor collections, as well as gracing
the covers of books. Clients include Ikea, Hallmark, Penguin Random House, Harper Collins and
more. She is the author of 20 Ways to Draw a Strawberry and Draw 500 Fantastic Foods for
Quarry Books.
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Colour mixing is a key skill for the botanical artist. In this practical guide, Jackie Isard explains
how to observe and use colour accurately. She shows artists how to make informed choices when
selecting pigments, as well as how to learn about colour mixing and its application. Detailed
instruction and advice are given on understanding colour and pigments. The author explains how
to 'see' colour and tricky mixes, from greens and reds to the difficult botanical greys. Includes
advanced colour application techniques - colour enhancement, shadow colours and colour
temperature transition. Finally, step-by-step guides illustrate how to paint with layers, how to use
underlaying colours to enhance, and colour and fine detailing.

AUTHOR:
Jackie Isard runs watercolour mixing courses both in workshops and online. She is passionate
about colour, and her clear and detailed tuition has already proved invaluable for many students
wishing to improve their colour mixing skills. She is a fellow member of the Society of Botanical
Artists and this book will be a must for diploma students. 
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Sustainable Beauty is a collection of easy to follow recipes for you to create your fresh, head to
toe zero waste beauty routine. Learn how to make everything from exfoliating scrubs to body
butter, face wash bars to dry shampoo, Emilie's amazing natural deodorant recipe and
everything in between. This book is full of simple recipes using sustainable, environmentally
friendly ingredients to give you naturally beautiful skin.

AUTHOR: 
Emilie Woodger-Smith is on a mission to encourage and inspire people to live a more sustainable
lifestyle. Her favorite way to do this is to show others how to make their own beauty and
cleaning products at home. A Waste Industry professional by trade, she uses her experience,
environmental degree and longtime love of sustainability to create and share natural recipes on
her blog and Instagram account. 

"It can seem pretty intimidating to live sustainably, as if it's all or nothing. I aim to show you it
only takes a few small changes to have a really big impact. A sustainable lifestyle really can be
simple." Emilie Blog - www.simplysustainable.home.blog Instagram - @simply_sustainable_blog 
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The fascinating untold stories of three women from England's most famous family who were on
the frontline of history.

Bright, attractive and well-connected, in any other family the Churchill girls – Diana, Sarah,
Marigold and Mary – would have shone. But they were not in any other family, they were
Churchills and neither they nor anyone else could ever forget it. From their father – 'the greatest
Englishman' – to their brother, golden boy Randolph, to their eccentric and exciting cousins, the
Mitford Girls, they were surrounded by a clan of larger-than-life characters which often saw them
overlooked. While Marigold died too young to achieve her potential the other daughters lived lives
full of passion, drama and tragedy… Diana, intense and diffident; Sarah, glamorous and
stubborn; Mary, dependable yet determined – each so different but each imbued with a sense of
responsibility toward each other and their country. Far from being cosseted debutantes these
women were eyewitnesses at some of the most important events in world history, at Tehran,
Yalta and Potsdam. Yet this is not a story set on the battlefields or in Parliament; it is an intimate
saga that sheds light on the complex dynamics of family set against the backdrop of a
tumultuous century.

AUTHOR:
Rachel Trethewey read History at St Edmund Hall, Oxford, where she won the Philip Geddes Prize
for student journalism. During her subsequent journalist career she wrote features for the Daily
Mail and Daily Express. She regularly reviews historical books and biographies for The
Independent and has previously written 'Before Wallis' and 'Pearls Before Poppies'. She lives in
Torquay. 
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A brilliant graphic novel that traces the life and work of Edward Hopper, one of America's most
acclaimed artists.

This groundbreaking graphic novel delves into the life of the acclaimed artist Edward Hooper,
whose iconic works depict quintessentially American scenes and experiences. While many of
Hopper's most acclaimed works have been embraced by American culture, the artist himself
rejected much of the lyricism and romance that his audience imposed on his paintings. This
unique overview of Hopper's life and career offers a fascinating and unflinching portrait of an
artist trying to establish himself and define his own style. Using Hopper's own words as a jumping
off point, the book traces his roots as an art student and commercial illustrator; his life-changing
time in Europe; his rocky relationship with his wife Jo, and his incredible success later in life. It
also shows how, as he became increasingly famous, he grew more taciturn and resolute in his
disparagement of American society and the labels thrust on him. Using clean lines and a palette
that mimics Hopper's own, the book's illustrations reflect the style and substance of the artist's
life - and help create a refreshing reconsideration of a creative genius who never wavered from
his vision.

AUTHORS:
Sergio Rossi is a novelist and scriptwriter.

Giovanni Scarduelli is an illustrator, cartoonist, and graphic designer.
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The first biography of Herbert Ponting, a member of both Scott's and Shackleton's Antarctic
expeditions.

Herbert Ponting (1870-1935), son of a successful banker, owned one of the first Kodak cameras
sold in the UK. By the early 1900s, he had won acclaim for his photography and produced
thousands of stereographic images of Asia and Europe. In 1909 Ponting met Scott in London and
signed up for the Terra Nova expedition as the group photographer. In February 1913, when
Ponting was climbing in Switzerland, the news broke that Scott and his South Pole companions
had died. Overnight Ponting's images became world famous, but when war broke out his offers
of serving as a war photographer were declined.

However, in 1918 Ponting joined Shackleton on a government backed mission to Spitsbergen,
before resuming work on his expedition films, his memoir The Great White South and
photographic inventions. Not all his ideas came to fruition, but correspondence with George
Eastman (of Kodak), a late-life romance with 'the Diva', a circle of close friends, willingness to
move with the times and belief in his work kept Ponting going to the end.

AUTHOR:
Anne Strathie is the author of Birdie Bowers (THP, 2012) and From Ice Floes to Battlefields (THP,
2015). She has attended Antarctic events (Scott and Shackleton) in Britain, Ireland and New
Zealand, and has given over fifty talks, including at festivals, local history events and the Royal
Geographical Society.
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Eliza de Feuillide seemed fascinating and outlandish to her cousins in rural eighteen century
England. When she visited their village, her appearance was electrifying. She was an attractive,
accomplished French countess with a vivacious personality who inspired their imaginations and
regaled them with stories of life in London and Paris where she hobnobbed with French nobility
and wore the latest fashions. One of these impressionable younger cousins would find Eliza's
stories so fascinating that she would incorporate elements of Eliza's life into some of the most
famous novels in English literature. This cousin was Jane Austen. Yet Eliza's life was not as
glamorous as Jane or her Austen cousins might have thought. She faced many tragedies in her
life that wealth and social class could not protect her against. She was also forced to adapt and
re-examine her priorities in a way that would dramatically change her life choices and result in a
more sedate lifestyle. Read about the perseverance and courage of the real person behind
several fictional characters in Jane Austen's writings and novels and the deeper connection Eliza
had to the Austen family.

AUTHOR:
Geri Walton has long been fascinated by people from history and curious about what they did and
why. This interest encouraged her to receive a BA in history from San Jose State University,
where she graduated summa cum laude. She is particularly interested in the history of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, which has resulted in her website and blog at
www.geriwalton.com. You can find her on Instagram or Twitter at @18thCand19thC. Geri is also
the author of several other Pen and Sword books. 
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

Lucy Boyd Beck Life and Art is the first biography of this member of Australia's foremost artistic
family - the Boyds.  Her parents, Merric and Doris Boyd raised Lucy and her siblings, Arthur, Guy,
David and Mary in a highly creative environment at their home in Murrumbeena. Lucy developed
a strong sense of line in her art which she applied to her drawing and painting. Later, she worked
with her husband Hatton Beck to create the highly expressive ceramic paintings she is most
remembered for, continuing a family tradition of artistic innovation and excellence.

Lucy Boyd Beck Life and Art provides a comprehensive overview of the artist's family history, her
career in art and the major influences on her life. It is a highly pictorial book that features many
of her drawings and paintings. It also includes countless photographs of Lucy throughout her life,
many never published before.  

Colin Smith met Lucy Boyd Beck in 1996 whilst carrying out research into his first book on the life
of renowned Australian potter, Merric Boyd. In 1997 he interviewed Lucy about the life of her
father and her time growing up at their family home, Open Country in Murrumbeena.  It was
through this meeting that he established a friendship with Lucy that would endure until her death
in 2009. Borne of that friendship Lucy Boyd Beck Life and Art is her story.
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

In 1988 Colin Smith began researching the history of renowned Australian potter, Merric Boyd
and his family in Murrumbeena and the relationship they had with their local community. This
research would become Merric Boyd and Murrumbeena The Life of an Artist in a Time and a
Place. As well as providing a comprehensive record of the family's long period of residence at
their family home, Open Country and of their extraordinary artistic output, his book records the
fascinating relationship between the family and the residents of Murrumbeena. The history of the
Boyd family is recorded, beginning with Merric Boyd's earliest days as a young potter learning his
trade, and ending over 50 years later with his death and the demolition of Open Country. The
book includes countless photographs of the Boyd family and of those who new them, many never
published before.
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A unique insight into a celebrated cricketer who scored 100 hundreds and whose career spanned
seven decades of profound change.

One of only 25 players in the history of cricket to have scored 100 First Class centuries, Dennis
Amiss is a member of the game's most prestigious elite. His experience as player and
administrator in an era spanning an astonishing seven decades has afforded him a unique
perspective of the dramatic changes that have taken place in cricket since he joined Warwickshire
as a 15-year-old professional in 1958. Not Out at Close of Play explores how Dennis Amiss'
passionate quest for success and
absolute commitment to refinement through meticulous preparation and practice led a
Birmingham boy from humble origins to achieve sporting stardom with a Test batting average
higher than Cowdrey, Graveney and Gower. At the heart of Dennis' story, however, lies the
paradox nature of a quietly spoken and apparently conventional man who rebelled against the
establishment, becoming a pioneer of innovation and change.

AUTHOR:
James Graham-Brown is a former professional cricketer for Kent and Derbyshire. Following this,
he embarked on a teaching career before becoming a professional playwright, writing under the
pseudonym Dougie Blaxland. 
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300 years ago, in April 1721, a smallpox epidemic was raging in England. Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu knew that she could save her 3-year-old daughter using the process of inoculation. She
had witnessed this at first hand in Turkey, while she was living there as the wife of the British
ambassador. She also knew that by inoculating - making her daughter the first person protected
in the West - she would face opposition from doctors, politicians and clerics. Her courageous
action eventually led to the eradication of smallpox and the prevention of millions of deaths. But
Mary was more than a scientific campaigner. She mixed with the greatest politicians, writers,
artists and thinkers of her day. She was also an important early feminist, writing powerfully and
provocatively about the position of women. She was best friends with the poet Alexander Pope.
They collaborated on a series of poems, which made her into a household name, an 'It Girl'. But
their friendship turned sour and he used his pen to vilify her publicly. Aristocratic by birth, Mary
chose to elope with Edward Wortley Montagu, whom she knew she did not love, so as to avoid
being forced into marrying someone else. In middle age, her marriage stale, she fell for
someone young enough to be her son - and, unknown to her, bisexual. She set off on a new life
with him abroad. When this relationship failed, she stayed on in Europe, narrowly escaping the
coercive control of an Italian conman. After twenty-two years abroad, she returned home to
London to die. The son-in-law she had dismissed as a young man had meanwhile become Prime
Minister.

AUTHOR:
JO has been an award-winning TV drama and comedy producer all her working life. Her credits
range from the recent MANHUNT, starring Martin Clunes, to BIRDS OF A FEATHER. Her most
relevant productions include BRIEF ENCOUNTERS (a fictionalised story of the first women who ran
Ann Summers parties in the 1980s), THE MAKING OF A LADY (an adaption of the Frances
Hodgson Burnett novel The Making of a Marchioness), BERTIE AND ELIZABETH (telling the story
of the Queen Mother's marriage) and the BAFTA-and-RTS Award-Winning A RATHER ENGLISH
MARRIAGE (starring Albert Finney, Tom Courtenay and Joanna Lumley, adapted from the novel
of the same name by Angela Lambert). She studied English at Queens' College Cambridge and
has an MA in Arts Policy. She is married with a daughter, a son and a step-son. 
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The Real Stan Lee is not just another biography. It is a journey through twentieth century
American history, seen through the life of a man who personifies the American Dream. This book
shows how Stan's life reflects the evolution of American entertainment, society and popular
culture throughout the 1900s and beyond. Along the way, bold questions will be asked. Was Stan
Lee himself a superhuman creation, just a mask to protect his true, more complicated secret
identity? Just like the vibrant panels of the comics he wrote, Stan's life, it seems, is never black
and white. Sourced from Stan's own words, this book also includes brand new and exclusive
interviews with Marvel comic book creators, for whom Stan's work proved an invaluable
inspiration. Upbeat, accessible and fun, this book is told with a glint in the eye and a flair for the
theatrical that would make Stan proud. This is a bold celebration of the power of storytelling and
a fitting tribute to Stan Lee's enduring legacy. Excelsior!

AUTHOR:
Adrian Mackinder is a writer and performer. He has twenty years' freelance experience scribbling
for just about everyone, from The Guardian, British Government and the BBC to Cartoon
Network, LEGO and The Beano. Adrian is also a professional improviser, actor and comedian.
Head Writer at Comedy Central UK for five years, he has performed live on stage in the UK, US
and mainland Europe. Adrian lives with his family in Copenhagen where he struggles daily with
being an Englishman abroad. 
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The airline industry is in freefall with COVID-19 restrictions closing international borders. Experts
predict that half of the world's airlines could face bankruptcy. What should the airlines do?
International consultant and author Ron Bartsch applies 20-20 Thinking and comes up with the
solution-start a new domestic airline.

So much about our world has changed beyond recognition in 2020 as the coronavirus upends our
lives. We are now faced with The Corona Dilemma: should we continue with business as usual, or
create our next normal? Ron Bartsch has developed a simple model and powerful thinking tool to
help negotiate the next normal, aka life-after-the-pandemic.

In a dramatically restructured economy and society, old assumptions won't get us back on our
feet, but thinking creatively will. By applying his extensively researched 20-20 Thinking principles,
you'll learn how to re-assess what's important in life, think clearly and creatively about your
future, and seek out actionable solutions.

Whether facing COVID-19's devastating fallout in life or in business, Professor Bartsch's journey
will inspire readers to find hope, seek clarity, explore new directions, and start tapping into their
creative genius within. 

"The Corona Dilemma is the perfect answer to anyone who feels a level of discomfort about the
state of their personal or professional life but is struggling with how to make a leap and act. Now
more than ever creativity is a critical differentiator to long-term success, and The Corona
Dilemma delivers an easily digestible framework that you can instantly apply to unlock creativity
and excel." - Dane Jensen, VP, Director of Strategy, Momentum Worldwide, New York

AUTHOR:
Professor Ron Bartsch is a world-renowned aviation lawyer, academic, airline executive and
company director. Ron regularly presents at international forums on aviation law and more
recently in the field of unmanned aircraft. Ron was admitted as a barrister to the High Court of
Australia in 1993 and served as a presiding member of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal as an
aviation specialist from 2013 to 2017. Ron was appointed as inaugural Professor of International
Aviation Law at the Aero-X School of Aviation in New Delhi and Senior Visiting Fellow at the
Australian National University and the University of NSW, Australia.
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We live in turbulent times. In the future companies will have to take responsibility and try to
provide a solution to social problems. The C A R E principles are precisely designed to help
companies to stay relevant and moreover prepare for the increasingly demanding customer. This
book inspires with numerous cases from all sectors, all over the world. From start-ups to
multinationals. It shows that everyone, including companies, can show what they really care
about.

AUTHOR:
Isabel Verstraete worked in advertising and marketing in the Netherlands, France and Belgium
before founding her own strategic consultancy in 2011. She is president of FAM, Female
Association of Belgian Marketeers.

SELLING POINTS:
•  C A R E model: simple principles for sustainable success
•  Packed with cases from all sectors
•  Applicable for small and large brands
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Strategy execution is complex. Three out of four organisations fail to implement their strategies,
despite consultancies, literature on the subject and all available best practices. But why exactly
do most strategies fail? Based on leading research, real stories, case studies and practical tools,
the author takes you into the world of values, beliefs, emotions and often hidden underlying
motivational forces that influence individual and collective behaviour in organisations. He shows
how consciously and effectively dealing with these human dynamics, often neglected in the
strategic process, has a major influence on the performance of your organisation and the
successful realisation of your strategy. If you are serious about making your strategy a success,
have the urge to keep asking "why", and have the courage to take a less conventional approach,
this book will inspire you.

AUTHOR:
Geert Vercaeren is a senior business consultant and coach with over 25 years of experience
leading complex business transformation, organisational development and HR transformation
projects.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Based on more than 25 years of experience
•  Unique perspective that emphasises values, beliefs and emotions
•  Unconventional approach
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This new instruction book features 40 easy to build LEGO projects, aimed especially at young
children from 5 years up, only using the basic 2x2 and 2x4 bricks. Clear step-by-step-instructions
will guarantee quick results and lots of fun while building models and sceneries ranging from
farm and safari park through exploration of the seabottom and outer space. All the building
instructions can be applied to LEGO and LEGO Duplo bricks as well as any other kinds of nub
bricks. 

AUTHOR:
Achim Schuck has a degree in electrical engineering and works throughout the world as a
construction manager in automation technologies. He originally made up these building
instructions for his grandchildren, who just love to play with LEGO bricks. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  A new volume from our best-selling series of unofficial LEGO builders books – the complete
series has sold 40.000 German copies so far
•  Focusing on young LEGO fans, using only the basic 2x2 and 2x4 bricks
•  Fanciful sceneries built in an easy way

100 colour illustrations
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Nature has an important role in Montessorian pedagogy. According to Maria Montessori, taking
care of animals and plants is highly satisfying for the child: knowing that someone needs him/her
and that his/her work gives rise to life is a great incentive for his/her sense of responsibility, but
also for his/her emotional development, and ability to imagine and control the actions and
emotions that are part of the world of childhood. The activities in this book are intended for
children from 2 to 10 years, with the aim of recovering the natural bond between the child and
the world of nature. They are subdivided into 4 areas, according to what Maria Montessori
observed to be the most important aspects in the child's relationship with nature. The activities
are designed partly for the home, but are always inspired, where possible, by experience in the
open air, in the garden, in the vegetable garden, in the alley behind the home, or in the
playground.

AGES: 2 to 10

AUTHOR:
Chiara Piroddi is a psychologist and expert in Neuropsychology, specialising in
Cognitive-Evolutionary Psychotherapy. She graduated in Psychology at the University of Pavia in
2007. She completed her practical training at the Niguarda Hospital and she has written several
books for White Star Kids.
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Dig in, explore the garden and have fun indoors and out! Fifty easy-to-follow activity cards in 5
engaging categories invite children to learn not just the basics of gardening, but also new ways of
looking at nature. Updated and expanded edition.

AGES: 6 to 10

AUTHOR:
Whitney Cohen is the Education Director of Life Lab Science Program California, a leader in
garden-based education for over thirty years. Life Lab has been working in the field of science
and environmental education as a non-profit organisation, developing curriculum and programs
to help schools develop gardens where children can create "living laboratories" for the study of
the natural world.

Roberta Arenson has a BA in Fine Arts from the University of California. Using basic elements
such as painted papers, oil pastels and water-based paints, Roberta employs an array of shapes
and patterns to create her rich collages. She currently resides in Arizona, USA.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Interesting information about the plant life cycle, animal habitats and more is seamlessly
woven into the activity instructions.
•  The newly updated activity deck format with sturdy, laminated cards is perfect for busy kids.
Pull only the cards you need and keep them close for reference during your activities.
•  Easy-to-follow instructions make this an easy and welcome alternative to screen time.
•  Children will be inspired to explore outdoors.

50 cards plus booklet
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Measurement units can easily turn into obstacles for many students, as learning specific
acronyms, and understanding the difference between the measurement units such as length,
capacity or weight. Thanks to this activity book, children can approach not only units of
measurement, but also equivalences, that is, the calculations that allow us to make comparisons.
Children can face the concepts of the book through games and exercises that become
progressively more difficult, set in the world of dinosaurs. By playing with the long neck of a
brontosaurus, with the different weights of the triceratops and the pterodactyls, and comparing
them with modern day objects and settings, children will easily assimilate the concepts presented
in the book.

AGES: 7 plus

AUTHOR:
Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design. She has worked as an
illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40 children's books that have been published
in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US, France and South Korea. She is a long-standing
collaborator of White Star, illustrating many books for young children. 

Includes 8 sticker pages
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Two of the biggest challenges that children face while learning math are logic and problem
solving. Learning to understand the reasoning that hides behind a problem, will become an
extremely engaging and satisfying game. This also provides the foundations for acquiring logical
and deductive abilities, which are essential in any field. Children will find multiple choice questions
and math problems, as well as hidden codes, labyrinths and other fun and engaging puzzles and
riddles. The solutions can be found at the back of the book. Through this activity book, you can
teach children not only how fun it can be to explore math, but also how important it is to
understand the logic mechanisms that each problem hides, even before finding the answer.

AGES: 6 plus

AUTHOR:
Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design. She has worked as an
illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40 children's books that have been published
in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US, France and South Korea. She is a long-standing
collaborator of White Star, illustrating many books for young children 

Includes 8 sticker pages
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This guide provides children aged 5 and up with fun movement and mindfulness activities, all
joyfully illustrated, to help them quiet their worries, relax their bodies, and discover the benefits
of being present in the moment.

Mindfulness is proven to boost children's physical, mental, and socio-emotional development, but
establishing the practice requires making it a part of daily life. With delightful illustrations and
kid-friendly language, Mindful Moves introduces kids to simple mindfulness activities that are fun,
easy to remember, and available for kids to turn to any time the need arises, no matter where
they are. Check Your Inner Weather encourages children to tune into how they feel in the
moment and accept their feelings without judgement. Stand like a Superhero helps fill kids with
inner strength and confidence, while Breathe like a Walrus helps them channel frustration or
anger through breath and facial relaxation. Each of the meditation, mindfulness, yoga, and
movement activities is designed to help kids stay calm, be present, and feel focused and happy.
Whether it's before a busy day at school, in the backseat of the car, during a test, or heading off
to bed, this is a guide kids can refer to again and again!

AGES: 5 to 7

AUTHOR:
Nicole Cardoza is the founder and executive director of Yoga Foster, a national nonprofit that
empowers educators to integrate yoga and mindfulness into the school day. A former yoga
instructor in schools, she saw the benefits of the practice firsthand and, in 2014, left a career in
tech to pursue Yoga Foster full time. Since then, the organisation has reached over 1,500
educators in 500 schools across the U.S., powered by community engagement and key
partnerships with Let's Move and lululemon. She is the founder of Anti-Racism Daily, and has
been recognized as one of the most influential changemakers in wellness by Forbes, Well +
Good, and Wanderlust; and routinely speaks on social impact, equity, and health at foundations
such as the Aspen Institute, universities such as Harvard, and Fortune 500 companies including
Nike and lululemon. Cardoza has been featured in Yoga Journal, SELF, and Paper magazines.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Mindfulness for kids is a growing trend. Countless studies have proven that mindfulness
practice helps children perform better in school, manage stress, stay focused, and feel happier. 
•  Colourful, joyful illustrations with strong kid appeal. Every page of this book features a
mindfulness prompt and cheerful illustrations that make this an inviting guide that children will
want to pick up and revisit often.
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It can be easy to rush through life without fully appreciating what it has to offer. Many of us are
not living our best life, because we are preoccupied with the past and the future. We can live our
lives on autopilot, in an almost mechanical state, functioning without really thinking. When we live
in the past it can be depressing, when we are fixated on the future it can sometimes cause
anxiety. The present is the only time we can live in and that is sacred, so why miss it? If we
spend all our waking hours glued to our phones, social media and devices we may miss the
beauty right in front of us. Mindfulness helps develop our understanding of how our brain works,
increases our concentration, our sense of calm and our compassion for ourselves and others. As
a result, developing our practice makes us happier, healthier, and more skilful at responding to
difficult emotions; overall, it increases our focus and enhances our performance. WE FEEL
CONNECTED! This book shares with you seven mindfulness techniques that, with daily practice,
will have a profound positive effect on your well-being and the young people in your care. The
guidance is to practise each one of the techniques for a week over a period of six weeks and
record what you notice. To maximise the benefits, at the end of the six weeks, make a plan of
how you are going to integrate all the practices into your daily life, using the example at the back
of the book as your guide. This script in the first instance is geared towards children at the top
end of primary school (9-11 years of age), with the support of their parents/carers/teachers. The
intention of this script is to improve the health and well-being of people of all ages, by equipping
them with the well-being tools to live a healthier and happier life.

AGES: 9 to 11

AUTHOR:
Bernie Leonard lives in West Yorkshire, England with her two amazing children and her soulmate
Simon. She is a psychology graduate and a qualified teacher of Mindfulness. After teaching
Psychology successfully over two decades, she re-trained as a Mindfulness teacher and now runs
her own well-being business, Mindful Me Health & Well-Being Ltd. 

Chris Taylor is an illustrator/graphic designer whose style includes a range of styles and subjects,
everything from book covers to life drawing. 
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The Numbers Activity Book is packed full of fun and educational numbers-themed activities that
will keep young children entertained for hours. The pages are crammed with all sorts of
absorbing things to do, including colouring in, dot to dots, spot the difference, mazes and lots of
other engaging puzzles. Alain Gree's unmistakably rich and appealing style of illustration makes
every page incredibly absorbing. While children are enjoying the activities, they will be practising
a wide range of skills, including observational, conversational and motor skills.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Alain Gree is a French author and illustrator of children's books. He has had over 300 books
published, which have been translated into 20 different languages. He has also worked as a
children’s broadcaster on French national television, produced three detective novels, ten ship
navigation books and been a journalist for 20 years for Voiles et Voiliers (sailing ships) magazine.
He is currently a graphic designer and editor for various advertising publications. Alain's main
hobby is sailing. He's owned several boats since the 1970s and has crossed the Atlantic Ocean
twice. He finds his sailing trips provide the perfect time out to work on new children's stories and
illustrations.

Includes 64 plus stickers
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Dive in to this action-packed activity book filled with fun things to do that all have a seaside
theme. The joys of paddling in the sea, exploring rocky coves and building sandcastles are all
explored through activities such as dot to dots, spot the difference, colouring in and mazes. Fun
and educational, Seashore Adventure Activity Book features beautiful, bright illustrations that will
draw children in and keep them busy. And while they are enjoying the colouring, matching and
counting, the activities are helping them to develop a wide range of skills, including observational,
conversational and motor skills.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Jen Alliston works as a freelance illustrator and designer under the name of That Beast Jen. She
specialises in cute and cuddly illustrations for prints, cards, comics, children's books and
magazines, as well as having her own range of laser-cut jewellery. Jen uses traditional drawing,
digital vector illustration and image manipulation in her work. She has illustrated several books in
the 'Adventure Activity Book' series for GMC Publications, including ones with dinosaur, pirate,
space, Roman and Viking themes. She is based in Eastbourne on the south coast of England.

Includes 100 stickers
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This hands-on guidebook teaches kids aged 10 and up essential outdoor camping and survival
skills, with step-by-step photos for how to build a fire, pick a campsite, make a lean-to, use a
knife, cook over an open fire, and more.

Whether in the rugged backcountry or a suburban backyard, kids can experience the sense of
personal independence and self-confidence that come from outdoor proficiency, while also
developing a deeper connection to and understanding of the natural world. With this skills-based
book, kids learn essential safety and survival tips and bushcraft that they need to have a safe
wilderness experience. Led by outdoor leader Frank Grindrod of Earthwork Programs, every turn
of the page takes kids on another stage of the journey. They learn how to pack for the outdoors,
navigate using a map and a compass, choose and set up a campsite, handle and use a knife
properly, build a fire, tie different types of knots, make a lean-to out of sticks and leaves, and
cook over an open fire. This guide teaches more than just outdoor know-how; it fosters
appreciation for the natural world and pride in knowing how to use its resources as a tool for
survival and adventure.

AGES: 10 plus

AUTHOR:
Frank Grindrod is a wilderness survival instructor, public speaker, and expedition leader who has
been featured on ABC's Chronicle, as well as on Masslive and other local New England TV and
radio. He has led trips in Alaska, the Rocky Mountains, and the Florida Everglades. He has also
been an adjunct faculty member at Smith College and University of Georgia, where he taught
Wilderness Survival courses. Grindrod is the owner of Earthwork Programs in New England and,
for the last 20 years, he has trained thousands of people to become more capable in the wild.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Connects kids to nature. This skill-based outdoor activity book for teens and tweens aligns with
the growing trend in raising free-range kids and the importance of learning essential outdoor
skills. 
•  An eye-catching guide for fans of survival shows. Tweens who love watching survival shows will
be inspired by the photographs and drawn to the idea that they can learn essential safety and
survival skills.
•  Capturing the authenticity of a wilderness camp in a book. Written by an expert educator and
camp leader, this book brings the full wilderness camp experience alive, with how-to photos
taken at his camp.
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Amazing Pop-Ups for the youngest readers. 

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHOR:
David Hawcock studied art in York, UK, majoring in graphic design. He opened a design studio in
Bath specialising in children's books. He has designed and produced many successful pop-ups,
which have sold hundreds of thousands of copies, including The Amazing Fold-Out Pop-Up Body in
a Book and the Journal of Inventions: Leonardo Da Vinci. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Each volume includes 10 fun pop-ups inspired by a specific theme. 
•  Fun to read as you improve your knowledge of a wide range of subjects and have fun with 3D
creations
•  Extraordinary value for money and interesting, which make these books a stimulating read as
well as a fun opportunity to play 

10 spreads and 10 pop-ups
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Amazing Pop-Ups for the youngest readers. 

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHOR:
David Hawcock studied art in York, UK, majoring in graphic design. He opened a design studio in
Bath specialising in children's books. He has designed and produced many successful pop-ups,
which have sold hundreds of thousands of copies, including The Amazing Fold-Out Pop-Up Body in
a Book and the Journal of Inventions: Leonardo Da Vinci. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Each volume includes 10 fun pop-ups inspired by a specific theme. 
•  Fun to read as you improve your knowledge of a wide range of subjects and have fun with 3D
creations
•  Extraordinary value for money and interesting, which make these books a stimulating read as
well as a fun opportunity to play 

10 spreads and 10 pop-ups
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From Dav Pilkey, creator of the New York Times best-selling Dog Man and Captain Underpants
series: a funny board book for toddlers about best friends Big Dog and Little Dog.

Big Dog and Little Dog are canine companions who stick together through thick and thin. In this,
their first adventure, Big Dog and Little Dog are hungry! And as any good dog knows, friends
who chow down together nap together.

With simple text, graphic illustrations, and tongue-in-cheek humor, Dog Man creator Dav Pilkey
taps into the joys of childhood friendships through his tales of two lovable dog pals.

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Dav Pilkey is the creator of many acclaimed children's books, including Dogzilla, Kat Kong, god
bless the gargoyles, and the blockbuster series Captain Underpants, Ricky Ricotta, and Dog Man.
His picture book The Paperboy received a Caldecott Honor.
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In this lovable board book series, Dav Pilkey captures the humour of everyday canine behaviour.
The sweet personalities, lasting friendship, and hilarious antics of Big Dog and Little Dog will
enchant little ones and entertain dog lovers of all ages.

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Dav Pilkey is the creator of many acclaimed children's books, including Dogzilla, Kat Kong, god
bless the gargoyles, and the blockbuster series Captain Underpants, Ricky Ricotta, and Dog Man.
His picture book The Paperboy received a Caldecott Honor. 
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A new delightful series for the early readers: the little ones can follow their favourite animals on
different vehicles and spend a day in the farm! For each page, colourful and rich settings will
surprise the readers as well as the unexpected pop up elements which will bring the
environments to life! Easy, short and fun text to explore two worlds: the farm, and the most
common vehicles. Two evergreen topics brought together with the pop-up format to entertain
younger readers with the simple yet effective style of best-selling author Agnese Baruzzi.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHOR:
Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design at ISIA (Istituto Superiore per
le Industrie Artistiche) in Urbino. She has worked as an illustrator and author since 2001, writing
more than 40 children's books that have been published in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US,
France and South Korea. She is a longstanding collaborator of White Star, illustrating many
books for young children
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Pull tabs transform this book into a plant that can be displayed in a new baby's home. The
perfect gift for new parents and sure to be a hit at baby showers! 

This loving ode to children, as they grow from tender seed to wildest vine, features lush
illustrations of blossoming plants. Sturdy slide tabs make leaves and flowers "grow" out of the top
of each page, so this gift-worthy book can be displayed like a beautiful plant in a new family's
home. A read-aloud board book to treasure and share with growing children for years to come.

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Hsulynn Pang is lucky enough to have made a living out of what most people would call a hobby
from the comforts of her home - making drawings and paintings. Born in small town Malacca,
Malaysia, Hsulynn grew up with 3 brothers and enjoyed much of her childhood chasing after
locusts and butterflies in her backyard, digging for earthworms and collecting seashells from the
beach nearby. This is quite possibly why she finds herself painting lots of nature inspired art
works rather than big tall buildings. 
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A cute series thought for the littlest ones: through this funny board books children will learn a bit
more about themselves and the parts of their bodies. The books include flaps to lift, fun texts
and a very modern graphic layout. What are the different parts for? How do they move? Cute
board books for children to understand how their bodies work. Each book has a game proposal at
the end, for children to play with their parents to earn awareness on their bodies.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHORS:
Federica Nuccio and Roberta Vottero work together as one, and have done since 2006. They
create illustrations and projects for children's books, interactive cd-rom and animation. They have
worked with the following clients: Baloon Media (Bruxelles), Bk Books (London), DeAgostini, Ed.
Capitello, Franklin Watts (Hachette), Gaia Edizioni, La Spiga (Eli), Pearson Italia, Pico (Focus),
Raffaello, Rusconi, Ta-Chien Publishing (Taiwan). They organise courses for children in which they
teach drawing and painting, which their own children even attend!
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A cute series thought for the littlest ones: through this funny board books children will learn a bit
more about themselves and the parts of their bodies. The books include flaps to lift, fun texts
and a very modern graphic layout. What are the different parts for? How do they move? Cute
board books for children to understand how their bodies work. Each book has a game proposal at
the end, for children to play with their parents to earn awareness on their bodies.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHORS:
Federica Nuccio and Roberta Vottero work together as one, and have done since 2006. They
create illustrations and projects for children s books, interactive cd-rom and animation. They
have worked with the following clients: Baloon Media (Bruxelles), Bk Books (London), DeAgostini,
Ed. Capitello, Franklin Watts (Hachette), Gaia Edizioni, La Spiga (Eli), Pearson Italia, Pico (Focus),
Raffaello, Rusconi, Ta-Chien Publishing (Taiwan). They organise courses for children in which they
teach drawing and painting, which their own children even attend!
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A cute series thought for the littlest ones: through this funny board books children will learn a bit
more about themselves and the parts of their bodies. The books include flaps to lift, fun texts
and a very modern graphic layout. What are the different parts for? How do they move? Cute
board books for children to understand how their bodies work. Each book has a game proposal at
the end, for children to play with their parents to earn awareness on their bodies.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHORS:
Federica Nuccio and Roberta Vottero work together as one, and have done since 2006. They
create illustrations and projects for children's books, interactive cd-rom and animation. They have
worked with the following clients: Baloon Media (Bruxelles), Bk Books (London), DeAgostini, Ed.
Capitello, Franklin Watts (Hachette), Gaia Edizioni, La Spiga (Eli), Pearson Italia, Pico (Focus),
Raffaello, Rusconi, Ta-Chien Publishing (Taiwan). They organise courses for children in which they
teach drawing and painting, which their own children even attend!



My Hands are for... (Lift the Flaps and
Play With Us)

Author: VATTERO, ROBERTA

ISBN: 9788854417557

Imprint: Edizioni White Star

Binding: Board Book

Dimensions: 160 x 160 mm

Category: Child-Board

Release Date: 01/05/2021
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A cute series thought for the littlest ones: through this funny board books children will learn a bit
more about themselves and the parts of their bodies. The books include flaps to lift, fun texts
and a very modern graphic layout. What are the different parts for? How do they move? Cute
board books for children to understand how their bodies work. Each book has a game proposal at
the end, for children to play with their parents to earn awareness on their bodies.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHORS:
Federica Nuccio and Roberta Vottero work together as one, and have done since 2006. They
create illustrations and projects for children's books, interactive cd-rom and animation. They have
worked with the following clients: Baloon Media (Bruxelles), Bk Books (London), DeAgostini, Ed.
Capitello, Franklin Watts (Hachette), Gaia Edizioni, La Spiga (Eli), Pearson Italia, Pico (Focus),
Raffaello, Rusconi, Ta-Chien Publishing (Taiwan). They organise courses for children in which they
teach drawing and painting, which their own children even attend!



Sleep, Cat, Sleep!

Author: DAMM, ANTJE
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Make going to bed fun for everyone with this charming, surprising, and interactive book. 

It can be hard to fall asleep because who wants to stop playing, talking, and just having fun.
Sometimes, it's just as difficult to stay asleep. There can be noises, lights, and many other
distractions. Cat has this very problem in 'Sleep, Cat, Sleep!' He's calmly resting until you open
the book and wake him up. Every time he thinks it's safe to fall back asleep, you flip the page
and bother him again! All he wants is for you to close the book so he can start dreaming away.
Author and illustrator Antje Damm has created an uproariously funny book to help young children
fall asleep. They will be delighted with all the different ways Cat can come up with to get kids to
let him sleep. A new surprise awaits with every turn of the page, but we don't want to give away
who falls asleep at the end of this book!

AGES: 2 to 5

AUTHOR:
Antje Damm is a children's book author and illustrator. She lives with her family in a small village
near Giessen, Germany.



Tow Truck Joe

Author: SOBEL, JUNE
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Joe the Tow and his pup, Patch, are on the go - and always there for a car or truck in need - in
this rhyming board book sure to appeal to fans of Little Blue Truck and Goodnight, Goodnight
Construction Site!

One for all! All for one!
We can fix it! Let's have fun!

Welcome to Drivedale, a busy little town full of cars and trucks to meet! Joe the Tow and Patch
the Pup are there twenty-four hours a day to help friends in need and keep everyone rolling
along smoothly. When a cookie-crumbling fender-bender brings traffic to a halt, Joe knows just
how to turn the sticky situation into a delicious solution: by working together!

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
June Sobel is the talented author of The Goodnight Train and The Goodnight Train Rolls On,
illustrated by Laura Huliska-Beith; Tow Truck Joe illustrated by Patrick Corrigan; B Is for
Bulldozer: A Construction ABC, illustrated by Melissa Iwai; and Shiver Me Letters: A Pirate ABC,
illustrated by Henry Cole. 

Patrick Corrigan began drawing and designing arts and crafts from a young age. He studied
ceramics at University, trained as an art teacher and eventually become an Art Director at a
design studio. Whilst there he designed well over 500 educational and picture books. He uses
Photoshop, Illustrator and sometimes even real art equipment to create his work. 



Vehicles: A Pop Up Book

Author: BARUZZI, AGNESE

ISBN: 9788854417694
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A new delightful series for the early readers: the little ones can follow their favourite animals on
different vehicles and spend a day in the farm! For each page, colourful and rich settings will
surprise the readers as well as the unexpected pop up elements which will bring the
environments to life! Easy, short and fun text to explore two worlds: the farm, and the most
common vehicles. Two evergreen topics brought together with the pop-up format to entertain
younger readers with the simple yet effective style of best-selling author Agnese Baruzzi.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHOR:
Agnese Baruzzi was born in 1980 and graduated in Graphic Design at ISIA (Istituto Superiore per
le Industrie Artistiche) in Urbino. She has worked as an illustrator and author since 2001, writing
more than 40 children's books that have been published in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US,
France and South Korea. She is a longstanding collaborator of White Star, illustrating many
books for young children



Who is Hiding in the Forest?

Author: CLAMENS, MARC
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A thick layer of snow has covered the forest. Where will the animals go to get shelter from the
cold? Do you know the badger's secret hideout? And do you know where the squirrel calls home?
Play with the removable pieces and the lift-the-flaps to discover each animal's hideout as children
develop small motor skills and foster hand-eye coordination.

AGES: 0 to 6

AUTHOR:
Marc Clamens studied applied arts and received a degree in comic illustration and graphics. He
works in children's press and magazines. 

Laurence Jammes graduated with a focus in textile design and began in children's fashion before
becoming an illustrator of children's books and magazines. They are also coauthors of Who Is
Hiding in the Sea, part of the Who Is Hiding? series.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Part of a series, this interactive board book teaches how animals in the forest search for
shelter from the cold
•  Eight removable animal-shaped pieces encourage young readers to place them in their hiding
places
•  Lift-the-flaps uncover each animal's secret spot and gives nonfiction facts about its importance



Who is Hiding in the Sea?

Author: CLAMENS, MARC
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The most-playful animals on the sea floor are looking for places to hide and stay out of danger.
Do you know which animal takes shelter among the tentacles of sea anemones? Can you find the
seahorse's ideal home? Play with the pieces and the lift-the-flaps to discover each animal's
hideout as children develop small motor skills and foster hand-eye coordination.

AGES: 0 to 6

AUTHOR:
Marc Clamens studied applied arts and received a degree in comic illustration and graphics. He
works in children's press and magazines. 

Laurence Jammes graduated with a focus in textile design and began in children's fashion before
becoming an illustrator of children's books and magazines. They are also coauthors of Who Is
Hiding in the Forest, part of the Who Is Hiding? series.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Part of a series, this interactive board book teaches how animals in the sea seek shelter from
danger
•  Eight removable animal-shaped pieces encourage young readers to place them in their hiding
places
•  Lift-the-flaps uncover each animal's secret spot and gives nonfiction facts about its importance



Dog Driven

Author: JOHNSON, TERRY LYNN
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From the author of Ice Dogs comes a riveting adventure about a musher who sets out to prove
her impaired vision won't hold her back from competing in a rigorous sled race through the
Canadian wilderness. Perfect for fans of Gary Paulsen.

McKenna Barney is trying to hide her worsening eyesight and has been isolating herself for the
last year. But at the request of her little sister, she signs up for a commemorative mail run race
in the Canadian wilderness - a race she doesn't know if she can even see to run. 
 
Winning would mean getting her disease - and her sister's - national media coverage, but it
would also pit McKenna and her team of eight sled dogs against racers from across the globe for
three days of shifting lake ice, sudden owl attacks, snow squalls, and bitterly cold nights.

A page-turning adventure about living with disability and surviving the wilderness, Dog Driven is
the story of one girl's self-determination and the courage it takes to trust in others.

AGES: 10 plus

AUTHOR:
Terry Lynn Johnson, author of Ice Dogs, Sled Dog School, Dog Driven and the Survivor Diaries
series, lives in Whitefish Falls, Ontario where for ten years she owned a team of eighteen
Alaskan Huskies.



Fil and Harry

Author: BLACKFORD, JENNY
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

Fil always suspected that her cat Harry could talk if he really tried. Sometimes she even dreamed
about it. But it was still a shock when he did start talking, on the worst afternoon of her life – or
one of them. She seemed to be having a lot of them lately.
Her friend Kirsten had ignored her all day at school, again, after spending the weekend at her
place. Harry told her that her friend Kirsten was "selfishness personified", and maybe he was
right.
Things got worse after that. Grandma painted Fil's older brother's bedroom walls black,
escalating tensions with Fil and Stephen's stepmother Elspeth, who tried far too hard. And Kirsten
soon showed her true colours, making Fil's life even more difficult...
Harry was the only one in the family who knew the way out of the tangle.

Fresh, lively junior fiction by acclaimed author, Jenny Blackford, winner of the 2020 Davitt Award
for Best Children's Crime Novel, with fabulous pictures by emerging illustrator Kristin Devine,
winner of the 2019 New England Illustration prize.

AGES: 7 to 10

AUTHOR:
Jenny loves writing for kids, and often contributes poems and stories to The School Magazine.
Her awards include the Thunderbolt Prize for Crime Poetry in 2017, and two first prizes in the
Humorous Verse section of the Henry Lawson prizes. Her previous novel from Christmas Press (in
the Eagle Books imprint) was The Girl in the Mirror, a spidery, ghostly middle-grade mystery. It
won the 2020 Davitt Award for Best Children's Crime Novel. Jenny lives in sunny Newcastle. She
loves cats so much that she wrote a whole tiny book of cat poems, called The Duties of a Cat
(Pitt Street Poetry) Her Ragdoll cat Felix has her twisted around his furry little paw. Now and then
she dreams that he can talk.

Kristin Devine is an artist and illustrator from the New England region of NSW Australia.  She
grew up in the small town of Inverell with her parents, three sisters and a veritable menagerie of
pets.  She has a deep fascination with the natural world and loves to explore intricate specimens
of flora and fauna through her drawings.  In 2019, she won first prize in the New England
Illustration Prize, a national award for illustrators at all stages of their careers. Fil and Harry is
the first children’s novel she has illustrated.
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It all started on an ordinary day, when a letter from Antoni Gaudi, the architect of the Sagrada
Familia, emerged out of nowhere speaking about a secret that nobody knew. Two children, John
and his friend Peter, now try to discover the secret that is hidden in the Holy Family. And they
have to hurry, because there are other people who want to discover it first, and these other
people carry very bad intentions... An exciting adventure for 8 -10 year olds.

AUTHOR:
Salvador Comelles was born in Terrassa in 1959. He studied Education and Catalan Philology and
now teaches in the Department of Catalan Philology at the Autonomous University of Barcelona
(UAB), where he also gives classes in the Faculty of Education. He has written stories, novels and
poetry for children from 7 to 12 years of age, and has won several prizes for children's literature.

Francisco Linhart was born in 1968 and has dedicated his entire life to drawing compulsively. He
began his professional career in the mythical magazine "El Vibora", and then continued to be
published in different magazines in Spain (El Vibora, Cairo, InJuve, Vignettes, Idiot and Tiny,
Tretzevents, Cavall Fort), in Canada (Drawn and Quarterly) in Switzerland (Strapazin) and in
France (Comix 2000).



Secrets of Star Whales

Author: THORNE, REBECCA
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On the small space station Azura, Maxion Belmont is constantly torn between his two passions -
engineering and music. Both are hobbies handed down from his father, which is bittersweet since
his death two years ago. While his hydrodriver is great for repairing starship parts, his father's
old string instrument tugs at the latent grief Max hides from his mum and classmates with each
chord he strums.

When a foreign starship appears on the horizon, Azura welcomes their first tourist in years. But
there's something weird about Mr. Hames, the stranger-turned-substitute teacher. He has no
idea how to teach and keeps raving about the existence of alien creatures in the vacuum of
space: star whales.

As Max and the rest of Mr. Hames's class-turned-starship crew begin to uncover the mysteries of
the star whales, they discover they aren't the only ones looking for the elusive creatures - and
not every whaler has good intentions.

AGES: 8 to 13

AUTHOR:
The wild Rebecca Thorne can be found in her natural habitat: the local coffee shop. She is rarely
more than an arms-length from her laptop and her "Becky's" coffee mug. When not in pursuit of
caffeine, she prefers to relax with her two dogs, ensconced in her butt-cloud beanbag sofa. She
might have been the flight attendant cracking puns on your last Southwest flight... or she might
have been trying not to melt in the Arizona heat while you traveled the country. Rebecca has
been writing since she was 11 years old, and never cared to leave her young protagonists.
Though she prefers fantasy and science fiction, she's dabbled in every genre under the middle
grade umbrella.



Three Hares: The Gold Monkey Key (Book
2)

Author: LAUDER / ROSS
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Sanjeev's dog is missing in a brutal winter. This shock is dwarfed by events in The Met in New
York as Sanjeev is catapulted to 6th century Byzantium, becoming an accomplice to murder. An
evil force is after him and the answer may lie with Sara, who claims to be the First Hare.

Sanjeev's dog Jigsaw is missing in the middle of winter in New Jersey. But this tragedy is dwarfed
by what happens to him in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Has he really entered the 6th
Century and become the slave to monks traveling the Silk Road to Byzantium - and might they
just be murderers? Trouble is even if he figures out how to get out of this, he's got other
problems: someone, or something, is coming after him. Part of the answer might be Sara, a girl
who contacts him on the net and keeps talking about the Immortals. But who or what are The
Three Hares and how can they stop the darkness about to engulf the world?

AGES: 7 to 12

AUTHORS:
Scott Lauder was born in Ayrshire, Scotland. Having taught in Greece, Japan, and England, he
now lives with his wife and four cats in the UAE where he teaches English. In his free time, he
enjoys hiking and drinking good coffee. His other books include The Right Thing, A Single Shot,
and The Boy-King Tutankhamun.

David Ross is a professional historian who specialising in transportation topics. He has also written
the Visual Encyclopedia of Ships, British Steam Railways and A History of the UK's Highland
Railway. 



Antarctica: A Continent of Wonder
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Join scientists on an unforgettable journey to Antarctica in this illustrated children's book.

Antarctica was only discovered 200 years ago and since its discovery, explorers, sailors, and
scientists have been travelling to the world's only uninhabited continent to learn all they can
about its icy environment. This book follows the story of a group of researchers on their half-year
stay in Antarctica. Their goal was to examine the animals, plants, atmosphere, weather, and
fossils in the area. Through full-page illustrations, children will experience the work and life of
these explorers and scientists as they study penguins, whales, and seals, measure the depth of
the ice, chart wind speeds of up to 186 mph (300km/h), examine old volcanoes, and withstand
some of the lowest temperatures ever recorded. Kids will also learn about Roald Amundsen and
Robert Falcon Scott, the legendary explorers who first set foot on Antarctica. Equal parts thrilling
adventure and in depth exploration, this book is an unforgettable illustrated expedition to
Antarctica that is sure to satisfy the boldest bedtime traveller.

AGES: 5 to 8

AUTHOR:
Mario Cuesta Hernando is a journalist and scriptwriter of many different programs relating to
nature and adventure. He has traveled to Antarctica on a Spanish Navy Vessel.

Raquel Martin is a freelance illustrator from Barcelona, who currently lives on the beautiful island
of Minorca, Spain.

58 colour illustrations



Forest: A Poster Book to Understand
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Welcome to a walk in the forest! Page after page, this book folds out to reveal the secrets of
trees, animals, and plants, from the canopy to the underground world. Discover the badger's
cosy home, the structured workload of the ants, who eats what and who eats whom, and finally
how all the animals and plants work together to preserve the woodland. Have fun along the way
finding the animals hidden in the pages, and at the end of the journey discover a giant poster!
More than 2 feet wide!

AGES: 5 to 8

AUTHOR:
Emmanuelle Grundmann is a biologist, primate specialist, author, and reporter. Through her
books and articles, this nature lover alerts the public to the importance of protecting species,
especially those in forests.

Gal Weizman is a multitalented illustrator. Her works range from digital illustrations to pencil
drawings, watercolours, fabric, and clay.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Part of a series, this panoramic book folds out into a giant poster more than 2 feet wide,
designed to teach the secrets of the forest
•  Young readers interested in science and nature are encouraged to explore the worlds of this
wooded habitat, from the soil to the trees
•  Each layer unfolds to reveal nonfiction facts and challenges the reader to find select animals
and plant life hidden within the illustration



Great Rivers of the World
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Spend hours navigating the world's great rivers in this vibrant, fact-filled book for kids that blends
geography, history, and culture.

Where in the Rhein does the Nibelung Treasure lie? What river helps mark the prime meridian?
Why do people make pilgrimages to the Indian city of Benares? Why is the Mekong called the
"Nine Dragon" river in Vietnam? How does the Mississippi divide and unite the United States?
These and hundreds of other facts are explored in this wonderfully illustrated atlas of the world's
great rivers. Each spread in this book offers a colorful map packed with drawings, figures, and
facts. Cities that border the rivers are highlighted, as are distinct flora and fauna, significant
natural and human-made features, and fascinating historical details. A "biography" of each river
describes where it flows, and its importance to the communities it passes through. Special
attention is given to the ecological health of the rivers - those that are thriving and those in
danger of losing their valuable habitats. Along the way, young readers will come to understand
the enormous impact that rivers have on our lives, while learning valuable information in a way
that will spark their curiosity and imagination.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Volker Mehnert is a journalist, travel writer, and author of a children's biography of the explorer
Alexander von Humboldt.

Martin Haake has created illustrated works for The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal,
Penguin Books, and Volkswagen. His illustrations have earned him several awards, including the
German Art Directors Club's silver medal, of which he is a two-time recipient. He lives in Berlin,
Germany.



Journey Around the Sun: The Story of
Halley's Comet

Author: GLADSTONE, JAMES
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Halley's Comet tells its own history in this unique STEM book.

Halley's Comet, visible from Earth only once every 75 years, tells its own story in this unique
informational picture book. With each return of the comet, the book highlights human life at that
time, and how science has advanced toward a greater understanding of our universe.

Told in minimal, poetic text paired with detailed captions for context, the book begins with
sightings in ancient civilizations, where for centuries, the comet was a mystery recorded in art
and writing. From Edmond Halley's successful prediction of the comet's return in 1758, through
the advent of technologies like cameras and eventually a spacecraft that photographed its ice
core, Halley's Comet tells an inspiring and wide-reaching story of scientific advancement and
cultural history.

The book closes by inviting readers to wonder what our world might look like the next time
Halley's Comet is visible from earth, expected in 2061. What will the comet "see," next time it
passes by on its journey?

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
James Gladstone is an author of picture books for children, including When Planet Earth Was
New, Earthrise, and Turtle Pond, which won the Norma Fleck Award for Canadian Children's
Non-Fiction. James' latest book, Journey Around the Sun, follows Halley's Comet on its travels
through the ages. James lives in Toronto, Ontario.

Yaara Eshet is an artist and illustrator who was born in Israel and studied at the Bezalel Academy
of Art and Design in Jerusalem. In addition to her illustrations for daily newspapers, magazines,
and literary publications, Yaara has illustrated over 30 books for children, youth, and adults.
Yaara lives in Toronto with her family and cats.



Planes: From the Wright Brothers to the
Supersonic Jet

Author: VAN DER VEKEN, JAN
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Budding aviation fans will pore over every page of this fascinating encyclopedic guide to the
history and mechanics of flight, from the Wright Brothers to the Concorde.

How does a plane move through the air? What is turbulence? What do those lines on the runways
mean? All these questions and many more are answered in this gorgeously illustrated history of
planes and flight. The book opens with a basic introduction to plane anatomy and shows how
aircrafts have developed over the ages. Readers will then learn about aerodynamics, the
mechanics of wing shape and lift, and how ailerons, propellers, and flaps work. There's even a
section on communications systems, runway design, and GPS. Profiles of famous historic planes
illustrate basic principles throughout the book. Readers will find out about record-breaking flights
across continents and oceans; how "flying wings" evolved into the B-2 bomber; and where the
world’s most treacherous runways are located. A section on experimental aircraft looks at
zeppelins, flying cars, and the fate of the Concorde jet. Jan Van Der Veken's lushly coloured,
retro drawings detail everything from plane design to the physics of flight and provide the perfect
companion to his engaging text. Budding aviators will linger over every detail of this
information-packed book that serves both to demystify and celebrate the miracle of flight.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Jan van der Veken designs book covers and posters and creates illustrations for newspapers and
magazines, including two New Yorker covers. When Van Der Veken is not drawing, you can find
him high in the sky, piloting a plane. In 2016 he received the Culture Prize from his hometown of
Ghent, Belgium.

47 colour illustrations
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Welcome to a dive into the heart of the sea! Page after page, this book folds out to reveal the
secrets of the amazing animals and plant life that inhabit the oceans, from the seaside to the
abyss. Discover how long a sperm whale can go without breathing, how a lanternfish feeds, how
boiling water gives birth to small worlds on the ocean floor, and how the very small krill plays a
very big part in it all. Have fun along the way finding the animals hidden in the pages, and at the
end of the journey discover a giant poster! More than 2 feet wide!

AGES: 5 to 8

AUTHOR:
Veronique Sarano is an oceanographer and author of many books. She cofounded the Longitude
181 association, which works to protect the marine world. 

Anine Bosenberg is a graduate of the College of Art in Edinburgh, where she now lives and
works. She pays particular attention to shape, colour, and geometry when drawing.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Part of a series, this panoramic book folds out into a giant poster more than 2 feet wide
designed to teach the secrets of the sea
•  Young readers interested in science and nature are encouraged to dive into the discovery of
worlds that hide beneath the surface of the ocean
•  Each layer unfolds to reveal nonfiction facts and challenges the reader to find select animals
and plant life hidden within the illustration
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The curiosity, drive, and perseverance of the nineteenth-century woman scientist who pioneered
the use of aquariums to study ocean life are celebrated in this gorgeous, empowering picture
book.

How did a nineteenth-century dressmaker revolutionize science? Jeanne Power was creative: she
wanted to learn about the creatures that swim beneath the ocean waves, so she built glass tanks
and changed the way we study underwater life forever. Jeanne Power was groundbreaking: she
solved mysteries of sea animals and published her findings at a time when few of women's
contributions to science were acknowledged. Jeanne Power was persistent: when records of her
research were lost, she set to work repeating her studies. And when men tried to take credit for
her achievements, she stood firm and insisted on the recognition due to her.

Jeanne Power was inspiring, and the legacy of this pioneering marine scientist lives on in every
aquarium.

AGES: 6 to 9

AUTHOR:
Evan Griffith is a writer and former children's book editor who lives in Austin, Texas, with a
mischievous tuxedo cat and several overflowing bookshelves.

Joanie Stone has worked in animation as well as in children's books. Picture Books about strong
women she has illustrated include Secrets of the Sea: Revolutionary Marine Scientist Jeanne
Power; Me and the Sky: Beverly Bass, Pioneering Pilot, and Unbeatable Betty: Betty Robinson,
the First Female Olympic Track and Field Gold Medalist. She lives in Virginia with her family.
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This illustrated garden of vegetable delights will make children interested in learning about what's
on their plates.

As more and more families focus on local and organic eating, this delightful introduction to
common vegetables offers a delectable serving of uncommonly beautiful illustrations and
fascinating information. As in his previous book, Flower Power, Olaf Hajek's wondrously
imaginative and detailed illustrations of vegetables are paired with engaging and eye-opening
texts. Organised by season, the book tells how each vegetable is grown, how it can be enjoyed
on our plates, its health benefits, historical tidbits, and botanical fun facts. From the first spring
onion to pumpkins harvested just before the frost, this inviting journey through the growing
seasons celebrates the artistic, historical, and culinary bounty that awaits us in the garden and at
the table.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Olaf Hajek is an award-winning illustrator based in Berlin. His personal work has been exhibited
in solo exhibitions in Hamburg, Munich, Berlin, Atlanta, and Cape Town. His commercial work
includes campaigns and illustrations for The New York Times, The New Yorker, The Washington
Post, The Wall Street Journal, Audubon, Stern, Macy's, Ritz Carlton, Hermes, Swatch, and
Bombay Sapphire. He is the author of Flower Power (by Prestel).
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One night, a bird swallows a star, making him as bright as a diamond. Because of that, nobody
wants him around. Except... an amazing traveler who crosses the vast desert. Discover how one
little bird, who is excluded by all of his fellow animals for being different, is able to find solace
and friendship after shedding a few glittering tears. The text plays on repetition to help build
confidence in emerging readers, and the wonder of what follows and the open ending encourage
everyone to let their imaginations shine.

AGES: 5 to 8

AUTHOR:
Laurie Cohen studied literary and cinematographic studies. She has published around 20 books
for young people and also makes short films. She lives in the Paris region. 

Toni Demuro's illustrations point directly to the heart, using empathy, symbolism, and chromatic
finesse to characterize his works. His illustrations appear in advertising, magazines, books, and
newspapers for clients that include the Boston Globe and the Washington Post.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The sadness of one little bird who shines bright is captured in the form of a tale that tackles
the theme of exclusion and difference
•  The text plays on repetition to help build confidence in emerging readers
•  A story for lap time reading that opens discussion and allows for a moment of sweetness to
share with children
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Bunny is back with a new adventure! Follow Bunny and Bearli to Turkey and meet Picci, a new,
always smiling member of their furry family. From Koek camp on the Turkish seacoast, Bunny
and friends explore the ghost village Kayakoey, eat their first shaved ice from the mountain top
at a colourful local market, and ponder the question of home with Emre the Birdman and his
magic birds. Join Bunny and her loving family for this new experience and keep up with her
ongoing adventures.

AGES: 6 to 12

AUTHOR:
Nicole Crabtree is an independent consultant and nutritional therapist specialising in nourishing
body and soul. Her love for travel and belief that food speaks across cultures inspired her to start
Foodmood.crabtree where she records her travel stories, recipes, and connects with people all
over the world. The Bunny Chronicles started as the travel section of the blog, and when Nicole's
niece Annabeth came into the world, it became a series of children s books. 

Alice Mae grew up to study and become a video editor, dreams of illustrating never really
dwindled. At the age of 25, a dear friend asked her if she wanted to illustrate a children's book
she was writing for her niece. She agreed with pleasure and they had a terrific time creating,
and Bunny Chronicles is her first (not last), published illustration came to be. 
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A joyful celebration of the nature-inspired work of architect Antoni Gaudi.

Carmen Batllo and Dragon, her imaginary salamander friend, love exploring the woods behind
their home. But when Carmen's family announces a move to the city, Carmen is miserable. Not
only will she lose her connection to nature, she will also lose Dragon. After all, the city is no place
for salamanders.

As she watches her family's new house take shape under famous architect Antoni Gaudi, Carmen
discovers Gaudi also has a passion for the natural world. Walls curve and rise like a cave, mosaic
flooring sparkles like lilies on a pond, and a fireplace shaped like a mushroom keeps the house
warm. Best of all, there’s even a place for Dragon!

Inspired by the real Batllo family and the house Gaudi designed for them, this picture book
encourages readers to find inspiration in their surroundings and keep their hearts open to
change. Stunning watercolour illustrations bring Gaudi's inventive designs to life. An author's note
provides more information about the real story behind the house and Gaudi's lifelong passion for
nature.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Susan Hughes has written more than 30 books for children of all ages, including Off to Class and
What Happens Next. Susan is a freelance editor, writer, and story coach. She lives in Toronto,
Ontario.

Marianne Ferrer is an illustrator living in Montreal, Quebec. She moved to Canada from
Venezuela, trading mango trees for maple trees to inspire her lush, nature-filled, delicate
watercolor illustrations.
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A humorous picture book filled with wordplay and mixed-up onomatopoeia, Cow Says Meow
features bold graphic art, silly animals, and unique cover cut-outs at the front and back.

Cow says... Meow!
Cat says... Neigh!
... or does it?

With bold graphic art and a punny narrator, this zany picture book is full of outrageously
mixed-up animal sounds. Puns and wordplay will leave readers giggling through the roller-coaster
of sounds all the way to the final pages featuring the correct animal noises. Cow Says Meow is a
perfect read aloud for home, the classroom, or anywhere else, and will delight fans of Cece Bell's
I Yam a Donkey and David Ezra Stein's Interrupting Chicken.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Kirsti Call has spent her life reading anything and everything she can get her hands on. She is
the author of The Raindrop Who Couldn't Fall and enjoys reading, writing, and singing. Kirsti lives
with her husband and five children near Watertown, Massachusetts. On sunny days you will find
her on the tire swing in her backyard and on rainy days you will find her dancing with her
umbrella.

By day Brandon James Scott is a Creative Director working in animation, and by night he
illustrates children's books. For over a decade, Brandon has worked on a range of hit animated
entertainment including his own creation, the award-winning preschool series, Justin Time. He’s
passionate for projects that value a sense of adventure, levity and heart - those that bring a
genuine curiosity for the fantastic and whimsical world around us. A born and raised Canadian,
he currently lives with his family in Toronto, Ontario.
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Curious You: On Your Way! is a perfect sendoff for children of all ages entering a new phase of
their lives. Follow along with George in classic scenes from many of his original books as he
provides words of congratulations and encouragement to anyone who has accomplished much
but still has many things to see, to do, and to dream! This new format features a stunning,
eye-catching cover. 

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Hans Augusto Rey was born in Hamburg, Germany in 1898. As a child, he spent much of his free
time in that city's famous Hagenbeck Zoo drawing animals. After serving in the army during
World War I, he studied philology and natural science at the University of Hamburg. He then
married Margret Rey and they moved to Montmartre for four years. The manuscript for the first
Curious George books was one of the few items the Reys carried with them on their bicycles
when they escaped from Paris in 1940. Eventually, they made their way to the United States,
and Curious George was published in 1941.
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Duck, Duck, Moose! Where is Goose? Help four friends search for Goose in this laugh-out-loud
rhyming picture book from Geisel honor winner Mary Sullivan, perfect for reading aloud and for
fans of I Yam A Donkey and The Bad Seed.

Duck, Duck, and Moose are playing a quiet game of cards when their friend comes running to
ask: Where is Goose? 

Duck, Duck, and Moose search high and low and get directions from some barnyard friends, but
Goose is nowhere to be found. Calm, calm, calm, their friend tells them. Don't freak out. But
what are they to do when the day draws to a close and they are snuggling up for bed with no
glimpse of Goose? 

This goofy, kinetic story is as fun as the original Duck Duck Goose game itself.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Mary Sullivan spent a great deal of time drawing in her formative years. Though she received a
BFA from the University of Texas at Austin, she considers herself a self-trained illustrator. Ms.
Sullivan has shown her work at galleries and coffees shops in Dallas and Austin. She channels her
considerable creative energy  into projects for Highlights for Children, Scholastic, Innovative Kids,
School Zone, Oxford Press U.K., Pearson and many more. Her first picture book for HMH, Ball,
was a 2014 Geisel Honor Book. She lives in Cedar Park, Texas.
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Ecological Community is the perfect guide to teach ecological fundamentals to children aged
6-11. The book enables children to realise their ability to solve a diverse range of problems they
face, from the lack of a volleyball court in the neighbourhood to climate change. Sophia, Jack,
Lily, Nick, Mila, Leo, and Nora are all friends living in the same neighbourhood where they want
to open a cafe, but they need money for that. What can they do? They share things they do not
need in their homes with those who need them, visit shopkeepers and cooperate with them,
meet with staff in the neighbourhood who help, for example, the firefighters or the police
officers, and they do not forget to play games! The book not only teaches the basic elements of
ecology such as solar energy, recycling, and composting, but it also invites children to brainstorm
so they can internalise those elements. This opens the door to creating a habitable world by
explaining the basic principles of ecology.

AGES: 6 to 11

AUTHOR:
Ralph Weder, born in Berlin, completed his primary education in a forest school where he was
introduced to the basic principles of ecology such as compost, mulch, and permaculture. Finally,
he took a pen to his hand and a piece of paper and started to write children's books himself.
Interactive learning, events in nature, and inviting everybody into ecological activities, constituted
the orbit of life. 

Virginia Elena Patrone was born in Italy in 1985. An artist, author and illustrator, her works have
been presented in various museums and galleries throughout Italy. She writes and illustrates
books based on the present unknown and uncommon perspectives of life.
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A fussy architect learns to bend his own rules in this delightful book about the imperfect
perfection of nayure.

Eugene the architect designs buildings that are incredibly straight and orderly. He is very proud of
his latest work-an enormous house with perfectly perpendicular walls and windows. One day he is
surprised to find a tree growing in what will be the house's living room. Instead of cutting it
down, Eugene studies the tree, marveling at the way its branches, roots, leaves, and trunk grow
in elegant proportions. Suddenly, Eugene sees nature in an entirely new way-not as the opposite
of precise order, but as something with its own type of perfection. Thibaut Rassat's playful
illustrations introduce young readers to basic architectural and geometric principles while amusing
them with Eugene's prickly personality and joyful discovery. They will come away with a new
appreciation for architecture and for the unexpected twists and turns that make the natural
world-and our life in it-so fascinating.

AGES: 6 to 9

AUTHOR:
Thibaut Rassat is an illustrator and architect living in Paris.
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Lyrical, rhyming text and playful, hand-painted illustrations invite young readers to share in the
rhythm of the rushing rain. Includes educational STEM endmatter about rain and how it helps
humans and the earth.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Sarah Nelson is a picture-book writer with a rich, lyrical style. When she is not writing, she
teaches English to adult immigrants and refugees. Sarah is based in Minnesota, USA.

Rachel Oldfield studied illustration at Brighton University. She has also illustrated Up, Up, Up! and
Outdoor Opposites for Barefoot Books. Rachel lives with her family in the English countryside.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Invites readers to focus on the multi-sensory experience of one weather element: rain.
•  Lyrical rhyming text and inviting illustrations draw children into this beautiful nonfiction title.
•  Includes educational STEM endmatter about what rain is, where it comes from and how it
helps people and the planet.
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Lyrical, rhyming text and playful, hand-painted illustrations invite young readers to share in the
beauty of swirling snow. Includes educational STEM endmatter about snow and how it helps
humans and the earth.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Sarah Nelson is a picture-book writer with a rich, lyrical style. When she is not writing, she
teaches English to adult immigrants and refugees. Sarah is based in Minnesota, USA.

Rachel Oldfield studied illustration at Brighton University. She has also illustrated Up, Up, Up! and
Outdoor Opposites for Barefoot Books. Rachel lives with her family in the English countryside.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Invites readers to focus on the sensory experience of one weather element: snow.
•  Lyrical rhyming text and inviting illustrations draw children into this beautiful nonfiction title.
•  Includes educational STEM endmatter about where snow comes from, why it appears white
and how it helps the planet.
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Lyrical, rhyming text and playful, hand-painted illustrations invite young readers to share in the
warmth of the shining sun. Includes educational STEM endmatter about the sun and how it helps
humans and the earth.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Sarah Nelson is a picture-book writer with a rich, lyrical style. When she is not writing, she
teaches English to adult immigrants and refugees. Sarah is based in Minnesota, USA.

Rachel Oldfield studied illustration at Brighton University. She has also illustrated Up, Up, Up! and
Outdoor Opposites for Barefoot Books. Rachel lives with her family in the English countryside.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Invites to focus on the multi-sensory experience of one weather element: the sun.
•  Lyrical rhyming text and inviting illustrations draw children into this beautiful nonfiction title.
•  Includes educational STEM endmatter about what the sun is, how it provides warmth, solar
power and the ways in which the sun helps people and the planet.
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Lyrical, rhyming text and playful, hand-painted illustrations invite young readers to share in the
mystery of the whistling wind. Includes educational STEM endmatter about wind and how it helps
humans and the earth.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Sarah Nelson is a picture-book writer with a rich, lyrical style. When she is not writing, she
teaches English to adult immigrants and refugees. Sarah is based in Minnesota, USA.

Rachel Oldfield studied illustration at Brighton University. She has also illustrated Up, Up, Up! and
Outdoor Opposites for Barefoot Books. Rachel lives with her family in the English countryside.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Invites readers to focus on the multi-sensory experience of one weather element: wind.
•  Lyrical rhyming text and inviting illustrations draw children into this beautiful nonfiction title.
•   Includes educational STEM endmatter about why wind blows, how it helps humans and the
earth and more.
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An exasperated hare and plucky squirrel engage in a battle of wits to determine who's who in this
hilarious author-illustrator debut for fans of I Yam a Donkey and Grumpy Monkey.

When a chipmunk mistakes Hare for a rabbit, Hare puts him in his place. But actually, the
chipmunk is a SQUIRREL. Or so he says.

Ever wondered about the difference between a turtle and a tortoise? Or a sheep and goat? So
have Rabbit and Chipmunk-er, I mean, Hare and Squirrel! This hilarious look at dynamic duos in
the animal kingdom pokes fun at the lookalike animals we all love, while delivering a gentle
lesson on appreciating differences and standing up for what you know to be true about yourself.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Author, illustrator, bookseller, and activist: Julie Rowan-Zoch grew up collecting freckles and
chasing hermit crabs in NY, and spent years slicing rich breads in Germany before waking up to
300 days of blue Colorado skies. If she doesn't answer the door, look in the garden!
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All it takes is the will to make dreams come true.

JUST ONE BEE is a story of hope, determination and never giving up: the story of One-bee and
her dream to revert desolate wastes back to fields of flowers. But to change a desert to
meadowland she needs to go it alone because when she comes across another bee, she
discovers not only is he hoarding a single precious flower and a queen bee, but he refuses to
believe positive change is possible. Other-bee does all he can to quash One-bee's dream. But
One-bee’s persistence, patience and optimism eventually prove Other-bee wrong, and she shows
him how dreams can come true.

AGES: 4 plus

AUTHORS:
Margrete Lamond is a publisher, author, educator and researcher known for her quirky upcycling
of traditional and classic tales for young readers. Margrete's first book with Dirt Lane Press was
The Sorry Tale of Fox and Bear, which was short-listed for the prestigious NSW Premier's Literary
Awards in 2018.

Anthony Bertini works in the corporate world and his specific focus is Clean Tech. As a co-founder
of 350.orgAustralia, Anthony believes young people are key to reversing climate change and
making the future a better place. Anthony's first book, Things My Pa Told Me, was published by
Hardie Grant Egmont/Little Hare and has been translated into several languages and sold over
20,000 copies. Just One Bee is Anthony's second book with Dirt Lane Press.

Christopher Nielsen is an award-winning Sydney-based illustrator with a love for weathered
surfaces and vintage design. He specialises in advertising, editorial, corporate, hand lettering,
children's books, packaging and publishing illustration. His first picture-book with Dirt Lane Press
was game-changing The Dream Peddler by Irena Kobald.



My Magic

Author: GUASTI, GAIA
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A highly poetic picture book about the feeling of omnipotence that is typical of every child: the
certainty that the world exists depending on you, becomes the belief you own the magic to
create everything – the sun, milk, clouds, your cat, the voice that answers you when you call
someone.

AGES: 3 plus

AUTHOR:
Gaia Guasti was born in Florence and, when she was 18, she moved to Paris. Since then she has
never left France, where she works as a screenwriter and a novelist. All of her novels are
published in France by Thierry Magnier. Camelozampa translated two novels of hers, Lettres d’un
mauvais élève and Mayo, ketchup ou lait de soja, that was shortlisted at Premio Strega Ragazze
e Ragazzi award.

Simona Mulazzani after studying art, worked in a graphic studio where she collaborated to make
advertising spots and show tunes. Since 1994 she has illustrated more than a hundred children
books, including the Italian editions of Luis Sepulveda’s books, for many publishers such as
Mondadori, Salani, Einaudi, Rizzoli, Topipittori, and from all over the world, like Bayard, Sterling
Publishing, Chronicle books, Penguin Random House. She was awarded many prizes, including
the Silver Medal, Society of Illustration di New York, 2005 and Premio Andersen as Best
Illustrator in 2016.



Reuse This Book!
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A paper-over-board picture book with sturdy pages and the interactivity of Press Here that
introduces younger readers to recycling, resources, Earth science, and conservation.

Reduce. Reuse. Recycle. Revitalise. Learn how budding environmentalists can help take care of
the Earth with the interactive story Reuse This Book! Can you tap the seeds to help them grow?
Tilt the book to water the tree? Trace the path of the bumblebee? Bold collage art made from
reused mixed media materials enhances the interactive experience as the reader helps to care
for the new life. Learn about the importance of the environment in this introduction to
conservation and green living for little hands and inquisitive minds. Printed on responsibly sourced
paper, this book is the perfect read-aloud for the classroom or at home!

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Emma Morris is an illustrator and designer who loves showing storytelling within her work. Emma
enjoys drawing guinea pigs as superheroes, and, when she is not creating, she drinks copious
amounts of tea and listens to Elton John with her tortoise, Celine. She lives in south London, UK.



This House Is Home
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An empowering story about coming to terms with change through creative problem solving.

Lily's family is happy in their old green house at the end of the lane, but progress soon
encroaches. When Grandma refuses to sell their home to developers, the city just builds around
them. Soon their house is smack-dab in the middle of a multi-lane highway. As traffic rushes by
day and night, Lily and her family begin to feel differently about their beloved home.

Using crayons and a little creativity, Lily draws up a plan to keep her Grandma's home and leave
the highway behind. With the help of the construction crew that brought change to their
neighborhood, Lily and her family take to the sea in their green house and set sail for a new
place to call home.

Inspired by Chinese "nail houses" that end up stranded in a sea of construction when owners
refuse to sell, this memorable picture book celebrates resourcefulness, negotiation (or
problem-solving), and collaboration in the face of change.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Deborah Kerbel is the author of fourteen books for young adult, middle grade, and primary
readers. She lives and writes in Thornhill, Ontario, with her husband, two teens, and a rescue
schnoodle named Freddie.

Yong Ling Kang is an illustrator who grew up in Singapore and is now based in Toronto. She has
illustrated several picture books, including William's Getaway. For her, home is a place where she
and her partner can laugh and do silly dances.
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Have you ever dreamed of going to faraway lands and seeing extraordinary things? Together
with Yun Chen, you will have a chance to go to the very edge of the world and meet the
Snowman from the magical garden. You will see the close friendship and lots of miracles. After
all, while northern lights are shimmering in the sky, the most cherished dreams come true. You
just have to believe in it with all your heart! One gift may change our life in an unexpected way.
Life might surprise us. Children's world of imagination may open the door to an exciting world. All
we need to do is to listen carefully.

AGES: 6 to 12

AUTHOR:
Ekaterina is an illustrator and a writer of many children's books from Russia. She loves Maasdam,
Chedder, black cats, travels and adventures. She is an architect and designer of the architectural
environment. Her works were published in the LeewiART catalogue of "500 Best Illustrators for
China. " Winner of "Dragonfly" competition in the USA and shortlisted illustrator of "New
Children's Book 2018" in Rosmen.
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Best-selling author David Elliott examines the timeless themes of balance, transformation, and
restoration in this evocative tale about a girl who will stop at nothing to reverse a curse that
turned her seven brothers into ravens. 

And these are the sons
Of good Jack and good Jane
The eldest is Jack
And the next one is Jack
And the third one's called Jack
And the fourth's known as Jack
And the fifth says he's Jack
And they call the sixth Jack
But the seventh's not Jack
The seventh is Robyn
 
And this is his story

When Robyn and his brothers are turned into ravens through the work of an unlucky curse, a
sister is their only hope to become human again. Though she's never met her brothers, April will
stop at nothing to restore their humanity. But what about Robyn, who always felt a greater
affinity to the air than to the earth-bound lives of his family?

David Elliott's latest novel in verse explores the unintended consequences of our actions, no
matter our intentions, and is filled with powerful, timeless messages teased from a Grimms' fairy
tale. Black-and-white illustrations throughout by Rovina Cai. 

AGES: 14 plus

AUTHOR:
David Elliott is a NY Times bestselling children's author. His many titles include: And Here's to
You!, The Transmogrification of Roscoe Wizzle, The Evangeline Mudd books, Finn Throws a Fit!,
Jeremy Cabbage and the Living Museum, and In the Wild. His most recent titles include On the
Wing, This Orq. books, and Nobody's Perfect.  Born in Ohio, David has worked as a singer, a
cucumber washer, and a popsicle stick maker. Currently, he lives in New Hampshire with his wife
and a three-footed dog.
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Bestselling author David Elliott explores how Joan of Arc changed the course of history and
remains a figure of fascination centuries after her extraordinary life and death. Joan of Arc gets
the Hamilton treatment in this evocative novel.

"Stunning... elegant... arresting... supple and harrowing." - Wall Street Journal

Told through medieval poetic forms and in the voices of the people and objects in Joan of Arc's
life, (including her family and even the trees, clothes, cows, and candles of her childhood), Voices
offers an unforgettable perspective on an extraordinary young woman. Along the way it explores
timely issues such as gender, misogyny, and the peril of speaking truth to power. Before Joan of
Arc became a saint, she was a girl inspired. It is that girl we come to know in Voices.

AGES: 14 plus

AUTHOR:
David Elliott is a NY Times bestselling children's author. His many titles include: And Here's to
You!, The Transmogrification of Roscoe Wizzle, The Evangeline Mudd books, Finn Throws a Fit!,
Jeremy Cabbage and the Living Museum, and In the Wild. His most recent titles include On the
Wing, This Orq. books, and Nobody's Perfect.  Born in Ohio, David has worked as a singer, a
cucumber washer, and a popsicle stick maker. Currently, he lives in New Hampshire with his wife
and a three-footed dog. 
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Raise your spirits and feel inspired as you color these heartfelt quotes about strength, kindness,
love, and happiness, and dozens more uplifting themes. Each of these 31 illustrations features a
beautifully-lettered quote decoratively designed with everything from hearts and flowers to
butterflies and birds, as well as gorgeous landscapes and even mouth-watering baked goods!
Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Specially
designed for experienced colourists, Cheerful Inspirations and other Creative Haven adult coloring
books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an
effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.



Crochet Animal Slippers: 60 Fun and
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Create animal slippers for the family with this cute collection of patterns. First choose your slipper
type – slide, shoe or boot – then your size, and finally choose one of 20 different animal heads to
attach. Ira Rott is known for her easy-to-follow patterns, which include step-by-step photos and
crochet charts alongside the written patterns.

Create animal slippers for the whole family, with this cute collection of patterns from leading
crochet designer Ira Rott. First choose your slipper type – slide, shoe or boot – then choose your
size, and finally choose one of 20 different animal designs.

Ira Rott is well known for her gorgeous animal designs and her easy-to-follow crochet patterns,
which include step-by-step photographs for any fiddly parts, and crochet charts alongside the
written patterns. She expertly guides you through making three different kinds of crochet slippers
– shoes with covered heels, boots with ankle cuffs, and slides which are backless slippers.

Knowing what size to make is made easy thanks to a clever measuring chart at the front of the
book. Simply open the flap, put your foot on the measuring gauge and instantly see what size
you need. In the book are useful tables that show how much yarn and what size hook you will
need for each size. Complete step-by-step instructions and charts then show you how to master
each slipper type, with templates for adding non-slip soles to your crochet slippers too.

Once you've mastered the slipper-making, the fun begins in creating your crochet animal
designs. Choose from: the Snuggly Pug, the Cuddly Bear, the Happy Penguin, the Zingy
Dinosaur, the Starry Unicorn, the Rock 'n' Roll Panda, the Sleepy Koala, the Mossy Sloth. the
Graceful Elephant, the Playful Pig, the Mischievous Raccoon, the Cheeky Monkey, the Woolly
Sheep, the Sandy Turtle, the Sassy Cat, the Hippie Llama, the Brave Moose, the Artful Fox, the
Friendly Cow and the Roaring Lion. But that's not all – Ira also shows you how you can mix and
match patterns to create all sorts of new animals too. Add the unicorn horn to the cat for a cute
uni-kitty, and mix the dinosaur and the penguin to create a wise owl – once you've discovered
that you can customise your crochet slippers you'll be able to create unlimited options!

AUTHOR:
Ira Rott is a knitting and crochet designer living in Southern Ontario, Canada. She loves working
with yarn and other fibers to express her ideas. She sells her designs through Etsy and Ravelry,
and her own website.
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Crafting is so much fun – but did you know that it can sometimes create excess waste that is not
good for our planet? For this imaginative collection of projects, most of what you need is already
in your recycling box, but for other supplies there is a handy guide on what gets a planet-friendly
thumbs up and what to avoid. Throughout the book, you'll find facts, tips and handy hints on how
to be a crafty eco-warrior. There are also special information sections dotted throughout covering
tips and ideas for climate activism and an overview of the main climate issues we face.

Projects include: bear plant pots, shirt scrunchies, beeswax lunch bags, DIY paint and egg carton
crown.

AUTHORS:
Laura Minter and Tia Williams are two creative mums based in Sussex, UK. They started Little
Button Diaries, their award-winning crafting and baking blog in 2013 to show that having children
doesn't mean you have to stop doing the things you love. Laura and Tia also write craft tutorials
for craft superstore Hobbycraft and they have written many books for GMC Publications, including
The Superhero Craft Book, The Dinosaur Craft Book, The Mermaid Craft Book, The Horrible Craft
Book and The Big Book of Dressing Up.

400 photographs



How to Weave a Navajo Rug and Other
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The only how-to book on Navajo weaving told by Navajo weavers.

Navajo blankets, rugs, and tapestries are the best-known, most-admired, and most-collected
textiles in North America. There are scores of books about Navajo weaving, but no other book
like this one. For the first time, master Navajo weavers themselves share the deep, inside story
of how these textiles are created, and how their creation resonates in Navajo culture. Want to
weave a high-quality, Navajo-style rug? This book has detailed how-to instructions, meticulously
illustrated by a Navajo artist, from warping the loom to important finishing touches. Want to
understand the deeper meaning? You'll learn why the fixed parts of the loom are male, and the
working parts are female. You'll learn how weaving relates to the earth, the sky, and the sacred
directions. You'll learn how the Navajo people were given their weaving tradition (and it wasn't
borrowed from the Pueblos!), and how important a weaver's attitude and spirit are to creating
successful rugs. You'll learn what it means to live in hozho, the Beauty Way. Family stories from
seven generations of weavers lend charm and special insights. Characteristic Native American
humour is not in short supply. Their contribution to cultural understanding and the preservation of
their craft is priceless.

AUTHORS:
Lynda Teller Pete and Barbara Teller Ornelas are fifth-generation Navajo weavers who have
been weaving since they were young girls. Their father, Sam Teller, worked at the famed Two
Grey Hills Trading Post in New Mexico, where they were raised with their sister and two brothers.
Internationally acclaimed for their fine tapestry weaving, their lives and work have been featured
in many publications and have been the subject of the Craft in America television program. Their
weaving has been exhibited at galleries and museums throughout the world. Together, they
teach Navajo weaving workshops at museums, galleries, and guilds.

200 colour, 40 b/w illustrations



Little Paper Universes: 10 Charming 3-D
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A lighthearted passport to 10 whimsical and elegant little scenes to make from paper and then
display under cloches. A lush tropical jungle, a teepee at the bottom of the Grand Canyon, and a
lighthouse guiding a ship through choppy waves all come to life with simple directions and a
relaxed approach. Paper designer Samantha Milhet guides you through each project, which are
arranged by difficulty level so that beginners, as well as more-skilled crafters, can find the
perfect project to inspire them. All the coloured pieces are ready to cut and fold right out of the
book. This is an excellent introduction to the versatile realm of paper crafting, offering a new
creative outlet through three-dimensional worlds. The projects' unusual charm grabs attention,
and making these universes will give you ideas for unlimited others!

AUTHOR:
Samantha Milhet is the founder of Naeli Design, a paper art studio. Her blend of Mexican and
French ancestry keeps her inspiration flowing as she creates custom art pieces and paper
products. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  10 surprising, elegant 3-D paper projects create lovely scenes with a relaxed approach
•  Simple yet engaging enough to offer a creative outlet for both beginner and advanced crafters
•  Includes the coloured pieces for all ten worlds, ready to cut out and fold

60 colour images
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Over the centuries, the corset has been a vital garment designed to support and shape the
fashions of the day, and has progressed from being an undergarment to bold outerwear. This
practical book explains the full process of making a corset with clear instruction and supporting
photographs. Packed with information, it explores methods of creating modern corsets, whilst
acknowledging the pioneering techniques of the past. Whatever your reason for creating a
corset- be it for theatre- re-enactment or personal wear - this book is an invaluable guide to
making a well-constructed, figure-flattering garment. Includes: a list of helpful tools, equipment
and materials; step-by-step illustrated instructions showing how to self-draft or personalize a
commercially purchased corset pattern; techniques showing how to correct an array of fitting
issues to produce a well-shaped corset; a selection of corset-making methods, illustrated with
photographs and, finally, imaginative approaches to decorating and personalising corsets. There
are three main projects showing the development of the patterns and construction techniques to
create gorgeous corsets.

AUTHOR:
Julie Collins Brealey is a fashion tutor, specialising in corset making, pattern cutting and bra
making. Since studying fashion, she worked as a designer/pattern cutter in the lingerie industry
and subsequently set up two small businesses - the first designing and making lingerie and the
second sportswear. Having also worked as a freelance theatrical costume maker for the Bristol
Old Vic, she now enjoys teaching an array of fashion subjects to small, intimate groups. 

347 colour photographs



Melly & Me: Supercute Sewing: 20 Easy
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

Discover a colourful world of adorable animals and fantastical creatures in this collection of sewn
toys and gifts, brought together into one volume for the first time. These simple patterns will
have you sewing toys in no time. Each of the 20 projects is suitable for all abilities and comes
with step-by-step instructions and full-size templates.

Discover a colourful world of adorable animals and fantastical creatures in this fun collection of
sewn toys and gifts, brought together into one volume for the first time.

Children and adults will adore this collection of cute and quirky stuffed toys and home accessories
by leading soft toy designer, Melly McNeice. There are a total of twenty projects to choose from
so there is something for everyone. Pick your favourite from a pretty butterfly mobile for a new
arrival, a cuddly spaceship for a curious kid or a handy ladybug bag for a little fashionista -
there's something to delight kids of all ages!

The stuffed toy sewing patterns that are featured in this collection include friendly monsters,
affable aliens magical mermaids, circus lions, pretty unicorns and much, much more. This
selection of 'huggable' creatures from Melly McNeice will capture your imagination as much as
your child's.

Each of the animals and creatures featured in this selection has their own personality, and they
are perfectly proportioned for little hands to hold. They also make the perfect prompts for story
telling or a bedtime tale. Maybe your little one dreams of transforming into a high-spirited
princess or a flying superhero?

These simple patterns will have you sewing toys and gifts in no time. Each of the twenty brightly
coloured projects is suitable for sewers of all abilities and comes with easy-to-follow step-by-step
instructions and full-size templates so you can start sewing straight away. 

AUTHOR:
Melly & Me is a design label founded in 2006 by sisters Melanie Hurlston and Rosalie Quinlan.
Specialising in bags and soft toys, the Melly & Me look is all about mix-and-match fabrics and
modern colours. Rosalie recently launched her first range with well-known fabric company Lecien
and both sisters attend all the major fabric design shows, including Quilt Market. Melly & Me is
based in Australia.
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Aimed at modellers of all abilities, this lavishly illustrated book presents a step-by-step guide to
figure painting and modelling using traditional techniques. From the multipart hard-plastic 28mm
miniature to the metal and resin models common in all other scales, this book provides
wargamers, collectors and gamers with a wealth of information to achieve the best results. It
demonstrates a variety of modelling and painting techniques at different scales; it provides
step-by-step guidance on building, converting and painting models; it covers working in plastic,
resin and white metal; it explains dry brushing techniques, the three-colour method, multilayering
and shading with washes and, finally, it considers basing techniques and maintaining the
compatibility of miniatures between different gaming systems.

AUTHOR:
A former Creative Director with a Masters in Typographic Design, Paul Stanley has over forty
years of experience in wargaming and model making. In the past Paul has not only taken on
commissions as a professional miniature painter but has also worked for Games Workshop in a
number of their prestigious London stores where he ran the in-store painting and modelling
tutorials. He is the founder of and has been the creative driving force behind the Battleforge
Miniatures since 2010. This is his second book for Crowood. 

386 colour photographs



Paint, Make and Create: A Creative Guide
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Paint, Make & Create showcases seasonal, multi-craft projects all woven together by painting.
Designed for all abilities, the 20 engaging activities will guide you through the seasons and
include working with clay, printing, collaging, sewing and embroidery with a fun and modern
painterly twist. Including a comprehensive guide to getting started with painting, Paint, Make &
Create will help you develop an understanding of types of paints, surfaces, colour palettes and
mixing your own colours whilst also arming you with the tools and confidence to create your own
original pieces. Drawing on author Becki's vast experience in the creative world, alongside each
project's step by step guide are helpful hints and tips, perfect for beginners wanting to
experiment with paints. Your creativity will flourish with each contemporary craft project, from
creating painterly table settings for Summer gatherings right through to painting Christmas gifts
and decorations.

AUTHOR:
Becki Clark is a multidisciplinary creative designer based in the New Forest with over 8 years
experience in the creative industry. Inspired by nature's flora and fauna and seasonality, Becki's
signature painterly style lends itself to a vast range of projects from botanical painting and brush
lettering to surface pattern design and craft DIYS. Her recognisable and relatable style has led to
collaborations with Hobbycraft, Seasalt Cornwall and BBC's Countryfile and Becki's work often
features in print editorial, including Mollie Makes, Homes & Antiques and In The Moment. 
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A leading teacher in the artisanal craft of shoemaking presents an inspiring step-by-step guide to
making sandals, featuring 14 of her original contemporary designs.

Custom-fit for comfort, custom-designed to suit personal taste, and stylish and satisfyingly DIY?
Shoemaking checks all the boxes! Making shoes is a surprisingly accessible and increasingly
popular craft, and with this photo-rich guide, even a beginner can make a comfortable pair of
sandals in the course of a day with just a few simple tools and materials. From setting up a
workshop and refining a design to making uppers, attaching soles, and adding finishing touches
like buckles or studs, The Sandalmaking Workshop takes readers step by step through the
process of creating modern leather sandals that are stylish and comfortable. The book includes
traceable patterns for 14 of author Rachel Corry's original sandal designs - both open-and
closed-toed styles, including mules and slides - and covers a range of techniques so readers can
build their skills and stretch the creative possibilities with each new pair they make.

AUTHOR:
Rachel Corry has made sandals her specialty since 2010 when she discovered that no one was
teaching sandalmaking on the West Coast of the U.S. She now teaches workshops and private
classes to everyday crafters as well as footwear designers, fashion students, and the
shoe-curious of all ages. In addition to selling her own line of custom shoes, she sells DIY
sandalmaking kits. Corry has a broad online following on Instagram, on Skillshare, and on her
website, rachelseesnailshoes.com. Her studio workshop is in Portland, Oregon.
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Wax carving is like sculpture for jewellery and allows enormous creativity, as so many different
forms can be made. This practical guide introduces the techniques to this age-old method
through a series of guided exercises and projects, and demonstrates how exciting it can be.
Drawing on the experience of two master wax-carvers, it also gives invaluable advice on the
finish of your cast pieces and how to reproduce them. With over 400 colour photos, it give advice
on setting up for wax carving, tools, tool-making and materials. There are exercises that
introduce the beginner to using wax and then build ideas and confidence to try more complex
designs. Included are advanced techniques that show how to use stones in a carving and how to
add texture and surface detail. Finally, finished examples demonstrate the potential, excitement
and versality of the method.

AUTHORS:
Russell Lownsbrough FIPG and Danila Tarcinale FIPG have worked together since 1993 and are
best known in the trade for their figurative jewellery. They supply many world famous jewellery
houses and designers, and they have won numerous awards. Danila Tarcinale FIPG and Russell
Lownsbrough FIPG have worked together since 1993 and are best known in the trade for their
figurative jewellery. They supply many world famous jewellery houses and designers, and they
have won numerous awards. 
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

Softies - simple cloth characters to sew with basic tools - are popular worldwide for good reason:
easy, fun designs give the successful results that inspire a new generation of kids to sew. This
guide to the zenki way, from the founder of Sew a Softie, helps parents, teachers, community
organisations, and kids make a good thing even better! Using the zenki method, everyone can
create huggable softies - and more importantly, design their own. The zenki secret? Two squares
of felt, only four straight lines to sew, and a key design feature: wide seam allowances, allowing
arms, legs, wings, hair, and more to be cut from the border (no inserting or pinning). Try it with
these 14 different zenki characters to make, brimming with quirky personality and ready for your
own touch. Each project builds designing know-how and has clear photo-by-photo instructions.
Learn the zenki way to become an unstoppable softie designer, and a lifelong sewing lover.

AUTHOR:
Trixi Symonds is the founder of the worldwide sew-together phenomenon Sew a Softie, which
has been featured in Simply Sewing, Homespun, Handmade, Casa Creativa, Love Patchwork and
Quilting, Little U from Uppercase, and more.

SELLING POINTS:
• 14 projects with unlimited variations give parents and educators a creative, stress-free sewing
experience with kids
• An important skill: the zenki method shows kids how to design creations, not simply copy
• Meet the Kid Softie Testers, who offer their tips for other kids wanting to sew
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Fifteen years ago, Rangina Hamidi decided to dedicate her life to helping rebuild her native
Kandahar, Afghanistan. The Taliban had been driven out by American forces following 9/11, but
Kandahar was a shambles. Tens of thousands of women, widowed by years of conflict, struggled
to support themselves and their families. Rangina started an entrepreneurial enterprise, using
the exquisite traditional embroidery of Kandahar, to help women work within the cultural
boundaries of Pashtunwali to earn their living and to find a degree of self-determination. Thus
Kandahar Treasure was born. This book traces the converging paths of traditional khamak
embroidery and the 300 brave women who have found in it a way to build their lives. The late,
award-winning photojournalist Paula Lerner was dedicated to telling the stories of women in
Afghanistan. Her remarkable images throughout the book show Afghan women's profound
struggle, strength, and beauty.

AUTHORS:
Rangina Hamidi is the founder and president of Kandahar Treasure. She has served as the
manager of the women’s Income Generation Project for Afghans for Civil Society and lives in
Kandahar. Mary Littrell is a professor, Department Head Emerita of Design and Merchandising, a
research associate at the Museum of International Folk Art, and serves as chair of the Artist
Selection Committee for the International Folk Art Market. She lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Paula Lerner was an award-winning photojournalist and multimedia producer. She was the
principal photographer for the Emmy Award-winning project, Behind the Veil.
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Every Thread a Story is a tribute to ethnic minority artisans of China's Guizhou Province. It is also
a tribute to the heritage craft traditions and techniques passed down through the generations of
their families. The book introduces more than a dozen contemporary artists from four ethnic
groups working in the techniques of their ancestors, including indigo dyers, embroiderers of
varying techniques, weavers, a metalsmith, and a paper maker. A wide-ranging look to the
future questions the effects of tourism and modern development on the craft and culture of
southeast Guizhou Province. The Secret Language of Miao Embroidery presents, for the
first-time, expert interpretations of the Miao symbols and motifs embellished on traditional
clothing of the Miao peoples of China. Using examples from pieces in a museum's collection, the
author provides clear descriptions and stories for 60 symbols and motifs found in highly collectible
Miao textiles, focusing on southeast Guizhou Province. Detailed colour photographs accompany
each motif.

AUTHORS:
Karen Brock is the associate publisher of Thrums Books. Since earning a B.A. in English from
Guizhou University in 1996, Wan Jun has been an international tour guide, specialising in the
ethnic minority areas of Guizhou. Zeng Li has served as the director of the Miao's Tales Costumes
Museum in Guiyang for twelve years. Linda Ligon is the publisher of Thrums Books.
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In this revealing cultural study, dozens of ancient weavers and the landscapes that they occupy in
the Cusco region of the Andes are vividly portrayed through personal stories and life experiences,
bringing to life the decades of endurance, skill, fortitude, and natural pride honed from the
time-honored traditions of the region and its people. Some of the storytellers featured here
include Pitumarca's Timoteo Ccarita, who became so interested in the old textiles he found on his
own travels that he re-created tapestry techniques from sight; Leonardo Quispe, who
single-handedly rescued and revived the techniques of ikat-style tied-warp dyeing (watay) in his
community of Santa Cruz de Sallac; and Cipriana Mamani, who remembers that in her town of
Accha Alta, their finely woven textiles had many lives and were repurposed for use over and over
again. Intimate photographs capture each of the elders, some of whom had never seen a picture
of themselves or even looked in a mirror, revealing the life, strength, character, and experience
of these men and women.

AUTHORS:
Nilda Callanaupa Alvarez is the founder and director of the Center for Traditional Textiles of
Cusco, a consortium of 10 village weaving centers located throughout the Andean Highlands, with
a gallery and museum in Cusco, Peru. She is the author of Textile Traditions of Chincero and
Weaving in the Peruvian Highlands. She lives in Chinchero, Peru. Christine Franquemont is an
anthropologist who has lived and worked in the Andes studying textiles and essential native
plants. She is co-chair of Andean Textile Arts, a North American support organization for the
Center for Traditional Textiles of Cusco. She lives in New Haven, Connecticut. Joe Coca is a
photographer of people from all walks of life over five continents, industrial products and
installations, architecture, food, and especially handcrafted textiles and other artisan goods. He
lives in Fort Collins, Colorado.
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Part travelogue, part silk-weaving primer, this is a tender portrait of an American family's travels
in Laos' Houaphon Province. As they learn about the ancient silk weaving traditions in the hilltribe
community of Xam Tai, they gain an appreciation for the strong sense of well-being in Lao
culture. Over the past decade, Hirschstein and Beck have developed deep connections with the
villagers of Xam Tai who raise their own fiber from silkworms, dye it using local natural dyes, and
weave the patterns of their ancestors into healing cloths, ceremonial textiles, and daily wear.

AUTHORS:
Joshua Hirschstein operates a private tutoring service and is the cofounder of Above the Fray:
Traditional Hilltribe Art. Maren Beck teaches workshops on Lao and Vietnamese textiles
throughout the Pacific Northwest and is the cofounder of Above the Fray. They live in Eugene,
Oregon. Joe Coca is a diversified photographer with a special focus on handcrafted textiles and
artisan goods. He lives in Fort Collins, Colorado.
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Against the backdrop of Guatemala, this book presents portraits of artisans working in the
ancient traditions of the Maya paired with insights into the creation of the textiles and the events
that have affected their work. Weaving, spinning, and basket making have sustained the Maya
economically and culturally against the pressures of change and a 36-year civil war that
decimated their population. Their persistence in continuing traditional art has created some of the
loveliest, most colorful textiles the world has ever known. Artisans share their personal histories,
hopes, and dreams along with the products of their hands and looms. Their stories show
determination in the face of unimaginable loss and hardship which instill an appreciation for the
textiles themselves and for the strong people who create them.

AUTHORS:
Deborah Chandler is the creator and director of Weaving Futures, where she has had the
pleasure and honor of working with many Mayan weavers. She is the author of Learning to
Weave. She lives in Guatemala. Teresa Cordon is the owner of the award-winning Comercial
Naleb, a handwoven hat business. She is an avid provider of education and marketing for the
work of Mayan artisans. She lives in Guatemala. Joe Coca is a photographer of people from all
walks of life over five continents, industrial products and installations, architecture, food, and
especially handcrafted textiles and other artisan goods. He lives in Fort Collins, Colorado.
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Morocco: Ancient cities, adobe fortresses of centuries past, fertile plains of wheat and olives,
carpets of wildflowers, endless deserts, wild mountains, and isolated rural villages. And of course,
the fabled open-air markets framed with stacks of woven rugs and other handicrafts, exotic
scents wafting through the aisles, the hum of Arabic, Berber, French. Within this diverse land and
confluence of cultures, many rich and ancient craft traditions carry on - women spin and weave,
make buttons, embroider designs passed down through generations, and sew stunning native
costumes. Women Artisans of Morocco tells the stories of twenty-five women who practice these
textile traditions with an inspiring energy, pride, and fortitude. For the first time, we have a book
that focuses on the artisans of Morocco themselves, those who produce these beautiful textiles
that contribute substantially to their family's income while maintaining households and raising
children.

You will step into the lives of these Moroccan women artisans and gain an appreciation for their
artistic skills and ingenuity but also for their strong roles in this supposedly male-dominated
society, their fierce independence and determination as they work to improve their economic
livelihoods. You will be welcomed into their homes in rural Berber villages, in bustling cities, and
in a remarkable desert oasis. You will begin to learn truly what it is like to live as a woman in
Morocco and to be part of a rapidly changing society. Most of the women presented here are rug
weavers whose ancient skills and designs vary from region to region. You will also meet Fes
embroidery artists, women who needle-weave buttons that have decorated native costumes for
centuries, and a contemporary seamstress. Joe Coca's award-winning photography, guided by his
curious and reverent sensibility, captures the beauty of the women, their work, and Morocco.

AUTHOR:
Susan Schaefer Davis is a consultant with American Friends Service Committee, the World Bank,
USAID, and several NGOs, a leader of cultural and textile tours through Morocco, and author of
Patience and Power and Adolescence in a Moroccan Town. 
Joe Cocoa is a photographer of people from all walks of life over five continents.
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Ballet is a detailed guide to creative practice and performance. Compiled by ten leading
practitioners, each chapter focuses on an aspect of ballet as a performing art. Together they
outline a journey from the underpinning principles of ballet, through an appreciation of different
styles and schooling, into the dance studio for practice in class and beyond. With additional
insights from highly acclaimed dancers, choreographers and teachers, this practical guide offers
advice on fundamental and advanced training and creative development. As well as providing
information from dance science research into training well-being, this book supports the individual
dancer in their artistic growth, offering strategies for exploration and discovery. Topics include:
principles, styles and schooling of classical ballet; fundamental technique and advanced
expression; developing versatility and creative thinking; advice on injury management, nutrition
and lifestyle; choreography and music and, finally, best practice in the rehearsal studio is
covered.

AUTHOR:
Jennifer Jackson is the Artistic Director of Images Ballet Company at London Studio Centre. A
former soloist with The Royal Ballet, Senior Lecturer at the University of Surrey and
choreography tutor at The Royal Ballet School, Jennifer has danced a range of principal roles in
classical and new ballets, and her commissioned choreography includes works for ballet
companies, vocational schools and educational projects. She is also published in academic books
and professional dance journals. 
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Professional dance is an exciting but demanding career to choose, and the dancer of today needs
to be physically prepared for the stress on the body that a performing life entails. Pilates and
Conditioning for Dancers is a practical guide to exercises designed specifically for dance students
and professionals alike. The focus on how to choose exercises that suit the individual offers
dancers the freedom to optimise their performance potential in a flexible environment. Key topics
covered are Core Control; Turnout; The Healthy Spine; Footwork; Jumping and Landing. This
new book covers each area of the body, relating the exercises closely to dance technique and
providing movement solutions for dancers of al styles and at all stages of their performing
career.

AUTHOR:
Jane Paris is the Pilates and Conditioning Coach for the Royal Ballet Company. Having taught
Pilates for over thirty years, she teaches workshops in dance companies around the world, and
also presents at dance medicine and sport conferences internationally. Jane is also a consultant in
the technical and motor control department of the Norwegian Olympics. 
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Explore the visually arresting typefaces that give Berlin its unique character.

From neoclassical monuments to neon storefronts, Berlin is filled with beautiful typography. Over
the past few years, the Berlin Typography project has been photographing the city s best
examples of typography, both to celebrate the diversity of letterforms and to preserve its
typographic heritage before the old signs of this rapidly changing city are removed and replaced.
This book collects the best of these images and shows how walking through Berlin can be like a
stroll through a living art gallery if you re willing to look. Complete with over 200 full-colour
illustrations, this book showcases the typographic richness of Berlin, including its elaborate,
ostentatious shop- front signs, the non-commercial typography of public buildings such as
libraries and universities, and the fantastic array of type styles used on street signs and in the
city s public transport system. The book also includes an introduction to the history of typography
in Berlin as well as a look to its future. The book s captions locate each image within the city.
Perfect for graphic designers or lovers of Berlin, this mesmerising book effortlessly illustrates the
role typography plays in our experience of the city.

AUTHOR:
Jesse Simon is a writer, editor, designer, and lecturer based in Berlin. As the director of the
Berlin Typography project he has devoted several years to documenting the typography of the
city.

Eric Jarosinski is a writer, lecturer, and German Studies scholar based in New York. He is best
known as editor of @NeinQuarterly, a 'Compendium of Utopian Negation' found on Twitter. 
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Inside the book design business, from the history of books to their design, as well as details on
printing and binding techniques, with a wealth of examples in full colour.

Whether you are a graphic designer, a small press or a self-publisher, this publication will tell you
everything: from the history of books to the printing and binding techniques, showcasing beautiful
contemporary examples.

Do you know when the first book was born? Have you ever wondered what are the basic
components of a book? And how can we possibly make a book from scratch? Book Design is a
publication that answers all these questions. This publication offers an overview of what a book
is, how it is made, and how we can improve it with good design and printing techniques. The first
two chapters focus more on historical and theoretical knowledge; the last two showcase
examples of contemporary book designs, including detailed information and interviews with eight
graphic designers from all over the world. It is a must have for those who want to know more
about book design, as well as self-publishers and small presses. Editorial graphic design is one of
the most comprehensive areas in design and this publication, filled with recent and contemporary
examples, will provide you with the ins and outs to render a project from scratch to the finished
book.

AUTHOR:
Wang Shaoqiang is a professor at the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts (China) and Doctoral
Supervisor at the College of Arts and Humanities of the Macau University of Science and
Technology. He is a prolific editor whose titles focus on design, art and lifestye. He is also the
editor of Design 360° magazine and the Asia-Pacific Design yearbook. He has been invited to
lecture at numerous universities, design academies and organisations, and he has been a jury
member for China's most prestigious design and illustration awards.

SELLING POINTS:
•  From the history of books and their design, as well as details on printing and binding
techniques.
•  This title provides an inspiring showcase of books from the point of view of their design,
especially suited for graphic designers, self-publishing authors and small presses.
•  Wang Shaoqiang is a renowned editor of graphic design books and journals with a very solid
fan base.
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Exquisitely produced to reflect Dieter Rams' aesthetic philosophy, this book, now available in
paperback, presents highlights from a forty-year career designing iconic consumer products that
enhance our daily lives.

For decades, anyone who cared about product design looked to the Braun label when choosing
their appliances, radios, and other consumer items. Now Dieter Rams, the guiding force behind
the Braun look, breaks down his design principles and processes in this elegant book.
Enumerating each of his ten principles such as good design is innovative; good design is
aesthetic; good design is useful, etc., this book presents one hundred items that embody these
guidelines. Readers will find items that are familiar such as the ubiquitous coffee grinder but also
those that are more unusual such as shelving systems and cigarette lighters. A fascinating essay
places Dieter Rams in the context of modern design, from Bauhaus to Philip Johnson. Archival
materials include photos of Rams' design team and excerpts from his publications and speeches.
The book closes with a chronological overview of design icons, categorised by function, that show
the enormous breadth of Rams' vision. Taken together, these images and texts offer the most
comprehensive overview of Dieter Rams' work to date and will serve as both a reference and an
inspiration for anyone interested in how and why good design matters.

AUTHOR:
Cees W. De Jong is an author of numerous books and a curator of exhibitions on design,
typography, and architecture.
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An in-depth overview on the world of letterpress: history, examples, designers and everything
there is to know about the renewed interest in movable types.

Letterpress, a Chinese invention from the 10th century consisting in movable types and later
adopted in the western hemisphere about 1440, forever changed the face of communication and
the speed in which information could be passed along from person to person. It gave birth to the
"press." Today letterpress is in revival and widely used in books, posters, bespoke stationery like
invitations, name cards, letterheads and so on. Letterpress designers like Alan Kitching or Jesus
Morentin crave out their names in the computer-generated design world with beautiful-composed
types. This book introduces the history and the process of letterpress printing and includes a list
of classic movable types arranged in style order. The volume also includes letterpress designers,
artists, type foundries, institutions, or even museums from all over the world, each with an
elaborated biography and exclusive interviews with the most relevant professionals in this area. It
will prove to be a handbook for type designers, letterpress designers, type lovers, design
students and ordinary readers who enjoy crafts and prints.

AUTHOR:
Wang Shaoqiang is a professor at the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts (China) and Doctoral
Supervisor at the College of Arts and Humanities of the Macau University of Science and
Technology. He is a prolific editor whose titles focus on design, art and lifestyle. He is also the
editor of Design 360° magazine and the Asia-Pacific Design yearbook. He has been invited to
lecture at numerous universities, design academies and organisations, and he has been a jury
member for China's most prestigious design and illustration awards.

SELLING POINTS:
•  It covers from the history of letter press, as well as current uses and trends.
•  It provides an inspiring showcase of current letter press applications, especially suited for
graphic designers, typographers, self-publishing authors and small presses.
•  Wang Shaoqiang is a renowned editor of graphic design books and journals with a very solid
fan base.

400 colour illustrations
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John McConnell's list of collaborators includes many household names - Boots, Faber & Faber,
Halfords, Clarks, John Lewis. The man behind the Biba logo (for which he won the D&AD Silver in
1969), the logo of the National Grid and the covers of a Penguin student textbook series from the
early '70s has exerted a quiet influence over British design since the sixties. His awards alone
speak to his prowess: the Prince Philip Designers' Prize (2002) and the title of RDI (Royal
Designer of Industry, 1987) among them.

Part biography, part showcase for some of McConnell's most celebrated designs, this book
gathers McConnell's exclusive redesign for Faber & Faber - a revolutionary new approach to book
covers from the early 1980s.

AUTHOR:
Robert McCrum was the editorial director of Faber & Faber from 1979-1989, where he worked
alongside John McConnell. He has written six novels, and co-authored The Story of English
(1986). A regular contributor to the Guardian, he was also the literary editor of the Observer
between 1996 and 2008.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A compilation of McConnell's most iconic designs for Faber & Faber
•  Introduction from Robert McCrum - editorial director of Faber & Faber from 1979-1989
•  Designed by Brian Webb of Webb & Webb Design
•  The latest instalment in ACC's award-winning Design series
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This book presents embroidery in fashion. It includes clothes and accessories that were made or
worn in the Netherlands from the late 16th century until today, and range from 18th-century
men's waistcoats to Roaring Twenties dresses and the latest creations by Gucci and Balmain.
Readers will discover the splendour associated with embroidery, with luxurious materials such as
gold thread, pearls, velvet and silk, but also the craft itself. Sophisticated techniques and delicate
silk thread testify to the thousands of hours it sometimes took to make just a single garment.
Embroidery in fashion expresses identity and status: people wore it to signal membership of a
social group or to stand out from the crowd. It is also the 'white'  thread that runs through
important moments in life such as birth, baptism and marriage. But above all, embroidery is an
indispensable part of the latest fashion trends, which ladies and gentlemen have been proud to
show off for centuries.

Published to accompany an exhibition at the Fries Museum in the Dutch city of Leeuwarden, from
13 February-16 July 2021.

Text in Dutch with an introduction in English. 

90 colour illustrations
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In a city of sultans, seductresses and apes, Balian of Norwich is pursued through a maze of
streets by the Father of Cats, Fatima the Deadly, Shikk the half-man and many others. The
Arabian Nightmare pervades the darkness of medieval Cairo. It haunts the labyrinth of its
streets. It is a dream without awakening, a flight without escape, a tale without end.

The Arabian Nightmare was in the first Dedalus list in 1983 and has never been out of print since.
It is one of the great works of literary fantasy of its period and has been translated into twenty
languages and acclaimed universally for its brilliance and inventiveness. It is essential reading for
any devotee of literary fiction.

AUTHOR:
Robert Irwin (born 1946) is a novelist, historian, critic and scholar. He is a fellow of The Royal
Society of Literature. He is the author of eight novels: The Arabian Nightmare (1983), The Limits
of Vision (1986), The Mysteries of Algiers (1988), Exquisite Corpse (1995), Prayer-Cushions of the
Flesh (1997), Satan Wants Me (1999) and Wonders Will Never Cease (2016)and My Life is like a
Fairy Tale (2019) All his novels have enjoyed substantial publicity and commercial success
although he is best known for The Arabian Nightmare which has been translated into twenty
languages and is considered by many critics to be one of the great literary fantasy novels of the
twentieth century. In 2021 his ninth novel The Runes Have Been Cast will be published by
Dedalus.
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A young Malay imprisoned for rape reinvents himself as a Siamese aristocrat in royal service. A
beautiful young Thai woman seizes control of the family casino and defies the king s ban on
gambling to form an underground criminal operation. A guilt-ridden Thai-Chinese sailor seeks
enlightenment and purpose as a wandering Buddhist monk. A former slave fights to escape the
domination of a Chinese secret society gangster and rises in the increasingly powerful police
force. A recreation of life in southern Siam at a time of wrenching change, Beads on a String
weaves together these stories and others, immersing readers in a gripping epic, full of intrigue
and insight.
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The highly anticipated fourth book in the exciting and atmospheric Shadow of the Raven series.

WESSEX 893 AD

As the threat of yet another Viking invasion looms over his troubled realm, Alfred, King of
Wessex, reviews and strengthens his defences. Among his many concerns is the fate of Edward,
his stable boy, who he believes to be the bastard son of revered warrior Matthew, who died
serving the Saxon cause. If his heritage can be proved, Edward is not only heir to vast fortune
but, more importantly, he has the blood of a warrior in his veins, something the Saxons are likely
to need in spades. 

More worryingly, Alfred fears that if Edward's true lineage ever became known, there would be
those who might seek to exploit him or, worse still, use him to usurp Alfred's rule. He confides in
just two of his closest advisers and they conspire to send Edward to the relative safety of
Wareham on the pretext of having him train Governor Osric's magnificent black stallion, a horse
thought to be all but unrideable. 

Edward is treated with disdain when he reaches Wareham and regarded as being too puny to be
a warrior. However when the barely-trained members of the fyrd find themselves outnumbered,
isolated and confronting a dreaded Viking warband, it is Edward's quick thinking and
extraordinary courage that leads them to victory, leaving no doubt about his true bloodline.

AUTHOR:
Chris Bishop is a retired chartered surveyor who has pursued his love of writing for as long as he
can remember. He is an intrepid traveller and a Fellow of the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors. He is married with two children and four granddaughters and lives in London.
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A compelling debut by a new voice in fantasy fiction, The Conductors features the magic and
mystery of Jim Butcher's Dresden Files written with the sensibility and historical setting of Octavia
Butler's Kindred: Introducing Hetty Rhodes, a magic-user and former conductor on the
Underground Railroad who now solves crimes in post-Civil War Philadelphia.

As a conductor on the Underground Railroad, Hetty Rhodes helped usher dozens of people North
with her wits and magic. Now that the Civil War is over, Hetty and her husband Benjy have
settled in Philadelphia, solving murders and mysteries that the white authorities won't touch.
When they find one of their friends slain in an alley, Hetty and Benjy bury the body and set off to
find answers. But the secrets and intricate lies of the elites of Black Philadelphia only serve to
dredge up more questions. To solve this mystery, they will have to face ugly truths all around
them, including the ones about each other.

In this vibrant and original novel, Nicole Glover joins a roster of contemporary writers within
fantasy, such as Victor LaValle and Zen Cho, who use speculative fiction to delve into important
historical and cultural threads.

AUTHOR:
Nicole Glover works as a UX Researcher. A bike commuter and running enthusiast, she enjoys
baking and figuring out what book to read next. The Conductors is her debut novel.
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It is the 60s – yes it is magic, sex, drugs and rock and roll.

In The Dedalus Book of the 1960s: Turn Off Your Mind, Gary Lachman uncovers the Love
Generation's roots in occultism and explores the dark side of the Age of Aquarius. His provocative
revision of the 1960s counterculture links Flower Power to mystical fascism, and follows the
magical current that enveloped luminaries like the Beatles, Timothy Leary and the Rolling Stones,
and darker stars like Charles Manson, Anton LaVey, and the Process Church of the Final
Judgment. Acclaimed by satanists and fundamentalist Christians alike, this edition includes a
revised text incorporating new material on the 'suicide cult' surrounding Carlos Castaneda; the
hippy serial killer Charles Sobhraj; the strange case of Ira Einhorn, 'the Unicorn'; the CIA and
ESP; the new millennialism and more. From H.P. Lovecraft to the Hell's Angels, find out how the
Morning of the Magicians became the Night of the Living Dead.

AUTHOR:
A founding member of the rock group Blondie, he wrote some of the band's early hits. Before
moving to London in 1996 and becoming a full time writer, Gary Lachman is the author of the
Dedalus Book of the 1960s: Turn Off Your Mind, an 'occult history' of the 1960s, The Dedalus
Book of the Occult: A Dark Muse, The Dedalus Occult Reader, The Dedalus Book of Literary
Suicides: Dead Letters and In Search of P.D.Ouspensky:The Genius in the Shadow of Gurdjieff
and , as Gary Valentine, New York Rocker: My Life in the Blank Generation with Blondie, Iggy Pop
and Others 1974-1981, a memoir of his years as a musician in New York in the 1970s. 
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Stories that celebrate the real people that lived and worked on Britian's canals.

The history of Britain's inland waterways is well documented with great feats of civil engineering
by the likes of Brindley and Smeaton. But step away from the limelight into the dark world of the
cut and you will find a very different story – one of ghosts and boggles, smuggling and treachery,
heroism and high drama. Folk Tales from the Canal Side is a leap into that world. Gathered by
professional storyteller and barge resident Ian Douglas, these stories bring alive the voices and
lives of the people that lived and survived the very real world of the British canals.

AUTHOR:
Ian Douglas has been a professional storyteller for 22 years, working at festivals, schools and
libraries across the world. His work draws upon a rich vein of British folk tales and world myths,
mixed with comedic energy. Ian was the founder member of two story-based theatre companies
and went on to become storyteller and theatre practitioner in residence for various organisations
across the north, including 'Northern Stage' and 'Live Theatre' in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and most
recently 'Theatre by the Lake' in Keswick. It was during this last residency that Ian created
'Storytree', an interactive space designed to enable people to hear, make and share story – this
work has had a major impact on the arts across the North of England.

30 b/w illustrations
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Grazia Deledda is one of the most important women writers of the twentieth century. Her
depiction of the primitive and isolated communities of northern Sardinia in a perceptive, intense
and individual style gained her the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1927.

'The interest in La Madre lies in the presentation of sheer instinctive life. The love of the priest for
the woman is sheer instinctive passion, pure and undefiled by sentiment. The instinct of direct
sex is so strong and so vivid, that only the bling instinct of mother obedience, the child instinct,
can overcome it.' - D. H. Lawrence

AUTHOR:
Grazia Deledda was born in 1871 in Nuoro, Sardinia. The street has been renamed after her, via
Grazia Deledda. Finished her formal education at 11. She published her first short story when she
was 16. Publishes her first novel, Stella D'Orientein 1890 in a Sardinian newspaper. Leaves Nuoro
for the first time in 1899 and settles in Cagliari, the principal city of Sardinia. Meets the civil
servant Palmiro Madesani who she marries in 1900 and they move to Rome. She writes her best
work between 1903-1920 and establishes an international reputation as a novelist. Nearly all of
her work in this period is set in Sardinia. Publishes Elias Portolu in 1903. La Madre is published in
1920. She wins the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1927. Dies in 1936 and is buried in the church of
Madonna della Solitudine in Nuoro, near to where she was born.
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Monsieur de Phocas ranks with A Rebours as the summation of the French Decadent Movement.
Modelled on The Portrait of Dorian Gray, it drips with evil and certainly would have unpublishable
in fin-de-siecle England.

'With Ethel's friends, grotesque, ageing decadents, Phocas for the first time tastes opium. He
experiences the pleasure of absolute degradation, and the double pleasure of being both
observer and observed, dominant subject and passive object. As the opium takes effect, the
naked Javanese dancers at the orgy vanish in a swirling cloud, to be replaced by a dark lamplit
street where two thieves carefully saw at a woman's throat with a delicate knifeblade. From this
cruel vision, Phocas soars into dizzy flight from which, suddenly, he plunges to destruction, into
oozing depths where clinging vampires suck his blood, until he almost swoons into spasms. The
mysterious, vicious double is on the threshold of existence: Phocas sees himself as Giles de Retz
in the forest of Tiffauges, haunted by obscene desires.
Jennifer Birkett in Sins of the Fathers Monsieur de Phocas will appeal strongly to readers of Oscar
Wilde and fin-de-siecle fiction.

AUTHOR:
Jean Lorrain (1855-1906) born Alexandre Martin Duval grew up in Fecamp with Guy de
Maupassant a near neighbour. When he abandoned his law studies to begin a literary career his
father agreed to give him a small allowance on condition he used a pseudonym. His mother
found the name Jean Lorrain in the telephone directory. He installed himself in Montmartre in
1880. He became a dandy in 1883, the sole disciple of Barbey d'Aurevilly as Remy de Gourmont
termed him. The death of his father in 1886 forced him to make his living through journalism. He
wrote many novels, plays and poetry but it is Monsieur de Phocas (1901) for which he is best
remembered as this novel is seen as the summation of fin- de-siecle French decadence. His work
is also featured in The Dedalus Book of French Horror and The Dedalus Book of Decadence.
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Roddy Doyle meets The Full Monty in a story of hopes, dreams, love and betrayal - and the
football pools.

Reggie Kellison loves his family but it's a struggle. He has 5 children with number 6 on the way,
his marriage is failing, and he dreams of a better life, a life away from the never-ending
humdrum of struggling to make ends meet in 1960s Liverpool. 
He fantasises about running away with Laura from accounts, about his beloved Tranmere Rovers
winning the league and about somehow (this is sketchy) making lots of money. 

Working at Littlewood's he pitches a cracking idea for a summer cricket pools, giving him the
opportunity to win a fair commission if they take up his idea. Littlewoods rejects his proposal, but
then, to Reggie's fury, bring out an identical game. 

Seething, he vows to get his revenge and plots a football pools heist, assisted by his
brother-in-law Rodney and the delicious Laura. 

The scam works and Reggie finally has all the money he ever dreamed of – but he doesn't get
the girl. Laura flees to Australia with Rodney, and while Reggie is heartbroken, all is not as it
seems. 

Decades later Reggie and Ronnie's sons dig deeper into this family secret but what does it
reveal? And will Reggie finally forgive Laura – and Rodney – for breaking his heart?

AUTHOR:
David Sindall lives in West Kirby on the Wirral. He grew up in Birkenhead and spent most of his
career working in the field of diversity.  Playing the Pools is his third novel following on from After
Alyson (2012) and Snatched (2016). It celebrates his lifelong love of Tranmere Rovers and
reflects on his childhood as the youngest of 6 children.
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As the Easter weekend approaches, feline detectives Hettie Bagshot and Tilly Jenkins are called
to investigate the murder of local radio DJ Hartley Battenberg.

Bowled over by the prospect of a bake-off competition, a cricket match and an outdoor screening
of The Sound of Music, Hettie and Tilly struggle through a sea of trifle to catch out a killer. Will
Bunty Basham's eleven be triumphant? Has Whisker FM played its final jingle? And will celebrity
cook Fanny Haddock get her just desserts?

Join them as they tune in to a world of blackmail, obsession and murderous pies.

AUTHOR:
Mandy Morton began her professional life as a musician. Her songwriting formed the basis of six
albums during the 1970s and early 1980s, when she toured extensively with her band. More
recently, she has worked as a freelance arts journalist for national and local radio, specialising in
making music and theatre documentary. She is the co-author of a non-fiction theatre book, In
Good Company, and lives with her partner in Cambridge and Cornwall, where there is always a
place for an ageing long-haired tabby cat.
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It should have been a relaxing day at the beach for Dr Clair Mercer and her family. But an
argument with husband Adam distracts her from watching their four-year-old autistic son, and
tragedy strikes when a sneaker wave sweeps him away.

Clair's well-ordered life is plunged into madness, and after attempting to murder her husband,
she walks into the ocean. Arrested, charged and awaiting trial in a locked psychiatric unit, can
she discover a path to forgiveness, for herself and the husband she tried to kill?

The Wave is a beautifully-written debut novel that explores the emotional complexity of family
life and how suffering, self-realisation and the power of love can heal even the most wounded
bonds of trust.

AUTHOR:
The Wave is Kristen's first novel. She studied Dance and Literature, and spent her early career as
a dance teacher, performer, and choreographer before becoming a nurse. She obtained a
master's degree in nursing, working in psychiatry and palliative care. The Wave was inspired by
her own pilgrimage on the Camino de Santiago. She has taken several writing courses through
Faber Academy, Curtis Brown Creative, and Professional Writing Academy. Kristen lives on the
Oregon Coast with her family.
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"His ability to weave the surreal with the hyper-real is his greatest talent." -  Signal Horizon.

Lorelei Palumbo is harassed by a sinister group calling themselves The Cabal. They accuse her of
having committed unspeakable crimes in the past, and now she must pay. The Cabal begins
taking her life apart one piece at a time – her job, her health, the people she loves – and she
must try to figure out what The Cabal thinks she's done if she's to have any hope of answering
their charges and salvaging her life. 

AUTHOR:
Tim Waggoner's first novel came out in 2001, and he's published close to fifty novels and seven
collections of short stories since. He writes original fantasy and horror, as well as media tie-ins.
His novels include Like Death, considered a modern classic in the genre, and the popular
Nekropolis series of urban fantasy novels. He's written tie-in fiction for Supernatural, Alien,
Grimm, the X-Files, Doctor Who, A Nightmare on Elm Street, and Transformers, among others.
His articles on writing have appeared in Writer's Digest, Writer's Journal, and Writer's Workshop
of Horror. He's won the Bram Stoker Award and been a finalist for the Shirley Jackson Award,
the Scribe Award, and the Splatterpunk Award. In addition to writing, Tim is also a full-time
tenured professor who teaches creative writing and composition at Sinclair College.
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"His ability to weave the surreal with the hyper-real is his greatest talent." -  Signal Horizon.

Lorelei Palumbo is harassed by a sinister group calling themselves The Cabal. They accuse her of
having committed unspeakable crimes in the past, and now she must pay. The Cabal begins
taking her life apart one piece at a time – her job, her health, the people she loves – and she
must try to figure out what The Cabal thinks she's done if she's to have any hope of answering
their charges and salvaging her life. 

AUTHOR:
Tim Waggoner's first novel came out in 2001, and he's published close to fifty novels and seven
collections of short stories since. He writes original fantasy and horror, as well as media tie-ins.
His novels include Like Death, considered a modern classic in the genre, and the popular
Nekropolis series of urban fantasy novels. He's written tie-in fiction for Supernatural, Alien,
Grimm, the X-Files, Doctor Who, A Nightmare on Elm Street, and Transformers, among others.
His articles on writing have appeared in Writer's Digest, Writer's Journal, and Writer's Workshop
of Horror. He's won the Bram Stoker Award and been a finalist for the Shirley Jackson Award,
the Scribe Award, and the Splatterpunk Award. In addition to writing, Tim is also a full-time
tenured professor who teaches creative writing and composition at Sinclair College.
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The first James Bond film, Dr. No, was a gamble. In 1962, the 'Swinging Sixties' were about to
begin and the aspirational lifestyle depicted by the Bond films were very much part of the art,
music and fashion revolution that defined that decade. But no-one could have predicted that the
first Bond film would spawn twenty-four sequels so far, including the most recent entry - No Time
To Die. The remarkable success of the James Bond franchise can be attributed to many factors -
the strength and imagination of Ian Fleming's original novels; the consistency of the creative and
production teams; the skill and wit of the screenplays. The basic formula of the Bond film
remains, essentially, the same. But, crucially, the main character - whilst still the ultimate male
fantasy - has evolved, adapted and been re-invented by the actor of the moment. Connery:
lithe, virile, charismatic, cocksure. Lazenby: physical, charming, handsome. Moore: wry, smart,
self-mocking. Dalton: saturnine, professional, dangerous. Brosnan: smooth, shrewd, efficient.
Craig: taciturn, tough, driven, dark. This book revisits and analyses all twenty-five official James
Bond films, as well as the two attempts to steal some of that lucrative Bond audience and
examines their place both in their contemporary timeline and how they stand up today. Every
generation remembers going to the cinema to see their first James Bond film, their first James
Bond actor, and the first time they saw the iconic opening 'gun barrel' sequence. What was
yours?

AUTHOR:
Andrew Wild is an experienced playwright and author, with recent books about Pink Floyd, Queen
and The Beatles to his credit. He is also a film buff. The James Bond films have been part of his
life since 1976, when From Russia With Love and Goldfinger were shown on TV. The following
year he went to see The Spy Who Loved Me at his local cinema and has been hooked ever since.
He lives in Rainow, Cheshire, UK.
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Whether adventure, comedy, action or fantasy, the films of the 80s (late 70s and early 90s
included) are simply magical. It doesn't matter if some have aged better than others, films like
The Goonies, Indiana Jones, Ghostbusters, Rocky, etc. were created not only for financial gain,
but also with tremendous passion, conveying a mystique that is difficult to describe, and which
only those who lived through that period can fully appreciate. When We Were Young does not
include all of them (that would be impossible), but it does offer a carefully chosen and
representative selection. And if you were terrified by the Gremlins, if you learned from Mr.
Miyagi, if you cried when little Elliot said goodbye to E.T. or when Thelma & Louise started flying
in their convertible, we invite you to embark on this nostalgic tour of superb illustrations and
alternative posters by world-class artists, accompanied by curiosities and legendary quotes from
the best movies of a wonderful era.
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The experts behind the popular cooking platform show new cooks how to get comfortable and be
successful in their own kitchens.

Since its launch in 2014, the Kitchen Stories app has acquired a dedicated following among
seasoned and beginner cooks alike. Now the best of their recipes, expertise, and tips are distilled
into this essential cookbook that will help even a timid home chef feel like a pro. Designed with
the elegant simplicity their fans have come to expect, Anyone Can Cook focuses on dinners - for
many the most important and stressful meal to prepare. The book offers recipes that take no
more than one hour from kitchen to table, and many can be cooked in a single pot or pan. Most
importantly, the book is designed to help beginner cooks develop basic skills, stock their kitchens
and pantries, and master easy yet elegant meals. From the correct way to hold a knife, the art
of sautéing vegetables, and composing the perfect salad bowl to popular basics such as stir fries,
chicken cutlets, meatballs, and sheet pan salmon, the book’s instructions are clear, concise, and
accompanied by large full-colour photographs to match. Best of all, Anyone Can Cook demystifies
many techniques and dishes that new cooks think are beyond their skill level, and even
encourages adaptations based on diet and preference. If the words "chiffonade" or "homemade
pesto" make you nervous, the chefs and editors at Kitchen Stories are here to tell you that
anyone, including you, can cook, and cook well.

AUTHOR:
Kitchen Stories founders Mengting Gao and Verena Hubertz share a passion for great food. They
generated the Kitchen Stories platform and a video-based, user-friendly, and design-oriented
cooking app to empower its international community to cook, share, and come together around a
common interest and idea: Anyone can cook.
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Whip together a treat, savory or sweet, to satisfy your cravings, with 125 effortless Betty Crocker
Kitchens-approved recipes.

When life gets too busy to sit down and have a meal, it's tough to come up with anything that's
quick and easy and completely satiating. Betty Crocker Snacks is filled with ideas for fast and
inventive treats, both savoury and sweet, that can come about even in the tightest of schedules
and still deliver on fun and taste.

This compendium of grazing goodies is organised by time spent in the kitchen - from 30 minutes
to an astonishing 10 minutes. For a super-quick breakfast, Chai Tea Oatmilk Latte or a Coffee
Yogurt Pop takes the same amount of time as hitting the snooze button. A friend is coming over
last minute? Throw together Oven Baked Curry Chicken Taquitos or Mediterranean Watermelon
Fries with Feta-Cucumber Dip in less time than it takes to boil an egg. And before you finish a TV
episode, have Turkish Spinach-Feta Naan Flatbread and Seasoned Carrot Fries ready on the
table. Fun features help you customise your favourite bites, like energy balls, and learn how to
make your own oat milk.

AUTHOR:
With more than 63 million cookbooks sold since 1950, Betty Crocker is the name readers trust for
reliable recipes and great ideas. For over 75 years, Betty Crocker has provided advice through
cookbooks, magazines and television.
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100 updated classic and all-new Jewish-style recipes from a bright new star in the food
community.

These are not your Jewish grandmother's recipes! Jake Cohen, editorial director of the wildly
popular FeedFeed and nice Jewish boy, has been hosting Friday night Shabbat dinners for the
past few years and reinventing beloved (but sometimes outdated) recipes from his culture along
the way. The result is Jew-ish, an innovative take on classic Jewish recipes that was created with
the modern millennial in mind, both experienced and novice home cooks looking for elevated
versions of old-school favorites. Imagine kugel turned savoury with the flavours of
spinach-artichoke dip and latkes dyed vibrant yellow with saffron for a Persian spin on the potato
pancake, plus best-ever hybrid desserts like Macaroon Brownies and Pumpkin Spice Babka! Cooks
and hosts will find helpful tips and tricks throughout, gleaned from personal stories told in a fresh
voice that is uniquely Jake Cohen's.

AUTHOR:
Jake Cohen is a bright new star in the food world, a former food staffer at Saveur, then food
editor of Tasting Table and Time Out New York, and now the editorial and test kitchen director of
social media juggernaut the FeedFeed (@thefeedfeed). He has written for publications including
Food52, Food & Wine, Real Simple, Everyday with Rachael Ray, and more. He lives in New York
City with his husband, Alex.
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In this handy kitchen reference written in a friendly question-and-answer format, Sherri Brooks
Vinton tackles hundreds of common queries about preserving food.

In this comprehensive guide, expert author Sherri Brooks Vinton answers the most commonly
asked questions about every aspect of food preservation, from refrigeration and freezing to
canning, drying, and fermenting all kinds of fruits and vegetables. She also offers tips and
techniques for setting up the kitchen, choosing the preserving process that best suits readers'
needs, making equipment and ingredient substitutions, and much more. Whether readers are
new to preserving or just looking to refresh their memory at the start of the season, whether
they want to know the difference between jam and jelly or which varieties of tomatoes are best
for canning, they'll find the information and confidence they need with this kitchen companion in
hand.

AUTHOR:
Sherri Brooks Vinton is the author of Put 'em Up!, Put 'em Up! Fruit, and The Preserving Answer
Book. Vinton began her food career on the back of a motorcycle. A cross-country ride brought
her face-to-face with the negative impacts of industrial agriculture and compelled her to begin a
quest for food raised with integrity. Since then, her books, appearances, and hands-on
workshops have taught countless eaters how to find, cook, and preserve local, seasonal food.
Whether developing content, organising events, or consulting with clients, Vinton is always
working to find her next great meal.
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

This evocative cookbook invites kids of all ages to the table for more mouthwatering innovative
outdoor fare put together by the James Beard Award-nominated author of Wild: Adventure
Cooking.

In her first cookbook, Tasmanian chef Sarah Glover showed how liberating, satisfying, and easy it
is to cook beautiful healthy food outdoors. Now she brings kids of all ages into the mix, proving
that they too can take part in collecting, preparing, and cooking campfire meals the whole family
can enjoy. Glover's simple and wholesome meals are inspired by the land and the sea: fish and
ears of corn dangled on a stick over an open flame; perfect bread baked directly on hot coals;
kale and potatoes simmered in saltwater; eggs fried alongside spicy sausage and toast;
chili-brined cherry tomatoes - and more. Glover emphasises fresh seasonal food that can be
acquired locally. And, while her techniques date back to ancient traditions, the flavours are
distinctly modern. Brimming with gorgeous landscape photography from across the Australian
continent, this stylish yet down-to-earth cookbook encourages families to embrace the outdoors,
teaches young chefs valuable techniques and life skills, and proves once again that everything
tastes better cooked over an open flame.

AUTHOR:
Sarah Glover has worked as a chef and pastry chef in Tasmania, Sydney, and New York City. Her
first book, Wild: Adventure Cookbook (by Prestel) was nominated for a 2019 James Beard Award
for Best Photography. She lives in Tasmania, Australia.
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This book is a potted history of video games, telling all the rollercoaster stories of this fascinating
young industry that's now twice as big globally than the film and music industries combined. Each
chapter explores the history of video games through a different lens, giving a uniquely
well-rounded overview. Packed with pictures and stats, this book is for video gamers nostalgic for
the good old days of gaming, and young gamers curious about how it all began. If you've ever
enjoyed a video game, or you just want to see what all the fuss is about, this book is for you.
There are stories about the experimental games of the 1950s and 1960s; the advent of home
gaming in the 1970s; the explosion - and implosion - of arcade gaming in the 1980s; the console
wars of the 1990s; the growth of online and mobile games in the 2000s; and we get right up to
date with the 2010s, including such cultural phenomena as twitch.tv, the Gamergate scandal, and
Fortnite. But rather than telling the whole story from beginning to end, each chapter covers the
history of video games from a different angle: platforms and technology, people and
personalities, companies and capitalism, gender and representation, culture, community, and
finally the games themselves.

AUTHOR:
Charlie Fish is a celebrated short story writer and screenwriter. Since 1996, he has edited
www.fictionontheweb.co.uk, the longest-running short story site on the web. He was born in
Mount Kisco, New York in 1980; and now lives in south London with his wife and daughters. His
first experience of video gaming was a Donkey Kong II Game & Watch, and he has never looked
back. 
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Since 1997 Luciano Giubbilei has been creating serenely beautiful gardens in locations on three
continents. Giubbilei is known for the understated elegance of his designs, but is constantly
evolving his style and approach, both in response to individual clients and as his ideas develop.
His work draws on his Italian heritage, especially the Renaissance gardens of the Villa Gamberaia
in Tuscany, and a distinctively classical combination of restraint and opulent materials. This book
– now published in paperback for the first time – explores 12 significant gardens from Giubbilei's
portfolio, including the garden that won him a gold medal at the world-famous Royal Horticultural
Society's Chelsea Flower Show in 2009. The locations vary from private residences in London and
Barcelona to corporate headquarters in Geneva and a holiday home in Morocco. Each project is
fully documented, from the preparation of mood boards and initial sketches to final planting and
finishing. As Tom Stuart-Smith notes in his foreword, Giubbilei's gardens are characterised by
their 'quiet aura of calm and poise' and their 'restful confidence': 'The gardens are like the man,
impeccably turned out, suave and urbane in a gentle way, quietly assertive but never bossy.
Sophisticated and thoroughly Italian. His style provides a form of instant theatre, where the
designer forges places, conjures atmosphere and creates spaces out of nothing. This is great
art.' Separate sections on the design process, site development, nursery production and the
sourcing of plants, as well as on the artists and craftsmen with whom Giubbilei collaborates, offer
a fascinating insight into his working methods and sources of inspiration. Accessibly written by a
leading garden professional and fully illustrated with planting plans, behind-the-scenes images
and atmospheric photographs by Steven Wooster, this beautiful book is the definitive work on the
gardens of an acclaimed designer.

AUTHOR:
Andrew Wilson is a garden designer, lecturer and writer. He is a founding director of the London
College of Garden Design, a director of the McWilliam Studio, a former show gardens judge for
the Royal Horticultural Society, and a Fellow and past chairman of the Society of Garden
Designers. His previous publications include The Book of Garden Plans (2004), Contemporary
Colour in the Garden (2011) and RHS Small Garden Handbook (2013).

SELLING POINTS:
•  A new paperback edition of this essential survey of the work of the award-winning garden
designer Luciano Giubbilei
•  Features in-depth explorations of 12 projects in locations as diverse as London, Geneva and
Morocco
•  With specially commissioned images by the well-known gardens photographer Steven Wooster

326 illustrations, 12 plans
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This book aims to cover the most commonly asked questions by new plant owners and will help
people who want to have more greenery in their lives but don't know where to start. It will
advise on the best plant for a variety of home conditions so that everyone should be able to find
plants that suit their space. Having and maintaining an indoor garden can be possible for anyone,
the book will give you step by step guides to creating and designing your own terrariums, cacti &
succulent gardens and even kokedamas (Japanese for Moss Ball). It will include descriptions of
the equipment needed, and how to find this inexpensively so that the hobby is accessible to
everyone. Readers of the book will discover a newfound joy of plants and nature as well as learn
a brand-new skill. The book will go into detail about what may be causing damage to a plant, and
how to look after plants so that they last. It will also focus on how plants can improve physical
and mental health, to encourage readers to fill their homes with greenery for practical and
aesthetic reasons. The innate human need to be around nature is called Biophilia, and this book
will tap into that need without over complicating things. The focus will be on low maintenance,
good-looking greenery.

AUTHOR:
Sarah Durber is a self-proclaimed plant lady. Her interest in indoor gardens started when she
was finding city life grey and gloomy, and her mental and physical health started to suffer. Sarah
started to fill her home with plants, however she found it frustrating that she could not find a one
stop shop for good looking plants that were low maintenance and came with inexpensive but
stylish pots. She started an urban plant shop, and soon expanded to installing plants into office &
work spaces. Self-taught, Sarah wants to share her knowledge and bring together in one place
the answers to the questions she is most frequently asked by customers and friends whenever
plant conversations take place. 

120 colour illustrations
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Garden design that is innovative, sustainable and close to nature. 

A good eye and well-trained senses are essential requirements for aesthetic garden design. Peter
Berg's philosophy takes a very special approach: he expects his gardens to be both sustainable
and natural - which the use of natural stone, in particular, is intended to ensure. They should be
reduced to just a few materials, and along with the colour scheme, radiate a pleasant inner
calmness. Each garden should also meet the individual needs of its owners. His concept has
resulted in gardens that are unique and whose fascination lies in the clarity of their design. This
splendid volume presents the most beautiful of them for the first time.

AUTHOR:
Peter Berg is a garden designer, public speaker, and author. With his company GartenLandschaft
Berg & Co., he combines the planning and maintenance of gardens based on the model of
Japanese horticulture. He has received several awards for his garden design, including the ELCA
Trend Prize. 

212 colour illustrations, 14 plans
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A cornucopia of photography, illustrations and research dedicated to one of human history's most
adaptable plant species.

For centuries humans have shared a unique bond with the botanical family of plants known as
palms: with their various growth patterns and diversity of physical traits, palms grow in nearly
every kind of habitat on Earth, from rainforests to deserts. Palms have been used historically in
landscaping, medicine, cooking, and fiber products from basketry to clothing.

The Culiacan Botanical Garden, dedicated to the conservation of Mexico's biodiversity, is home to
one of the country's largest palm collections with more than 140 species. This publication indexes
105 of the nursery’s palms, with details about each species' conservation status, geographical
distribution, and the history of how they arrived at the Botanical Garden.

With expert research, full-color photography by Enrique Macias and 17 new illustrations by artist
Sofía Taboas, this book is a gorgeous tribute to one of our planet’s most interesting horticultural
specimens.

AUTHORS:
Clementina Equihua has a PhD and specialises in scientific journalism. She has advised and
worked on the conceptualisation of various science museums in Mexico City. She has also taught
courses and workshops to disseminate science at a higher level. In addition, she is an expert
botanist in ecology of tropical bryophytes. Scott Zona is a doctor specialising in sabales, botanist,
researcher, teacher and writer. He was curator at the Wertheim Conservatory of the Florida
International University, and he also worked as a palm biologist at the Center for Tropical Plant
Conservation of the Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden. His research focuses on the taxonomy of
collections, conservation and horticultural science.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Features 105 entries with a description of the species that belong in the palm collection at the
Culiacan Botanical Garden
•  Each description comes with images about some parts of the palm, such as the leaves, the
fruit, the flowers and the trunk
•  Illustrations by the Mexican contemporary artist Sofia Taboas

335 colour images
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Part of an exciting series of sturdy, square-box 500-piece jigsaw puzzles from Flame Tree,
featuring powerful and popular works of art. This new jigsaw will satisfy your need for a
challenge, with the charming Late Frost by Annie Soudain. This 500-piece jigsaw is intended for
adults and children over 13 years. Not suitable for children under 3 years due to small parts.
Finished Jigsaw size 490 x 360mm/13.3 x 14.2 ins.

Born in Kent, Annie Soudain spent her early childhood years in Cornwall, where her interest in
plants and nature began. This colourful linoprint was created using the reduction method, which
involves progressively cutting, inking up, and printing from the same block. The picturesque
scene was taken from the view across the field overlooking Rye Bay in Hastings Country Park.
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Part of an exciting series of sturdy, square-box 500-piece jigsaw puzzles from Flame Tree,
featuring powerful and popular works of art. This new jigsaw will satisfy your need for a
challenge, with these charming Bodleian Libraries bookshelves. This 500-piece jigsaw is intended
for adults and children over 13 years. Not suitable for children under 3 years due to small parts.
Finished Jigsaw size 490 x 360mm/13.3 x 14.2 ins.

The Bodleian Library is one of the oldest libraries in Europe and is the main research library of
the University of Oxford. It holds over 13 million printed items and this handsome trio of spines
are just three examples of the beautiful objects in the Library's collection. With colourful
illustrations and charming tales, these story anthologies showcase the sports and hobbies young
people could enjoy during the 1930s.
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Part of an exciting series of sturdy, square-box 500-piece jigsaw puzzles from Flame Tree,
featuring powerful and popular works of art. This new jigsaw will satisfy your need for a
challenge, with the charming Phuan on a Chinese Carpet by Lesley Anne Ivory. This 500-piece
jigsaw is intended for adults and children over 13 years. Not suitable for children under 3 years
due to small parts. Finished Jigsaw size 490 x 360mm/13.3 x 14.2 ins.

Lesley Anne Ivory is one of the most prolific and prestigious painters of cats in the world today.
Her meticulous attention to detail is legendary; she spends many hours researching for her
pictures, including countless hours in the British Museum or the Victoria and Albert Museum,
researching patterns and fabrics.
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Part of an exciting series of sturdy, square-box 500-piece jigsaw puzzles from Flame Tree,
featuring powerful and popular works of art. This new jigsaw will satisfy your need for a
challenge, with the stunning View in Brisbane Botanic Garden by Marianne North, for the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew. This 500-piece jigsaw is intended for adults and children over 13 years.
Not suitable for children under 3 years due to small parts. Finished Jigsaw size 490 x
360mm/13.3 x 14.2 ins.

The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew is a world famous centre for botanical and mycological
knowledge. Kew has a gallery dedicated to the paintings of the remarkable Victorian artist
Marianne North, who had a great eye for botanical detail. She set out in 1871 on a painterly
progress through world flora. North's journey to South Africa was among her last, along with
trips to the Seychelles and Chile.
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This surreal and beautiful image is taken from Jackie Morris's just published illustrated book of
the same name.
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During the early 1990s, the diet drugs fen-phen and Redux achieved tremendous popularity. The
chemical combination was discovered by chance, marketed with hyperbole, and prescribed to
millions. But as the drugs' developer, pharmaceutical giant American Home Products, cashed in
on the miracle weight-loss pills, medical researchers revealed that the drugs caused heart valve
disease. This scandal was, incredibly, only the beginning of an unbelievable saga of greed.

In Fat Chance, Rick Christman recounts a story that a judicial tribunal later described as "a tale
worthy of the pen of Charles Dickens." Bill Gallion, Shirley Cunningham, and Melbourne Mills
contrived to bring a class-action lawsuit against American Home Products in Covington, Kentucky.
Their hired trial consultant, Mark Modlin, had a bizarre relationship with the presiding judge, Jay
Bamberger of Covington, who was once honored as the Kentucky Bar Association's "Judge of the
Year." Soon after, Stan Chesley, arguably the most successful trial attorney in the United States,
joined the class-action suit. Ultimately, their efforts were rewarded with $200 million for the 431
plaintiffs, and the four lawyers immediately began to plunder their clients' money. When the
fraud was discovered, two of the attorneys received long prison sentences and another was
acquitted after claiming an alcoholism defense. All four were permanently banished from the
practice of law and Judge Bamberger was disbarred and disrobed.

Recounting a dramatic affair that bears conspicuous similarities to opioid-related class-action
litigation against the pharmaceutical industry, Christman offers an engaging, if occasionally
horrifying, account of one of America's most prominent product liability cases and the
settlement's aftermath.

AUTHOR:
Rick Christman is CEO of Employment Solutions and a former community columnist for the
Lexington Herald-Leader. He lives in Lexington, Kentucky.
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From Pascale Naessens' keto-friendly kitchen, she shares her vision of the ketogenic diet cure
and explains what it is and for whom it works best. There are contributions from two healthcare
experts: Dr. Hanno Pijl examines the pros and cons of the keto diet for diabetics, and Dr. William
Cortvriendt writes about the positive effects of the keto diet during cancer treatment. For this
new book, Pascale Naessens has created low-carb recipes (breakfast, lunch and dinner) for a two
week keto cure, which can be extended to a third week. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  More than 60 delicious keto-friendly recipes for breakfast, lunch, and dinner created by the
well-known culinary and lifestyle personality Pascale Naessens
•  A two to three week program for fast results
•  Includes contributions by two doctors specialising in the relationship of food to disease

75 colour and 10 b/w illustrations
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This inclusive, unapologetic, and humorous guide to menstruation quashes stigmas and provides
us with the latest research and information on periods.

Filled with information and free from cultural hang-ups, this gender-neutral book is directed at
anybody that's ever dealt with having a period. Writer and influencer Tara Costello has been
writing about menstruation for more than a decade and, here, she pulls together her research
and experience into a book that's wide-ranging, inclusive, and fun. Boldly illustrated by Mary
Purdie, Red Moon Gang tackles every aspect of the menstrual cycle - from the biology and
science behind why you bleed every month, to the latest findings on hormonal fluctuations (aka,
why you're PMSing so bad). It takes a deep dive into the different types of menstrual products
available, including their pros and cons, and covers various period conditions such as
endometriosis and polycystic ovary syndrome. Drawing from her own experience, Costello
explores how having a period shaped her relationship to her body and her place in the world.
And she discusses topics that aren't generally covered in health class too - such as how periods
are a particular challenge to those experiencing body dysmorphia, individuals living in poverty,
and disabled people. Finally, she offers up a Period Toolkit, listing products and retailers she
loves, tips on how to make menstruating easier, and resources for further education.

AUTHOR:
Tara Costello is a writer and influencer whose work has appeared in the Huffington Post, Playboy,
Metro, HelloGiggles, and The F Word. In 2016 she earned a place on Cosmopolitan’s Influencer
shortlist. She has worked with a number of independent menstrual product retailers such as
ModiBodi, Lovehoney, and Natracare. She lives in London.

Mary Purdie is an illustrator and designer who has collaborated with Popsugar, Attn:, and other
campaigns such as the Women's March and Do the Good Stuff. Her illustrations have been
published in a poetry collection, She Rises: Uplifting Words for Anxious Girls. She lives in Los
Angeles.
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The public has voiced concern over the adverse effects of vaccines from the moment Dr. Edward
Jenner introduced the first smallpox vaccine in 1796. The controversy over childhood
immunization intensified in 1998, when Dr. Andrew Wakefield linked the MMR vaccine to autism.
Although Wakefield's findings were later discredited and retracted, and medical and scientific
evidence suggests routine immunisations have significantly reduced life-threatening conditions like
measles, whooping cough, and polio, vaccine refusal and vaccine-preventable outbreaks are on
the rise. This book explores vaccine hesitancy and refusal among parents in the industrialised
North. Although biomedical, public health, and popular science literature has focused on a
scientifically ignorant public, the real problem, Maya J. Goldenberg argues, lies not in
misunderstanding, but in mistrust. Public confidence in scientific institutions and government
bodies has been shaken by fraud, research scandals, and misconduct. Her book reveals how
vaccine studies sponsored by the pharmaceutical industry, compelling rhetorics from the
anti-vaccine movement, and the spread of populist knowledge on social media have all
contributed to a public mistrust of the scientific consensus. Importantly, it also emphasises how
historical and current discrimination in health care against marginalised communities continues to
shape public perception of institutional trustworthiness. Goldenberg ultimately reframes vaccine
hesitancy as a crisis of public trust rather than a war on science, arguing that having good
scientific support of vaccine efficacy and safety is not enough. In a fraught communications
landscape, Vaccine Hesitancy advocates for trust-building measures that focus on relationships,
transparency, and justice.

AUTHOR:
Maya J. Goldenberg is associate professor of philosophy in the Department of Philosophy at the
University of Guelph. Her research centers on the philosophy of science and medicine, with
interest in the connection between science and values.
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The first account in English of the Sant'Anna di Stazzema massacre and the last hunt for Nazi war
criminals.

On 12 August 1944, a unit of the 16th SS Panzergrenadier Division arrived in the village of
Sant'Anna, hidden high in the olive groves and chestnut woods of the Tuscan mountains.

Seeking reprisal, the SS killed 560 of the villagers, eighty of whom were under 16, one a
3-week-old baby. Survivors of the massacre, all young children at the time, have since
spearheaded a 75-year campaign to bring the killers to justice.

In the process these Italians – now pensioners – have exposed an international judicial cover-up
stretching across Europe, and lasting three generations. None of the SS killers responsible for the
most notorious war crime in Italy's history have ever been caught, or served a day in prison. Ten
were sentenced to life imprisonment in absentia by Italian courts as Germany refused to
extradite them. From Tuscany to Rome and to the modern day streets of Hamburg and the
government ministries of Bonn. The Olive Trees Screamed Murder tells the comprehensive story
of the massacre at Sant'Anna di Stazzema, and the 75-year international failure to bring the
killers to justice.

AUTHOR:
Christian Jennings is a British freelance foreign correspondent and the author of eight works of
non-fiction. Since 1988, he has been writing books and journalism on international current
affairs, modern history and popular science for publications ranging from The Economist and
Reuters to Wired, The Guardian, and The Scotsman.
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A comprehensive examination of Angkor's last 120 years. Over 180 unusual and little-known
photographs. Accessible scholarly treatment of one of the world's most iconic sites. Insights into
Angkor's importance for the Khmer people. Insightful reflections on Angkor's transformation as a
tourist destination.

John Burgess masterfully brings to life the modern history of Cambodia s fabled Angkor temples,
from their discovery by French explorers in the mid-19th century, through the decades of French
colonialism, to the tragic wars and genocide in the latter part of the 20th century. He explains
how the temples miraculously survive while so much of Cambodia has been lost or changed
forever... An invaluable and riveting book about one of the greatest man-made wonders of the
world. -Jon Swain, author of River of Time: A Memoir of Vietnam and Cambodia

John Burgess, a seasoned journalist who has visited Cambodia many times since 1969, has
written five absorbing books about Angkorian civilisation, including two finely imagined novels. His
latest, Angkor's Temples in the Modern Era, is deftly written, sumptuously illustrated, and highly
recommended. - David Chandler, author of A History of Cambodia

John Burgess brings his writing skills and expert knowledge to the story of Angkor's relationship
with the modern world. More than a thousand years ago, the Khmer civilization arose in what is
now Cambodia. Its famous sandstone temples, such as Angkor Wat, are, except for the
Cambodian people themselves, that civilization's sole survivors. Yet, despite many international
attempts to protect the temples, the ravages of the 20th and 21st centuries wars, tourism,
greed, politics, and plunder are a far greater a threat than the jungle ever was. Burgess' book is
a must-read. - Stanley Cloud, former Saigon and Washington bureau chief of Time magazine 
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Following Britain and the Ocean Road, Ian Friel expertly navigates the history of Britain and the
sea from the Middle Ages to modern times. With Breaking Seas, Broken Ships, we follow the
story of Britain's maritime history through some of it's most dramatic shipwrecks. From the
country's imperial zenith to the very different world of the early twenty-first century we
encounter an extraordinary range of people, ships and events, including... the crew and
passengers of a state-of-the-art Victorian steamship who vanished in the Atlantic; the sailors of a
doomed collier brig in the dying days of sail - and the wives and children they left behind; a lowly
ex-naval stoker who went into showbiz with his version of a disaster caused by an admiral; a First
World War merchant ship captain who fought a running battle with German U-Boats; the courage
and compassion shown by British sailors who escaped their dive-bombed ships; the people who
confronted the 'black tide' left by the oil tanker Torrey Canyon; how the container ship has
helped to make a new world for us all - for better or worse. With people at the heart of every
chapter, it explores major environmental themes alongside the traditional concerns of maritime
history, such as trade, social issues and naval warfare. Their experiences tell us the story of
Britain's maritime past, one that is remarkable, moving and at times horrifying. Based on brand
new scholarship, it is perfect for history enthusiasts, professional historians and archaeologists
alike.

AUTHOR:
Dr Ian Friel is a maritime historian with an international reputation and wide experience of
historical and archaeological work, including the 17th-century Swash Channel Wreck (which he
successfully identified as the Fame of Hoorn) and studies of sunken First World War tankers for
an environmental project. He worked in museums for many years, including the National
Maritime Museum, Greenwich and the Mary Rose Trust, and became an independent historian,
museum consultant and writer in 2007. He has broadcast on TV and radio, and most recently
undertook research for an episode of BBC TV's Who Do You Think You Are? Ian is the author of
The Good Ship, The British Museum Maritime History of Britain and Ireland, Henry V's Navy and
Britain and the Ocean Road, along with many papers, reports and other publications. 
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Take a walk around a park trodden by many but known by few. From Lancaster House, venue of
famous speeches and summits, to 100 Piccadilly, the stage of an ongoing Soviet-themed reality
experience, The Buildings of Green Park captures the unseen history of these well-travelled
streets.

Green Park boasts a plethora of London landmarks, including Bridgewater House and the Canada
Gates. The Buildings of Green Park gives each of these sites the attention they deserve, while
also celebrating a multitude of overlooked buildings: those that are passed every day without
comment from the guides. Local history, old photographs, paintings and floorplans offer a
tantalising peek into the backstory behind these backdrops. Moving through the winter and into
the spring, Andrew Jones’s crisp photography captures a London shaped by past, present and
hopes for the future. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  A detailed historical study of the buildings of Mayfair and St James's
•  Short, accessible and informative anecdotes about buildings and monuments
•  Photographs accompanied by black-and-white pictures and period art

255 colour, 65 b/w illustrations
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Although the children's story Alice in Wonderland has been in print for over 150 years, the
mysteries and rumours surrounding the story and its creator Lewis Carroll have continued to
grow. The Dark Side of Alice in Wonderland is the first time anyone has investigated the vast
range of darker, more threatening aspects of this famous story and the way Alice has been
transformed over the years. This is the Alice of horror films, Halloween, murder and mystery,
spectral ghosts, political satire, mental illnesses, weird feasts, Lolita, Tarot, pornography and
steampunk. The Beatles based famous songs such as 'Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds' and 'I am
a Walrus' on Alice in Wonderland, while she has even attracted the attention of world famous
artists including Salvador Dali. Take a look at why the Japanese version of Lolita is so different to
that of novelist Vladimir Nabokov - yet both are based on Alice. This is Alice in Wonderland as
you have never seen her before: a dark, sometimes menacing, and threatening character. Was
Carroll all that he seemed? The stories of his child friends, nude photographs and sketches affect
the way modern audiences look at the writer. Was he just a lonely academic, closet paedophile,
brilliant puzzle maker or even Jack the Ripper? For a book that began life as a simple children's
story, it has resulted in a vast array of dark concepts, ideas and mysteries. So step inside the
world of Alice in Wonderland and discover a dark side you never knew existed!

AUTHOR:
Angela Youngman is a professional journalist and author living in Norfolk. She is the author of
several books including Norfolk: A Dog Walker's Guid, Gardening: A Beginner's Guide, Green
Roofs Guide, and Kiddiwalks Norfolk. She is a member of the International Travel Writers Alliance
and writes for a range of travel and lifestyle magazines and websites. Angela loves fantasy and
reading, and has always been fascinated by Alice in Wonderland in its many guises. 
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The name of Joseph Ritson, born in Stockton-on-Tees in 1752, will be familiar to very few
people. The name of Robin Hood is known the world over. Yet it was Ritson whose research in
the late eighteenth century ensured the survival of the Robin Hood legend. He travelled all over
the country looking for ancient manuscripts which told of the life and deeds of England's most
famous outlaw. Without his efforts, the legend of Robin Hood might have gone the way of other
medieval outlaws such as Adam Bell - famous in their day but not so much now. Yet this is not
only a story about the formation of the Robin Hood legend. Ritson's story is one of rags to riches.
Born in humble circumstances, his aptitude for learning meant that he rose through society's
ranks and became a successful lawyer, local official, and a gentleman. However, underneath the
genteel and bourgeois facade of Joseph Ritson, Esq. was a revolutionary: having travelled to
Paris at the height of the French Revolution, he was captivated by the revolutionaries' ideology of
liberte, egalite, fraternite. He returned to England as a true democrat who sought the abolition of
the British monarchy and the 'rotten' parliamentary system and wished for French Revolution and
its reign of terror to spread over to England. This the history of the life and times of Joseph
Ritson: gentleman, scholar, and revolutionary.

AUTHOR:
Dr Stephen Basdeo is a lecturer at Richmond: The American International University. He
researches the history of famous British heroes such as Robin Hood and Wat Tyler. He is the
author of several peer-reviewed academic publications but also enjoys writing for a general
audience, and has written several books for Pen and Sword. 
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Dianne D'Cotta has always liked making records of her travel and local surroundings and a few
years ago started to put together grids of 9 photos on different themes, to save space and tell a
story. One day she posted one of them on the popular 'You Know You Grew Up in Falmouth
When ...' Facebook site and before long had a following, which has continued to grow.

Interspersing small details like palm trees and signs with larger views of familiar places, this book
includes the areas visitors know and love, such as the quirky shops along the high street, the long
seafront and beautiful beaches, but also the places local people will recognise, such as Jacob's
Ladder, Little Dennis and the Docks Choir. People love how she captures the historically
interesting, seaside, arty, university, botanically diverse, foodie, community minded, working port
town that is Falmouth.

AUTHOR:
Dianne D'Cotta worked for the London Library service for 23 years where she ran displays,
workshops and arts exhibitions.She moved to Falmouth 19 years ago and set about capturing the
colourful town. She posted on social media and before long built up a loyal following. 
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Intrepid journalist Nellie Bly raced through a 'man's world' - alone and literally with just the
clothes on her back - to beat the fictional record set by Jules Verne's Phileas Fogg in Around the
World in 80 Days. She won the race on 25 January 1890, covering 21,740 miles by ocean liner
and train in 72 days, and became a global celebrity. Although best known for her record-breaking
journey, even more importantly Nellie Bly pioneered investigative journalism and paved the way
for women in the newsroom. Her undercover reporting, advocacy for women's rights, crusades
for vulnerable children, campaigns against oppression and steadfast conviction that 'nothing is
impossible' makes the world that she circled a better place. Adventurer, journalist and author,
Rosemary J Brown, set off 125 years later to retrace Nellie Bly's footsteps in an expedition
registered with the Royal Geographical Society. Through her recreation of that epic global
journey, she brings to life Nellie Bly's remarkable achievements and shines a light on one of the
world's greatest female adventurers and a forgotten heroine of history.

AUTHOR:
Rosemary J Brown is a journalist for newspapers and magazines in the UK, USA and France. An
avid traveller, she is a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society and a Churchill Fellow. In her
quest to put female adventurers 'back on the map' she speaks at the Globetrotters Club, Women
of the World festivals and schools, and helped to organise The Heritage of Women in Exploration
conference at the Royal Geographical Society. 
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The Potsdam Conference (officially known as the "Berlin Conference"), was held from 17 July to 2
August 1945 at Cecilienhof Palace, the home of Crown Prince Wilhelm, in Brandenburg, and saw
the leaders of the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union and the United States, gathered together to
decide how to demilitarise, denazify, decentralise, and administer Germany, which had agreed to
unconditional surrender on 8 May (VE Day). They determined that the remaining German
populations in Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary - both the ethnic (Sudeten) and the more
recent arrivals (as part of the long-term plan for the domination of Eastern Europe) - should to
be transferred to Germany, but despite an undertaking that these would be effected in an
orderly and humane manner, the expulsions were carried out in a ruthless and often brutal
manner. Land was seized with farms and houses expropriated; the occupants placed into camps
prior to mass expulsion from the country. Many of these were labour camps already occupied by
Jews who had survived the concentration camps, where they were equally unwelcome. Further
cleansing was carried out in Romania and Yugoslavia, and by 1950, an estimated 11.5 million
German people had been removed from Eastern Europe with up to three million dead. The
number of ethnic Germans killed during the 'cleansing' period is suggested at 500,000, but in
1958, Statistisches Bundesamt (the Federal Statistical Office of Germany) published a report
which gave the figure of 1.6 million relating to expulsion-related population losses in Poland
alone. Further investigation may in due course provide a more accurate figure to avoid the
accusation of sensationalism.

AUTHOR:
Peter C. Brown is a writer of local and military history books for more than a decade and has
also written for magazines and websites. Initially entering into investigative research on behalf of
families of soldiers and ex-pats from around the world, he collaborated with other authors before
being prompted by a fellow writer to capitalise on his interests and publish his own work. Peter is
originally from Southend-on-Sea, and now lives in Lincolnshire. 
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Our enduring love of vampires - the bad boys (and girls) of paranormal fantasy - has persisted
for centuries. Despite being bloodthirsty, heartless killers, vampire stories commonly carry erotic
overtones that are missing from other paranormal or horror stories. Even when monstrous teeth
are sinking into pale, helpless throats - especially then - vampires are sexy. But why? In A
History Of The Vampire In Popular Culture, author Violet Fenn takes the reader through the
history of vampires in 'fact' and fiction, their origins in mythology and literature and their
enduring appeal on tv and film. We'll delve into the sexuality - and sexism - of vampire lore, as
well as how modern audiences still hunger for a pair of sharp fangs in the middle of the night.

AUTHOR:
Violet Fenn has always been fascinated by human behaviour. She specialises in frank and
straightforward investigations into the changing cultural attitudes towards sex and mortality and
was once turned down for a job at an undertaker's for being 'too interested in death'. She lives
in Shropshire with her children, a menagerie of pets and endless beautiful but pointless clutter.
She firmly believes that black is the happiest colour and that there is no such thing as too much
red lipstick. 
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Adolf Hitler - a ranting, evil demagogue whose insane ambitions and beliefs took the world to the
brink of extinction and caused the deaths of millions. And yet there was another side to the
Fuhrer, one that was rarely seen and even now remains unknown by most people. It was a
softer side, a gentler side that, in the main, came out only in his dealings with the women in his
life. With his secretaries and other female staff he was caring and considerate - almost without
exception they have recorded that he was an employer of compassion and understanding,
someone who was really interested in their lives. Eva Braun is a well-known figure but she was
not alone in her role as the Fuhrer's lover. Dozens of women preceded her, people like Mitzi
Reiter, Henny Hoffmann and his own niece Geli Raubal. To them and the many more who spent
time alone with him, Hitler was the ultimate romantic, someone to love and in return be loved
back. Hitler was adored by the women of Germany. They flocked in their thousands to see him,
to hear him speak. In their eyes he could do no wrong. They might never meet him but they
could look, they could listen - and they could fantasise about a future that would never happen.
Without the support of women, their help and guidance, Hitler might never have risen to power.
In the wild post-war days the Society women of Munich gave him shelter and encouragement.
They gave him space and time to climb the slippery political ladder to the top. At the pinnacle of
the German state, he used and abused their adulation and support to maintain his position.
Women had taught him how to behave, how to be accepted by polite society. Women had
funded his Nazi Party and helped give him an ideology to underpin his movement. He accepted
that as his right but ultimately he repaid them by leading the country to the edge of destruction.
This book, Hitler and His Women, looks at all of the women in Hitler's life, his lovers and his
passing flings. From his mother and sisters to a teenage infatuation with a girl he never actually
met, from actresses like Zara Leander to English aristocrat Unity Mitford, it examines the
relationships and how they affected the course of history. The findings may well astound you.

AUTHOR:
Phil Carradice is a well-known novelist, poet and historian. He has written well over 60 books, the
most recent being Following in the Footsteps of Henry Tudor and Bloody Mary, both for Pen and
Sword, and the novel Stargazers (Accent). He broadcasts regularly on radio and television and is
regarded as one of the best creative writing teachers in Wales. 
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This book gives an overview of each of the British Prime Ministers of the 20th century,
summarising their premierships, their policies, and the key events. It is lavishly illustrated with
images of documents from The National Archives which give a fresh dimension to the study of
the Prime Minister's role, providing insights into their personalities and the pressures that Prime
Ministers are subject to. Handwritten comments by Prime Ministers enable the reader to connect
with the individual and how they felt at the time. There are dramatic episodes and examples of
forthright reactions, but flashes of humour too.

AUTHOR:
Mark Dunton is Principal Records Specialist for Contemporary records at The National Archives,
specialising in 20th century British political, social and economic history. Mark is a regular media
spokesperson for The National Archives on the annual releases of governmental files and has
given numerous television, radio and press interviews about the Prime Minister's office records
and Cabinet Papers.
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The tombstone of Julia Velva, one of the best-preserved examples from Roman Britain, was
found close to a Roman road just outside the centre of York. Fifty years old when she died in the
early third century, Julia Velva was probably from a wealthy family able to afford a fine
monument. Patrick Ottaway uses the tombstone as the starting point to investigate what the
world she lived in was like. Drawing on the latest archaeological discoveries and scientific
techniques, the author describes the development of Roman York's legionary fortress, civilian
town and surrounding landscape. He also looks at manufacturing and trade, and considers the
structure of local society along with the latest analytical evidence for people of different ethnic
backgrounds. Aspects of daily life discussed include literacy, costume, cosmetics and diet. There
are also chapters dedicated to the abundant York evidence for religion and burial customs. This
book presents a picture of what one would have found on the edge of a great Empire at a time
when York itself was at the height of its importance. Illustrated with dozens of photographs,
specially prepared plans and illustrations, this is an excellent study of one of Roman Britain's
most important places.

AUTHOR:
Patrick Ottaway has been an archaeologist for over 40 years, first in Winchester and
subsequently in York where he was manager of the fieldwork team at York Archaeological Trust.
Latterly he has been a consultant for commercial clients and public bodies on archaeological and
cultural heritage matters. He has a doctorate in archaeology at York University, has been a tutor
in archaeology for Hull, Leeds and York universities and is a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries.
He is the author of Roman York (History Press, 2004) and Roman Yorkshire (Blackthorn Press,
2013) as well as numerous academic reports and journal articles. 
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Without doubt it was one of the toughest jobs. Faced with ruthless criminal, trigger-happy
gunslingers and assorted desperados, the lawmen of the Old West tried, and sometimes died, in
their efforts to bring some semblance of order to their towns and communities. There were
Marshals, City Marshals and Constables who were employed by the local townspeople and whose
authority was restricted to within the town or city limits. Then there were the County Sheriffs,
who were elected by the citizens of the county, to keep the peace within the county, or the Texas
Rangers and Arizona Rangers, who operated under the jurisdiction of their respective state
governors and later US Marshals.The United States Marshals were appointed by the President of
the United States and had the authority to operate anywhere in the USA and deal with federal
crime. Each of these law enforcement officers employed their own deputies, all of whom had the
same powers of enforcement. Some believed that former criminals would make the most
effective lawmen. Consequently, in some cases notorious gunfighters were employed as town
marshals to help bring law and order to some of the most lawless of towns. These lawmen had
to deal with the likes of the Dalton Gang, the James Brothers and the Rufus Buck Gang who
thought nothing of raping and murdering innocent people just for the hell of it. These outlaws
would frequently hide in the Indian Territory where there was no law to extradite them. The only
law outside of the Indian Territory was that of Judge Isaac Parker, who administered the rules
with an iron fist; the gallows at Fort Smith laid testament to his work. The requirements needed
to be a peace officer in the Wild West were often determined only by the individual's skill with a
gun, and their courage. At times judgement was needed with only seconds to determine it, and
that also meant that there was the odd occasion where justice and law never quite meant the
same thing. The expression 'justice without law' was never truer than in the formative years of
the West.

AUTHOR:
Terry C. Treadwell was born and educated in Bournemouth. Having served in the Royal Air Force,
in telecommunications, and travelled the world quite extensively, including working in Australia
for a short period, he was European Correspondent for Naval Aviation News (the official aviation
magazine for the US Navy) and Wings of Gold (US) for ten years. Married with a son, Terry was
employed by British Telecom for most of his working life, before he retired in 1995. 
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The first book to tell the remarkable story of one of Britain's most famous jewels, tracing its
journey from Constantinople to London.

Admiral Lord Nelson's diamond Chelengk is one of the most famous and iconic jewels in British
history. Presented to Nelson by the Sultan Selim III of Turkey after the Battle of the Nile in 1798,
the jewel had thirteen diamond rays to represent the French ships captured or destroyed at the
action. A central diamond star on the jewel was powered by clockwork to rotate in wear. Nelson
wore the Chelengk on his hat like a turban jewel, sparking a fashion craze for similar jewels in
England. The jewel became his trademark to be endlessly copied in portraits and busts to this
day.

After Trafalgar, the Chelengk was inherited by Nelson's family and worn at the Court of Queen
Victoria. Sold at auction in 1895 it eventually found its way to the newly opened National
Maritime Museum in Greenwich where it was a star exhibit. In 1951 the jewel was stolen in a
daring raid by an infamous cat-burglar and lost forever.

For the first time, Martyn Downer tells the extraordinary true story of the Chelengk: from its gift
to Nelson by the Sultan of Turkey to its tragic post-war theft, charting the jewel's journey
through history and forging sparkling new and intimate portraits of Nelson, of his friends and
rivals, and of the woman he loved.

AUTHOR:
Martyn Downer is the world s leading specialist in objects, relics and artefacts relating to the life
and career of Admiral Lord Nelson. Formerly Head of Jewellery at Sotheby s, London, he is the
author of several books, including Nelson s Purse, a best-selling account of his discovery of a lost
trove of Nelson treasures. 
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The 'Wild West', or American Frontier as it is also known, developed in the years following the
American Civil War. However, this period of myth-making cowboys, infamous gunslingers, not
always law-abiding lawmen, and saloon madams, is as much the product of fiction writers and
film makers as reality. The outlaw came into his, or indeed her, own in the mid to late 19th
century. Some of these individuals, men such as Billy the Kid, William Clarke Quantrill, Butch
Cassidy or Harry Longabaugh, better known as the Sundance Kid, became household names.
Many of those who roamed America's West in the period between 1850 and 1900 often appear
as colourful, romanticised, legendary characters. This includes the likes of Frank and Jesse
James, who had stepped outside the law due to the harshness of life after the Civil War or under
circumstances beyond their control. The majority of outlaws, though, were anonymous common
criminals. In 1877, for example, the State Adjutant General of Texas, published 'wanted posters'
for some 5,000 outlaws and bandits in the Rio Grande district alone, almost all of whom have
since vanished into the mists of time. When it comes to the Wild West, it is important to separate
fact from fiction. Of the known recorded killings by the various outlaws and gunfighters, Billy the
Kid killed four men, not the twenty that some writers attributed to him. A notorious gunslinger,
John Wesley Hardin was said to have killed twenty-seven men, but was only charged with one
murder. Wild Bill Hickok killed three men, two of them in Abilene whilst he was City Marshal, and
one in Springfield, Missouri, for which he was tried and found not guilty. Clay Allison, however,
was thought to have killed at least fifteen men in his time as a gunfighter, whilst some of the
outlaw gangs, such as the Rufus Buck Gang and the Evans Gang, were particularly violent and
ruthless. The days of the outlaws of the Wild West gradually came to an end at the turn of the
nineteenth into the twentieth century. The legends, however, live on.

AUTHOR:
Terry C. Treadwell was born and educated in Bournemouth. Having served in the Royal Air Force,
in telecommunications, and travelled the world quite extensively, including working in Australia
for a short period, he was European Correspondent for Naval Aviation News (the official aviation
magazine for the US Navy) and Wings of Gold (US) for ten years. 
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Austria's Anschluss - its 'annexation' - saw no gunfire, no blood-curdling screams of Stukas
overhead or the rumble of heavy artillery when German troops marched in on 12 March 1938. It
was no 'Blitzkrieg': on the contrary, some Austrians even welcomed the 'invaders' and the
opportunity to unite the ethnic German peoples under the rule of Austria's most infamous son,
Adolf Hitler. Austria's wealth of natural and mineral resources were especially useful to support
the Third Reich's aggression in Europe. The Nazis were keen to exploit these assets and many
Austrians benefited from increased employment. However, any initial euphoria was soon replaced
by fear and anxiety as the brutal reality of the new regime became apparent. Here is the
remarkable story of Herti Bryan who, as a young child, witnessed the totalitarian nightmare of
Hitler's dream for world domination. Standing up for what she believed to be right, Herti acted
courageously to frustrate the occupying Nazis. In addition to Herti's story, we learn of the
experiences of Milly Keller and Hilde Schubert who shared contempt for the Nazi occupiers. The
three girls vividly describe their different experiences during the war, although there is a striking
similarity in the even greater terror they were subjected to under the Russian 'liberators'. In this
volume the lives of Herti, Milly and Hilde come together to reveal an astonishing picture of life in
occupied Austria. Drawing on unimaginable fortitude, these girls defied domination and fought
fearlessly, risking their own lives, to carry out their moral obligation to humanity. This is their
story, in their own words and told for the first time.

AUTHORS:
Tim Heath was born into a military family. Following the successful debut of Hitler's Girls, Tim has
published a number of titles, expertly 'shining a light' on the overlooked parts of an otherwise
heavily scrutinised period of modern history. 

Herti Bryan was born in Graz, Austria in 1929. Her happy childhood was marred by the rise of the
Third Reich and the oppression of the Nazi occupation of her country and, later, by Russian
forces. A committed 'anglophile', Herti used her initiative to thwart the Nazi war effort, eventually
becoming an interpreter in the post-war resettlement of displaced persons programmes. She
continued to work with Special Intelligence forces in Graz for several years before relocating to
England. After a full and varied working life, Herti retired to Mullion in Cornwall. 

Virginia Wells grew up in Kent and Devon. She moved to Cornwall in 1971 and taught English to
secondary school pupils for many years. Since retiring, Ginny has become involved in a number
of community-based activities. Her friendship with Herti led to helping her write and edit her
story. 
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"America's first power couple," John and Abigail Adams enjoyed a relationship of mutual respect
and affection. Their exchange of more than 1,000 letters - from their 1762 courtship to the end
of John's political career in 1801 - covers topics ranging from politics and military strategy to
household matters and family health. 

"An extraordinarily personal view of our country's founding." - The New York Times.

AUTHORS:
John Adams (1735–1826) was America's first Vice President and its second Chief Executive. The
Harvard-educated lawyer was a leader in the movement for independence, playing an active role
in the Continental Congress and serving in Europe as a diplomat. His single-term administration
was marked by turbulence in both foreign and domestic affairs. He became a prolific writer upon
his retirement from public office, conducting a voluminous correspondence with his friend and
rival Thomas Jefferson.

Abigail Smith Adams (1744–1818) was an early advocate for women's rights, taking particular
interest in access to formal education. The mother of six, including President John Quincy Adams,
she ran the family farm during her husband's long absences and served as First Lady.
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The Snatch Racket uncovers the massive wave of kidnapping that shook the nation's
communities. An estimated three thousand Americans were kidnapped for ransom in the year
1931. They were early victims of a kidnapping wave that grew to be an epidemic in the twilight
days of Prohibition as urban gangs looked for new revenue streams to replace the once lucrative
business of bootlegging. Wealthy families and celebrities began purchasing kidnap insurance,
hiring armed chauffeurs and bodyguards, and carrying loaded handguns. Some sent their
children to school or summer camp in Europe to get them out of harm's way. Guards kept kidnap
watch over both President Hoover and President Roosevelt's grandchildren. The "Kidnapped," as
the racketeers referred to it, reached its peak in 1933 and 1934: "Recent Kidnappings in
America" was a regular feature in the New York Times, and Time magazine included kidnappings
along with its weekly list of notable births, deaths, and other milestones. The Snatch Racket is
the frightening story of this crime epidemic and the three-year War against Kidnappers waged by
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's administration to eradicate it. At the heart of the narrative are
some of the most iconic names of the twentieth century: Rockefeller, Ford, Lindbergh, Roosevelt,
Hoover, Capone, Schwarzkopf, and Babe Ruth. All were caught up in some way in the kidnap
frenzy - as victims and intended victims, as law enforcement officials and political leaders, or as
individuals attempting to alleviate suffering or to benefit personally somehow from the scourge
that took such a toll on the country. The War against Kidnappers also revolutionised and
modernized law enforcement in the United States, dramatically expanding the powers of the
federal government in the fight against not only kidnapping but many new types of interstate
crime. It would make J. Edgar Hoover the face of law enforcement in America, a role he would
play for another three decades. Not least, the crime of kidnapping would be recognised as a
devastating form of domestic terrorism against which the public would come to expect special
protection from government, making the War against Kidnappers the first of the declared wars
on terrorism that continue today.

AUTHOR:
Carolyn Cox is a retired partner of the law firm of WilmerHale, Washington DC; a former law
clerk to Judge Frank M. Johnson Jr., U.S. District Court for the Middle District of Alabama; and
former adjunct professor at Georgetown University Law Center and American University Law
School. 
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To have sailed on 'the voyage of the century' aboard White Star Line's RMS Titanic - described at
the time as 'a floating palace' - was like being one of the first passengers to fly on Concorde. On
10 April 1912, people from all walks of life began embarking on Titanic, then the largest ship
afloat, for what was to be the trip of a lifetime on the ship's maiden voyage across the north
Atlantic. Many were looking forward to starting new lives in the United States. However, just
before midnight on Sunday, 14 April 1912, Titanic's crew began to send out distress signals
stating, 'We have struck an iceberg'. The liner had been steaming at speed when it collided with
an enormous iceberg which stripped off her bilge under the waterline for more than 100 yards,
opened up five of the front compartments and flooded the coal bunker servicing one of the
boilers. The damage was fatal, and some three hours after the disaster began to unfold the last
visible part of Titanic slipped beneath the waves. There were only sixteen lifeboats and four
collapsible dinghies - which was completely insufficient for the number of passengers making the
crossing. As a consequence, more than 1,500 passengers and crew died: two out of every three
people onboard perished. Much has been written about the Titanic disaster, and it has been the
subject matter for several films. The author is well-known for his depth of research and his
attention to detail, and in a new style of format, he has selected fifty people involved in the
disaster, and by using their specific eyewitness accounts he has managed to make the confusing
situation much clearer, making it possible for the reader to experience the dreadful events as
they unfolded. The book also includes biographical tributes to the fifty people, who came from all
walks of life and geographical regions, telling who they were, their experiences during the
disaster, and what happened to those who were fortunate enough to survive.

AUTHOR:
James Bancroft has produced more than 100 books and articles, the subjects of which reflect his
varied interests. He has contributed a number of articles for The New Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography, and his book Rorke's Drift: The Zulu War, 1879 has been re-printed seven
times. His JWB Historical Library, compiled over four decades, is one of the largest private
collections of its kind in the world. When he is not writing, James enjoys singing and playing and
listening to music, and being with his growing family. 
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As the fight for women's rights continues, and whilst men and women alike push for gender
equality around the globe, this book aims to introduce readers to four women who, in their own
way, challenged and defied the societal expectations of the time in which they lived. Some chose
to be writers, some were successful business women, some chose to nurture and protect, some
travelled the globe, some were philanthropists. Each one made the conscious decision not to
marry a man. Elizabeth Isham of Lamport Hall, Ann Robinson of Saltram, Anne Lister of Shibden
Hall and Rosalie Chichester of Arlington Court. These are elite women, all connected to country
houses or from noble families throughout the UK, and this book explores to what extent privilege
gave them the opportunity to choose the life they wanted, thus guiding the reader to challenge
their own beliefs about elite women throughout history. This book is unique in that it brings the
stories of real historical women to light - some of which have never been written about before,
whilst also offering an introduction to the history of marriage and societal expectations of
women. Starting in 1609 and travelling chronologically up to 1949, with a chapter for each
woman, this book tells their remarkable stories, revealing how strong, resilient and powerful
women have always been.

AUTHOR:
Charlotte Furness was born and raised in Huddersfield West Yorkshire. After completing a BA in
English, and an MA in Country House Studies at the University of Leicester, she started a career
in heritage, working for English Heritage, Lamport Hall, Harewood House, Temple Newsam
House, Renishaw Hall and more. She now works as a full-time writer and heritage historian,
exploring women's history and the history of the country house. 
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The accomplishments, and initiatives, both social and economic, of Edward Watkin are almost too
many to relate. Though generally known for his large-scale railway projects, becoming chairman
of nine different British railway companies as well as developing railways in Canada, the USA,
Greece, India and the Belgian Congo, he was also responsible for a stream of remarkable
projects in the nineteenth century which helped shape people's lives inside and outside Britain. As
well as holding senior positions with the London and North Western Railway, the Worcester and
Hereford Railway and the Manchester, Sheffield & Lincolnshire Railway, Watkin became president
of the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. He was also director of the New York, Lake Erie and
Western Railways, as well as the Athens-Piraeus Railway. Watkin was also the driving force in the
creation of the Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire Railway's 'London Extension' - the Great
Central Main Line down to Marylebone in London. This, though, was only one part of his great
ambition to have a high-speed rail link from Manchester to Paris and ultimately to India. This, of
course, involved the construction of a Channel tunnel. Work on this began on both sides of the
Channel in 1880 but had to be abandoned due to the fear of invasion from the Continent. He
also purchased an area of Wembley Park, serviced by an extension of his Metropolitan Railway.
He developed the park into a pleasure and events destination for urban Londoners, which later
became the site of Wembley Stadium. It was also the site of another of Watkin's enterprises, the
'Great Tower in London' which was designed to be higher than the Eiffel Tower but was never
completed. Little, though, is known about Watkin's personal life, which is explored here through
the surviving diaries he kept. The author, who is the chair of The Watkin Society, which aims to
promote Watkin's life and achievements, has delved into the mind of one of the nineteenth
century's outstanding individuals.

AUTHOR:
Geoff Scargill was educated at Manchester Grammar School and Manchester University, where he
graduated with honours in German. Since 1961, he has lived with his wife, Pam, in Stockport,
and has one son, Peter. Geoff is a retired magistrate.He has been active for several years in
raising funds for cancer research through giving talks on a variety of subjects, though the most in
demand is his presentation on Edward Watkin. It is called The Last Laugh of the Railway King,
which is the title of one of the chapters of this book. 
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHORS

The first book to explore the lives of pioneering women diplomats and development of equality in
the government.

Seemingly starting with the Suffragettes in the early twentieth century, the advancement of
women's rights in the UK has been nonstop in the succeeding decades. Proponents of the cause
have aimed for equality across all sectors: personal and civil rights, employment rights, equal pay
- and yet Britain's first official female ambassador was not appointed by the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office until 1976.

Here Elizabeth and Richard Warburton cast a detailed eye over the advancement of women as
diplomats and ambassadors up to the appointment of Dame Anne Warburton. Leaving no stone
unturned, they explore the culturally conservative, closed pillar of the Establishment - the Foreign
Office - in the context of the times, and of the development of women's rights both in the UK
and across the first world. Potted biographies of key players, including the three women who
reached ambassador level, are supported by first-person accounts of what it was like to be a
woman ambassador, and why they were the ones called to the task, filling an important gap in
the wide topic of women's history.

AUTHOR:
Elizabeth J. Warburton is a former employee of HM Foreign and Commonwealth Office, after
which she became a researcher for print and broadcast media. She is the niece of the first British
female ambassador Dame Anne Warburton DCVO CMG.P. Richard Warburton is a scientific
researcher and author of multiple articles. They live in Perth, Australia.
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The third edition of this best-selling book features greener formulas for homemade cleaning
products, expanded information on using essential oils for cleaning and sanitizing, and updated
packaging recommendations and preparation guidelines for a zero-waste approach.

In this updated edition of her best-selling book, The Naturally Clean Home, Karyn Siegel-Maier
brings together the formulas for home cleaning solutions that readers have trusted for years with
new information and ingredients updated to today's green standards. A new introduction shines a
light on the antiseptic properties of essential oils, addressing different grades of oil and their
effectiveness against bacteria and viruses, as well as updated safety precautions and cost.
Updated recipes eliminate Borax (banned as a food additive in the U.S. and from cosmetic and
cleaning products in the E.U.) from ingredient lists, replacing it with safe substitutes that include
citric acid powder, hydrogen peroxide, diatomaceous earth, cornstarch, washing soda, and baking
soda. New recipes show readers how to make easy, nontoxic, environmentally friendly substitutes
for popular cleaning products, including molded laundry and dishwasher tablets. Packaging
updates emphasise the use of glass containers for homemade cleaning products, to diminish
environmental impact of plastic waste.

AUTHOR:
Karyn Siegel-Maier is the best-selling author of The Naturally Clean Home and a writer who
specialises in herbal medicine, natural health and wellness, and green living. Her work has
appeared in numerous consumer and industry publications, including Mother Earth Living, Mother
Earth News, Let's Live, Natural Living Today, Real Woman, The Herb Quarterly, Delicious!, Better
Nutrition, Natural Pharmacy, and Energy Times. A life-long student of herbal wisdom, guided by
the seasons, she spends her time writing, foraging, gardening, cooking, and practicing the
botanical arts, from tincturing to blending teas and making natural products for the home and
body. She lives in the Catskill Mountains of New York and can be found online at
herbalmusings.com.
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One day all the screens went dark - and we couldn't even post about it.

We all dream about it: a life free of scrolling, tweeting, liking, faving, streaming, replying,
apologising for not replying, and other assaults on our poor, saturated brains. But what would an
analog world actually look like? Chris Colin, author of What to Talk About, paints a picture that's a
little Edenic and a little demented. Un-barraged by celeb gossip and political news, we begin to
notice nature again. We take walks, stare at the clouds, and listen to podcasts consisting of our
own thoughts. Snapchatting gives way to endless rounds of Go Fish. Minecraft is a game involving
sticks and leaves. We talk to our neighbours - not about the TV shows we're streaming - and
occasionally we fall in love. Delivered in a pitch-perfect, tongue-in-cheek biblical style, this little
book imagines an alternate reality that will hit home in our tech-addled worlds. Rinee Shah's
playful illustrations perfectly capture the absurdity of life reflected in our screens. Whether you're
addicted to tech or not, you'll see something of yourself when you put down your phone and pick
up this smart, funny book.

AUTHOR:
Chris Colin's writing has appeared in the New York Times Magazine, Pop-Up Magazine, Saveur,
Outside, Wired, Smithsonian, and Best American Science and Nature Writing. He is the author,
most recently, of What to Talk About, What Really Happened to the Class of '93, and Blindsight.
He co-wrote This Is Camino, which was nominated for a James Beard Award. He lives in San
Francisco, CA.

Rinee Shah's work spans multiple mediums, from music videos to mobile apps. Her clients include
Apple, The New York Times, Facebook, Fendi, O Magazine, Fitbit, and Simon & Schuster. She is
the author and illustrator of The Made-Up Words Project, a visual dictionary of made-up words.
She lives in Brooklyn, NY.
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Barbara Lane Interiors takes readers on a stunning photographic tour of the art-filled,
meticulously tailored interiors designed by Barbara Lane - whose lifelong passion for collecting
avant-garde paintings, sculpture, and furniture and whose acute attention to comfort, originality,
and custom detail are reflected in more than 25 homes and executive offices from New York to
Miami to Paris. Presented in this book for the first time, Lane's remarkable body of work,
spanning more than four decades, focuses fresh attention on the importance of art and design in
our everyday lives. Barbara Lane Interiors celebrates an international list of the 20th and 21st
centuries' most revered, inspiring, and groundbreaking artists, including Roy Lichtenstein, Robert
Longo, Claes Oldenburg, Cindy Sherman, Cy Twombly, and Andy Warhol. Lane's interiors also
present furniture by such 20th-century modern masters as Andre Arbus, Jean Royere, and
Jacques Quinet, as well as the work of the finest contemporary designers, including Eric Schmitt,
Philippe Anthonioz, Christian Astuguevieille, and many others. Captured by the design world's
most accomplished photographers, Barbara Lane's one-of-a-kind interiors offer a rare and deeply
personal invitation to enter the private spaces of visionary collectors.

AUTHOR:
Barbara Lane is the founder and creative director of Barbara Lane Interiors, the New York-based
design firm known for elegant interiors that reflect the designer's deep appreciation for fine art
and hand-fabricated, one-of-a-kind objects. As a businessperson, art collector, and an active
philanthropist, Lane has earned the trust and respect of an international roster of discerning
clients. Tracey Pruzan is a writer who has published widely on the subject of interior design.

SELLING POINTS:
• More than 200 images featuring featuring world-class art and interior design 
• Many previously unpublished interiors, seen here for the first time 
• Inside the private homes of the world's foremost collectors of modern and contemporary art 
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Plants change working environments, adding a touch of nature and style and improving the
indoor climate. Through their form, colour and type of growth, they represent a living design
material. Whether it is in an open-plan office, co-working space or employee lounge, their
positive effect on people is visible and tangible. This book is targeted towards those who want to
integrate plants into their spatial concepts. With current examples of greenterior design, artistic
plant constellations and insights into the design of plant pots, along with background knowledge
from exemplary projects and interior architecture with botany. 

AUTHOR:
The qualified carpenter and certified product designer Miriam Kopf is a specialist in spatial
installations. She has worked at various design agencies in Stuttgart and in 2015 founded the
botanical design studio Phyllis. Her focus is on the integration of indoor plant installations,
especially in working environments. She has coined the term 'greenterior design' and conveys her
approach through conceptual plant pop-up shops, constructive cooperations with architects and
inspiring workshops for students.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A wide-ranging manual for the design of green working environments
•  For a better indoor climate and greater wellbeing in the workplace
•  Plant and pot information with useful background knowledge
•  Clear examples with large-format photos, charmingly illustrated

160 colour illustrations
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An eminent constitutional scholar reveals how the explosion of rights is dividing America, and
shows how we can build a better system of justice.

You have the right to remain silent and the right to free speech. The right to worship, and to
doubt. The right to be free from discrimination, and to hate. The right to marry and to divorce;
to have children and to terminate a pregnancy. The right to life, and the right to own a gun.
 
Rights are a sacred part of American identity. Yet they were an afterthought for the Framers,
and early American courts rarely enforced them. Only as a result of the racial strife that
exploded during the Civil War - and a series of resulting missteps by the Supreme Court - did
rights gain such outsized power. The result is a system of legal absolutism that distorts our law
and debases our politics. Over and again, courts have treated rights conflicts as zero-sum games
in which awarding rights to one side means denying rights to others. As eminent legal scholar
Jamal Greene shows in How Rights Went Wrong, we need to recouple rights with justice - before
they tear society apart.

AUTHOR:
Jamal Greene is Dwight Professor of Law at Columbia Law School. A graduate of Harvard College
and Yale Law School and a former law clerk to Hon. John Paul Stevens, he was a reporter for
Sports Illustrated from 1999–2002. He lives in New York City.
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In Her Words is a unique snapshot of women in the legal profession from around the world at a
defining point in history: following a century of progress but in the midst of a global crisis causing
profound uncertainty.  

For International Women's Day 2020, women gathered across 6 continents to have their
photographs taken as part of the 'Face the Future' campaign, celebrating gender equality and
diversity in the law. Little did they know that we were on the verge of the Covid-19 pandemic,
which threatens to undo decades of progress. In Her Words features the portraits and written
reflections of this diverse group of women, united by the legal profession, on the extraordinary
times that followed that photoshoot and their expectations for the future.

Also available: First: 100 Years of Women in Law, 9781785512568

AUTHORS:
Dana Denis-Smith is the founder of the First 100 Years project, which launched in 2014 to chart
the history of women in law, and Next 100 Years, which aims to create a more equal future for
the next generation of female lawyers.  

Ashley Van De Casteele is the Campaign Manager of the First 100 Years and Next 100 Years
projects.  
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The definitive collection of nonfiction - from war reporting to literary criticism to the sharpest
political writing - from the "legend of American letters" (Vanity Fair)

Robert Stone was a singular American writer, a visionary whose award-winning novels - including
Dog Soldiers, Outerbridge Reach, and Damascus Gate - earned him comparisons to literary lions
ranging from Samuel Beckett to Ernest Hemingway to Graham Greene. Stone had an almost
prophetic grasp of the spirit of his age, which he captured with crystalline clarity in each of his
novels. Of course, he was also a sharp and brilliant observer of American life, and his nonfiction
writing is revelatory.  
 
The Eye You See With - the first and only collection of Robert Stone's nonfiction - was carefully
selected by award-winning novelist and Stone biographer Madison Smartt Bell. Divided into three
sections, the collection includes the best of Stone's war reporting, his writing on social change,
and his reflections on the art of fiction. This is an extraordinary volume that offers up a
clear-eyed look at the twentieth century and secures Robert Stone's place as one of the most
original figures in all of American letters. 

AUTHOR:
Robert Stone (1937–2015) was the acclaimed author of eight novels and two story collections,
including Dog Soldiers, winner of the National Book Award, and Bear and His Daughter, a finalist
for the Pulitzer Prize. His memoir, Prime Green, was published in 2007.
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From a gifted young writer, the story of his quest to reclaim his family's apartment building in
Poland - and of the astonishing entanglement with Nazi treasure hunters that follows 

Menachem Kaiser's brilliantly told story, woven from improbable events and profound revelations,
is set in motion when the author takes up his Holocaust-survivor grandfather's former battle to
reclaim the family's apartment building in Sosnowiec, Poland. Soon, he is on a circuitous path to
encounters with the long-time residents of the building, and with a Polish lawyer known as "The
Killer."  A surprise discovery - that his grandfather's cousin not only survived the war, but wrote a
secret memoir while a slave laborer in a vast, secret Nazi tunnel complex—leads to Kaiser being
adopted as a virtual celebrity by a band of Silesian treasure seekers who revere the memoir as
the indispensable guidebook to Nazi plunder. Propelled by rich original research, Kaiser immerses
readers in profound questions that reach far beyond his personal quest. What does it mean to
seize your own legacy? Can reclaimed property repair rifts among the living? Plunder is both a
deeply immersive adventure story and an irreverent, daring interrogation of inheritance -
material, spiritual, familial, and emotional. 

AUTHOR:
Menachem Kaiser holds an MFA in creative writing from the University of Michigan and was a
Fulbright Fellow to Lithuania. His writing has appeared in the Wall Street Journal, the Atlantic,
New York, and elsewhere. He lives in Brooklyn, NY.
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The touching, honest and laugh-out-loud account of what it's like to become a first-time mum
after 40.

Whatever your age, becoming a mum for the first time brings excitement, anxiety and numerous
challenges. But how do you cope when, to top it all off, you discover you are almost old enough
to be the mother of everyone else in your birth prep group? As one in five babies is born to a
mum over 35, and the number of women over 40 giving birth has doubled, The Secret Diary of a
New Mum (Aged 43 ¼) is Cari Rosen's timely and hilarious account of becoming a first-time
mother in her 40s.

Whether it's deftly side-stepping questions about your age and baby number two, weeping as
younger counterparts ping back into their size ten jeans within thirty seconds of giving birth, or
your doctor suddenly referring to you as geriatric Cari approaches the shared experiences of
many mothers with insight, humour and honesty.

AUTHOR:
Cari Rosen worked as a journalist for The Mirror, The Sunday People and Just Seventeen
magazine. She moved into television production, working on entertainment programmes, sport
and documentaries. These days Cari is a full-time writer and editor, who lives in London but
adheres firmly to the maxim 'You can take a girl out of Manchester - but you'll never take
Manchester out of the girl.'
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In May 2023, Israel will be celebrating the 75th anniversary of its founding as a state, and also
the 75th anniversary of the establishment of its air force.
 
The maturation of what was once the Israel Defence Force/Air Force (IDF/AF), and since 2005 is
the Israeli Air-Space Force (IASF), is a fascinating study of a military force working to meet
shifting obligations under multiple impediments while being repeatedly tested in combat. Many
factors over the seven and a half decades shaped its air fighting capability, not the least being
the demands of the evolving battlefield, uncertain funding, available weapons, and quality of
personnel. Tactics and doctrine were, in turn, shaped by government policies, international
pressures, and confronting adversaries likewise evolving. When the trials in war, or combat short
of war came, success was a measure of its weapons’ suitability, relevancy of training, and
experience of personnel.
 
Volume 2 documents the evolution of the Israeli air force from the aftermath of the 1973 war,
through the events in Lebanon and up to the present day. It stands apart from many other
books in performing this examination in a more dispassionate and critical manner, without the
common hyperbole. A great deal of space is devoted to description of constant shifts in its
equipment - especially aircraft and other weapons - and its organisational structure over time.
 
A summary of the geopolitical milieu in which Israel and its military institutions have dwelled over
the 75 years helps to explain the material acquisition and tactical choices while placing in context
the operations in which they were employed... Written at a time of historical challenges for
Israeli Air and Space Force, and the Israel Defence Forces as a whole, this is an exclusive, highly
informative and richly illustrated source of reference.
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The first English translation of a narrative of the German attack on Murmansk in 1941 by the
German quartermaster of the Mountain Corps Norway, Wilhelm Hess.

In 1941, military operations were conducted by large formations along the northern coast of
Scandinavia – for the first time in history of warfare. A modern army suddenly swept into that
isolated and inhospitable region that was yet to possess the level of importance it would later
assume in Cold War polar strategy. The Arctic Front was the northernmost theatre in the war
waged by Germany against Russia. For a period of four years, German troops from all branches
of the Wehrmacht fought side by side with Finnish border guard units. The high point of the war
on the Arctic Front was the assembly and advance of Germany’s Mountain Corps Norway in the
summer and autumn of 1941. Commanded by general of the mountain troops, Eduard Dietl, and
composed of the 2nd and 3rd Mountain Divisions, the Mountain Corps advanced out of occupied
North Norway, assembled in the Petsamo Corridor in North Finland, and struck into Russian
territory in an attempt to seize Murmansk. It did not reach its objective. This account of the
operation was written by Wilhelm Hess, quartermaster of the Mountain Corps Norway. He draws
upon his personal experience of the conditions and actions on the Arctic Front in order to describe
and analyse the environment, the sequence of events, and the reasons behind certain decisions.
In addition to describing how operations conducted by the Mountain Corps unfolded, Hess
provides insight as to how the terrain, the flow of supplies, and the war at sea impacted those
operations.

AUTHOR:
Wilhelm Hess was the quartermaster of Germany’s Mountain Corps Norway in 1941 and the
senior quartermaster of the Twentieth Mountain Army from 1942 until 1944. He wrote this book
on the Mountain Corps Norway in German in 1956 and then served in the West German Army
from 1956 until 1968.
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The second book ever made on this subject in the last century, and the first in English; both by
the same author.

The War of Spanish Succession is well known in English concerning Flanders and Germany, not
that much concerning Spain, not at all about Italy. Italian front was so important that the French
considered it as important as the German one, and committed there their best generals. William
III considered it to be far more important than Spain, and, in spite of having no British army
there, after King William's death London committed to it 1/10 of her war expense. It was
considered so important in Vienna that the Emperor sent there his best general. Last, it was the
front where all the French hopes to submit Europe died in Turin in 1706 after the first dramatic
wound they suffered in Blenheim in 1704.

AUTHOR:
Ciro Paoletti is Italian, born in 1962, Master in Rome, Phd in Paris. He authored more than 400
works, including 24 books, more than 60 conference papers and more than 140 articles in Italy
and abroad. He is the current General Secretary of the Italian Commission of Military History and
a member of two other Italian, two non Italian and an international historical organisation. 
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The teaching of Historical European Martial Arts has widespread appeal with numerous clubs in
many countries. However, comparatively few people who run their own club have qualifications
that would make them an instructor in traditional martial arts organisations. Even those with such
qualifications lack in-depth cohesive resources for teaching a given style - often because they can
only work from incomplete sources. Thus, the need for a book which is grounded in exhaustive
research into historical teaching methods and in particular focusing on the specific style of
Sigmund Ringeck, who was himself a teacher of fighting arts in the late 14th century or the early
or mid-15th century. In The Art of Longsword Fighting, Benjamin J. Smith therefore offers the
broader information necessary for teachers of historical swordsmanship to deliver courses based
on original, authentic techniques. This includes the various cutting methods, the role of
competition in learning these arts, the mechanics of the interpretive process, and insights into
how to use a wide range of activities to enhance students' experience. All of this is achieved
through a panoply of photographs showing each move along with explanatory diagrams as well
as detailing how and when to introduce each next step in a manner that is faithful to Ringeck's
style. There is no current literature available which demonstrates how each move should be
undertaken and, most importantly, why each step should be taken in the sequences described.
There is no doubt that a book of this nature has been long awaited and will be welcomed by
instructors and students alike as well as those general readers interested in fencing and the
longsword of the Renaissance period.

AUTHOR:
Benjamin J. Smith began training in historical European martial arts in 2000 at the age of 17. He
joined the Association for Renaissance Martial Arts (ARMA) and spent most of the next eight
years applying that organization's method. Benjamin left the ARMA in 2008 to pursue his own
approach. He joined the Historical European Martial Arts Alliance in 2009 and began working
seriously on his interpretations of Sigmund Ringeck's longsword teachings. In 2014 he moved to
Boise, Idaho, and founded his current group, The Hilt and Cross, and has been teaching there
ever since. 
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Following the publication of Al Venter’s successful Portugal’s Guerrilla Wars in Africa - shortlisted
by the New York Military Affairs Symposium's Arthur Goodzeit Book Award for 2013 - he delves
still further into the troubled history of this former Portuguese African colony. For the sake of
continuity, the author has included several chapters on that colonial struggle in this work, with the
main thrust on events before and after - including the civil war that followed Lisbon’s over-hasty
departure back to the metrópole, as well as the role of South African mercenaries in defeating
the rebel leader Dr Jonas Savimbi (considered by some as the most accomplished guerrilla leader
to emerge in Africa in the past century). He is helped by several notable authorities, including the
French historian Dr René Pélissier and the American academic and former naval aviator Dr John
(Jack) Cann. With their assistance, he covers several ancillary uprisings and invasions, including
the Herero revolt of the early 20th century; the equally-troubled Ovambo insurrection, as well as
the invasion of Angola by the Imperial German Army in the First World War. An important section
deals with the South African Border War, because without Angola, that would never have
happened - nor 'Operation Savannah' and the invasion of Angola from the south. Finally, the role
of the Cuban Revolutionary Army receives the attention it deserves.

AUTHOR:
Al Venter is the author more than 50 titles, many linked to the modern wars of today. These
include the war against al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), al-Shabaab in Somalia,
historical wars like Biafra, El Salvador, the Lebanese civil war and others, but most notably how
both South Africa and Portugal fought their guerrilla struggles in Africa. He is a specialist in
weapons of mass destruction: his latest title in this field is Nuclear Terror, to be followed by a
book in conjunction with an internationally renowned Israeli scientist on chemical and biological
warfare. Al Venter has published nine titles on the realm of the underwater, including free-diving
with sharks and uncovering shipwrecks and their treasures.
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

In November 1918 the BEF under Field Marshal Haig fought a series of victorious battles on the
Western Front that contributed mightily to the German army's defeat. They did so as part of a
coalition and the role of Australian diggers and US doughboys is often forgotten. The Bellicourt
Tunnel attack, fought in the fading autumn light, was very much an inter-Allied affair and marked
a unique moment in the Allied armies endeavours. It was the first time that such a large cohort
of Americans had fought in a British army. Additionally, untried American II Corps and
experienced Australian Corps were to spearhead the attack under the command of Lieutenant
General Sir John Monash with British divisions adopting supporting roles on the flanks. Blair
forensically details the fighting and the largely forgotten desperate German defence. Although
celebrated as a marvellous feat of breaking the Hindenburg Line, the American attack failed
generally to achieve its set objectives and it took the Australians three days of bitter fighting to
reach theirs. Blair rejects the conventional explanation of the US mop up failure and points the
finger of blame at Rawlinson, Haig and Monash for expecting too much of the raw US troops,
singling out the Australian Corps commander for particular criticism. Overall, Blair judges the
fighting a draw. At the end, like two boxers, the Australian-American force was gasping for
breath and the Germans, badly battered, back-pedalling to remain on balance. Overall the day
was calamitous for the German army, even if the clean break-through that Haig had hoped for
did not occur. Forced out of the Hindenburg Line, the prognosis for the German army on the
Western Front and hence Imperial Germany itself was bleak indeed.

AUTHORS:
Dale Blair is a freelance historian from Melbourne, Australia. He has written numerous articles on
the First World War and two previous books, 'Dinkum Diggers: An Australian Battalion at War'
and 'No Quarter: Unlawful Killing and Surrender in the Australian War Experience 1915-18'. 

Gary Sheffield is Professor of War Studies at the University of Birmingham. 
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By early 1944, offensives undertaken by the United States armed forces had driven the Japanese
from many of their conquests in the south and central Pacific. The next American move was to
sever Tokyo's communications with the remaining Japanese garrisons and interdict the supplies of
raw materials essential to Japan's war effort. Before this could be achieved it was considered
essential to eliminate the land-based air forces in the Philippines which were regarded as too
powerful to by-pass. The American plan was to land on the eastern Philippine island of Leyte and,
once fully established there, to move against the island of Mindoro. At this point, US forces would
then launch their main assault upon Luzon and the Philippine capital, Manila. On 20 October
1944, the US Sixth Army began landing on Leyte's eastern coast, supported by the US Navy's 3rd
and 7th fleets, which were assisted by ships from the Royal Australian Navy. The Japanese were
aware that the Americans were poised to attack the Philippines and planned to draw the
American warships into one last great battle to try and stave off the otherwise inevitable defeat.
Over the course of the following three days, the two naval forces engaged in four separate
engagements. Involving more than 360 ships and 200,000 naval personnel, the battle was the
greatest naval encounter of the Second World War and possibly the largest naval battle in
history. The result was disastrous for the Japanese who lost three battleships, four aircraft
carriers, ten cruisers and eleven destroyers, along with almost 300 aircraft - the greatest loss of
ships and crew the Japanese had ever experienced. In Battle of Leyte Gulf, the actions of the
warships as well as the accompanying amphibious landings on Leyte by the US Sixth Army are
vividly revealed through a dramatic collection of photographs depicting the ships, sailors, airmen
and soldiers who made history.

AUTHORS:
John Grehan has written, edited or contributed to more than 300 books and magazine articles
covering a wide span of military history from the Iron Age to the recent conflict in Afghanistan.
John has also appeared on local and national radio and television to advise on military history
topics. He was employed as the Assistant Editor of Britain at War Magazine from its inception
until 2014. John now devotes his time to writing and editing books. 
Alexander Nicoll has been involved in writing and publishing military history for thirty years. He
began his career with local history, and has since written numerous books and magazine articles,
predominantly on subjects relating to the two world wars. 
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Zbysek Necas was just 18, and still a high school student, when he escaped from the
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia a month before the outbreak of war in 1939. He managed
to make his way to Britain where he had a cousin. Necas enlisted in the RAF in 1940, initially
being posted as an interpreter at the Czech Depot. Some of his early duties involved the
interrogation of captured German aircrew. He was, however, determined to fly. That wish came
not as a pilot, but as a radar operator. In time, Necas was posted to 68 Squadron, which
throughout the war had a large number of Czech exiles on its strength - one flight was entirely
Czech-manned. In this moving memoir, he details just what it was like to serve as part of an RAF
night fighter crew during the second half of the Second World War. From the organisation of
squadron and operations, to the directing of night fighters in the bomber stream, problems of
maintaining contact with the target, the duration of patrols to interception tactics, all, and more,
is revealed in this book. Having trained on the Blenheim Mk.IV, Necas' operational patrols began
on Bristol Beaufighters, the squadron subsequently converting to de Havilland Mosquitoes. There
are of course, the graphic accounts of victory in the air. This includes combat with a Heinkel He
177 Grief over North Sea, or the explosion of a Dornier Do 217 after another successful
interception. As well as nighttime intruder operations over Europe, from the summer of 1944, 68
Squadron, Necas included, found itself drawn into the battle against Hitler's V-weapons,
particularly the V1. Necas' crew ended the war with three confirmed kills, one probable, and two
damaged. After the war, Necas returned to his homeland where he received the tragic news that
that none of his immediate family had survived the German occupation. This is Zbysek Necas'
story of his part in the defence of Britain's skies and the final victory against the Third Reich.

AUTHOR:
Born on 6 March 1921, Zbysek Necas was just eighteen, and still a student, when he escaped
from the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia a month before war broke out. He made his way
to Britain where he had a cousin. He eventually enlisted in the RAF, and having trained as a
radar operator, eventually served in Beaufighters and Mosquitoes. After the war, Zbysek
returned to his homeland, only to learn that none of his immediate family had survived, having
been killed in the Holocaust. He returned to the UK, re-enlisted in the RAF, and changed his
name to John Pemberton to protect himself from the Communists who had seized power in
Czechoslovakia. Colonel Necas-Pemberton was awarded the Medal for Heroism by the President
of the Czech Republic in June 2017. He passed away on 15 March 2018, aged 97. 
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With his special forces training completed, Sergeant Roland Barker was allocated to Operation
Arundel as its radio operator. Led by Major Bill Smallwood, he was parachuted into the Dolomites
in 1944. The team's brief was to cause havoc in the area around the Italian border and to
infiltrate into Austria. During the mission, Major Smallwood was injured in a fall and was unable
to move rapidly. Despite their best efforts, both Smallwood and Barker were subsequently
captured by pursuing German troops who they were unable to outpace. Barker provides a vivid
account of being 'interrogated' by the SS and Gestapo and despite the threats and the terrible
conditions, the true nature of their mission was never revealed to the enemy. Having survived
these experiences, he was incarcerated in Stalag Luft XVIII in Southern Austria. Ever defiant,
Barker escaped by having himself admitted to the camp hospital and made his way into Hungary,
from where, as this account of his wartime service reveals, he was eventually repatriated to the
UK. After the war Barker opted to remain in the Army, at which point he took a commission.
Promoted to Major, Barker became the Officer Commanding 22 SAS in Malaya. He was killed in a
helicopter crash in Malaya in 1953, before he could see through his plan to have his memoir
published.

AUTHOR:
Ernest Charles Roland Barker enlisted as a Boy soldier in 1934, going on to serve in the Western
Desert and in Greece in 1941. As a Sergeant in the Royal Corps of Signals, Barker was assigned
to the Special Operations Executive and underwent parachute training. After the war Barker
opted to remain in the Army, at which point he took a commission. Promoted to Major, Barker
became the Officer Commanding 22 SAS in Malaya. He was killed in a helicopter crash in Malaya
in 1953, before he could see through his plan to have his memoir published. 
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The World War II codebreaking station at Bletchley is well-known and its activities documented in
detail. Its decryption capabilities were vital to the war effort, significantly aiding Allied victory. But
where did the messages being deciphered come from in the first place? This is the extraordinary
untold story of the Y-Service, a secret even more closely guarded than Bletchley Park. The
Y-Service was the code for the chain of wireless intercept stations around Britain and all over the
world. A few hundreds of wireless operators, many of them who were civilians, listened to
German, Italian and Japanese radio networks and meticulously logged everything they heard.
Some messages were then used tactically but most were sent on to Station X - Bletchley Park -
where they were deciphered, translated and consolidated to build a comprehensive overview of
the enemy's movements and intentions. Peter Hore delves into the fascinating history of the
Y-service, with particular reference to the girls of the Women's Royal Naval Service: Wrens who
escaped from Singapore to Colombo as the war raged, only to be torpedoed in the Atlantic on
their way back to Britain; the woman who had a devastatingly true premonition that disaster
would strike on her way to Gibraltar; the Australian who went from being captain of the English
Women's Cricket team to a WWII Wren to the head of Abbotleigh girls school in Sydney; how the
Y-service helped to hunt the German battleship Bismarck in the North Atlantic, and how it helped
to torpedo a Japanese cruiser in the Indian Ocean. Together, these incredible stories build a
picture of World War II as it has never been viewed before.

AUTHOR:
Captain Peter Hore, RN, now retired, is a former Head of Defence Studies for the Royal Navy. He
is the author of numerous books, and is currently Associate Editor of Warships: International
Fleet Review. He is also a fellow of the Royal Historical Society and a fellow of the Society for
Nautical Research. He recently wrote Henry Harwood: Hero of the River Plate. 
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Through a collection of dramatic and informative photographs, supplemented by cutaway
illustrations, this book highlights the agility and flexibility of this dedicated RAF aircraft. The British
Aerospace Harrier enjoyed a dynamic and colourful operational history, prior to its retirement in
2011. This photographic celebration serves to commemorate the aircraft, illustrating its agility in
a variety of contexts. The book includes photographs by the author and a select number of other
amateur photographers, with the vast majority of photographs never having been published
previously. This impressive new photographic publication will be presented in full colour and is
sure to be prized as a collector's piece amongst fans of the genre.

AUTHOR:
Michael Leek has long had an interest in all the various technological developments of military
aviation. In addition to writing books, it is through digital photography that his interest in military
aviation continues. He is the author of 'The Art of Nautical Illustration' and 'The Encyclopaedia of
Airbrush Techniques', and has contributed to many others. His aviation photographs have been
published in many magazines. 
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Fully illustrated account of how British aircraft manufacturers vied to create the best fighter to
counter German technology during World War I.

World War I witnessed unprecedented growth and innovation in aircraft design, construction, and
as the war progressed - mass production. Each country generated its own innovations sometimes
in surprising ways - Albatros Fokker, Pfalz, and Junkers in Germany and Nieuport, Spad, Sopwith
and Bristol in France and Britain. This book focuses on the British approach to fighter design,
construction, and mass production. Initially the French led the way in Allied fighter development
with their Bleriot trainers then nimble Nieuport Scouts - culminating with the powerful, fast gun
platforms as exemplified by the Spads. The Spads had a major drawback however, in that they
were difficult and counter-intuitive to fix in the field. The British developed fighters in a very
different way; Tommy Sopwith had a distinctive approach to fighter design that relied on lightly
loaded wings and simple functional box-girder fuselages. His Camel was revolutionary as it
combined all the weight well forward; enabling the Camel to turn very quickly - but also making it
an unforgiving fighter for the inexperienced. The British Aircraft Company’s SE5a represented
another leap forward with its comfortable cockpit, modern instrumentation, and inline engine -
clearly influenced by both Spads and German aircraft. Each manufacturer and design team vied
for the upper hand and deftly and quickly appropriated good ideas from other companies - be
they friend or foe. Developments in tactics and deployment also influenced design - from the
early reconnaissance planes, to turn fighters, finally planes that relied upon formation tactics,
speed, and firepower. Advances were so great that the postwar industry seemed bland by
comparison.

AUTHOR:
Mark Wilkins is an historian, writer, and museum professional. He is the current Curator of
Maritime History at the Calvert Marine Museum. He has been director & curator of both the Cape
Cod Maritime Museum and The Atwood House Museum (Chatham Historical Society), and has
worked for the Smithsonian & Mystic Seaport. He is a published author of books and articles
relating to maritime and aviation history. Mark has a master's degree in history from Harvard
University, and is currently working on several books relating to WWI aviation. He is adjunct
faculty, history department, at St. Mary's College of Maryland. 
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The Jeep as we know it from WW2 news reels, big screen movies and television shows such as
M.A.S.H. or The Rat Patrol was the result of the US War Department's requirement for a light
command-reconnaissance car to meet the US Army's needs under the threat of a looming
European war. After only a few weeks of development the Jeep would end up in all of the Allied
armies of the world courtesy of Bantam, Willys and Ford. Many of the Jeeps built during the war
would go on to serve for over 60 years in various parts of the world in both military and civilian
use. This book is a basic guide to building a WW2 Jeep using restored, rebuilt and modern
reproduction parts for those who have never done it before, just as I hadn't either. You'll find a
clear step by step process used to build a truly historical vehicle. Combined with the other books
and websites that will be noted in this volume as well as some basic auto mechanical knowledge
on your part you should be able to have your own piece of Jeep history rolling in no time.

AUTHOR:
Sean is a military vehicle restorer and military model maker in addition to hauling massive
construction equipment to worksites all across Ontario, Canada. 
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An examination of the clandestine role of the CIA and British mercenaries in Angola's civil war of
the 1970s.

The 1974 Carnation Revolution came as a blessing for independence movements in Portugal's
African colonies: Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea. As had been the case in a number
of sub-Saharan countries suddenly finding themselves free of the colonial yoke, the political
vacuum left behind by a previously omnipresent power gave different factions the opportunity to
impose their own form of rule. Angola was no different: civil war broke out in 1975 and was to
last until 2002. In some ways the Angolan civil war bore similarities to the one which had taken
place in neighbouring DRC. Too much was at stake for the West not to intervene in some shape
or form and in July 1975 President Ford authorised the CIA to provide covert assistance to the
National Liberation Front of Angola (FNLA) and  the National Union for the Total Independence of
Angola (UNITA). With South Africa providing military support against a Cuban-backed Popular
Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA), another south-western African nation became the
battleground for a war of ideologies. In 1975-1976, no fewer than nine different armed forces
were involved in the fighting. In addition, a large group of British mercenaries were recruited to
train FNLA soldiers. The role of these soldiers of fortune would end in ignominy, death and
legislative changes intended to rid mercenaries from conflict forever.
 
CIA and British Mercenaries in Angola, 1975-1976 examines the dynamics of the Angolan civil war
and takes the reader into the inner workings of geopolitical interests, of CIA covert operations
and mercenary recruitment. It examines clandestine arms and money laundering networks;
takes us from the heart of the Vietnam War to Australian banks, and takes us into dealings
between the US and British governments in operations far removed from, but connected to, the
Angolan Civil War.
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An authoritative, richly illustrated summary on the major confrontation of four superpowers over
the city of Berlin, including the Berlin Airlift, in 1945-1949.

At the end of the Second World War, the city of Berlin was located 100 miles (160 km) inside the
Soviet Occupation Zone of Germany. The Western Allies insisted on keeping part of the city for
themselves, and so it was divided into four sectors, mimicking the rest of Germany. Stalin
needed to persuade the British, French and Americans to leave so that there would be nothing in
the way of him completing the strategic buffer of territory reaching from the Baltic Sea to the
Adriatic, which Churchill would later christen the "Iron Curtain".
 
Cold War Berlin is the story of how Stalin imposed his iron will over eastern Germany, and how
he tried to squeeze his former allies out by cutting off their lines of supply and blockading the
city. It examines the logistical miracle of the Berlin Airlift, which fed and heated a city of over two
million people for almost eleven months. It is a story of alliances forged in the uncertainty of
conflict, based on common interests and pragmatic convenience, alliances that would shape the
twentieth century but would be betrayed for strategic or political reasons. It is also the tale of
how competing ideologies came face to face in the city of Berlin and the new "Cold War" that
would come to dominate the second half of the 20th century was created out of the embers of
the Second World War.
 
The book is richly illustrated with photos, numerous maps and colour profiles and is the first in a
mini-series by this author for Helion's Europe@War series on Cold War Berlin.
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This compelling new study of the Battle of the River Plate concentrates on Kapitn zur See Hans
Langsdorff, the commander of the German pocket battleship Graf Spee it is written from his
point of view. The story of his mission at the start of the Second World War to prey on merchant
shipping is graphically retold, and Langsdorffs command decisions are the primary focus of David
Millers gripping narrative. He considers in vivid detail the factors Langsdorff had to consider as he
assessed the situation of his ship and choose his course of action. He describes the intelligence
Langsdorff received and his knowledge of the position and strength of the forces of the Royal
Navy that were arrayed against him. Langsdorffs interpretation of his mission and the tense
calculations he had to make in order to carry it out are the essential elements of this dramatic
story. Langsdorff, operating alone and thousands of miles away from home and with no prospect
of support, had to grapple with the enormous burden of a lone command. He made grave
mistakes, and these are ruthlessly exposed. But this fascinating re-examination of his actions and
his leadership does nothing to diminish his reputation as a brave and honourable officer.

AUTHOR:
David Miller has had seventy books published on subjects ranging from Richard the Lionheart,
through the samurai, to U-boats and the Battle of Waterloo. His great love is the sea his father
was a naval officer and this book is the outcome of many years study of Captain Langsdorff, one
of the most admired officers of the German Second World War Kriegsmarine. 
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Described as one of the greatest mass-murderers in history, Rudolf Hoss, was born in
Baden-Baden, on the edge of Germany's Black Forest region, on 11 December 1901. As a child,
his aim was to join the priesthood, but in his early youth he became disillusioned with religion
and turned instead to the Army. Hoss joined the 21st Regiment of Dragoons, his father's and
grandfather's old regiment, at the age of just 14. He served with the Ottoman Army in its fight
against the British, serving in Palestine and being present at the Siege of Kut-el-Amara. During
this period, he was promoted to the rank of Feldwebel, becoming, at that time, the youngest
Non-commissioned officer in the German Army. He was also decorated, receiving among other
awards the Iron Cross, First and Second class. In the midst of the political upheavals in post-war
Germany, Hoss was drawn to the hard-line philosophies of Adolph Hitler, joining the Nazi Party in
1922. His ruthless commitment to the Nazi cause saw him convicted of participating in at least
one political assassination, for which he spent six years in prison. Predictably, Hoss joined the SS
and in 1934 became a Blockfuhrer, or Block Leader, at Dachau concentration camp. His ruthless
dedication led to him becoming the adjutant to the camp commandant at another concentration
camp, Sachsenhausen. Then, in May 1940, Hoss was given command of his own camp near the
town of Auschwitz. In June 1941, Hoss was told that Auschwitz had been selected as the site for
the Final Solution of the Jewish question. Hoss set about his task with relish, and a determination
to kill as many Jews as quickly and efficiently as possible. By his own estimation, he was
responsible for the deaths of at least 3,000,000,000 individuals. Justice caught up with Hoss after
the German surrender when he was arrested on 11 March 1946, after a year posing as a
gardener under a false name. He was found guilty of war crimes and was hanged on 16 April
1947.

AUTHOR:
During a long career as a journalist, Volker Koop has worked at posts for print media, radio and
television. In 1987, he took up a role in the information and press section of Germany's federal
Ministry of Defence. In more recent years, he has devoted himself to investigating the events
and people of the Nazi era, work through which he has acquired a reputation that extends
beyond Germany. 
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

About 1,600 of the Indians who served on Gallipoli died, in actions at Gurkha Bluff and Hill 60.
They took part in terrible, failed attacks, at Gully Ravine and Gully Spur and in the climactic
attempt in August to seize the summit of Sari Bair - one of the Gurkhas' most cherished battle
honours. Though commemorated on the great memorial to the missing at Cape Helles (because
most Indians' bodies were cremated or, actually, lost) they are practically invisible on Gallipoli
today. The Indian story of Gallipoli has barely been told before. Not only is this the first book
about their part in the campaign to be published in the century since 1915, but it also tells their
story in new and unexpected ways.
 
Though inescapably drawing on records created by the force's British officers, it strives to
recapture the experience of the formerly anonymous sepoys, gunners and drivers, introducing
Indians of note - Mit Singh, Gambirsing Pun, Kulbahadur Gurung, and Jan Mohamed - alongside
the more familiar British figures such as Cecil Allanson, who led his Gurkhas to the crest of Sari
Bair at dawn on 9 August 1915. It explores for the first time the remarkably positive relationship
that grew on Gallipoli between Indians and Anzacs, and includes a complete list of the Indian
Army dead commemorated on the Helles Memorial on Gallipoli. Professor Peter Stanley, one of
Australia's most distinguished military social historians, has drawn on an extensive range of
unpublished evidence, including official and private records in Britain, Australia, New Zealand and
India to tell the story of the Indian experience of Gallipoli that has waited a century to be told.

AUTHOR:
Prof. Peter Stanley of the University of NSW Canberra is one of Australia's most distinguished
military-social historians. Formerly the Principal Historian at the Australian War Memorial,
Australia's national military museum, he has published over thirty books, many in Australian
military history, and especially on the world wars. In 2011 his book Bad Characters: Sex, Crime,
Mutiny, Murder and the Australian imperial Force, was jointly awarded the Prime Minister's Prize
for Australian History. Peter has published several books on the military social history of British
India, including White Mutiny (1998), the first book on the British soldiers' protest of 1859-60 in
Bengal and Die in Battle, Do not Despair (2015), the first book on Indians on Gallipoli. 
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Books on the events of the early months of 1940 are dominated by the desperate fighting
undertaken the British Expeditionary Force in Northern France and Belgium following the German
invasion of May 10th and it is often overlooked that prior to this another British expeditionary
force was involved in fierce fighting in Norway. Indeed, the invasion on April 9th saw the first use
of airborne troops in the war and was also one of the very few amphibious operations
undertaken by the Germans during the Second World War. It is hoped that Niall Cherry's new
two-volume work covering the Allied intervention in Norway 1940 will fill this significant gap.
 
The author provides a detailed account of the German invasion and the Allied reaction, including
the land, sea and air battles. This includes such actions as the sinking of HMS Glowworm and
HMS Glorious, the Gladiators on the frozen lakes and Maurice Force, the sacrifice of the Territorial
Battalions at Tretten and the Independent Companies, to name but a few. Volume 1 focuses on
the prelude to and early phases of the German invasion and Allied response. As in Niall's previous
books, detailed research has been carried out using official reports, war diaries and veterans'
accounts, supported by photographs and colour maps.
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Books on the events of the early months of 1940 are dominated by the desperate fighting
undertaken by the British Expeditionary Force in Northern France and Belgium following the
German invasion of May 10th and it is often overlooked that prior to this another British
expeditionary force was involved in fierce fighting in Norway. Indeed, the invasion on April 9th
saw the first use of airborne troops in the war and was also one of the very few amphibious
operations undertaken by the Germans during the Second World War. It is hoped that Niall
Cherry's new two-volume work covering the Allied intervention in Norway 1940 will fill this
significant gap.
 
The author provides a detailed account of the German invasion and the Allied reaction, including
the land, sea and air battles. This includes such actions as the sinking of HMS Glowworm and
HMS Glorious, the Gladiators on the frozen lakes and Maurice Force, the sacrifice of the Territorial
Battalions at Tretten and the Independent Companies, to name but a few.
 
Volume 2 focuses on the evacuation and further Naval operations including the sinking of HMS
Glorious. response. As in Niall's previous books, detailed research has been carried out using
official reports, war diaries and veterans' accounts, supported by photographs and maps.
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'This is a brilliant account of how leadership is made.' - Andy McNab 

This is the true story of 21 young men desperately trying to survive the most brutal leadership
course of modern times. A throw back to the Highland Fieldcraft Training Centre, the
revolutionary brain child of Lord Rowallan during the Second World War, this fascinating insight
explains the extraordinary lengths Sandhurst goes to in pursuit of generating the world's greatest
military leaders. No one could have known that the intensity of their training was coincidentally
little more than a prelude to a decade of war in Afghanistan and Iraq where attrition rates
became comparable to those reached during the Second World War. This captivating story is full
of emotion brought on by physical and mental endeavour that leads to success and failure. This
intimate and revealing story of camaraderie is the first of its kind. But learning how to lead
subordinates during the darkest of hours, living in the most austere of environments comes at a
price. Unconventional and at times controversial, this is the only authentic account of life in
Rowallan Company Sandhurst at a time when the world teetered on the brink of war with
insurgents and dictators armed with weapons of mass destruction.

AUTHOR:
Garry McCarthy is one of the most unique servicemen of the modern era. From hunting chemical
weapons with the Joint Services Intelligence Organisation in Iraq, to interpreting for the Prime
Minister, McCarthy eclectic profile is unrivalled. Rising through the ranks from Rifleman to
Lieutenant Colonel, he has spent a life time teaching leadership to armies around the world. He
has specialised in teaching military officers the art of command and control. Be it instructing
Company Commanders how to win wars at the Land Warfare Centre in Wiltshire or drilling Saudi
Arabia's Special Forces in Counter Terrorist & Air Assault techniques, he has been at the coal face
of delivering military leadership for over three decades. 

16 b/w illustrations
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The second part of an investigation into the clothing orders of the late-Georgian British Army,
combined and contrasted with an analysis of fashion in the same army - comparing the regulated
dress with the 'modes of the army' as revealed by contemporary writing and illustrations.
 
The first quarter of the nineteenth century witnessed a refinement of fashionable masculine dress
that has not since been surpassed. Military tailoring inspired a flowering of uniform splendour that
continued into the 1830s and sparked an enduring fascination with military costume that still
rages today. The army that operated in these cumbersome uniforms managed to achieve fame
as one of the most effective British fighting forces ever recognised, and is still remembered and
honoured for its achievements. These three strands: the flowering of late Georgian civilian
tailoring; of its martial equivalent; and of military excellence on campaign, have gripped the
interest and the imagination of the public, and are endlessly revived and recycled through
popular culture, on television, film, through books and all of the other new media.
 
The reader then might properly ask why another book on uniforms of this period is necessary.
Quite simply, it is because the amount of material available to the researcher has increased
exponentially since the advent of the internet, especially in regard to the now widely available
digital archive files of institutional collections. The huge amount of accessible material makes the
task of assembling accurate information much longer and much harder, but the results are
consequentially more satisfying and accurate than hitherto.
 
This, the second of two books on the topic, pays particular attention to the 'Prince's Regulations,'
of 1812, which exhibit the full extent of the Prince Regent’s excursions into military taste.
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This book is the first part of a two-volume investigation into the clothing orders of the British late
Georgian army, combined and contrasted with an analysis of fashion in the same army -
comparing the regulated dress with the 'modes of the army' as revealed by contemporary writing
and illustrations.
 
The first quarter of the nineteenth century witnessed a refinement of fashionable masculine dress
that has not since been surpassed. Military tailoring inspired a parallel flowering of uniform
splendour that continued into the 1830s and sparked an enduring fascination with military
costume that still rages today. The army that operated in these cumbersome uniforms managed
to achieve fame as one of the most effective British fighting forces ever recognised, and is still
remembered and honoured for its achievements. These three strands: the flowering of late
Georgian civilian tailoring; of its martial equivalent; and of military excellence on campaign, have
gripped the interest and the imagination of the public, and are endlessly revived and recycled
through popular culture, on television, film, through books and all of the other new media.
 
The reader then might properly ask why another book on uniforms of this period is necessary.
Quite simply, it is because the amount of material available to the researcher has increased
exponentially since the advent of the internet, especially in regard to the now widely available
digital archive files of institutional collections. The huge amount of accessible material makes the
task of assembling accurate information much longer and much harder, but the results are
consequentially more satisfying and accurate than hitherto.
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The bid of Bonnie Prince Charlie and his Jacobites for the throne of Britain has never lost its grip
on the popular imagination. In July 1745 he and a tiny group of companions arrived in Scotland.
They came unannounced and unsupported, and yet within less than five months Charles was able
to lead an army to within marching distance of London and make King George II fear for this
throne. Afterwards the Highland Army continued to out-fight the redcoats in every encounter,
except its very last. These were not the achievements of a backward-looking cause, and this
ground-breaking study is the first to explain exactly why. Almost to the very end the Jacobites
had the literal and metaphorical 'edge' over their enemies, thanks to the terror-inspiring highland
charge, and also, as this book as this book is the first to reveal, to the highly-advanced
organisation of their forces in 'divisions' - miniature armies that allowed them to out-manoeuvre
their enemies on the strategic plane. At the same time Prince Charles made a credible bid for the
political and ideological high ground, an appeal based on religious toleration, and a monarchy
working in cooperation with an empowered and accountable Parliament. The Prince therefore not
only drew on traditional loyalties, but attracted the support of heavyweights of the new
'Enlightenment'. It all made a telling contrast to the demeaning nature of the Hanoverian
government in Britain, which was mired deep in corruption. The Hanoverian politicians in London
and Scotland, who had honed their skills in petty advantage, were now all of a sudden called
upon to act as strategists, and they failed completely. The prime minister lost the Carlisle to the
Jacobites simply because he refused to pay the cost of a courier. These revelations, which show
the Jacobite enterprise of 1745 as a potent and modernising force, turn the accepted
interpretation of this episode on its head.
 
As an impartial historian Christopher Duffy deals comprehensively with the reasons for ultimate
triumph of the Hanoverian cause in 1746. Due credit is given to the Duke of Cumberland. He was
an inspirational leader. He had the measure of the strength and weaknesses of the British Army,
and he evolved the cautious and systematic kind of war that helped to bring him victory at
Culloden on 16 April 1746. Conversely the Jacobites had been dogged even from the start of the
Rising by their failure to reconcile two perspectives - that of Prince Charles, who was striving to
reclaim the crown for the Stuarts in London, and the narrower visions of the more overtly
Scottish party. It led to the contentious turn-around of the Jacobites at Derby, and finally and
fatally to the dispersal and exhaustion of the Highland Army before Culloden. These assertions
rest on the recent advances by other historians in 'Jacobite studies', and the author's continuing
researches in to unexploited primary sources.
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Colonel Elmer Ellsworth was the first Union officer killed in the American Civil War. When it
happened, on May 24, 1861, the entire North was aghast. Ellsworth was a celebrity and had just
finished traveling with his famed and entertaining U. S. Zouave Cadets drill team. They had
performed at West Point, in New York City, and for President Buchanan before returning home to
Chicago. Ellsworth then joined his friend and law mentor Abraham Lincoln in his quest for the
presidency. When Lincoln put out the call for troops after Fort Sumter was fired upon, Ellsworth
responded. Within days he was able to organize over a thousand New York firefighters into a
regiment of volunteers.

Was it youthful enthusiasm or a lack of formal training that resulted in his death? There is
evidence on both sides. What is definite is that the Lincolns rushed to the Navy Yard to view the
body of the young man they had loved as a son. Mary Lincoln insisted that he lie in state in the
East Room of their home. The elite of New York brought flowers to the Astor House en
memoriam. Six members of the 11th New York accompanied their commander's coffin. When
the young colonel's remains were finally interred in the Hudson View Cemetery, the skies opened
up. A late May afternoon thunderstorm broke out in the middle of the procession, referred to as
"tears from God himself." Only eight weeks later, the results of the battle of First Bull Run
knocked Ellsworth out of the headlines. The trickle of blood had now become a torrent, not to
end for four more years of war.

Groeling's well-written biography is grounded in years of examining archival resources, diaries,
personal letters, newspapers, and other accounts. In the sixty intervening years since the last
portrait of Ellsworth was written, new information has arisen that gives readers and historians a
better understanding of the Ellsworth phenomenon. The author's interwoven accounts of John
Hay, George Nicolay, Abraham Lincoln, and the Lincoln family put Ellsworth clearly at the
forefront of the excitement that led up to the election of a president.

AUTHOR:
Meg Groeling is a contributing writer for the blog Emerging Civil War. A writer, teacher, and
curriculum developer since 1987, she has taught at both the elementary and middle school levels
for more than thirty years.
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These war memoirs of Jim Hunter are in two parts. First there is the account of his flying career
in RAF Coastal Command, culminating in an extraordinarily brave attack by him and his
Beaufighter on the German battle cruiser Scharnhorst. Shot down, he became a POW and the
second half tells of his experiences in Stalag Luft 3. A skilled artist he became a camp forger,
providing documents for escapees such as Oliver Philpott, one of the Wooden Horse escapers.
Jim's own escape tunnel was detected and earned him 30 days in the 'cooler'. He gives graphic
descriptions of the forced winter marches which caused great hardship. An added bonus is the
translated German report of the Scharnhorst attack. Excellent introduction by son Dr Allan Hunter
sets the scene.

AUTHOR:
Dr Allan Hunter is the son of Jim Hunter whose experiences are recorded here. Born in the UK
and educated at Oxford University, Allan has written numerous published works and articles. He
now lives in the USA (Watertown MA).
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The first English translation of a military biography of panzer general Erich Hoepner.

This volume in the Die Wehrmacht im Kampf series examines Erich Hoepner's leadership of
panzer formations in Poland in 1939, France in 1940, and Russia in 1941. It is written by Walter
Chales de Beaulieu, a general staff officer who fought alongside Hoepner. Erich Hoepner was one
of the most competent tank commanders of World War II, playing a significant role in Germany’s
early successes. As the commander of the XVI Panzer Corps at the outbreak of war in 1939,
Hoepner carried out the main thrust towards Warsaw. The panzer corps covered 250 kilometres
and reached the outskirts of the city in only eight days. In 1940, commanding the same
formation, Hoepner fought the French Cavalry Corps in Belgium, partook in the encirclement of
Allied forces near Dunkirk, and advanced southwards over the Weygand Line deep into French
territory. In 1941, Hoepner became the commander of Panzer Group 4, which was the main
attack formation for the advance on Leningrad. It made rapid progress to begin with, but an
increasingly wide and exposed front meant that the attack gradually ground to a halt. After one
final attempt to capture the city in the middle of September failed, the panzer group was
redeployed to the central sector of the Eastern Front. It was there that the panzer group was to
help with the push towards Moscow. In conjunction with Panzer Group 3, Hoepner’s Panzer Group
4 completed and eliminated the Vyazma pocket. Hoepner frequently felt that he was not allowed
to advance on Moscow quickly enough by his superiors, yet his decision to conduct a withdrawal in
January 1942 led to his dismissal. In this book, Walter Chales de Beaulieu provides insight into
Erich Hoepner's ability as a panzer commander, painting a picture of a man who was committed
to the military profession, who possessed a strong sense of responsibility, and who was confident
enough to exercise his own will.

AUTHOR:
Walter Chales de Beaulieu was Erich Hoepner's first general staff officer during the campaign in
Poland in 1939 and his chief of staff during the campaigns in France in 1940 and Russia in 1941.
He was discharged from service in early 1945 following Hoepner's involvement with the plot of 20
July 1944. After the war, he wrote this book on Erich Hoepner as well as a title about the
advance on Leningrad in 1941 (published in English as Leningrad in the Die Wehrmacht im Kampf
series).
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When World War II began, the Wehrmacht had fifteen mountain divisions and a multitude of
small units, including some Austrian units that had been incorporated into the German army after
the Anschluss. These mountain units would operate in hostile environments on all fronts during
World War II. Due to their training, equipment and adaptability, the Gebirgstruppen would be
deployed to fight in almost every theater. In the last years of the war they would see action in
North Africa, Italy, the Balkans, Norway and Finland, and in the West as the Allies pushed
German forces back toward Berlin.

This book, the culmination of four decades of research and the support of many veterans and
collectors, describes the uniform, equipment, and operations of these specialist units during the
later years of World War II. The text is complemented by period photographs taken at the front,
including many colour photographs, and modern photographs of uniform details. A fully
illustrated account of the deployment of German Mountain Units in the last years of World War II.

AUTHOR:
Yves Beraud comes from a family with a history of service in mountain units. He was a senior
officer of the French Army. Now retired he has had several studies published, in a number of
languages, focusing particularly on mountain troops.

150 photographs and illustrations
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The Glory and the Horror of Battle, Guns, Gold and Slavery in Atlantic West Africa. A ruthless
world where only Money and Muskets ruled.

Ashanti Gunmen seeks out Gold Coast history primarily from the African view. The Black Atlantic
Confederacies that battled each other were strong nations, not meek victims of European
Traders. In fact their existence and creation depended exactly upon the successful control of, not
just participation in, slavery. In that respect the history of Old World Atlantic Africa is often more
callous and pragmatic than New World histories, whether black or white, would imagine. Perhaps
unsurprisingly in Europe the tide of books, save for academic materials, has never primarily
focussed upon the voices of Africans. Such new literature as there is usually approaches the
matter from Black New World modern perspectives, not objective assessments including
contemporary Old World African perspectives. Old Africa was neither all victim nor all innocent.
West Africa’s history was complex. That was never truer than in the case of the Asante, the Land
of Gilded Emperors and gun toting hordes who achieved greater victories against Britain, and for
longer, than other African Kingdoms like the Zulus and the Afrikaners. It is a story of many
strands touching upon Arab, Black and White Trading Routes. Primarily its focus however is upon
the military machine and fighting of the Asante as well as the Fante Middlemen Merchant network
connecting with the European Slave Castles at the coast. It also illustrates the increasing host of
African enemies ranged against the Asante Battlemen. Theirs was the rainforest and they
defended it to the end against British, local African rivals and latterly distant African auxiliaries of
Queen Victoria. It is a story of war drums, gold dust, trade muskets, savage bravery,
unforgivable cruelty and unbeatable tradition.

AUTHOR:
Paul Brinkley was born in the Bristol suburbs and trained in Birmingham's Whittall Street (the
heart of the old, once awesome Birmingham Gun Quarter) as a Lawyer, little knowing the
relevance or significance that these two places had to the Slave Trade and World history.
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Germany was never able to match the power of the Allied air forces with their great four-engine
bombers, the Lancasters, Liberators and Flying Fortresses. Indeed, many have ascribed the
defeat of Germany in the Second World to its lack of a strategic bombing force. There were,
though, two occasions when the Luftwaffe's twin-engine bombers undertook strategic objectives
on a large scale. The first of these was the 'Blitz' of 1940-1941, in which the Luftwaffe attempted
to wreck Britain's industrial and military capacity. The second was on the eve of Operation
Zitadelle, a major offensive against Soviet forces in the Kursk salient Hitler's objective was to
replicate the successful Allied mass-bombing of German cities, the Luftwaffe being tasked with
destroying the main tank and aircraft production facilities and fuel depots. Hitler saw this as the
necessary prelude to weaken the Russians before the 'decisive' onslaught of Zitadelle. The aerial
operation, Carmen II, lasted for a month and covered a huge target area from the Rybinsk
reservoir to the Caspian Sea. For these complex and risky night missions, all the Ju-88 and
??-111 bombers available to Hitler in the East were employed.. The authors have collected a
huge amount of factual material, reconstructing all the details of this little-known campaign,
which was the largest operation Luftwaffe on the Eastern front. This book opens a completely
new page in the history of the German air war and provides a comprehensive investigation into
the nature of the targets attacked, the degree of damage suffered by the Soviet military
machine, and how this affected Operation Zitadelle. The descriptions of the dangerous missions
carried out by Luftwaffe as part of this operation are presented in great detail and all these
exclusive facts are complemented by a large number of unique photos and documents.

AUTHORS:
The author of twenty-nine books, Dmitry Degtev is one of the leading Russian researchers of the
history of the Second World War, having studied the air battles of the Second World War and the
history of the Luftwaffe for more than twenty years. He currently lectures at Nizhny Novgorod
State Technical University. Dmitry Zubov is the author of twenty-two books on military history. He
prefers to analyze the psychological causes of historical events, complementing the narrative of
his regular co-author - Dmitry Degtev. A professional psychologist, Dmitry is an Associate
Professor who lectures on psychology at the Nizhny Novgorod State Technical University. 
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"The Luftwaffe had to be used in a decisive way in the Battle of Britain as a means of conducting
total air war. Its size, technical equipment and the means at its disposal precluded the Luftwaffe
from fulfilling this mission." - Adolf Galland 

How did the RAF beat the Luftwaffe in World War II? Or, in fact, was it the fact that they did not
lose which later enabled them to claim victory - a victory that would have been impossible
without the participation of the Americans from early 1943? This ground-breaking study looks at
the main campaigns in which the RAF - and later the Allies - faced the Luftwaffe.
Critically-acclaimed writer Ken Delve argues that by the latter part of 1942 the Luftwaffe was no
longer a decisive strategic, or even tactical weapon. The Luftwaffe was remarkably resilient, but
it was on a continual slide to ultimate destruction. Its failure is deconstructed according to
defective strategic planning from the inception of the Luftwaffe; failure to provide decisive result
over Britain in 1940 and over the Mediterranean/Desert in 1941-1942; failure to defend the Reich
and the occupied countries against the RAF and, later, combined Allied bomber offensive. Delve
studies numerous aspects to these failures, from equipment (aircraft and weapons), to tactics,
leadership (political and military), logistics, morale, and others.

AUTHOR:
Ken Delve served 20 years in the Royal Air Force as a Navigator and during that time developed
his passion for aviation and military history. From researching and publishing the history of his
first squadron - 39 Squadron, which had played a major role in defeating Rommel's supply lines -
he has subsequently written over 40 books and numerous articles. His most recent work is a
3-volume set covering the Desert War, Malta's offensive role, and the campaign in Italy. 
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The Lost Samurai reveals the greatest untold story of Japan's legendary warrior class, which is
that for almost a hundred years Japanese samurai were employed as mercenaries in the service
of the kings of Siam, Cambodia, Burma, Spain and Portugal, as well as by the directors of the
Dutch East India Company. The Japanese samurai were used in dramatic assault parties, as royal
bodyguards, as staunch garrisons and as willing executioners. As a result, a stereotypical image
of the fierce Japanese warrior developed that had a profound influence on the way they were
regarded by their employers. Whilst the Southeast Asian kings tended to employ samurai on a
long-term basis as palace guards, their European employers usually hired them on a temporary
basis for specific campaigns. Also, whereas the Southeast Asian monarchs tended to trust their
well-established units of Japanese mercenaries, the Europeans, whilst admiring them, also feared
them. In every European example a progressive shift in attitude may be discerned from initial
enthusiasm to great suspicion that the Japanese might one day turn against them, as illustrated
by the long-standing Spanish fear of an invasion of the Philippines by Japan accompanied by a
local uprising. It also suggested that if, during the 1630s, Japan had chosen engagement with
Southeast Asia rather than isolation from it, the established presence of Japanese communities
overseas may have had a profound influence on the subsequent development of international
relations within the area, perhaps even seeing the early creation of an overseas Japanese empire
that would have provided a rival to Great Britain. Instead Japan closed its doors, leaving these
fierce mercenaries stranded in distant countries never to return: lost samurai indeed!

AUTHOR:
Stephen Turnbull took his first degree at Cambridge and has two MAs (in Theology and Military
History) from Leeds University. In 1996 he received a PhD from Leeds for his thesis on Japan's
'Hidden Christians'. In its published form the work won the Japan Festival Literary Award in 1998.
Having lectured widely in East Asian Studies and Theology he is now retired and pursues an
active literary career. His expertise has helped with numerous projects including films, television
and the award-winning strategy game Shogun Total War. The Lost Samurai is his 82nd book to
be published. 
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Almost as soon as a viable metal-framed bike was invented, it was put to military use, offering a
much cheaper, less fragile and less logistically demanding alternative to horse transport. Widely
used in many armies from the late 19th century, through both world wars and beyond, the
bicycle really is the forgotten war machine. John Norris traces traces the development of military
cycling from first experiments, including early (often flawed) designs for armed and
multi-passenger versions. He explains how any why bikes were used for rapid movement of
infantry units as well as carrying messages and other tasks. First used in the Franco-Prussian War
of 1870-71, then by both sides in the Boer War, they were widely adopted throughout Europe
before the First World War. In the Second World War, the Japanese used over fifty thousand
bicycles in the conquest of Malaya and the German army used over three million, relying on them
increasingly as petrol shortages immobilised motor transport. The Allies famously made use of
folding and air-dropped bikes in Operation Market Garden and in Normandy. After WW2 bikes
were used extensively in Vietnam, particularly along the Ho Chi Minh trail and some European
armies maintained specialist bicycle units throughout the Cold War and into the 21st century.
Specialised military bikes, collapsible for use by parachutists, are still being made for Special
Forces units. John Norris examines the whole history of pedal-powered warfare and illustrates it
with an array of high-quality photographs.

AUTHOR:
John Norris is a freelance military historian who writes regular monthly columns for several
specialist titles, ranging from vehicle profiles to re-enactment events. He has written well over a
dozen books on various military historical subjects, inlcuding Fix Bayonets! (2014); Mortars of
WWII (2015); World War Two Vehicle Art (2016) and Logistics in WWII (2020); all published by
Pen & Sword. 
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Leipzig dashed the dreams of a French Empire when the armies of Prussia, Russia, Austria and
Sweden converged on Napoleon and his Grande Armée. It was the greatest battle of the
Napoleonic Wars, so decisive it would be called "the battle of the Nations". Smaller countries like
Poland and Saxony seemed to be submerged in the titanic struggle and the battle shaped Europe
for more than a century. "Napoleon at Leipzig" not only covers this pivotal battle, but also the
manoeuvres that led up to it and the retreat that followed. At Hanau, the Bavarians learned to
their dismay the Napoleon was still the master of the battlefield.
 
The book includes the campaigns of Marshal Davout in the north, and the fate of the besieged
French fortresses. From glittering field marshals to ragged cossacks, in massive battles or small
skirmishes, we see the dramatic campaign unfold. George Nafziger's intensive research into the
1813 campaign shows how the finest general of all time was brought to bay. The greatest battle
of the Napoleonic Wars, and the campaign that led up to it, is thoroughly studied for the first
time in English in "Napoleon at Leipzig". This edition includes a new set of images and
newly-commissioned colour maps.

52 b/w illustrationss, 15 b/w maps, 24 colour maps
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The origins of 1/1250 and 1/200 scale models can be traced back to the first years of the
twentieth century and their use as identification aids by the military during the First World War.
When peace came the manufacturers aimed their increasingly sophisticated products at
collectors, and ever since then acquiring, enhancing, modifying or scratch-building miniature ship
models has been an avidly pursued hobby around the world. This new book focusses on models
of the ships of the Second World War, probably the most popular subject for miniature model
collectors, and the author, a well-known modeller himself, addresses all the practical issues that
might confront those many collectors who like to enhance, convert, and modify their models, or
even scratch-build models of ships not commercially available. The book covers both Allied and
Axis warships, naval airplanes, merchant conversions and even an Italian armed schooner, and
provides historic and technical information on the ships represented as well as practical advice on
modelling them. The latter is extensive with twenty-five chapters covering everything from initial
production techniques such as spin casting, silicon mould casting, resin casting, die-casting, plastic
mould injection, and 3D printing through techniques for enhancing and modifying models to
eventually researching and scratch-building an uncommon ship or type. The focus is always on
particular vessels and the vast array covered by the author builds into a fascinating panorama of
the vessels that fought across the world's oceans in that era. The combination of intriguing
background and historical information, combined with detailed practical information and more
than 300 stunning photographs will make this book irresistible to any collector or modeller and,
indeed, to anyone with an interest in the navies of the Second World War.

AUTHOR:
Robert K Liu, a former biomedical scientist with a doctorate in ethology, began making miniature
naval models after the Second World War with his late brother, an engineer, after emigrating
from China to the United States. He is also an accomplished jeweller and photographer, and for
the last 40 years has edited the magazine Ornament, a publication that covers ancient,
ethnographic and contemporary jewellery. He has also written extensively on all aspects of scale
modelling, military history and technology, and, returning to his scientific background, on the
behaviour of endangered fish. 
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The technique of superimposing two images in transparency, two images of the same place
taken "yesterday" (1944) and "today" gives a surprising vision of fate which was played in 1944
during the Battle of Normandy and allows us to imagine precisely today the scenes that sealed
the fate of Europe.

AUTHORS:
Originally from England, Nigel Stewart lives and has been working in Normandy since 1992.
Graduated from a Master in Fine Arts, he became a guide-interpreter in 1999. Fascinated by the
history of the Second World War since his youth, he realises guided tours of historic sites as well
as conference presentations.

Also from England, Sean Claxton lives and works in Normandy since 2004, after spending eleven
years in London. Passionate of military history from a young age he is engaged in numerous
commemorative projects and works as a guide-interpreter at the scene of the Landing and the
Battle of Normandy.
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Andy Singleton has been modelling and painting most of his life and has been a professional
commission figure painter for some years now. Here he shares his experience and tips of the
trade for painting Axis forces on WW2's Eastern Front: Germans, Romanians, Hungarians and
Italians and Finns. Each of the chapters is broken into step by step guides explaining the steps
and colours required to paint the various uniforms used. The emphasis is on quickly achievable
results and practical advice that is applicable to painting units or whole armies for wargaming
purposes in a reasonable time frame. The techniques described are designed to easily be
adaptable to figures of all sizes. Andy's clear, step-by-step guidance is primarily designed fir
those new to historical gaming, and takes the reader through the process from the initial
preparation and assembly of the figure, to finishing and basing.

AUTHOR:
Andy Singleton has been modelling and painting since childhood, having built subjects across a
broad range of subjects, scales and genres. In 2014, Andy decided to stop having a proper job
and picked up his brushes full time to become professional figure painter, with his business Volley
Fire Painting Service. In addition to painting legions of figures, he has worked with many
manufacturers across the industry and examples of his work can be found in many rule books,
magazines and websites. Andy is also a co-host on the podcast 'A Few Brits and the Hobby'. 
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The Third Armored Division, famously known as the "Spearhead Division", had an illustrious
combat career in WW2\. One of only two "heavy armored" divisions of the war, the 3rd Armored
joined the battle in the ETO in late June of 1944, was bloodied almost immediately and was at
the front of the American advance through the hedgerows of Normandy and the rapid advance
through France into Belgium by September 1944. The 3rd was one of the first units to breach the
vaunted Siegfried Line and then fought a series of back and forth battles with the German army
in the Autumn of 1944 as the weather conditions and determined tenacity of the German
defenders produced an Autumn stalemate. The 3rd was rushed to the Ardennes front in
December of 1944 in response to Hitler's winter offensive and they famously fought battles at the
defense of Hotton, Grandmenil and then pushed the Germans back to the border after vicious
battles in places like Ottre, Lierneux, Cherain and Sterpigny. The early days of the Bulge battles
would find the lost unit of Col Samuel Hogan's 400 men who were surrounded for days and
fought their way back to friendly lines. After a brief rest and being outfitted with 10 of the T-26
Pershing tanks, the 3rd was at the spearhead of the 1st Army advance into Germany, across the
Rhine and into the Harz mountains and the liberation of the Nordhausen concentration camp.
This final campaign would see the highpoint of the famous Cologne tank duel between a Pershing
and German panther, made famous by the recent book "Spearhead" by Adam Makos. Then, just
a few weeks later the beloved commander of the division, Major General Maurice Rose, was
tragically shot by a German tank commander when trying to surrender Paderborn, Germany. The
3rd would end the war at the tip of the American advance into Germany before the war ended.

AUTHOR:
Darren Neely is the author of several photo survey books on WW2 subjects including Panzer
Wrecks 21: German Armor and the forthcoming Operation Nordwind in the Images of War
series. 
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The events of 1942 marked a pivotal year in the history of British air power. For more than two
decades the theory that long-range bombing could win wars had dominated British defence
policy. The vast majority of warplanes ordered for the RAF were designed either to bomb enemy
cities or stop the enemy from bombing British cites. Conventional armies and the air forces that
supported them were seen as an outmoded way of waging war. During 1941 evidence began to
mount that British policy was wrong. It had become clear the RAF's bomber offensive against
Germany had, until that point, achieved very little. Meanwhile, the wars raging in Europe, Africa
and Asia were being decided not by heavy bombers, but by armies and their supporting tactical
air forces. Britain had never had the resources to build a large army as well as a strategic
bomber fleet; it had always had to make a choice. Now it seemed the country might have made
the wrong choice. For the first time since 1918 Britain began thinking seriously about a different
way of fighting wars. Was it too late to change? Was a strategic bombing campaign the only
option open to Britain? Could the United Kingdom help its Soviet ally more by invading France as
Stalin so vehemently demanded? Could this be done in 1942? Looking further ahead, was it time
to begin the development of an entirely new generation of warplanes to support the Army?
Should the RAF have specialist ground attack aircraft and air superiority fighters? The answers to
these questions, which are all explored here by aviation historian Greg Baughen, would help
shape the development of British air power for decades to come.

AUTHOR:
Greg Baughen was educated at Sussex University where he obtained a degree in Mathematics. In
a varied teaching career, he has taught Maths and English as a foreign language, to children and
adults, in Britain and abroad. His interest in military aviation was sparked at a very early age by
curiosity over the defeat of British and French air forces in the Battle of France in 1940. For forty
years, he has delved though public archives in Britain and France seeking explanations. The quest
has taken him back to the origins of air power in both countries and forwards to what might have
been in the Cold War. He then set to work writing a definitive history of air power in both
countries. 
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On 10 July 2018, exactly 100 years and 100 days after the formation of the world's first
independent air force, 103 aircraft of twenty-four types from twenty-five squadrons flew over
London in the largest formation of military aircraft seen over the capital of the UK in nearly thirty
years. Involving over 250 aircrew and operating out of fourteen military and two civilian airfields,
with nineteen back-up aircraft and a stand-by air-to-air refuelling tanker, the Royal Air Force put
on a unrivalled display to mark the centenary of its creation on 1 April 1918, in the closing
months of the First World War. This book reveals how the flypast was conceived and examines
the detailed planning involved in the event, written by someone who would know - the project
manager and coordinator. The composition and size of the flypast was truly momentous,
comprising virtually every type of aircraft that the RAF operated at the time. As Chief of Staff at
the Tornado GR4 Force Headquarters operating from RAF Marham, and an experienced Tornado
GR4 Navigator, Wing Commander Kevin Gatland had the task of pulling together all the
necessary components, both military and civilian required to produce an unrivalled aerial display.
This involved considering the feasibility of assembling so many varied types of aircraft, all with
different speeds and capabilities, in addition to concentrating them into a tight schedule to
produce a virtually continuous stream of aircraft over central London. This book reveals the story
behind the the amazing spectacle that was witnessed by the Queen from Buckingham Palace and
the thousands who gathered in The Mall or who watched at home.

AUTHOR:
Wing Commander Kevin Gatland OBE, MA, joined the Royal Air Force in May 2000. After
completing fast jet navigator training, he served on Nos 12(B), XV(R) and 617 Squadrons at RAF
Lossiemouth and No.31 Squadron at RAF Marham. Completing a number of tours in Iraq during
Operation Telic and Afghanistan in Operation Herrick, he also instructed new and returning
Tornado aircrew and completed the Qualified Weapons Instructor Course. Promoted to Squadron
Leader in 2010 he was posted to MoD Abbeywood as the Tornado Requirements Manager. After
returning to front-line duties, he was promoted to Wing Commander in 2015 and, having
completed the Advanced Command and Staff Course, he became the Tornado Force
Headquarters Chief of Staff. 
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A Raid on the Red Sea is a thrilling, real-life tale of illegal gun-running in the Middle East.
Recounting the most successful Israeli intelligence operation since the legendary Entebbe hostage
rescue, Gen. Amos Gilboa gives the harrowing details for the first time of the secret, close
working relations between Israeli and American intelligence in the seizure of the Karine A ship. At
0400 hours, Thursday, January 3, two fast boats of Israel's naval commando unit close in on the
stern of the Palestinian Authority's Karine A and board the ship. The Iranian Islamic
Revolutionary Corps clandestinely loaded its cargo: fifty-six tons of high-grade, long-range
weapons destined for the Gaza Strip. The Israelis' plan to seize it goes awry when they find
nothing but a confused group of Egyptians, Jordanians, and Palestinians. Have they boarded the
wrong ship? Is there going to be an international incident disgracing Israel? The incident was the
first time that Iran tried to alter the balance of power in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict by
providing the Palestinian Authority with rockets far more destructive than the ones they already
possessed - an escalation of the Middle East conflict that is still continuing today.

AUTHOR:
Amos Gilboa is a retired leader of the Analysis and Production Unit of Israeli Defense Forces and
military attache in Washington. He was also previously a special advisor for methodology in
military intelligence and teacher of various intelligence and technology-related courses at IDC
Herzliya and the Technion University for over a decade. 
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If one aircraft was to represent the First World War, it could be the distinctive red Fokker
Triplane of Manfred von Richthofen. With an astonishing eighty aerial victories, the Red Baron
became a legend in his own, short, lifetime. Regarded as one of the most widely known fighter
pilots of all time, von Richthofen is also considered to be the First World War's 'ace-of-aces'.
While much is known about this German aristocrat, what this book accomplishes is a pictorial
portrait of von Richthofen as has never been seen before. Through a unique collection of
photographs, the life of this famous airman is laid bare. From early family photographs through
to the First World War, and his initial service as a cavalry reconnaissance officer on both the
Eastern and Western fronts, his flying career, and the aircraft he flew, this extensive collection
provides an unrivalled window into the life of history's most celebrated fighter pilot. By 1918, von
Richthofen was regarded as a national hero in Germany and respected by his enemies. However,
his remarkable career came to an abrupt conclusion on 21 April 1918\. Just as the German
Spring Offensive was faltering, von Richthofen's aerial armada took to the sky to engage the
Sopwith Camels of 209 Squadron which had taken off to undertake an offensive patrol over the
Somme. In the ensuing dogfight, von Richtofen pursued one of the Camels along the valley of
the River Somme. As he crossed the Allied line he came under fire - both from the ground and
from the air. Von Richtofen was fatally wounded by a single bullet which damaged his heart and
lungs. Just which Allied pilot, or indeed soldier, fired the fatal shot remains in contention. Images
of the stripped wreckage of his famous Fokker Triplane add a solemn, and all too graphic, coda
to the life of the Red Baron.

AUTHOR:
Terry C. Treadwell was born and educated in Bournemouth. Having served in the Royal Air Force,
in telecommunications, and travelled the world quite extensively, including working in Australia
for a short period, he was European Correspondent for Naval Aviation News (the official aviation
magazine for the US Navy) and Wings of Gold (US) for ten years. 
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This book containing more than 200 photographs and many testimonies will immerse you in the
heart of the furious battles fought by the American paras to liberate and hold Sainte-Mere-Eglise
and surroundings. It will make you discover the extraordinary history of creation of the American
airborne weapon and the epic of troopers and gliders of the 82nd Airborne of Sicily in the heart
of Germany via Normandy and the Netherlands. The authors also return to the moving history of
the village in the aftermath of the war. The presence of two large cemeteries provisional on the
territory of the municipality for three years and the recognition of the population towards its
liberators allowed to build very close friendships between the locals and the All Americans.

AUTHORS:
Historian, specialist of the Second World War and the Battle of Normandy, Christophe Prime has
been collaborating for several years in several military history journals and participates in
Documentaries. In particular, he has published numerous books of authority, including Omaha
Beach, Tuesday, June 6, 1944 (2016) and Arromanches, artificial ports and allied logistics (2018).

Passionate about history, Eric Belloc has been interested for over 20 years, through his meetings
with historians, witnesses and veterans, to the American airborne troops during the Battle of
Normandy. Since 2010, he has been curator of collections of the Airborne Museum of
Sainte-Mere-Eglise.
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A complete and thoroughly researched book about ‘The Secret Expedition'; the Anglo-Russian
invasion of Holland 1799 and the Franco-Batavian defence. Including numerous first-hand
accounts.

In 1799, as part of the Second Coalition against France, an Anglo-Russian army landed in Holland
to overthrow the Batavian Republic and to reinstate the Stadtholder William V of Orange. Initially
called 'The Secret Expedition', although not really a secret for both sides, the description of the
invasion reads like a novel. Five major battles were fought between armies of four different
nations, with unexpected deeds of heroism and unexpected defeats. There were secret
negotiations and rumours of bribery. More than enough ingredients for biased opinions, historical
errors, and incorrect information copied from historians up to this day.
 
The aim of this book is to give a balanced, detailed, and complete account of the events taking
place during the invasion: the preparations on both sides, detailed descriptions of the battles as
well as the events taking place at sea and in the eastern provinces of the Batavian Republic. Also
giving new opinions on questions like: What were the causes of 'The Secret Expedition'? Did
Brune indeed delay reinforcing the Batavians? What caused the frequent panics in the
participating armies? Were the French veteran troops and the Batavians soldiers unreliable? How
was the treaty closed? The book is based on source material from all participating countries,
including numerous firsthand accounts of eye-witnesses and contemporaries, providing the
reader with a mirror to the past.
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The 'ShipCraft' series provides in-depth information about building and modifying model kits of
famous warship types. Lavishly illustrated, each book takes the modeller through a brief history
of the subject, highlighting differences between ships and changes in their appearance over their
careers. This includes paint schemes and camouflage, featuring colour profiles and highly detailed
line drawings and scale plans. The modelling section reviews the strengths and weaknesses of
available kits, lists commercial accessory sets for super-detailing of the subjects, and provides
hints on modifying and improving the basic kit. This is followed by an extensive photographic
gallery of selected high-quality models in a variety of scales, and the book concludes with a
section on research references - books, monographs, large-scale plans and relevant websites.
This volume covers the majority of British wartime escort classes, from the inter-war ASW and
minesweeping sloops that culminated in the superb Black Swan class, to the wartime designs that
were originally known as 'twin-screw corvettes' but were eventually classed as frigates - the
'River' class, and their derivatives of the 'Loch/Bay' classes that were modified for prefabricated
construction. Also included are the American-built destroyer escorts which became RN 'Captains'
class frigates and the earlier ex-US Coast Guard cutters that were listed as sloops. With its
unparalleled level of visual information - paint schemes, models, line drawings and photographs -
this book is simply the best reference for any modelmaker setting out to build any of these
numerous escort types.

AUTHOR:
Les Brown is a leading light in the Small Warships Group of the IPMS and the editor of their
newsletter. He is the author of a number of titles in the ShipCraft series, including two on British
destroyers, and, with John Lambert, he produced two larger works, one on 'Flower' class
corvettes and another on Allied torpedo boats. He also wrote the volume on Black Swan Class
Sloops in Seaforth's 'Original Builders' Plans' series. 
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This book examines through historical and archaeological research the sieges of Bristol,
Gloucester, Worcester, Bridgnorth and Shrewsbury during the First Civil War (1642-1646).

The battlefields of Edgehill, Newbury and Marston Moor are superlatives with the middle of the
17th-century conflict known as the English Civil War, and whilst their importance to the conflict is
undeniable, they detract from the power struggle that occurred between the Royalists and
Parliamentarians in the towns and cities throughout the land. This power struggle culminated in
the construction of siege batteries and fortifications. Focusing on the Severn Valley region of
England, this book examines, through archaeological, topographic, cartographic and historical
research, the sieges of Bristol, Gloucester, Worcester, Bridgnorth and Shrewsbury, demonstrating
how siege techniques and this style of warfare impacted on the outcome of the conflict that set
brother against brother and father against son.

AUTHOR:
Richard Israel has completed a BA(Hons) in Archaeology, a Masters in Landscape Archaeology,
and an MPhil in Archaeology from the University of Bristol. Specialising in landscape archaeology
and fortifications, he is a Practitioner member of the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists, and
has conducted archaeological excavations at English Civil War sites of Brandon Hill and the Royal
Fort in Bristol. 
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Eddie Idrees, a pseudonym for security reasons, has a fascinating and inspiring story to tell. Born
in Afghanistan, he spent time as a refugee in Pakistan during the civil war dreaming of serving
with the military. As this unique memoir reveals, his wishes came true in spades. For eight years
from 2004, Eddie worked as an interpreter with, first, American Special Forces before moving
across to the Special Air Service. A veteran of over 500 operations, he describes the most
notable ones including breaking into a Taliban prison to free prisoners about to be executed. He
was the first Afghan interpreter to parachute in with the SAS. His aim in writing his story is to
explain the interpreter's role and contribution and the challenges and threats they faced, not just
from the Taliban. For all the media attention, these have never been fully understood. Eddie
concludes by describing his experiences and emotions on leaving his fractured and politically
corrupt homeland and making a new life in the United Kingdom. Special Forces Interpreter
demands to be read and not just for its vivid and thrilling descriptions of Special Forces'
operations.

AUTHOR:
Eddie Idrees (not his real name) was born in Kabul in 1985. His father was a colonel in the
Afghan army and his mother a university lecturer. He went to school initially in Afghanistan
before moving with his family, out of necessity during the civil war, to Peshawar, Pakistan for
secondary and higher education. From 2004 he worked for the Americans and US special forces
before being assigned to the US Army Counter-Insurgency Academy in Kabul. In 2009 he was
re-deployed to the British Special Air Service with whom he interpreted and operated until 2012.
He emigrated to the United Kingdom later that year. He has since gained a degree at a leading
university and is currently studying for his Masters at another. 
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In Spymaster's Prism: The Fight Against Russian Aggression legendary former spymaster Jack
Devine aims to ignite public discourse on our country's intelligence and counterintelligence
posture against Russia, among other adversaries. Spymasters are not spies - their mission is to
run and handle spies and spy networks. They exist in virtually all sophisticated intelligence
services around the world, including the more high-profile services like the CIA, SVR, SIS, MSS,
VAJA and Mossad. Without exception, these spymasters are highly trained and broadly
experienced top-level government officials who are at the heart of the intelligence business. They
make the life and death decisions. The vast majority of spymasters remain unknown to the
world, but there are several legendary figures such as East German spy chief Marcus Wolf and
CIA Soviet officer George Kisevalter who rise above the fray. To understand current Russian
aggression towards the US, it’s crucial to know the history of it. Spymaster's Prism sheds urgent
light on Russian intelligence activities by emphasising the parallels between tactics used today and
those that were employed during the Cold War. Considering this history, and present Russian
intelligence activities, Devine also provides hard-edged policy prescriptions for countering Russian
hostility going forward.

AUTHOR:
Jack Devine is a founding partner and current President of The Arkin Group, an international risk
consulting and intelligence firm and CIA veteran. 
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Stalag 383 was somewhat unique as a Second World War prisoner of war camp. Located in a
high valley surrounded by dense woodland and hills in Hofenfels, Bavaria, it began life in 1938 as
a training ground for the German Army. At the outbreak of war it was commandeered by the
German authorities for use as a prisoner of war camp for Allied non-commissioned officers, and
given the name Oflag lllC. It was renamed Stalag 383 in November 1942. For most of its
existence it comprised of some 400 huts, 30 feet long and 14 feet wide, with each typically being
home to 14 men. Many of the British service men who found themselves incarcerated at the
camp had been captured during the evacuations at Dunkirk, or when the Greek island of Crete
fell to the Germans on 1 June 1941. Stalag 383 had somewhat of a holiday camp feel to it for
many who found themselves prisoners there. There were numerous clubs formed by different
regiments, or men from the same town or county. These clubs catered for interests such as
education, sports, theatrical productions and debates, to name but a few. This book examines life
in the camp, the escapes that were undertaken from there, and includes a selection of never
before published photographs of the camp and the men who lived there, many for more than
five years.

AUTHOR:
Stephen is a retired police officer having served with Essex Police as a constable for thirty years
between 1983 and 2013. He is married to Tanya and has two sons, Luke and Ross, and a
daughter, Aimee. When not writing, Stephen can be found walking his four dogs with his wife
Tanya at some unearthly time of the morning, when most normal people are still fast asleep. 
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The Sword of Scotland is the story of Scotland's military heritage. Scotland's fighting men have
played a part in shaping the history of our world, and many of the individual countries in it. Its
contribution and its sacrifices have been out of all proportion to the size of the Country. The skirl
of the pipes and the cry of 'here come the Jocks' have weakened the resolve of many a foe. The
Jocks of every Scottish regiment conjure up an image of fierce determination and indomitable
courage. To them defeat is unthinkable. The various reasons for this are key themes of this
book. The geography of Scotland and its numerous wars with England have played their part. But
for over 300 years Scottish regiments have fought with distinction and selfless sacrifice alongside
their old foes and played a key role in preserving Britain's freedom. The clan structure and the
tremendous pride in family that this has produced over the centuries are the foundations of the
regiments of Scotland and their greatest strength in adversity. Everyone with a Scottish
connection will understand and be able to relate to this book, which is the story of an unrivalled
military heritage.
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After the annexation of the Punjab in 1849, the British were quick to acknowledge the fighting
prowess of the proud Sikh nation and started to recruit Sikhs into the British Indian army. This
soldiering tradition continued into the early 20th century and when the Great War commenced in
1914, Sikhs were in high demand. They came forward in their thousands and enlisted in numbers
disproportionate to their population. Although they made up approximately 1-2% of the Indian
population they made up 20% of the British Indian Army at the beginning of the Great War. The
Great War was truly a global conflict for the Sikhs, who fought in every arena of the war
including the Western Front, Gallipoli, Mesopotamia, Persia, Africa, Palestine and the Far East.
Their contribution in manpower to the war effort reached over 100,000 men by the end of the
conflict. The Great War produced a vast literature of novels, poems and myths. But the story of
these Sikh soldiers and the Sikh people is mostly forgotten.
 
This book seeks to address this by telling the story of the Great War through the eyes of the Sikh
soldier and Sikh people themselves, by examining their war time experiences from France, from
the hospital, from the trench, from the village and an array of lands. The book also tells the story
of parallel Sikh movements of the time, from fighting against racism in the Empire to would-be
revolutionaries returning from aboard to uproot the British from India. Most fascinatingly, the
story is told in their own words by previously anonymous Sikhs such as Gajan Singh, a
cavalryman, who tells of the horrors of the Somme in his own unique Indian way, and Mul Singh,
who waxes lyrical about the grandeur of England he had encountered on a tour. Poetry from
Gurdit Singh exhorting loyalty to a King-Emperor that he had no real knowledge of, and a letter
full of emotion and desperation from Partap Kaur, a widow, whose husband had been killed in
Flanders. Their voices are arranged by theme and ordered chronologically to allow the reader to
understand how perspectives changed through the course of the war. 

The book explores many reasons why Sikhs rose to the challenge of fighting in the Great War,
and how this is linked to the Sikh psyche, their martial traditions, coercion and to the prevailing
situation in the Punjab. Utilising research from hundreds of unpublished letters written to and
from Sikh soldiers, testimonies, newspaper articles, archives and a range of other sources, the
book builds a picture of the human experience of Sikhs during the Great War, a war of the 20th
century whose effects are still being felt a century later.
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The ships that dominate so much of the history of the Royal Navy in the Second World War are
more often than not the carriers or battleships – Ark Royal, Warspite, Hood – and rarely do ships
smaller than cruisers move centre stage. Apart that is from one class, the Tribal class destroyers,
heroes of the Altmark incident, of the battle of Narvik, and countless actions across all theatres
of operation. Yet there has been surprisingly little written about these critical ships, still less about
their wartime successors, the Battle class, or their postwar incarnations, the Daring class. This
book seeks to rectify this by describing the three classes, each designed under different
circumstances along destroyer lines but to general-purpose light cruiser form, from the interwar
period through to the 1950s, and the author explains the procurement process for each class in
the context of the needs and technology of the times. Taken together these classes represent the
genesis of the modern general-purpose destroyer, breaking from the torpedo boat destroyer
form into a self-reliant, multi-purpose combatant capable of stepping up to the cruiser's
traditional peacetime patrol missions whilst also fulfilling the picket and fighting duties of the
wartime light cruiser or heavy destroyer. This is the first work to analyse these three classes side
by side, to examine their conception, their creation and their operational stories, many heroic,
and provide an insight into ship design, operation and culture; and in doing so the book aims to
contribute a better understanding of one of the most significant periods in the Royal Navy's
history. In its clear description of the genesis of the modern destroyer, this book will give the
reader a clearer picture of its future as well. Historians, professionals and enthusiasts will all
enjoy this wide-ranging and detailed study.

AUTHOR:
Alexander Clarke's background includes a PhD in War Studies from King's College London, where
he studied as part of the Laughton Naval History Unit, under the supervision of Prof Andrew
Lambert, as well as a family history of service in the Fleet Air Arm during World War II, and a
father who was a naval architect. This is his first book and is a product of more recent research
focusing on Tribal class destroyers, on their impact on the Royal Navy, and on how the RN
adapted to a changing world.
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On September 15, 1944, the U.S. First Marine Division landed on a small island in the Central
Pacific called Peleliu as a prelude to the liberation of the Philippines. Among the first wave of
Marines that hit the beach that day was 22-year-old George Peto.

Growing up on a farm in Ohio, George always preferred being outdoors and exploring. This made
school a challenge, but his hunting, fishing and trapping skills helped put food on his family's
table. As a poor teenager living in a rough area, he got into regular brawls, and he found holding
down a job hard because of his wanderlust. After working out West with the CCC, he decided
that joining the Marines offered him the opportunity for adventure plus three square meals a
day; so he and his brother joined the Corps in 1941, just a few months before Pearl Harbour.

Following boot camp and training, he was initially assigned to various guard units, until he was
shipped out to the Pacific and assigned to the 1st Marines. His first combat experience was the
landing at Finschhaven, followed by Cape Gloucester. Then as a Forward Observer, he went
ashore in one of the lead amtracs at Peleliu and saw fierce fighting for a week before the
regiment was relieved due to massive casualties. Six months later, his division became the
immediate reserve for the initial landing on Okinawa. They encountered no resistance when they
came ashore on D+1, but would go on to fight on Okinawa for over six months.

This is the wild and remarkable story of an "Old Breed" Marine, from his youth in the Great
Depression, his training and combat in the Pacific, to his life after the war, told in his own
words.On September 15, 1944, U.S. Marines landed on a small island in the Central Pacific called
Peleliu, as a prelude to the liberation of the Philippines. Among the first wave of Marines that hit
the beach that day was 22-year-old George Peto. This is the wild and remarkable story of an
"Old Breed" Marine told in his own words.

AUTHORS:
A proud surviving member of the 1st Marines' "Old Breed," George Peto served with distinction
throughout the entire Pacific War. He was later author or contributing author of several articles
on the Pacific theater. In 2009, George was inducted into the Ohio Military Hall of Fame. He
became a distinguished public speaker, sharing stories of his amazing life with veteran
organisations, civil organisations, and schools in Ohio.
Peter Margaritis minored in History at Ohio State University. A retired chief petty officer, he has
an extensive military background in communications and naval intelligence. He now writes and
lectures on military history. He has written many technical manuals and guides as a civilian,
dozens of reports in the military, and several articles on World War II and the Civil War. He is the
co-author (with George Peto) of 22 on Peleliu (Casemate 2017) and has also written several
short books on the European theater.
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From their first introduction at the Battle of the Somme in the First World War, tanks proved to
be one of the most important military developments in the history of warfare. Such was their
influence on the battlefield, both as infantry support and as an armoured spearhead, their
presence could determine the outcome of any battle. Another significant development during the
1930s was that of airborne forces, with a number of countries experimenting with air-dropped
troops. Such a concept offered the possibility of inserting soldiers behind the front lines to sow
fear and confusion in the enemy's rear. However, such troops, parachuting from aircraft, could
only be lightly armed, thus limiting their effectiveness. It is understandable, therefore, that much
thought was given to the practicalities of air-lifting tanks that could be dropped, or deposited,
alongside paratroopers. Tanks, though, are heavy, cumbersome vehicles and before there could
be any thought of carrying them by air, much lighter models would have to be produced. Charles
Roberts' fascinating book opens with an investigation into the efforts in the 1930s by Britain, the
Soviet Union and the USA into the development of, or adaptation of, light tanks for airborne
operations. It was, inevitably, the start of the Second World War which accelerated efforts to
produce an airborne tank and the means of delivery. The use of conventional powered aircraft to
carry the tanks, limited their use to existing airfields which negated their employment with
airborne troops landing in the open countryside. Another method of delivery had to be found,
and this took the form of the glider, which could be landed in a field behind enemy lines. The
combination of light tank and glider made the aim of airborne forces being supported by armour
a realistic proposition - and as a result, the 28th Airborne Tank Battalion was born. This detailed
and comprehensive study deals with every aspect of design and deployment of American
airborne tanks from the earliest concepts to their actual use, by British units, on D-Day and
during Operation Varsity, the Rhine crossing.

AUTHOR:
Charles C. Roberts JR is the founder of Roberts Armory, a museum of Second World War military
vehicles that is located in Rochelle, Illinois. Specializing in the acquisition and display of armoured
vehicles, artillery and other artefacts used by American forces and its Allies in the Second World
War, in its collection the museum has an example of the M22 'Locust' light tank. Charles is an
expert on tank warfare and the author of Armored Strike Force, a history of the American 70th
Tank Battalion.
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The ground war in Vietnam pitted a myriad of American tanks, artillery, APC and trucks against
not only the weapons of Communist North Vietnam, but also the terrain. Through archival
images, the arsenal of the US Army and USMC are revisited. From the iconic M113 APC to the
M48A3 tank, M551 Armored Reconnaissance/Airborne Assault Vehicle, M151 and M54 trucks, M50
Ontos, M107 and M109 artillery, and M42 Duster, the complete array of vehicles fielded is shown.
This book, the first in a series on the US military's weapons, vehicles, aircraft, and naval vessels
of the Vietnam War, offers a highly illustrated reference for this wishing to delve deeper into this
conflict.

AUTHOR:
An avid military vehicle enthusiast whose collection includes 10 Vietnam-era vehicles, it not
surprising that most of his 100+ published books focus on US military vehicles. In June 2015, he
was presented the coveted Bart Vanderveen Award by the Military Vehicle Preservation
Association, given in recognition of "...the individual who has contributed the most to the historic
preservation of military vehicles worldwide." Some of David Doyle's published works are -
Panzerkampfwagen IV: The Backbone of Germany's WWII Tank Forces; U.S. Half-Track Vehicles
In Action; M151 Mutt In Action; The Complete DUKW Historical Reference; P-47 Thunderbolt In
Action; B-17F Flying Fortress A Visual History of the B-17F Flying Fortress in WWII; USS Iowa
(BB-61): The Story of "The Big Stick" from 1940 to the Present; The Complete Guide to German
Armored Vehicles: Panzers, Jagdpanzers, Assault Guns, Antiaircraft, Self-Propelled Artillery,
Armored Wheeled and Semi-Tracked Vehicles.
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The 12th SS-Panzer Division Hitlerjugend was committed to the Normandy battles on the 7th
June 1944 and remained on the front line until the retreat from France in late August 1944.The
division, often referred to as the 'Baby Milk Division' by the Allies, fought with a tenacity and
fanaticism rarely equaled in modern warfare, with many of its young soldiers fighting to the
death rather than surrender. The aim of this series on the Waffen SS divisions in the Normandy
Campaign is to detail the exact composition, strength and losses of all the SS Panzer units that
saw combat in summer of 1944. The varying organisations of each of these large armoured units
were immensely complex, with each division having a different structure to its sister units. Each
book in the series will be crammed with hitherto unpublished information, with the minutely
detailed tables offering a unique insight into late war SS Panzer Divisions. They will not only
highlight the armor and weaponry, but also the extraordinarily large divisional 'tail', comprising
numerous supply and maintenance sections, each essential in keeping the fighting elements
functioning effectively.

AUTHOR:
Jeff Dugdale is a retired businessman and former Senior Officer in the British Prison System. He
is the author of numerous books on German Panzer units and Civil War Uniforms and has
co-authored several Panzer books with Mike Wood. He is married with three children and
currently resides in Lancashire, England. Ian Michael Wood was born in Manchester in 1964 and
grew up in rural Cheshire. Between 1986 to 1994 he served in the British Army, serving in
Northern Ireland and the Persian Gulf, after leaving the Army he has worked in the Corporate
Security sector since 1995. He has authored and co-authored, along with Jeff Dugdale, several
books on the German Panzerwaffe. He is currently married and resides in Reading, Berkshire. 
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War at the Speed of Light explores the ever-increasing and revolutionary role of directed-energy
weapons in warfare, including laser, microwave, electromagnetic pulse (EMP), and cyberspace
weapons. In addition, this book delineates the threat that directed-energy weapons pose to
disrupting the doctrine of MAD (Mutually Assured Destruction), which has kept the major powers
of the world from engaging in nuclear war. Potential U.S. adversaries like China and Russia are
developing and deploying supersonic and hypersonic missiles as a means to destroy U.S. aircraft,
drones, missiles, aircraft carriers, and space-based assets, such as GPS and communication
satellites. Currently, the United States has no defense against these missiles. In response, the
U.S. Department of Defense established the "2018 National Security Strategy," emphasising
directed-energy weapons. The rationale is simple: directed-energy weapons project devastation
at the speed of light, making even a hypersonic missile a relatively easy target. Louis A. Del
Monte breaks down how modern warfare is changing in three fundamental ways: the pace of war
is quickening, the speed at which weapons project devastation is increasingly reaching the speed
of light, and now cyberspace is officially a battlefield. These essential developments in warfare
are part of the reason why the United States adopted the Third Offset Strategy, and that
strategy now fuels the creation and deployment of even more weapons accelerating the pace of
warfare to the speed of light. In fact, Brookings Institute in Washington DC has announced that
this process moves so fast, a new term has been coined to embrace the speed at which war will
be waged: hyperwar. It adequately describes the quickening pace of warfare resulting from the
inclusion of artificial intelligence into command, control, decision-making, and weapons of war.
Del Monte breaks down the meaning of this new term and showcases how disturbingly close the
world is coming to being fully armed in nuclear warfare.

AUTHOR:
Louis Del Monte is the CEO of Del Monte and Associates and has over thirty years experience in
physics, technology, and engineering. His technological developments are currently being used by
Honeywell, IBM, Samsung and the Department of Defense.
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Waterloo is one of the most famous battles in history and it has given rise to a vast and varied
literature. The strategy and tactics of the battle and the entire Waterloo campaign have been
analysed at length. The commanders, manoeuvres and critical episodes, and the intense
experiences of the men who took part, have all been recorded in minute detail. But the
organization, structure and fighting strength of the armies that fought in the battle have received
less attention, and this is the subject of Philip Haythornthwaite's detailed, authoritative and
engaging study. Through a close description of the structure and personnel of each of the armies
he builds up a fascinating picture of their makeup, their methods and their capabilities. The
insight he offers into the contrasting styles and national characteristics of the forces that came
together on the Waterloo battlefield gives a fresh perspective on the extraordinary clash of arms
that ended the Napoleonic era.

AUTHOR:
Philip Haythornthwaite is one of the most distinguished and prolific writers on the military history
of the Napoleonic era. He has long been established as an authority on the major battles of the
time, in particular those fought in the Iberian peninsula, and he has made a special study of the
armies and the soldiers who confronted each other across Europe during 15 years of almost
continuous warfare. His many previous books include: The Peninsular War: The Complete
Companion to the Iberian Campaigns 1807-14, The Armies of Wellington and Waterloo Men: The
Experience of Battle, 16-18 June 1815. 
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Carol Mather had a remarkable war. After joining a ski battalion which never made it to Finland,
he is sent to Scotland for Commando training before being posted to North Africa, where he
meets such colourful characters as Randolph Churchill, Evelyn Waugh, David Stirling and Shimi
Lovat. As an early member of Stirling's newly formed Special Air Service, he is involved in
thrilling exploits in the Western Desert before becoming a liaison officer on Monty's personal
staff. In this role he has a front-seat view of the Battle of El Alamein. After the battle, he returns
to the SAS, is captured on a dare-devil raid and sent to a POW camp in Northern Italy from
where he escapes making it back hundreds of miles to Allied lines. Sent home, he re-joins
Monty's personal staff where he serves from before D-Day and for most of the North West
Europe campaign. His account of the desperate Battle of the Bulge is particularly revealing. This
exceptional wartime memoir is studded with legendary characters. The unique combination of
behind enemy lines action and personal insights into how the war was conducted at the highest
command level makes for utterly compulsive reading.
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Now you can, once and for all, lay to rest old hurts, confusion, and emotional ties that no longer
serve who you are at this time. Gather the parts of yourself and your soul that have been
devastated, wounded, and forgotten and move forward into your eternal life. These 33 elegant
Rider-Waite-inspired art cards and a comprehensive guidebook will start you on your path to
enlightenment. By collecting all the missing pieces and healing those fragments of the self, you
can finally, and fully, become whole. From the colours to the smallest details, the symbols in this
exciting deck speak on a soul-deep level to help you intuit and identify the underlying and
often-motivational meanings of your life. This provides you with a platform from which to launch
the next stage of your Personal Journey. With Strength and Honor, may you seek and find Joy
and Grace in your passage.

AUTHOR:
Pamela Steele is an award-winning artist, author, and professional Tarot reader with strong
beliefs in self-empowerment and self-mastery. Decades of experience has given her the
knowledge that we each have the ability to re-create ourselves with passion and intent.

SELLING POINTS:
•  An oracle deck and companion guidebook for those seeking healing and enlightenment
•  The oracle is appropriate for all levels of readers and especially those interested in the Tarot's
Rider-Waite decks
•  As Seekers, we come to understand that although there are many paths, there is only one
mountain
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The power of pendulums is wondrous. They have been used in dowsing throughout the ages and
remain a useful tool in our modern world. In addition to famously helping to locate water and
minerals, they have a multitude of purposes – from relocating lost items, people or pets or
finding love to helping you make decisions, perform divination or even contact the spirit realm.
They can even be employed in diagnosing medical conditions, healing and rebalancing your
energies and chakras.

This inspiring new book will take you through the background and basics of pendulums: first
discover the history and methodology of using pendulums, how they are used today, why it
works, and how to choose your pendulum. Then get started: ‘programme’ your pendulum, focus
on your intent and energy, prepare your space and understand the potential questions and
movements that your pendulum will make. Pendulums will then delve further into how to use
pendulums in the different spheres of everyday life: career, life and household decisions;
relationship questions and desires; rebalancing and cleansing the seven chakras; working on your
diet and energy for health; dowsing in the psychic, energy and spiritual dimensions; as well as
fortune telling and looking to the future.

Whether you make it or buy it, whether it be metal, wood or crystal, this book will help you get
the most out of this mystical and invaluable object.

AUTHORS:
Maggie and Nigel Percy have been teaching and using dowsing personally and professionally since
the 1990s. They are certified in Spiritual Response Therapy (SRT), a method based on chart
dowsing. Maggie is a Karuna Reiki Master Teacher and Nigel a certified Spiritual Healer. 
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Any consideration of the song writing craft would be incomplete without the inclusion of American
singer/songwriter Aimee Mann. From her first steps as singer and bass player with '80s synth pop
band 'Til Tuesday, who scored a massive MTV hit with 'Voices Carry' in 1985, she has continually
produced starkly autobiographical and often ironically melodic songs that cut through the
emotional detail. With a career now spanning almost forty years, she has built a catalogue of
nine studio albums since going solo in the early 1990s and, via a series of record label
frustrations, has developed into a fiercely independent recording artist, flying outside the
mainstream. Her critical acclaim has never wavered, and whilst happy to work in a niche market,
her soundtrack for the film Magnolia and the accompanying Oscar nomination raised her profile
considerably, adding to her stalwart army of fans. This book gives an overview of Aimee Mann's
career from her earliest days, making it big with 'Til Tuesday and onward through her solo career
to date, investigating every recorded track in a comprehensive guide for fans and new listeners
keen to investigate a true original and double Grammy winner whose songs should be much
more widely recognised.

AUTHOR:
A music fan for as long as he can remember, Jez Rowden worked in record shops for many
years, absorbing music of all kinds. He enjoys many genres and has been involved in writing
album and concert reviews, mostly within the progressive rock field, for nearly 15 years, also
acting as editor for the 'Dutch Progressive Rock Pages' (DPRP) website and currently 'The
Progressive Aspect' (TPA) which he helped found in 2013. His previous book for Sonicbond
covered the music of Steely Dan's Walter Becker and Donald Fagen. An avid gig goer, he lives in
Swansea. 
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The 1970s was the decade that saw the arrival of Alice Cooper as a major force across the
media. Chris Sutton, explores the story of Alice Cooper the band and Alice the solo performer
from their early years through to the end of the decade. A roller-coaster ride of classic albums
and singles, the songs recorded in the 1970s still dominate his live sets to this day. The book
features all new interview material from key figures including Michael Bruce, Dennis Dunaway
and Neal Smith from the original band, Prakash John from the solo years, and Ernie Cefalu,
whose company Pacific Eye and Ear designed the sleeve packaging. Several other musicians,
concert promoters and even the band's first roadie have also contributed their thoughts. All of
the albums and singles from Don't Blow Your Mind, until From The Inside are examined in detail,
along with related archive releases and songs that didn't make the cut. In the course of putting
the book together much new information came to light that will be of huge interest to hardened
collectors and new fans alike. The book is an essential guide to Alice Cooper in the decade the
band helped to define.

AUTHOR:
Chris Sutton has been a fan of Alice Cooper since 1972 and the famous debut appearance on
Top Of The Pops. The reunion of the band for their UK tour in 2017 stands as one of his happiest
memories. He manages Smethwick Heritage Centre museum, and has written several
publications for them. He has also written several plays. Alice Cooper in the 1970s is his first
venture into music writing, with others to follow. He lives in Great Malvern, UK.
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Every now and then a band comes along that defies convention, refuses to be pigeon-holed,
thumbs its nose at comfy predictability and blows raspberries at commercial wisdom. That band
is Gong. From 1970 to the present day, Gong have ploughed a unique musical furrow - part
progressive rock, part spacey psychedelia, part proto-punk, ambient trance, drum 'n' bass and
absurdist political performance art. With a cup of tea in hand (and a revolving propellor on his
head) long-time fan Kevan Furbank examines all the Gong albums from Magick Brother in 1970
to 2019's The Universe Also Collapses, chronicles the stories behind each recording and examines
the songwriting, arrangements and mythology that inspired each track - with new insights from
Gong bassist Mike Howlett and synth wizard Tim Blake. In doing so, he also looks at the
contributions made by the many great musicians who have passed through Gong in the last
50-odd years, including guitar hero Steve Hillage, mercurial drummer Pierre Moerlen, flute and
sax maestro Didier Malherbe and, of course, hippy foole, whimsical visionary and Gong founder
Daevid Allen. He also attempts to gather together the branches and off-shoots of the Gong
family tree - including Mother Gong, Gongmaison and Pierre Moerlen's Gong - and the important
solo recordings. If you have never heard any Gong, this book is the perfect introduction. If you
have, you will want to go back and revisit the glorious music this band has made. In the words of
the Pot Head Pixies, why don't you try....

AUTHOR:
Kevan Furbank is Managing Editor of the Irish Daily Mirror and has been a journalist on local and
national newspapers for nearly 40 years. He has published books on local history and written
stories, articles and columns on practically every subject under the sun. This is his second book in
the On Track series - his first, on Fairport Convention, was published in 2020. He contributes
reviews and interviews to a progressive rock website and his music tastes encompass prog, rock,
folk and jazz. He doesn't like country music. In his spare time, when he has any, he likes to
pretend he can play guitar, bass and mandolin. He lives in Holywood, Northern Ireland, and is
married with two grown-up daughters, both of whom are better musicians than he is. 
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The Stooges were formed in 1967 in Ann Arbor, outside Detroit. They created three classic
albums between 1969 and 1973: The Stooges, Fun House and Raw Power. Despite a lack of
commercial success, the band attracted a small, devoted following and laid a musical foundation
that would influence generations of artists. The Stooges' music was raw, primal, exciting, and the
unique, but it was the compelling stage presence of the band's singer, Iggy Pop, that made them
legendary. Stooges' performances were unpredictable, with the singer inciting audiences to react
and making it impossible for them to remain complacent. He was passionate, fearless and, at
times, expressed himself in genuinely frightening ways, performing self-mutilation, stage dives,
crowd surfing and rushing into the audience to confront hecklers or spontaneously interact with
anyone offstage who struck his fancy. Iggy tore down the barriers that traditionally existed
between audience and performer, forcing the audience to become part of the overall
performance. But by 1974, he was locked into an orbit of self-annihilation and drug abuse which
led, ultimately, to the demise of the band in February of that year. This book explores, in depth,
all the concerts the Stooges played 1967-74, bringing the live experience to life through
eyewitness accounts, press reports and other source materials, to present an unprecedented
account of the Stooges' performances during this period.

AUTHOR:
Per Nilsen is a leading authority on Iggy and the Stooges and was one of the authors behind The
Wild One, the first biography of Iggy Pop. He has written on numerous artists, including David
Bowie and Prince. Nilsen is a behavioural economist from Stockholm School of Economics and is
a Professor of social medicine and public health at Linkoeping University. Music has been a
life-long passion since he discovered the Beatles at the age of five. He lives in Sweden.
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One of the most iconic and successful British bands of the 1980s, Level 42 are also arguably the
ultimate 'fusion' unit, streamlining their energetic early jazz/funk/rock sound into slick,
effortlessly-soulful pop music. Encompassing eleven studio albums, including twenty UK top 40
hits and two US top twenty singles, their catalogue, in many ways, defines the '80s but also
reflects their musical virtuosity and vibrant eclecticism, peppering tracks with influences from
Herbie Hancock, Return To Forever and The Mahavishnu Orchestra. Emerging from the so-called
'Britfunk' scene, Level 42 developed from being one of the most electrifying live acts of the era
to become a true songwriters' collective, delivering the effervescent, ubiquitous hits 'The Sun
Goes Down (Living It Up)', 'Something About You' and 'Lessons In Love'. Level 42 - on track is
the first in-depth study of the band's illustrious catalogue, track by track, album by album, with
recording information, musical analysis, studio gossip, full musician credits and contributions from
Mark King and Gary Husband. The book also covers the solo projects of the band's many
members. Level 42 - on track is a must for fans and those interested in the wider musical
landscape of the 1980s and 1990s.

AUTHOR:
Matt Phillips has been a Level 42 fan since seeing the band perform 'The Chinese Way' on Top Of
The Pops in January 1983. He is the founder of movingtheriver.com and soundsofsurprise.com,
has contributed to various magazines including Classic Pop and Jazzwise and won the inaugural
Write Stuff award for jazz writing. Matt has been Universal Music's jazz catalogue manager and
Jazz FM's web editor, and written the liner notes for Miles Davis, Tony Williams and Billy Cobham
DVDs and CDs. As a multi-instrumentalist, Matt has performed extensively in London and Europe,
and co-written songs for Silver Sun. He lives in London.
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Veteran Canadian rockers Rush are something of a musical miracle. They successfully
transformed themselves from a Led Zeppelin- and Cream-influenced power trio to progressive
band with a serious sci-fi and fantasy fixation, and ultimately to anything they'd ever imagined.
Few bands could have so effortlessly navigated, much less survived, these radical transitions - all
while moving tens of millions of units across the globe. Although each member of the band has
been heralded for his individual technical prowess, Rush has always been greater than the sum of
its parts. A string of studio recording classics from the mid-1970s through to the early 1980s,
including 2112, A Farewell to Kings, Permanent Waves, Moving Pictures and Signals, catapulted
bassist/vocalist Geddy Lee, guitarist Alex Lifeson and drummer Neil Peart into the upper echelons
of rock stardom. In the ensuing years, Rush boldly explored new technology and compositional
strategies, shifting musical directions and risking the possibility of alienating much of its fan base.
By the late 1980s and into the 1990s, gone were the programmed, keyboard-laden musical
superhighways mapped out for releases Power Windows and Hold Your Fire. In the last days of
the 20th Century and into the current era, Rush experienced paradigm-shifting career
reconstruction, personal tragedy, professional hiatus, a rediscovery of sci-fi-inspired concepts,
and, in 2013, induction into the Rock 'N' Roll Hall of Fame. Analysing both the musical and lyrical
content of the band's considerable output, and providing a sprinkling of archival and new
interviews, this On Track entry traces all the various sonic sojourns in the decades-long Rush
saga. In the wake of the recent and devastating passing of legendary drummer Peart, we pay
tribute as well as provide a useful guide to one of the most revered body of works of the rock
musical form.

AUTHOR:
Will Romano is the author of six books, including 2020's Wish You Were Here: Inside Pink Floyd's
Musical Milestone, the critically acclaimed Mountains Come Out of the Sky (with a foreword by
iconic drummer Bill Bruford), and Big Boss Man. He's written on a variety of topics, for numerous
outlets, including New York Post, New York Daily News, American Way, Guitar Player, Modern
Drummer, PLSN, Military History, Writer's Digest and others. He's the proud father of a Shih Tzu
(Gilligan). He lives in New York. 
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Guitarist Steve Hackett first came to many fan's attention when he joined Genesis in 1971.
Following seven excellent albums with the band, he went his own way in 1977. He had already
kick started his solo career with the critically acclaimed Voyage of the Acolyte in 1975 but 24
studio albums followed, making him the most prolific member of the classic Genesis line-up. In
the 1980s, he also formed GTR with Yes guitarist Steve Howe and they enjoyed commercial
success with a hit album and single. Steve's solo work has embraced rock, prog, classical, blues,
pop, jazz and world music, all performed with style and panache and his most recent album At
the Edge of Light released in 2019 is perhaps his best since the classic Spectral Mornings in 1979.
On stage, he has kept the Genesis flame burning brightly, performing the band's classic material
from the 1970s alongside his own work. He remains one of the most innovative and influential
musicians in rock. This book examines, in detail, each one of Steve's studio albums and traces his
long and varied history. Collaborations, live albums and compilations are also discussed, making
this the most comprehensive guide to the music of Steve Hackett yet published. Whether the
reader is a diehard fan or someone wishing to catch-up on his post Genesis work, Steve Hackett
on track is essential reading.

AUTHOR:
Geoffrey Feakes is an author and music journalist. He has published two previous books, The
Moody Blues On Track in 2019 and The Who On Track in 2020. He has been a writer for the
Dutch Progressive Rock Page since 2005 with hundreds of reviews and interviews to his credit. He
first saw Steve Hackett on stage with Genesis in 1972 and has followed his career ever since. He
lives in Wakefield, West Yorkshire. 
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Incredibly, Uriah Heep have now been active for a full fifty years. However, few would argue that
the period which has come to define them the most, and during which they were at their most
influential, was 1970-1980. During this decade they released an incredible thirteen studio albums
and a legendary double live album, as well as having a regular turnaround of musicians in all but
the guitar and keyboard roles. During this remarkable decade, there were the first three albums,
as the band sought to find a stable line-up, followed by the classic run begun by the Demons And
Wizards album featuring the definitive Box/Hensley/Byron/Kerslake/Thain line-up. When
charismatic frontman David Byron departed, there was a period of some uncertainty, but still
some remarkable music was made. In this book the reader will be taken on a year-by-year
journey through that decade, looking at the albums, the often gruelling touring schedules and the
ups and downs of the relationships within the band. Never quite attaining the sales and success
of some of their rivals at the time, Uriah Heep nevertheless released some of the most
extraordinary music of the decade - and this book takes you through it all.

AUTHOR:
Steve Pilkington is a music journalist, editor and broadcaster. He was Editor in Chief for the
Classic Rock Society Magazine Rock Society and is now co-administrator of the rock website
Velvet Thunder as well as presenting a weekly internet radio show called A Saucerful Of Prog.
Before taking on this work full-time, he spent years writing for fanzines and an Internet music
review site on a part-time basis. He has recently published Deep Purple and Rainbow On Track,
The Rolling Stones On Track and Iron Maiden On Track, all for Sonicbond, and has also written
the official biography of legendary guitarist Gordon Giltrap. He lives in Wigan, Lancashire, UK.
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This practical, inspiring guide shows how individuals can help support the endangered North
American monarch butterfly, with information on creating monarch-friendly landscapes using
plants that feed and sustain the butterfly through the different stages of its life.

The plight of the monarch butterfly has captured public attention and sparked widespread
interest in helping to save their dwindling populations. In this in-depth portrait of the monarch
butterfly - covering its life cycle, its remarkable relationship with milkweed, its extraordinary
migration, and the threats it now faces due to habitat loss and climate change - detailed
instructions on how to design and create monarch-friendly landscapes are enriched by guidance
on observing and understanding butterfly behavior and habits. Following the model of their
previous best-selling book, 100 Plants to Feed the Bees, The Xerces Society provides at-a-glance
profiles of the plant species that provide monarchs with nourishment. The plants, which are all
commercially available, range from dozens of species of milkweed - the only food of monarch
caterpillars - to numerous flowering plants, shrubs, and trees that provide nectar for the adult
butterfly, including those that bloom in late season and sustain monarchs in their great migration.
Gorgeous photographs of monarchs and plants, plus illustrations, maps, and garden plans, make
this a visually engaging guide.

AUTHOR:
The Xerces Society is a nonprofit organization based in Portland, Oregon, that protects wildlife
through the conservation of invertebrates and their habitat. Established in 1971, the Society is at
the forefront of invertebrate protection worldwide, harnessing the knowledge of scientists and the
enthusiasm of citizens to implement conservation programs. They are the authors of 100 Plants
to Feed the Bees, Farming with Native Beneficial Insects, and Attracting Native Pollinators.
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Science, nature, and adventure come together in Sara Dykman's riveting account of her solo bike
trip along the 10,000 mile-long migratory path of the monarch butterfly.

Outdoor educator and field researcher Sara Dykman decided to do something no one had ever
done before - pedal along with monarch butterflies over the entire length of their 10,201-mile
migratory journey. She did it alone, on a hand-built bicycle, through three countries.

In Bicycling with Butterflies, Dykman recounts her incredible journey and the adventurous ups
and downs of her ride - follow her along through a Midwestern thunderstorm, a field of zombie
corn, and multiple trips across the border. Along the way, we meet a cast of characters that
includes devoted citizen scientists, skeptical bar patrons, farmers, and fellow bicyclists. Dykman
weaves a tale full of humility and grace, all while sharing the science that underlies the urgency
of saving the monarchs and why we all should care.

Bicycling with Butterflies deftly combines memoir, travel, and popular science. It is a must-read
debut if you are looking for an uplifting story filled with optimism, energy, and hope.

AUTHOR:
Sara Dykman divides her time among seasonal amphibian research, outdoor education, and
adventures. She created beyondabook.org to connect students to her adventures in order to
foster lifelong learners, boundary pushers, explorers, and stewards.
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A must-read for gardeners and birders, The Hummingbird Handbook is a complete guide to
attracting, understanding, and protecting hummingbirds.

Hummingbirds inspire an unmistakable sense of devotion and awe among bird lovers. Gardeners,
too, love the company of hummingbirds, not only for their beauty, but also for their role as
pollinators.

The Hummingbird Handbook satisfies both bird lovers and gardeners alike with a colorful,
generously illustrated package brimming with practical advice, important ecological information,
and hundreds of stunning photos. John Shewey empowers you to attract hummingbirds to your
own backyard by identifying the best bird feeders and the most effective techniques for enticing
hungry hummers. Additional information includes details on planting and landscaping for
hummingbirds and an identification guide to species found in North America.

The Hummingbird Handbook is the complete guide to attracting, understanding, and protecting
hummingbirds.

AUTHOR:
Lifelong birding enthusiast John Shewey is a veteran writer, editor, and professional outdoor
photographer, with credits in Birdwatching, Portland Monthly, Northwest Travel & Life, and
dozens of other magazines, and co-author of Birds of the Pacific Northwest, a Timber Press Field
Guide. John has photographed birds from the mountains of Alaska to the jungles of Central
America to the islands of the Caribbean, and his website chronicles many of these travels in rich
photographic detail. 
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This revised edition of the classic guide Keeping a Nature Journal has a fresh look, with full-colour
art and expanded sections on journaling styles, drawing techniques, and how nature journaling
can be a valuable means of self-expression and a tool for fostering mindfulness and connection
with the natural world.

Originally published in 2000 with endorsements from E.O. Wilson and Jane Goodall, Clare Walker
Leslie's Keeping a Nature Journal was at the forefront of the nature observation and journaling
movement. Leslie's approach has long been acclaimed for its accessible style of teaching people
to see, witness, and appreciate the wonders of nature, and her classic guide is still used by
individuals, groups, and educators ranging from elementary school teachers to college-level
instructors. The third edition features more of Leslie's step-by-step drawing techniques, a new
selection of pages from her own journals (which she's kept for 40 years), and an expanded
range of prompts for observing particular aspects of the natural world in any location. With an
emphasis on learning to see and observe, Leslie shows how drawing nature doesn't require
special skills, artistic ability, or even nature knowledge, and it is a tool everyone can use to
record observations and experience the benefits of a stronger connection to the natural world.

AUTHOR:
Clare Walker Leslie is a nationally known wildlife artist, author, and educator. For more than 30
years, she has been connecting people of all ages to nature using drawing, writing, and
observation of the outdoors. Her books include the bestsellers Keeping a Nature Journal and The
Nature Connection, as well as The Curious Nature Guide, Nature Journal, and Drawn to Nature.
She lives with her husband and family in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and Granville, Vermont.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Update of a classic bestseller. First published in 2000, Keeping a Nature Journal has 126,000
copies in print and is widely acclaimed as a classic guidebook on the topic. Since its first printing,
author Clare Walker Leslie has become a prominent, passionate advocate, teacher, and
practitioner of nature journaling as she's travelled and taught workshops around the world.
•  Provides people of all ages with an accessible way to connect with nature. From forest bathing
to nature-deficit disorder, evidence of the health and emotional benefits gained by developing a
connection to nature is stronger than ever, for both adults and children. Leslie has developed
drawing and observation instructions, prompts, and guidance that effectively engage people of all
ages and abilities - no special artistic skill or nature knowledge required.
•  New features include expanded drawing instructions and more inspiration from the author's
personal notebooks. This third edition features new selections from the author's own nature
journals, which she's kept daily for more than 40 years, along with her easy-to-follow drawing
techniques and expanded sections on mindfulness, reflective writing, and citizen science.
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Doug Tallamy, the New York Times bestselling author of Nature's Best Hope and Bringing Nature
Home, reveals the ecological importance of the mighty oak tree.

With Bringing Nature Home, Doug Tallamy changed the conversation about gardening in
America. His second book, the New York Times bestseller Nature's Best Hope, urged
homeowners to take conservation into their own hands. Now, he is turning his advocacy to one of
the most important species of the plant kingdom - the mighty oak tree.

Oaks sustain a complex and fascinating web of wildlife. The Nature of Oaks reveals what is going
on in oak trees month by month, highlighting the seasonal cycles of life, death, and renewal.
From woodpeckers who collect and store hundreds of acorns for sustenance to the beauty of
jewel caterpillars, Tallamy illuminates and celebrates the wonders that occur right in our own
backyards. He also shares practical advice about how to plant and care for an oak, along with
information about the best oak species for your area.

The Nature of Oaks will inspire you to treasure these trees and to act to nurture and protect
them.

AUTHOR:
Doug Tallamy is a professor in the Department of Entomology and Wildlife Ecology at the
University of Delaware, where he has taught insect-related courses for 40 years. His most recent
book with Timber Press, Nature's Best Hope, is a New York Times Best Seller.

120 colour photographs
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Foodie and food photographer Evelien Boone shows you how to style a dish and make it look
tasty, how you can take the most beautiful food photos with your camera or smartphone and the
different composition techniques you can apply. With this book she proves that anyone can learn
to take mouth-watering photographs as long as you have the right tools at hand.

AUTHOR:
Eveline Boone of French Beans received her bachelor's degree in photography and specialised in
food styling. Her passion for food and drink is reflected both on set and in her daily life. Whether
it's testing new restaurants, travelling or collecting beautiful cookbooks.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Style your dishes and make photos for your social media
•  A practical guide for anyone who wants to learn more about food photography with a camera
or smartphone
•  For everyone who loves cooking and sharing their inspiration

180 colour, 20 b/w illustrations
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This project began in America, 2013: authors Erika Z. Figabomba and Alessandra Tisato drove
from Nevada to the Bay Area, via San Diego, taking over 10,000 photos of beautiful, powerful
women and non-binary people. These photographs do not only celebrate beauty in a way that is
far from the polished, glossy images of fashion and advertising; they also explore the meaning of
nakedness in a society that seems to prioritise superficial entertainment over women/non-binary
sexuality and overall body positivity.

B.A.D. Beautiful And Determined, with 224 pages and more than 100 colour photographs, is a
celebration of beauty, determination and empowerment free from all genders and stereotypes.
The book also contains critical texts by Carlotta Cossutta, a researcher in political philosophy, who
works on feminism and queer theories in and out of academia and Elle Stanger, a queer person
who writes sex education, short stories and advice columns that work to reduce shame and harm
related to sexuality and touch.

AUTHORS:
Erika Z. Figabomba is a freelance photographer ‘extraordinaire’ with proven experience working
with newspapers and magazine production, both printed and digital. Pro photographer since
2005, Erika worked as an art-director and dance performer for about a decade. She currently
resides in the Netherlands. Since 2006 she has been modelling and photographing for the
worldwide famous site www.suicidegirls.com under the name of Waikiki Suicide. In her artistic
career she took part in several exhibitions throughout the world, exposing photographs of people
in their everyday environments.

Alessandra Tisato has been working as a freelance photographer since 2001, mainly in the fields
of fashion and portrait photography. Since 2003 she has been photographing for the world
famous website www.suicidegirls.com under the name Albertine Suicide. At the same time, she
has been working on personal projects, mainly connected to the female body and female
stereotypes and since 2007 she has been an active member of the Italian art collective Punk
Surrealism, under the name of Banana. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  B.A.D. explores the meaning of nakedness in a society that seems to prioritise superficial
entertainment over women/non-binary sexuality and overall body positivity

186 colour illustrations
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From New England to the Deep South, photographers Susan Daley and Steve Gross have
captured more than 100 forgotten buildings along America's old auto routes. Isolated in
full-colour and black-and-white portraits, the roadside cafes, feed stores, grange halls, juke
joints, and general stores are a poignant reminder of the ingenuity of local building practices and
working-class culture during the years between the Civil War and the Great Depression. With
their humble beauty and distinctive character, these once-useful structures infuse the American
landscape with a strong sense of place. This collection of buildings preserves a sampling of our
country's architecture heritage and encourages travelers to slow down and notice the details.

AUTHORS:
Steve Gross and Susan Daley are photographic artists who live in New York City. They are the
coauthors of 12 previous books on architectural and landscape design, including Creole Houses
and Historic Charleston and the Lowcountry. Their fine-art photography has been exhibited in
numerous galleries and museums and is included in many private collections.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Over 100 architectural portraits document the beauty of forgotten buildings on lonely stretches
of road, providing an invaluable record of lost building practices and ways of doing things
•  Images of shuttered filling stations, farm granges, juke joints, and general stores will appeal
to connoisseurs of America's industrial, commercial, and agrarian past
•  A poignant look at the remnants of working-class commercial architecture from roughly 1870
to 1940

140 colour and b/w images
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Explore the magic of independent bookstores in this beautiful photographic journey across the
world.

Bookstores are treasure troves of knowledge and ideas, invaluable for the imagination, and often
reflect their owners' personalities in ways internet behemoths could never re-create. In this book,
photographer Horst A. Friedrichs opens the door to the world of bricks-and-mortar bookstores,
showcasing their variety, quirkiness, and vitality with lavish photography. It celebrates the
passion and commitment of the owners with interviews and anecdotes. Explore William Stout
Books, a specialty store for architecture and art books in San Francisco, and Baldwin's Book Barn
in Pennsylvania, a 5-story bookstore housed in a dairy barn open since the mid-1940s. Discover
Gay's the Word, the UK's first and only dedicated LGBTQI bookshop and Livraria Lello, whose Art
Deco interior is a temple to reading in the middle of Porto, Portugal. Some of the featured
bookstores specialise in a certain genre, some are massive with vaulted ceilings, some are tiny
and filled to the brim with books, some are in historic buildings that evoke a different time and
place, and some are brand new, hightech, architect-designed spaces. What all the bookstores
have in common is that they are all dedicated to spreading the written word to their
communities. This is an ideal book for anyone who loves to read, browse, or simply linger in the
analog world of books and bookstores.

AUTHORS:
Horst A. Friedrichs is a photographer whose work has appeared in The Independent, The New
York Times, and Stern. He is the author of many books including Cycle Style, Best of British, and
Coffee Style (all by Prestel). He lives in London.

Stuart Husband is a London-based writer and travel journalist. He has written for The Telegraph,
Observer, The Sunday Times, and The Independent.

200 colour illustrations
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Dogs are only human, aren't they? This irresistible dog book by Sandra Muller combines refined
canine portrait photography with a fun and loving look at our four-legged friends outfitted in
different costumes to uncannily reveal their humanlike personalities - whether a giant schnauzer
or pug, pedigree dog or characterful cross-breed. For every dog portrait, there is a humorous
accompanying text about their chosen outfit. Pug Gisbert, for example, would certainly be a
medic in the human world: you only need to call out the vet's name "Dr. Uwe" and Gisbert is
already crazy with excitement.

SELLING POINTS:
•  83 dog portraits full of creativity and humour.
•  Our four-pawed friends seen as human types in a variety of hilarious and astute guises.
•  A delightful gift book for all dog lovers and dog owners.

160 colour photographs
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Photographer and respected Art Director Lloyd Ziff has been fascinated with Cadillacs since the
1950s. Ziff has captured this classic American icon through the decades, body styles and
conditions. Often the American flag appears as a motif or reflection. 'Fins & Flags' is a wonderful
collection of timeless fine art photography by a master practitioner.

Since 2000, Lloyd Ziff has made photography the sole focus of his career. He has had one man
shows in New York City at Danziger Gallery and Robin Rice Gallery, and Earl McGrath Gallery in
Los Angeles. His book of photographs, Near North, Photographs of Alaska and The Yukon, was
published in 2010, and his photographs have been included in Patti Smith's autobiography, 'Just
Kids', and the anthologies 'American Photography', 'Graphis Photography', and 'The Spirit of
Family', by Al and Tipper Gore.

Ziff's photographs are included in the permanent collections of The Palm Springs Art Museum,
Palm Springs, California, and The International Center of Photography, New York, New York, as
well as having been published in many of the world's most prestigious magazines including Blind
Spot, The New York Times Magazine, Conde Nast Traveler, Interview, Kid's Wear (Germany),
LA-The Los Angeles Times Magazine, New York, Rolling Stone, Vanity Fair, and Wired. Before he
became known as a photographer, Ziff was an award-winning art director/design director of
magazines, including Vanity Fair, House & Garden, Conde Nast Traveler, New West, and Rolling
Stone. Ziff taught magazine design, photography, and illustration at Art Center College in
Pasadena, California, The School of Visual Arts in New York City, and for 13 years at Parsons
School of Design in New York City. In 1999, he was elected to the Board of Trustees of Pratt
Institute in Brooklyn, New York, his alma mater (1967).

57 colour, 50 b/w illustrations
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An ode to Alberic 'Briek' Schotte, the godfather of all flandriens.

The heroes of the Tour of Flanders and the Paris-Roubaix are tough and determined. The
Flemings specialise in riding on bad roads and in bad weather. This set of photos provides an
intimate and emotional portrait of these legendary athletes, landscapes and the Flemish culture.
Stephan Vanfleteren has been photographing cycling races in Belgium and its surrounding areas
for more than 15 years already.

With more than 100 images, carefully selected by photographer Stephan Vanfleteren.

AUTHOR:
Stephan Vanfleteren was born in Kortrijk, Belgium, in 1969. He studied photography at the Sint
Lucas instituut in Brussels (1988-1992). From 1993 to 2009, he worked as a freelance
photographer for the Belgian newspaper De Morgen. Alongside his assignments for the
newspaper, he worked constantly on personal projects. Recent years have seen him working on
commissions from various museums, exhibiting his work internationally and publishing his
photographs in newspapers and magazines around the world, including Le Monde (FR), De
Volkskrant (NL), The New York Times (US) and De Standaard (BE).

87 b/w illustrations
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Could it be that our world is just a construction – a manufactured illusion?

A few years ago, this existential discussion was limited to the academic world and science fiction.
But things are changing. Bank of America recently issued a report to all of their customers in
which they stated that the probability that we live in an artificial reality is between 20% and 50%.
Tesla and founder, Elon Musk, believes that the chance that we do not live in a computer
simulation is one in a billion.
 
The Merge visually explores the question: Is it possible that our physical reality does not exist as
we believe it to, but instead life is a computer simulation?

The Merge is the second book of Sara Brincher Galbiati, Peter Helles Eriksen and Tobias Selnaes
Markussen – three documentary based artists living and working in Copenhagen, Denmark.

Throughout their projects the Sara, Peter & Tobias share and collaborate on every aspect of the
process – from research, interviewing, and taking the actual pictures, to editing the final photos
and designing the book.

100 images
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The South of France in the Golden '50s. The sun is shining and palm trees cast jagged shadows
on a polished motor purring up the drive to the Grand Hotel. Irish photographer Edward Quinn
delighted in these scenes of Cote d'Azur splendour. Like no other, Quinn captured the essence of
the Riviera high society, revealing its glamorous social and cultural life with a subtle and fine
sense of humour. This new edition of his Riviera Cocktail has all the fabulous and fascinating
ingredients of the era: movie stars and starlets, gamblers and musicians, business magnates and
faded nobility - captured out and about on the sparkling Riviera and in more intimate moments.

SELLING POINTS:
•  150 photographs from the shimmering 1950s on the Cote d'Azur.
•  Stars and celebrities on the street, at gala evenings, and in private moments.
•  The finest vintage images from a total portfolio of over 100,000 negatives.

150 duotone photographs
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Back and more gleaming than ever, this new edition of Stars & Cars marks the 100th anniversary
of legendary Irish photographer, Edward Quinn. A curation of 150 of Quinn's finest photographs
that captures the jet-set glamour and opulent car design of 1950s Cote d'Azur: Picasso and his
Hispano-Suiza, Brigitte Bardot in her Lancia, and the Onassis' in their Porsche, amongst others. A
lavish ride through midcentury joie de vivre, where celebrities from showbiz, art, and aristocracy
ride their classic cars through the golden South of France sunshine.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A gorgeous tribute to the "Golden Fifties" on the French Riviera.
•  Movie stars, artists, aristocracy, and exquisite vintage cars.
•  Marking the 100th birthday of Riviera Cocktail photographer, Edward Quinn.

150 duotone photographs
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

This trove of recently discovered photographs offers an unprecedented opportunity to take a
closer look at Idi Amin's dictatorship and its impact on Ugandan history.

Chosen from a collection of 70,000 negatives from the archive of the Uganda Broadcasting
Corporation, the images in this remarkable collection were taken by Amin's personal
photographers between the 1950s and mid-1980s. Like many dictators, Amin used photography
as a means of spreading propaganda that would flatter his regime while obscuring its failures and
abuses. Organised into thematic sections, these photographs show how Amin sought to gain
support for acts such as his expulsion of tens of thousands of South Asians in 1972 and for the
"Economic War," in which citizens charged with petty theft were tried and executed. There are
also fascinating insights into the ways Amin hoped to promote Ugandan arts and culture,
including a food-eating competition in Kampala and ceremonial visits to remote villages. The
book includes revelatory archival documents recently unearthed concerning the Amin
government. Essays by the authors, both experts in the field, help provide a context for the
archive, as well as insights into how the lessons learned from this dark period of African history
can shine a light towards a brighter future for Uganda and its people.

AUTHORS:
Derek Peterson is Professor of History, African and Afro-American Studies at the University of
Michigan. He has edited books about the Atlantic slave trade, the history of journalism, and the
politics of the heritage business in Africa. For the past decade he is been working with Ugandan
colleagues to make government archives accessible to citizens and scholars. He lives in Ann
Arbor, MI.

Richard Vokes is Associate Professor of Anthropology and Development at the University of
Western Australia. He has long-standing research interests in Uganda, especially in the fields of
visual and media anthropology. He is an Editor of the Journal of Eastern Africa Studies, and
former President of the Australian Anthropological Society. He lives in Perth, Australia.

120 b/w illustrations
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In 2020, the Belgian cycling team known as "The Wolfpack" (officially, Deceuninck – Quick-Step)
had the most victories, the most second places, and the most third places. It was an
unforgettable year of falling hard, getting back up, and winning again. This third consecutive
Wolfpack annual shows the team of 2020 through the lens of photographer Wout Beel: at home
with family during the lockdown, in total ecstasy after a victory, decompressing on the team bus.
These behind-the-scenes images capture the Wolfpack's 18th season in an intimate and moving
group portrait.  

AUTHOR:
Wout Beel is Deceuninck – Quick-Step's in-house photographer. He followed the team closely in
2020, both on and off the road. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  The ecstasy and the agony of another vintage season with "The Wolfpack" (Deceuninck –
Quick-Step), Belgium's premier professional cycling team
•  Behind-the-scenes photographs of the team bring you along on the emotional roller coaster
that was 2020
•  An insider's book for all cycling enthusiasts and fans  

200 colour, 20 b/w illustrations
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Explore the world through the eyes of women street photographers as they document the ways
humankind inhabits the urban environment.

Originally a male-dominated field, street photography is increasingly becoming the domain of
women. This exuberant collection of images reflects that shift, showcasing 100 contemporary
women street photographers working today, accompanied by personal statements about their
work. The book also includes biographies of women photographers from history who paved the
way for the next generation. The volume is curated by Gulnara Samoilova, founder of the
Women Street Photographers project, which has an Instagram presence of nearly 90,000
followers. Photographer Melissa Breyer's introductory essay explores how the genre helps us
understand the way we live today - and how women throughout history have been uniquely
poised to navigate the terrain. In turns intimate and candid, these photographs offer a
kaleidoscopic glimpse of what happens when women are behind the camera.

AUTHORS:
Gulnara Samoilova is a fine art and street photographer based in New York City and the founder
of @WomenStreetPhotographers Instagram feed and the travelling exhibition. She has received
national and international awards for her photographs from 9/11, including first prize in the
World Press Photo competition, the New York Press Club award, and Interphoto Photographer of
the Year.

Melissa Breyer is a photojournalist specialising in street photography. Breyer's work has been
exhibited across the globe and has been featured in national and international publications,
including National Geographic and The New York Times.

110 colour illustrations
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100 of the most moving and inspiring poems of the last 200 years from around the world, a
collection that will comfort and enthrall anyone trapped by grief or loneliness, selected by the
award-winning, best-selling, and beloved author of How to Read a Poem

Implicit in poetry is the idea that we are deepened by heartbreaks, by the recognition and
understanding of suffering - not just our own suffering but also the pain of others. We are not so
much diminished as enlarged by grief, by our refusal to vanish, or to let others vanish, without
leaving a record. And poets are people who are determined to leave a trace in words, to
transform oceanic depths of feeling into art that speaks to others.
 
In 100 Poems to Break Your Heart, poet and advocate Edward Hirsch selects 100 poems, from
the 19th century to the present, and illuminates them, unpacking context and references to help
the reader fully experience the depth of emotion and wisdom within these poems.
 
For anyone trying to process grief, loneliness, or fear, this collection of poetry will be your guide
in trying times.

AUTHOR:
Edward Hirsch is a celebrated poet and peerless advocate for poetry. A MacArthur fellow, he has
published ten books of poems and five books of prose. He has received numerous awards and
fellowships, including a National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship, the Rome Prize, a Pablo
Neruda Presidential Medal of Honor, and the American Academy of Arts and Letters Award for
literature. He serves as president of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation and lives
in Brooklyn.
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This beautifully curated selection of 100 uplifting poems of gratitude by well-known and emerging
poets invites gratefulness into daily life and includes opportunities for reflection and writing, topics
for discussion, and reading group questions.

More and more people are turning to poetry as an antidote to divisiveness, negativity, anxiety,
and the frenetic pace of life. How to Love the World: Poems of Gratitude and Hope offers
readers uplifting, deeply felt, and relatable poems by well-known poets from all walks of life and
all parts of the U.S., including Joy Harjo, Naomi Shihab Nye, Ross Gay, Tracy K. Smith, and
others. The work of these poets captures the beauty, pleasure, and connection readers hunger
for. How to Love the World, which contains new works by Ted Kooser, Mark Nepo, and Jane
Hirshfield, invites readers to use poetry as part of their daily gratitude practice to uncover the
simple gifts of abundance and joy to be found everywhere. With pauses for stillness and
invitations for writing and reflection throughout, as well as reading group questions and topics for
discussion in the back, this book can be used to facilitate discussion in a classroom or in any
group setting.

AUTHOR:
James Crews is the author of four collections of poetry: The Book of What Stays, Telling My
Father, Bluebird, and Every Waking Moment. He is also the editor of the popular Healing the
Divide: Poems of Kindness and Connection. His poems have appeared in Ploughshares, The New
Republic, The Christian Century, and have been reprinted in Ted Kooser's American Life in Poetry
and featured on Tracy K. Smith's podcast, The Slowdown. Crews holds an MFA in creative writing
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison and a PhD in writing and literature from the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln. He worked with former U.S. poet laureate Ted Kooser on his weekly
newspaper column, "American Life in Poetry," which reaches millions of readers across the world.
He teaches poetry at SUNY-Albany and lives with his husband on an organic farm in Shaftsbury,
Vermont.
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The Kennedys in the World: How Jack, Bobby, and Ted Remade America's Empire explores how
the Kennedy brothers reshaped America's federation for more than six decades after World War
II. For all the millions of words written about them, no one has explored this fascinating,
pervasive, and, in the end, hugely consequential aspect of their lives. This book provides a new
look at the Kennedy clan, their relationships with one another, and how those relationships
influenced America's foreign policy. Over the course of their collective careers, the Kennedy
brothers did more than anyone else to reshape America's Cold War policies and then to upend its
"Cold War consensus" - the belief that America's top global challenge was to contain the Soviets.
But while they shared certain views about America's global role, the brothers never forged a
full-blown "Kennedy doctrine" to guide America through the end of the Cold War and into the
multi-polar world that we now confront. Because the brothers were such influential figures on
foreign affairs, Lawrence J. Haas and the brothers' story offers a new window into the rise and
fall of America's post-war empire - from the Cold War consensus from the late 1940s to early
1960s to the futile search for a consistent and effective U.S. global role ever since.

AUTHOR:
Lawrence J. Haas is a senior fellow at the American Foreign Policy Council and former
communications director for Vice President Al Gore. 
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Among the most influential political and social forces of the twentieth century, modern
communism rests firmly on philosophical, political, and economic underpinnings developed by
Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov, later known as Lenin. The State and Revolution is Lenin's most significant
work, in which he totally rejects the institutions of Western democracy and presents his vision of
the final perfection of Communism. For anyone who seeks to understand the twentieth century,
capitalism, the Russian revolution, and the role of Communism in the tumultuous political and
social movements that have shaped the modern world, this book offers unparalleled insight and
understanding.
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Holy Shocking Saints is a beautifully illustrated book celebrating the extraordinary lives of twelve
remarkable people. Whether mystics, healers or holy people, their strong belief was the catalyst
that set them on the spiritual path. Some renounced wealth, position and marriage proposals;
others had a burning desire to explore the world to teach about their faith. Determined and
fearless, most of these men and women had to conduct, endure or witness shocking deeds
throughout their lives. Their acts of kindness, incredible achievements and miracles that occurred
before and after their deaths eventually made them saints.
 
From Colmcille confronting the Loch Ness Monster, to Brendan setting sail across the Atlantic, to
Li Ban transforming into a mermaid for three hundred years, whether fact or fiction this
collection of stories will delight and entertain readers from ages seven and up.

AUTHOR:
Sine Quinn is a managing editor and creative writing teacher with an MPhil in Children’s
Literature.

Margaret Anne Suggs is predominately a children's book illustrator and has published over a
dozen books in four languages.
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Collection of first-person testimonies from some of those involved who reflect upon their own
faith journey in a candid and engaging fashion.

The World Meeting of Families took place in Ireland for the first time in 2018 and saw thousands
of volunteers and visitors from across the globe unite to celebrate their shared faith in God and
in family. Humans of the World Meeting of Families is a collection of first-person testimonies from
some of those involved – lay and religious, young and old – who reflect upon their own faith
journey in a candid and engaging fashion.
 
This uplifting book of words and photographs offers a revealing insight into the personal lives and
motivation of volunteers, delegates, attendees, staff members and many others who took part in
this event, which included the historic visit of Pope Francis to Ireland.

AUTHOR:
Brenda Drumm is the communications officer with the Catholic Communications Office and was
media and communications manager for the World Meeting of Families 2018. 
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Guides us through a year in the company of the Irish saints. For each day of the year there is a
fascinating biographical account of an Irish saint, along with a reflection designed to prompt the
reader to consider how these venerated figures can shape the spiritual lives of the faithful today.

This beautiful devotional book by Stella Durand consists of a series of fascinating biographical
accounts of Irish saints for each day of the year and is interspersed with short reflections
designed to prompt the reader to consider how these venerated figures can shape the spiritual
lives of the faithful today. The intention has been to be as historically accurate as possible but
also to reflect on the inner meaning of some stories and legends that have grown up around
particular saints, with a view to exploring their spiritual value for a contemporary audience.
 
In addition to the universally recognised patron saints Patrick, Brigid and Columba, the reader will
be inspired by the stories of hundreds of extraordinary Irish men and women across the
centuries whose heroism and streadfast faith will inspire, guide and encourage Christians on their
pilgrim path today.

AUTHOR:
Stella Durand is a recently retired Anglican priest based in Co. Sligo where she serves as a
part-time tourist chaplain at Drumcliffe Church. She studied at Trinity College, UCD, the Milltown
Institute and the Sorbonne, and holds a PhD in Theology where her research focussed on
ecumenism and inter-faith dialogue.
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Helps the reader to understand the body's reaction to crisis and how the physiological response
impacts our ways of thinking, often for long periods of time.

Crises can be defined as any changes in our circumstances that affect us deeply. They can vary
from marriage or divorce to birth and death. Some we choose but many - like the Covid-19
pandemic - are chosen for us.
 
How to Be Our Best Self in Times of Crisis helps the reader to understand the body's reaction to
crisis and how the physiological response impacts our ways of thinking, often for long periods of
time. By recognising the severe impact a crisis can have on our physical bodies, we learn to
appreciate the importance of developing the skills to slow down and rest to allow for necessary
repair and regeneration. This book guides us through this process of repair and regeneration in a
holistic way, beginning with acceptance.
 
A crisis may be painful but we become our best selves by actively engaging with the new
possibilities it offers instead of withdrawing from the world.

AUTHORS:
Stuart Breen is chief instructor with the Irish Tai Chi Chuan Association and its two wings, Tai Chi
Your Way and Health Your Way. He is a multimodality complementary therapist who also
provides training to students in various types of complementary therapies and Tai Chi and Qi
Gung.

Tom Gunning is a writer and teacher. He is the lead writer of the Soul Seekers junior cycle
programme and he is also the author of The Inner Place and Into the Deep, published by
Veritas. He is the co-founder of the Parable Garden Education Project in Wexford. 
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Football is a sport loved all over the world. A game can be traced back to 2500 B.C according to
the Greeks, however the sport as we know it now began with the creation of the F.A of England
on 26th October 1863. It wasn't long before the professional game began when players from mill
towns like Blackburn and Darwen started to sneakily pay players a wage and a transfer fee.
Football soon became global and leagues began to be created. The game exploded and has
continued to grow until today. There is an uglier side to the game these days, one in which
money has become the number one factor. Money at the heart of football has grown at an
astonishing rate since the 1980's, or 1979 to be precise, when the first million pound transfer
happened in the UK, Trevor Francis moving from Birmingham City to Nottingham Forest. To think
that this figure has grown to the staggering 222 million Euro transfer of Neymar from Barcelona
to Paris St-Germain in just 38 years is enough to make the eyes water. This book looks at the
financial gap in football, from the sad day in 2019 when Bury were thrown out the league to how
the likes of Chelsea and Manchester City can spend hundreds of millions assembling a team. It
focuses in on clubs who are run in the right way, to those that spend more than they earn and
end up like Bury. Financial Fair Play has been bought in, but that hasn't stopped unscrupulous
owners flouting the rules. Football is a game that used to be owned by the fans, these days
some clubs have become a play thing for rich benefactors. This book does not look to blame
people, instead it's here to shed light on how football has become a game based around pound
notes instead of those who sing in the stands.

AUTHOR:
Phil Woods is the author of four books including this one, the previous three being a childrens
book and two comedy titles. He has been a motorsport journalist since 2014, having been editor
of two magazines, and a Formula One specialist. He currently still writes for Paddock Magazine,
often trusted to write their season previews and reviews. Phil has also written many comedy
sketches, having had a selection of the best performed on stage in Lancaster, UK. Phil enjoys
acting too, having played a part in a sitcom in 2019. Phil has followed football since 1977 and in
his role as a journalist has written many articles, match reports and interviews over the past 30
years. 
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From the pit crew to Lewis Hamilton, from the admin team to the engine designers, the
Mercedes Formula One team have collectively won everything in sight since the new rules in
2014. Formula One moved away from the V8 2.4 litre and bought in the 1.6 litre turbo hybrids.
Mercedes hit the ground running in 2014, creating an engine and chassis that worked in sweet
harmony, blowing away the field winning more than 84% of the races. Since the start of 2014
they have won every drivers championship and every constructors championship. When just a
short time prior to that, Sebastian Vettel won 4 championships in a row with a dominant Red
Bull, it was hard to imagine we'd ever see such dominance again, let alone so soon after.
Eyebrows were raised when Mercedes successfully signed Lewis Hamilton from McLaren, a team
Lewis had grew up with and won his first title with. However, it seems that Mercedes persuaded
Lewis they were on to a winner. Lewis Hamilton signing forced the great Michael Schumacher to
hang up his helmet once again, but little did Hamilton know the significance, little did he know
that move would put him up there with Schumacher as one of the worlds greatest drivers.
Drivers and teams have to work in harmony, and Mercedes had given Lewis Hamilton and Nico
Rosberg a dream of a car. This book celebrates Mercedes achievements with stats, information,
interviews and most of all some beautiful images of perhaps that worlds greatest Formula One
cars in action. A pictorial history of Mercedes Formula One Grand Prix victories. A chance to relive
how two friends who grew up karting together would one day be creating history together.

AUTHOR:
Phil Woods is the author of four books including this one, the previous three being a childrens
book and two comedy titles. He has been a motorsport journalist since 2014, having been editor
of two magazines, and a Formula One specialist. He currently still writes for Paddock Magazine,
often trusted to write their season previews and reviews. Phil has also written many comedy
sketches, having had a selection of the best performed on stage in Lancaster, UK. Phil enjoys
acting too, having played a part in a sitcom in 2019. 
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As attention and funding increases for women's team sports, so too should the understanding of
the support they require to physically compete at these higher levels. Strength and Conditioning
for Women in Team Sports is a dedicated guide to upskilling S&C coaches who are working with
female teams. It addresses the unique requirements for women in reactive multi-directional
sports and provides recommendations on creating a positive environment to succeed. The main
topics covered are: preparing to integrate into a women's team; developing relationships and
processes; testing and monitoring strategies; building databases and creating reports; planning
sessions and implementation and finally, injury, illness and managing return to performance.
Offering key insights into the plethora of variables available for achieving a certain goal,
experienced S&C coach Jools Murray offers practical advice not only for session planning but also
for important soft skills such as communication and team relationships.

AUTHOR:
Jools Murray has been the S&C Coach for a variety of professional female team sports, including
England Netball, England Rugby, GB Hockey and England Football. Her highlight was winning the
gold medal at the Commonwealth games in 2018 with the England Netball team. During her time
in the English Institute of Sport, she researched female athletes from a variety of practitioners
and sports. She completed her MSc in Strength & Conditioning at St Mary's University,
Twickenham. 
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An understandable guide to key skills for bushcrafters, campers, outdoors lovers, and anyone
interested in surviving on the land. No other woodcraft teacher instills outdoor knowledge the
way Kirtley does, which has earned him a stellar global reputation. This is the chance to learn
from him even if you can't attend his sold-out courses. Everything needed for those seeking
eventual serious bushcraft mastery, and also helpful for those who admire bushcraft but simply
want to add ease and enjoyment to occasional camping. This is his first book and teaches the
core skills from start to finish: selecting the correct tools for the task, caring for the tools,
everyday axe techniques, felling, limbing, sectioning, and carving techniques and projects. Next,
master efficient and sometimes lifesaving campcraft needs, including pot hangers, tripods,
cranes, camp grills, broilers, lanterns, stools, tent needs, essential knots, lashings, ladders, and
rope throwing and hoisting. Also features a detailed look at more than a dozen types of wood
and their properties, for best choices in all bushcraft needs.

AUTHOR:
Professional bushcraft instructor Paul Kirtley spent 10 years studying with and training under the
celebrated outdoors master Ray Mears. He has a solid social-media presence and teaches
courses on woodcraft and camp skills in Europe, North America, Africa, Australia, and Asia.

SELLING POINTS:
•  This beautifully photographed guide shows why world-renowned bushcraft instructor Paul
Kirtley is in such high demand
•  The essential skills for success in surviving on the land, taught in a way that sticks
•  Incredibly detailed photo-by-photo teaching allows for precise skills building

200 colour photographs
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Jane Austen.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Angela Harding's, Shooting Stars.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Kew Gardens' Marianne North, View in the Brisbane Botanic
Garden.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features National Gallery's Saint Catherine of Alexandria by Raphael.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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A FLAME TREE NOTEBOOK. Beautiful and luxurious the journals combine high-quality production
with magnificent art. Perfect as a gift, and an essential personal choice for writers, notetakers,
travellers, students, poets and diarists. Features a wide range of well-known and modern artists,
with new artworks published throughout the year.

BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED. The highly crafted covers are printed on foil paper, embossed then foil
stamped, complemented by the luxury binding and rose red end-papers. The covers are created
by our artists and designers who spend many hours transforming original artwork into gorgeous
3d masterpieces that feel good in the hand, and look wonderful on a desk or table.

PRACTICAL, EASY TO USE. Flame Tree Notebooks come with practical features too: a pocket at
the back for scraps and receipts; two ribbon markers to help keep track of more than just a
to-do list; robust ivory text paper, printed with lines; and when you need to collect other notes or
scraps of paper the magnetic side flap keeps everything neat and tidy.

THE ARTIST. Akseli Gallen-Kallela was born in Pori in western Finland in 1865. As a child he
developed a deep love of the Finnish countryside. From 1878 he enrolled in drawing classes in
Helsinki, and like many art students at the time, he continued his training in Paris. Gallen-Kallela
maintained an international outlook throughout his career and exhibited widely in the major cities
of Europe. His Lake Keitele pictures, painted between 1904 and 1906, fuse diverse international
trends such as painting outdoors directly in front of the subject, and the decorative abstraction of
Symbolism.

THE FINAL WORD. As William Morris said, "Have nothing in your houses that you do not know to
be useful, or believe to be beautiful." 

Notebook / blank book, Decorated cover, ruled pages, pocket ribbon and magnetic closure, 176
pages, 1 illustrations
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The world famous Bluebell Railway, pioneering heritage railway and star of both the silver screen
and the small screen, celebrated its 60th Anniversary in 2020. This book took the opportunity to
look back over that time in this predominantly colour illustrated album showcasing the variety of
locomotives to have graced Bluebell Railway metals in that time. As well as the ever popular
steam locomotives for which the line is justly famed, there are also a few visiting diesels that
were not even built when British Railways closed the Bluebell line.

120 illustrations
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A predominantly (but not exclusively) colour softback album taking the reader on an illustrated
journey along this iconic South African narrow gauge railway from Port Elizabeth to Avontuur,
including the branches to Patensie and the Eastern Province Cement Corporation. Garratts,
NG15s and Class 91s all feature prominently. The photographs were taken in the period from
1969 to 2010, and showcase not just the modernisation and subsequent rundown of the railway
in that period, but the stunning South African scenery through which it passed.
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During the history of Britain's electric tramcar fleets, many thousands were manufactured of
which the vast majority saw out their operational life with a single owner. However, for several
hundred there was to be a second - if not, in certain cases, a third - career with a new operator.
Almost from the dawn of the electric era in the late 19th century tramcars were loaned or bought
and sold between operators. The reasons for this were multifarious. Sometimes the aspirations
of the original owners for traffic proved wildly optimistic and the fleet was downsized to reflect
better the actual passenger levels. War was a further cause as operators sought to strengthen
their fleets to cater for unexpectedly high level of demand or to replace trams destroyed by
enemy action. For other operators, modernisation represented an opportunity to sell older cars
whilst, certainly from the 1930s, a number of operators - such as Aberdeen, Leeds and
Sunderland - took advantage of the demise of tramways elsewhere to supplement their fleet with
trams that were being withdrawn but which still had many years of useful operational life in
them. The process was to continue right through to the mid-1950s when Glasgow took advantage
of the demise of the once-extensive Liverpool system to purchase a number of the streamlined
bogie bogie cars that were built in the late 1930s. In this book the author provides a pictorial
history - with detailed captions - to the many electric trams that were to operate with more than
one tramway during the period up to the closure of the closure of the Glasgow system in 1962.

AUTHOR:
Brought up in Bradford, Peter Waller grew up as the city's trolleybus network gradually declined.
In 1986, he commenced in a career ?in publishing, working for a number of years as Ian Allan
Ltd's Publisher (Books), where he oversaw the commissioning and publication of a wide range of
books. The first book that he wrote was British and Irish Tramway Systems since 1945 in 1992.
Since then he has written a number of books on transport subjects. Moving to Shropshire in
2007, he is now a full-time author and editor. He is also a director and secretary? of the Online
Transport Archive, a director of Shrewsbury Dial-a-Ride, chairman of the West Shropshire Talking
Newspaper, a committee member of the National Railway Heritage Awards and a past president
of the Rotary Club of Shrewsbury. 

250 colour and b/w illustrations
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The 'Claytons' were originally conceived as the British Railways "standard" Type 1 diesel-electric
locomotive, superseding other Type 1 classes delivered as part of the 'Pilot Scheme' fleet. The
early classes suffered from poor driver visibility, and the plan from 1962 was for subsequent
trip-freight and local yard shunting locomotives to be centre-cab machines with low bonnets to
dramatically improve visibility. To this extent the Claytons were highly successful and popular with
operating crews. However, the largely untested high-speed, flat Paxman engines proved to be
highly problematical, resulting in deliveries being curtailed after 117 locomotives. Further
requirements for Type 1 locomotives after 1965 were met by reverting to one of the original
'Pilot' designs! Deteriorating traffic levels ultimately led to the Claytons being withdrawn from BR
service by December 1971. Considerable amounts of archive material have been unearthed to
enable the issues surrounding the rise and fall of the 'Standard Type 1' locomotives to be fully
explored. Further sources provide insights into the effort and money expended on the Claytons in
a desperate attempt to improve their reliability. Individual locomotive record cards, together with
personal sighting information, allow histories of each class member to be developed including
allocations, works visits, liveries and disposal details. Supported by over 280 photographs and
diagrams, dramatic new insights into this troubled class have been assembled for both historians
and modellers alike.

AUTHOR:
Anthony Sayer is a life-long railway enthusiast with an interest in the history of the early British
diesel and electric locomotive classes. This is the third of several books in the Locomotive
Portfolio (Diesel & Electric) series, following on from the North British Type 2 Bo-Bo diesel-electric
(Classes 21 & 29) and Metropolitan-Vickers Type 2 Co-Bo diesel-electric (Class 28) books
published in 2019 and 2020 respectively. Anthony lives in the north-east of England and has now
retired after 37 years in the steel industry with responsibilities in both transport and supply-chain
planning. 

200 colour and b/w iilustrations, weight diagrams, class list
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The 'Colonel Stephens' network of eccentric and impecunious light railways have long held a
fascination for railway enthusiasts, including those too young to remember their operation. This
A4 softback album is the first in a two part series focussing on the two of the Colonels' railways
to have been preserved (coincidentally both in Kent), by well known railway writer and
photographer Jonathan James. This first volume looks at the East Kent Railway, based a few
miles to the north of Dover, and showcases what the volunteers there have achieved in their
rebuilding efforts.
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As the world speeds up, as technology takes over, it is worth remembering how we used to live.
This three-book series is a nostalgic hymn to an era when life was slower: a meandering ramble
through the British countryside by bicycle, automobile and train.

This evocative volume gathers British motoring memorabilia, transporting us back to a time when
roads were filled with bulbous Austin Somersets, humpbacked Standard Vanguards and unique
road signs. Between cigarette cards advocating road safety, vintage motoring maps and
black-and-white photos of classic cars in their prime, Open Road packs an impressive cache of
paraphernalia between its pages. A quaint, inspirational collection with delightful images at every
turn of the road. No Sat Nav here.

AUTHOR:
Peter Ashley is an aficionado of British culture, responsible for the Unmitigated England trilogy,
Preposterous Erections (his book on folly towers) and London Peculiars (one of the first books in
ACC Art Books bestselling London series). Peter is renowned for his passion for the oddities that
make this country unique, as Jonathan Meades has said, "He is the gatekeeper to several
generations' memories."

SELLING POINTS:
•  A nostalgic three-book series celebrating a slower, old-fashioned way of life
•  Vintage automobile memorabilia from across Britain
•  A delightful gift for car enthusiasts and memorabilia collectors
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Air Chief Marshal Sir Geoffrey Salmond and his brother Jack joined the Royal Flying Corps during
the Great War. Both were to have a major influence on the development of the RAF in the 1920s
and 1930s, in particular Geoffrey who became one of the original pioneers of high speed flight.
Extraordinarily, both brothers rose to become Chiefs of the Air Staff in the 1930s. Without Sir
Geoffrey Salmond's vision the RAF would almost certainly not had the Spitfire and the result of
the Battle of Britain would surely have been very different.

AUTHOR:
Anne Baker is an author, and aviation specialist. 

32 b/w illustrations
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A 64 page softback illustrated album showcasing a selection of the products of this famous Leeds
locomotive builder that have been fortunate enough to survive in industry long enough to meet
their salvation in the hands of the dedicated railway preservationists. Locomotives of all shapes
and sizes, standard and narrow gauge, steam and diesel, can all be found within its pages. The
high quality full colour photographs all have extended and informative captions, written by an
author with a detailed knowledge of his subject.

64 illustrations
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The 'Colonel Stephens' network of eccentric and impecunious light railways have long held a
fascination for railway enthusiasts, including those too young to remember their operation. This
A4 softback album is the second in a two part series focussing on the two of the Colonels'
railways to have been preserved (coincidentally both in Kent), by well known railway writer and
photographer Jonathan James. This second volume looks at the long established Kent & East
Sussex Railway, and showcases the unique character and charm of this popular heritage railway.
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In this book, leading member of the Railway Performance Society Alan Varley discusses and
analyses a lifetime of railway travel across the French Railways (SNCF) network - over a million
kilometres worth! The performance of different types of train is assessed on the wide variety of
routes on which they operated, giving the opportunity to see the impact of modernisation, first
from steam to diesel, and latterly to the dedicated high speed lines of the Trains a Grande
Vitesse (TGV).
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This book is a wonderful miscellany of the London & North Western Railway, here is a delightful
new illustrated history of the Premier Line, drawn from the Railway Magazine archives, which
covers the close of the Victorian Era and the start of the 20th century, topics of the 27 chapters
include. Personal Interviews with F.Harrison (General Manager), F. W. Webb ( CM&EE ). Notable
Stations - Birmingham New Street, Carlisle Citadel, Crewe, Euston, Manchester London Road,
Preston and Willesden. Wolverton Carriage Works and Earlestown Wagon Works. Engine Drivers
and Their Duties by C.J. Bowen-Cooke The Irish Mail and the 'American Special' Trains Webb
Precedent and Compound Locomotives Royal Saloons The Opening and Early Years of Three L N
W R constituent companies, the Liverpool & Manchester Railway, the Grand Junction Railway and
the London & Birmingham Railway. The large number of photographs and illustrations, mostly
from the archives of the London & North Western Railway Society, make this a very special book.

AUTHOR:
Neil Smith had a varied career with British Rail working as Relief Station Master at Bletchley and
Bedford, Euston HQ and Assistant Station Manager at Oswestry. He was appointed to Freight
Traffic Manager at Crewe Basford Hall Marshalling Yard and finally to Duty Manager at Crewe
Area Operations Centre having overall control of 70 miles of the West Coast Main Line. Author of
two previous books "Times of Our Lives" (Memories of the 20th Century) and "Inside Crewe
Locomotive Works". 

205 colour and b/w illustrations
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The W114 and W115 models were enormously successful for Mercedes-Benz, and their sales in
nine years of production between 1967 and 1976 almost equalled the total of all Mercedes
passenger models built in the 23 years between 1945 and the time of their introduction in 1968.
There were many reasons for this success, but perhaps the most important was that Mercedes
expanded the range to include a simply vast amount of variants including four-cylinder and
six-cylinder petrol engines, four-cylinder diesels; saloons, coupes and long-wheelbase models.
With around 200 photographs, this book features the story of the design and development of the
W114 and W115 ranges. It gives full technical specifications, including paint and interior trim
choices; includes a chapter on the special US variants; gives production tables and model type
codes and explores the Experimental Safety Vehicles developed from these cars. Finally, there is
a chapter on buying and owning a 114- or 115-series Mercedes.

AUTHOR:
James Taylor has been writing professionally about cars since the late 1970s, and his interests
embrace a wide range of older cars of all makes and nationalities, as well as classic buses, lorries
and military vehicles. He has always considered Mercedes-Benz one of his favourite car
manufacturers and has written several books on the company's products. James has written
more than 130 books in all, and among them have been several definitive one-make or
one-model titles, including a large number for Crowood. 

175 colour, 25 b/w photographs
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A full colour 120 page hardback photographic album by renowned photographer James Waite of
the narrow gauge railway lines of the American continents in the 21st century. The reader is
taken on an illustrated journey across North America from New England in the east to the West
Coast, and then south through Central America and on into South America; journey's end being
in Patagonia, at the southern tip of Argentina. Features many lesser-known lines, as well as the
popular Cumbres & Toltec and Durango & Silverton operations.

120 illustrations
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A full colour 120 page hardback illustrated album by renowned photographer James Waite of the
narrow gauge activity in the former Yugoslavia (Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia-Hercegovina, Serbia,
Kosovo, Montenegro and North Macedonia) in the 21st Century. Yugoslavia was a popular
destination for enthusiasts of narrow gauge railways in the Communist era, having an unusually
lengthy network (a legacy of the Austro-Hungarian empire), and Bosnia-Hercegovina remains
one of the last bastions of everyday steam working in the railway world. In this book, the author
not only visits the Bosnian operations, but also illustrates how the network and the trains that
operated on it, have been adapted to serve the fledgling tourist industry.

120 illustrations
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A 56 page softback showcasing the best Indian photographs from the popular Historical Railway
Images archive. The images are accompanied by extensive captions and informative background
text. India's railways are a microcosm of the culture of this vast and populous nation, with busy
express trains on the main line heaving with passengers, and characterful narrow gauge railways
climbing the mountains to resort towns such as Shimla. This book has high quality archive images
covering the full range of India's railways, rather than focussing on any single aspect.

56 illustrations
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A 120 page hardback illustrated album by Helen Ashby, the Chair of the Friends of the Sierra
Leone National Railway Museum, showcasing this idiosyncratic African narrow gauge system
through all the eras of its operation. See the early optimism subside to a simple aspiration to
survive, and then the remarkable story of its rediscovery in the aftermath of civil war through to
its 21st century preservation in a project which, uniquely in West Africa, combines Government
support, the will of the people, and the experience of a small group of determined Western
preservationists.

120 illustrations
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A 64 page A4 softback album, profusely illustrated in colour, showcasing this unique survivor, by
well known writer and photographer Jonathan James in collaboration with SKLR Publicity Manager
Paul Best. The modern day Sittingbourne & Kemsley Light Railway was borne out of the railway
network which previously served the giant Bowater's paper mills, just to the north of the Kent
town of Sittingbourne. The heritage line uses track, locomotives and other equipment from its
industrial past as it takes the traveller on a journey from suburban Sittingbourne out into the
Kent marshes.
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Showcasing photographs and illustrations from a variety of collectors' archives, The Unseen
Mauretania 1907 reveals the Cunard company's most luxurious ocean liner of the early twentieth
century. When the Mauretania took to the North Atlantic for the first time in November 1907, she
was the largest and fastest ship in the world, serving with her sister ship, the Lusitania, for nearly
eight years. Although the Lusitania's life was cut short during the First World War, the Mauretania
continued to have an impressive presence at sea, holding the Blue Riband for the fastest
transatlantic crossing until 1929. This evocative visual history, now available in paperback, by
maritime expert J. Kent Layton follows her glorious career, which spanned four decades of the
twentieth century.

AUTHOR:
J. Kent Layton's career as a maritime author began through self-publishing and he subsequently
produced books with a number of publishing houses. His successful titles include The Edwardian
Superliners; On A Sea of Glass (nominated for the 2012 Mountbatten Maritime Award by the
Maritime Foundation); and The Unseen Aquitania for The History Press. He lives in New York.

40 colour and 230 b/w illustrations
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The rebuilding by the Ffestiniog Railway of the Welsh Highland Railway / Rheilffordd Eryri, a
narrow gauge line through the heart of the Snowdonia National Park, was one of the most
controversial of the millennium projects. In this softback illustrated album, compiled by the East
Anglian Group supporting the Welsh Highland Railway from the photographs and memories of
their members, the changes and memorable events (both positive and negative) that have
occurred on the WHR between 1994 and 2019 are shown.

64 illustrations
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Chasing records through Europe: This book takes you to 111 truly unique and record-setting
places in Europe. Dress warmly for the coldest music festival, where instruments are made of
ice. Ride on the fastest roller coaster. And come with us to the highest church tower – it's not in
Rome or Cologne, but in... Well, do you know? This book is your guide to the successful "Europa
maxximal" series from the lifestyle and culture magazine "Euromaxx" by Deutsche Welle. All
videos from the series can be called up using the QR codes in the book. For travel enthusiasts,
fans of Europe, and everyone who likes to show off their knowledge of the unusual at parties.
Record-breaking good!

AUTHOR:
Patricia Szilagyi is a freelance journalist and author living in Berlin. For more than ten years, she
has been working as an editor for the magazine Euromaxx in the Deutsche Welle program.
There, she works intensively with the diverse cultures and lifestyles in Europe. Travelling is her
great passion. She sets out as often as possible to discover Europe and the world. She's not
always chasing records, but she always looks for new places and inspiration. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  The ultimate insider's guide to Europe's most extreme places
•  Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides 
•  Part of the international 111 Places/111 Shops series with over 650 titles and 3.8 million copies
in print worldwide 
•  Fully illustrated with 111 full-page colour photographs
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If you want to go beyond the Boston of brochures and get to the heart of this mysterious,
charming old metropolis, you have to dig deep and be willing to get a little weird. 111 Places in
Boston That You Must Not Miss is a guidebook with a twist: one that takes you far off the beaten
path - and the Freedom Trail - to explore a side of the city that's offbeat, unexpected, and
completely fascinating for visitors and locals alike. Whether you want to pay your respects at the
memorial for a fictional character, sneak behind a vending machine to go shopping for sneakers,
marvel at the breathtaking views from a brewery bathroom, or go on a long, strange trip
through an LSD library, you can do it all here... and before dinnertime, to boot. Throw on your
Red Sox cap, hop on the T, and uncover some secrets along the way.

AUTHORS:
Heather Kapplow is one of the rarest kind of creatures you will find in Boston: a native Bostonian.
A visual and performing artist as well as a writer, Heather travels frequently for projects in both
spheres and has a very deep understanding of what it's like to be a newcomer in an unfamiliar
city. It's among Heather's life goals to make Boston a more welcoming place, as well as to throw
spotlights on Boston's many nuanced subcultures. You can find anything you need in Boston
(except maybe a parking space in the winter) if you seek it out - take it from a native.

Kim Windyka fell in love with Boston while growing up in nearby southern New Hampshire, and
has never become tired of the city's beauty and historic charm in the 12 years she's been living
there since attending Emerson College. A full-time copywriter with experience in multiple
industries including travel, tech, and fashion, she has also written pieces for The Atlantic, New
York Magazine, McSweeney's, and more. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  The ultimate insider's guide to Boston
•  Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides
•  Part of the international 111 Places/111 Shops series with over 250 titles and 1.5 million copies
in print worldwide
•  Appeals to both the local market (more than 690,000 people call Boston home) and the tourist
market (more than 19 million people visit Boston every year!)
•  Fully illustrated with 111 full-page color photographs
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Unlock the secrets of Paris's charm with this handy visual guidebook. Learn the history of the
city's most famous landmarks, grasp their fascinating details and discover dozens of lesser known
architectural gems. Whether you are a Paris regular or visiting for the first time, this guide will
help you understand how the city acquired its unique and beautiful design palette and
recommend ways to experience it more fully with self-guided walking tours and suggestions of
some of the best hotels, restaurants, cafes, churches, parks and more. You'll also discover
ancient Roman baths, seventeenth century mansions, Art Deco theatres, contemporary cultural
complexes and find out where to kick back, cocktail or mock-tail in hand, with a panoramic view
over the capital. Written by Ruby Boukabou, author of The Art Lover's Guide to Paris, and
part-time Parisian, this book is the perfect companion for anybody intrigued by Paris's seductive
magic.

AUTHOR:
Ruby Boukabou is an entertainer and a writer/reporter specialising in travel, culture and lifestyle.
She freelances to magazines, newspapers, stations and websites around the globe. Previous titles
include 48 Paris (National Geographic), The Art Lover's Guide to Paris (White Owl) and Sense in
the City - Paris. Her tap dancing alter ego has appeared under various names in the bars, music
halls, theatres and clubs of Paris and in clips set on and around its bridges, streets, bookshops
and waterways.

64 colour illustrations
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Bike London is the definitive guide to cycling in the UK's capital. The cycling culture in London is
constantly evolving and this book offers an indispensable resource for the city's bike users -
whether they're weather-hardened commuters who ride in all conditions or summer daytrippers
looking to explore. This book covers all things two-wheeled, from local cycle shops and essential
cafe stops, to ideas for routes and events that will appeal to all breeds of bike lover.

More than a mere directory, Bike London speaks to important players in the city's cycling
community, while also looking back and offering interesting facts and snippets of information
from London's 100-year-plus love affair with the bicycle.

As London embraces a greener future, this book is a timely resource that will help you put words
into action.

Each chapter is categorised by theme: Local Bike Shops, Cycling Clubs, Cycling Events, Cycling
Locations, Cycling Routes, Cycling Equipment, Cycling Apparel, Cycling Cafes, Cycle Hire and
Iconic London Cyclists. The last chapter features several of Britain's most famous sports and
leisure cyclists, from Bradley Wiggins and Paul Smith to Tahnee Seagrave, Tao Geoghegan Hart,
Maurice Burton and Jeremy Vine.

Also in the series:
Vinyl London ISBN 9781788840156
London Peculiars ISBN 9781851499182
Art London ISBN 9781788840385
Rock 'n' Roll London ISBN 9781788840163

AUTHOR:
Charlie Allenby is an established cycling journalist and has written about all things two wheeled
for titles as varied as Time Out London, Bike Radar and Red Bull. He's always been a lover of
pedal-powered fun and decided to combine his two passions - riding and writing about riding -
back in 2013. When not writing about bikes, he can either be found weaving his way through
traffic in central London on his sturdy steel single speed or exploring the country lanes that wind
their way around the city's outskirts on his weekend best road bike.

SELLING POINTS:
•  New volume in ACC Art Books' bestselling London Series
•  Everything you need to know about cycling in London
•  An indispensable resource and a great gift
•  As we demand a greener lifestyle, let this book help you put words into action
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From the fringes of society to the envy-inducing images on social media, how and why has
vanlife become more popular than ever before? What does this tell us about our love of travel
and our ideas of home? And how do camper vans address issues of minimalism, freedom and
sustainability? 

The creators of The Rolling Home Journal bring you a timely, attractively priced reissue of The
Complete Vanlife Book, with essays, interviews, illustrations, and photographs that tell you
everything you need to know about vanlife culture. On a practical level the authors impart the
basics of compact interior design and van conversions, along with inspiring personal accounts of
living and travelling by van.  

AUTHORS:
After years of travelling around Europe in their camper, Calum Creasey and Lauren Smith
decided to combine their love for design with their passion for adventure. The result: The Rolling
Home, a website, Instagram account, and quarterly journal. Their first book, The Rolling Home:
80000 Miles and Counting in a Selfbuild Home (2015), sold tens of thousands of copies in two
editions.  

SELLING POINTS:
•  Van vacations and van living has attracted a new following at a time of increased
outdoor-oriented travel
•  An attractively priced re-issue of The Rolling Home Presents the Culture of Vanlife
•  An inspiring book about the freedom and mobility of van life written and compiled by the
editors the Rolling Home Journal  

240 colour, 30 b/w illustrations
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This sleek and insightful guide showcases modernist buildings from all over the world that are
open to visit or even stay at.

Modernist fans will want to dive right into the pages of this guide to remarkable buildings
designed by famous architects - from Alvar Aalto to Charlie Zehnder. The 130 unique structures
included here span the globe and cover the full spectrum of modernist principles from Brutalist to
Bauhaus. Author Stefi Orazi has chosen the buildings because they are all open for visiting, with
some even available for overnight stays. Full-colour photography of the exterior and interiors
highlight incredible details such as the bright red drum fireplace in Giancarlo de Carlo's
Ca'Romanino in Urbino, Italy, or the constructivist-like staircase in Renaat Braem's house and
studio in Antwerp, Belgium. Each building is accompanied by informative text which offers visitor
information and insights into its history. Whether you're looking for a unique holiday experience
or a global overview of Modernist architecture, Modernist Escapes stylishly documents these
unforgettable spaces.

AUTHOR:
Stefi Orazi is a graphic designer and the author of numerous books on architecture, including
Modernist Estates: The Buildings and the People Who Live in Them and The Barbican Estate. She
lives in London, England.

250 colour illustrations
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A new volume in ACC Art Books' London series, focusing on the capital's vibrant LGBTQ+ scene.
Queer London is a timely and accessible introduction to the city through a LGBTQ+ lens, and will
appeal to anyone with an interest in London's thriving queer landscape. Celebrating the diversity
and innovation of queer individuals in London, both historically and today, Queer London features
a range of bars, clubs, shops, Pride events, charities, community organisations, saunas and sex
shops that cater to the LGBTQ community. Along with highlighted features on influential queer
Londoners of the moment, this book delves into the cultural history of queerness in the capital,
including events, organisations or venues that have sometimes been forgotten or overlooked, but
which were of key importance to the community. From the long, illustrious queer history of Soho
and the legendary drag balls at Porchester Hall, to the hottest clubs of the moment, Queer
London is the go-to guide for anyone looking to engage with rich queer legacy of this nation's
capital. 

AUTHOR:
Alim Kheraj has been a freelance journalist and editor since 2013. During that time, he has
written broadly for a number of publications, including the Guardian, the Observer, the
Telegraph, the Independent, the i Paper, i-D, GQ, American GQ, Vice, Refinery29, Dazed and
Confused and Time Out. An article of his won a grassroots, community organisation funding to
start a LGBTQ+ community centre in London. Born and raised in London, Kheraj has witnessed
the LGBTQ+ scene evolve into a true community.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Focusing on London's vibrant LGBTQ scene
•  A guide to queer culture in London, past and present
•  Bars, clubs, shops, Pride events, charities and more  
•  New volume in ACC Art Books' London series


